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List of JAERI Instruments

A. Neutron Scattering instruments

Beam Port Instrument Moderator Instrument Staff

Yoshinobu Ishii,
High Resolution Powder Diffractorneter

IG Thermal(HO) Naoki Igawa,

(HRPD) Yutaka Shimojo

IG-A Diffratometer for Biological Crystallography-111 Thennal(HO) Ichiro Tanaka,

(BIX-3) Nobuo Niimura

Single Crystal Diffractometer for Biological Macromolecules Kazuo Kurihara,
1G-B Thermal(HO)

(BIX-3M) Nobuo Niimura

2G Triple-Axis Spectrometer Thermal(HO) Kazuhisa Kakurai,

(TAS- 1) Susumu Katano

Apparatus for Precise Neutron Optics and Neutron Hiroshi Tomimitsu,

3G Diffraction Topography Thennal(HO) Kazuya Aizawa,

(PNO) Satoshi Koizumi

T2-1 Diffractometer for the Residual Stress Analysis Thermal(HO) Atsushi Moriai,

(RESA) Yoshinobu Ishii

T2-3 Diffractometer for Biological Cystallography-11 Thermal(HO) Satoru Fujiwara,

(BIX-2) Nobuo Niimura

T24 Triple-Axis Spectrometer Thermal(HO) Masaaki Matsuda

(TAS-2)

C2-1 Low energy Triple-Axis Spectrometer Cold(Liquid H) Naoto Metoki

(LTAS)

C3-1-2-1 Neutron Optics Cold(Liquid H Jun-ichi Suzuki,

(NOP) Takayuki Oku

C3-2 Small-Angle Neutron Scattering Instrument Cold(Liquid Hj Jun-ichi Suzuki,

(SANS-J) Satoshi Koizumi
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B. Special Accessories

B-1. Cryostats, Magnets and Furnaces

Accessory Number Performance Instr-ament Staff

Dilution Refrigerator 1 T_ lmKH_ = 5T (Vertical) N. Metoki

Dilution Refrigerator 2 T- = mK Y. Morii
(Lquid-:'He-Free)

IOT Magnet 1 T.� lmKH_, =10T (Vertical) S. Katano
(Liqui&'He-Free)

'HeCryostat I T_,� 0.3KH-=6T (Vertical) N. Metoki

Orange Cryostat I Tj�= 1.5K T. Osakabe

Horizontal Magnet 1 T,,,,= 1.5KH_=5T (Horizontal) J. Suzuki

4K Cryostat 2 T, = 4K Y. Shimojo

IOK Cryostat 6 T,�j.= 10K Y. Shimojo

Fumace for Soft Matter I T 0 - 300'C S. Koizumi

800K Displex 1 T - 800K M. Matsuda

Fumace 2 T-.= I 100K Y. Shimojo

Fumace i T_ = 16WK Y. Ishii

B-2. Pressure Devices

T. Osakabe
McWhan Cell 3 P-= 15GPa

S. Katano,

Sapphire Anvil Cell severul P-= 6GPa T. Osakabe
(under development)

Oscillatory Shear Machine 1 T=RT - 2001C, Amplitude 0.0 - 2mm, S. Koizumi
Frequency = 0. - 10OHz

Tension Testin- Tensil Speed= - 1mm/sec,
el 1 A. Moriai

Machine Range of Load= 5 - 1000kgf ± %

B-3. Detectors

Neutron Imaging PlateT several Resolution = 100 tt m N. Niimura
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1. Research Activities in the HY 2002

The research activities by neutron scatter- ing CRYOPAD. To reach this goal a suffi-

ing during the 2002 JFY have been promoted cient polarized neutron flux on an existing

by three following research groups in the av- triple axis instrument is an important prereq-

vanced science research center (ASRC) uisite. We therefore constructed and installed

which are specialized for () spin-lattice cor- a new double focusing Heusler monochroma-

relation (group leader: Kazuhisa Kakural), tor. The neutron beam test showed the excel-

(ii) extreme environments (group leader: Yu- lent performance of the new device, resulting

kio Morii) and (111) structural biology (group in an average intensity gain factor of -1 to

leader: Nobuo Nlimura). the old device and the neutron polarization of

better than 90% (see the report by Nakamura

1. Researches by the group for neutron et al.). At the end of the fiscal year the con-

scattering study on spin-lattice correla- struction of the CRYOPADUM at ILL was

tions completed and after the successful cooling

The aim of the project on research on down test the device has been shipped to

spin-lattice correlations by means of neutron JAERI.

scattering is to focus on the role of correla- Parallel to these instrument development

tion between spin degrees of freedom and efforts we have continued to investigate

other degrees of freedom as charge and or- magnetic materials where the spin-lattice

bital degrees of freedom, which are closely correlation may play an important role. For

connected to the lattice. These spin-lattice this purpose national and international col-

correlations may play important roles in ex- laborations are performed to study materials

plaining novel phenomena in condensed mat- including high-Tc superconducting (SC) sys-

ters as in hgh-Tc superconductors, CMR tems, low dimensional and frustrated mag-

materials, magnetically low-dimensional and netic systems, where so far the lattice contri-

frustrated systems. In this project emphasis is bution to the ground state formation has not

put on the utilization of polarized neutron been discussed in detail and systematically,

scattering for this purpose. although there have been increasing number

In collaboration with neutron scattering of evidences to indicate its importance. In-

scientists from Institut Laue Langevin and plane phonons of YBa2CU30y and

CEN-Grenoble we are preparing the installa- La1.48Ndo.4Sro.12CU04 have been studied to

tion of the neutron polarimetry a three di- extract detailed information of the effect of

mensional polarization analysis method, us- stripes'(see the report by M. Ito et al.). A

-7 -
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search for antiferromagnetic (AF) fluctua- Spin correlations in the frustrated and/or

tions in Bismuth-based superconductor charge ordered systems as CS2CuBr4,

Bi2201 has been performed(see the report by LuFe2O4, ZnFe2O4 have been investigated.

N. Kaneko et al.) The existence of AF spin Incommensurate magnetic structure at mK

fluctuations in electron doped SC sample has has been observed i CsCuBr4 indicating to

been clearly demonstrated in the frustration of the exchange interactions in

Pro.8gLaCeo.11C1104-6. However the commen- the b-c tangular plane 'see the report by T.

surate spin fluctuations observed in both AF Ono et al.) In the charge ordered LuFe2O4 a

and SC phases are to be contrasted to the in- clear onset of the three dimensional ordering

commensurate ones observed in the hole- at TN is observed and a new characteristic

doped LSCO system (see the report by M. temperature Tf below TN is discovered at

Fujita et al.) which the magnetic intensities redistribute

Intensive studies on low dimensional and the agnetic peaks acquire finite width

and quantum spin systems have been pr- in * direction (see the report by S. Nagai et

forined. Neutron scattering studies on the al.). These findings are in contrast to the D

impurity and pressure induced A ordering magnetic order observed in the earlier neu-

in the spin ap system TICUC13 have been tron scattering experiment on a presumably

performed(see the report by A. Oosawa et less stoichiometnc sample. In ZnFe,04 the

al.). In both cases the magnetic structures of study of the diffuse scattering under applied

the A ordering have been determined for pressure has been initiated (see the report by

the first time. Furthermore in the pressure Y. Tsunoda et al.). Magnetic and charge

induced AF ordering the polarized neutron ordering in TbBaCO205.5 has been studied

scattering investigation lead to a discovery of and the spin state of Co'+ within the C006

a novel successive phase transition involving octahedra and the CoO5 pyramids has been

a spin reorientation. Polarized neutron scat- determined (see the report by M. Soda et al.).

tering technique has been also applied on the Since the parameter 'pressure' will be

quasi-one-dimensional magnet Ca2y2CU5010 important to study spin-lattice correlation a

and the direction of the ordered moment has few unlaxial and hydrostatic pressure ex-

been uniquely deten-nined. This finding con- periments, besides those already mentioned,

firrns the existence of the magnetic moments have been perfon-ned or are being prepared.

on the oxygen sites (see the report by M. Ma- Using applied unlaxial pressure up to 2kbar

tsuda et al.) The spin oentation of the ex- the change of domain population in UGa3

otic spin-density waves in Cr(001)/Sn epi- has been quantitatively analyzed using polar-

taxial films has been studied using polarized ized neutron diffraction (see the report by M.

neutrons (see the report by M. Takeda et al.). Nakamura et al.). The neutron small-angle

8 -
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diffraction study of the itinerant electron polystyrene in the polymerization matrix of

metamagnet MnSl under applied magnetic poly(vinyl methylether) solution with mixed

field has been i'tiated(see the report by M. solvents of ethanol and n-hexane has been

Yamada et al.) as a preparation to study ml- studied using both U-SANS and SANS. The

croscopically the pressure induced collapse time-evolving q-profile over a wide q-range

of the Mn moment at 17 GPa observed in of 10-4 to I nm-1 has been obtained (see the

the magnetization measurement. To attack report by S. Kolzumi et al.). In the extended

the pressure induced transition from the en- studies on polvstvrene/Poly(vinyl me-

hanced-paramagnetic to ferromagnetic phase thylether) mixture an anomalous suppression

in the double layered Sr3RU207 single crystal of small-angle scattering in quiescent state,

structural investigation and the development competition between heological and concen-

of a pressure cell for te four-circle neutron tration fluctuation relaxation and shear-

diffraction experiment have been initiated induced phase separation resulting into an

(see the report by Y. Yoshida et al.). abnormal butterfly scattering pattern have

Cold neutron optical devices as magnetic been observed (see the reports by S. Koizuml

and refractive lenses are being developed in et al.)

the collaborative effort with RIKEN. First

test of the focusing geometry SANS experi-

ment using a MgF2 Fresnel-type lens with 2. Researches by the group for neutron

large aperture has been perfon-ned and an scattering in extreme environments

intensity gain of 10 over the conventional The research group on neutron scattering

pin-hole SANS experiment has been ob- in extreme environments is developing liq-

tained by selecting the same minimum mo- uld-He-free instruments to provide multiple

mentum transfer condition in both cases (see extreme environments of high pressure, low

the report by H. Shimizu et al.). temperature, and high magnetic field, such as

Very active polymer investigations using 8 GPa + 50 mK, 12 Tesla + 50 mK and 

the small angle neutron scattering (SANS) GPa + 12 Tesla, where we investigate new

have been carried out. In-situ observation for field of science, microscopic structure, mag-

NIPA-block-PEG polymerization process netism, elementary excitations etc. On the

has been carried out using the time sliced other hand, extremely high temperature neu-

SANS measurements to investigate the struc- tron scattering is also our subject. Further-

ture formation and the effect of the mcro- more the development of residual stress

structure on polymerization products in non- analysis by neutron and precise neutron opti-

equilibrium condition (see the report by R. cal measurements such as ultra small angle

Motokawa et al.). Radical polymerization of neutron scattering and neutron nterferometry

9 -
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are also the subjects for this instrumental re- The sapphire anvil cell for neutron diffrac-

search group. tion reached high pressure at 6 GPa, which is

The magnetic ordening of UTGa5 (T N1, the highest record in the Japanese neutron

Pd, Pt), which is an so-structural compound scattering facility. The neutron focusing de-

of the heavy ferinion superconductors vice with bent multiple supennirror was

CeT'In5 (T' : Rh, Co, 1r) and PuCoGa5, has tested. The high efficiency of this focusing

been studied. A strong quenching of orbital device was demonstrated by the enhance-

magnetic moment was observed in magnetic ment factor 7 times as strong as the primary

form factor measurements. A contraction intensity. High pressure neutron diffraction

(UNIGa5) and expansion (UPdGa5 and study on C-monopnictides revealed the

UPtGa5) of the in-plane lattice constant be- systematic change of the T-p phase diagrams.

low the Mel temperature was explained with This indicates that the magnetism of Ce-

the cross over of the magnetic interaction, monopnictides is understood by considering

controlled by the local tetragonality of UGa3 the strong spin-charge correlation in low car-

layer. It suggests that the orbital degree-of- rier f-p hybridized system (see the report by

freedom plays a dominant role (see the report Osakabe et al.).

by Kaneko et al.). An electrostatic levitation extremely high

The mystery of the unusual magnetic temperature furnace for neutron scattering

properties in CeAgSb2 were elucidated by was developed with the collaboration of

systematic neutron scattering study. We re- JAERI and National Space Development

vealed a simple ferromagnetic order due to Agency of Japan (NASDA). The sample of

anisotropic interactions between 4f electrons tiny liquid Zr sphere with 2 mm diameter

with the j,-1 12> ground state, which is sta- was levitated by applying an electrostatic

bilized by the strong uniaxial field gradient field, and heated b C02 laser light up to

of crystal field at the Ce site (see the report 2500 K without any sample holder, which is

by Araki et al.). the key breakthrough for extremely high

The field induced antiferroquadrupolar temperature neutron scattering experiments.

(AFQ) order in PrOS4Sb12 was revealed by Neutron diffraction experiments of liquid Zr

high field and low temperature neutron scat- at 2500 K was tested on the High Resolution

tering study at LTAS spectrometer. The exis- Powder Diffractometer (HRPD) of JRR-3.

tence of the AFQ order close to the super- This technique should accelerate neutron

conducting phase suggests the importance of scattering research for high-temperature ma-

the quadrupole interaction fluctuation as a terials and liquids in the near future (see the

ible pairing mechanism. (see the report report by Masaki and Ishii et al.).

by Kohgl and Metoki et al.).

- 10
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The increasing number of users and report by Baba et al. and Nakahlra et al.).

widely spreading various theme for RESA Neutron residual stress analysis is also useful

spectrometer demonstrate that neutron is an for the development of the lead-bismuth tar-

essential probe for engineering use as well as get for a spallation neutron source (see the

material science. The residual stress of alu- report by Kikuchi et al.).

minum automobile engine was measured Mr. Nobuaki Minakawa, the most famous

with neutron and compared with traditional technical staff in JAERI, who made major

strain release method by using strain gauge. progress and history of neutron scattering in

The direct comparison clarified the advan- Japan, was awarded the JSNS prize 2003 for

tage and usefulness of non-destructive neu- technology by the Japanese Society for Neu-

tron technique, whereas there are intrinsic, tron Science (JSNS) for his resent activity of

thus unavoidable difficulty and ureliability RESA spectrometer and long time technical

in traditional method (see the report by M- contribution to neutron scattering commu-

nakawa et al.). nity.

The mechanism of the strength in pearlite PNO (precise neutron optics) instrument

steel was established by RESA spectrometer was improved by the factor 3 in pmary

which revealed stress partitioning into ferrite beam intensity. The major beak through is

and cementite (FC3C). Furthermore in-situ the introduction of the pre-graphite crystal.

measurements of heavily drawn pearlite wire The mechanism of this beam enhancement

under tensil loading present a hint to the technique is explained phenomenologically

mechanism for the ultra-high strength of with the idea of the lattice parameter distri-

heavily drawn pearlite wire. Material and bution in pre-graphite crystals (see the report

lattice index selective stress measurements by Tomimitsu et al.).

by neutron confirmed that the ferrite matrix

itself is strengthened, where the dissolution 3. Researches by the group for

of cementite plays a major role. The micro- neutron structural biology

scopic mechanism, especially the role of car- In the research of biological macromole-

bon atoms and dislocations near grain cules, the highlight are as follows: A large

boundary, remains an open question (see the single crystal of B-DNA decarner

report by Tornota et al.). d(CCATTAATGG) was grown in D20 SOlU-

It is noteworthy that RESA spectrometer tion by using the phase diagram information,
nibutes to the development of the carbon

cont and neutron diffraction experiment of the

composite materials for advanced high tem- DNA was carried out. 43 water molecules

perature reactor and sophisticated welding including hydrogen atoms have been identi-

technique for ITER vacuum vessels (see the fied. They form hydrogen bonding network

1 -
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in minor groove and major groove, and with 4. International collaborations

phosphate groups. The neutron diffraction As mentioned above the JAERI-ILL col-

experiments of the Dissimilatory sulfate laborative effort on CRYOPAD project

reductase D (DsrD), which has DNA binding started in this fiscal year resulting into the

if, and the cubic insulin have been per- successful construction and testing of the

formed and the analyses have been accom- CRYOPADUM at ILL. Dr. F. Tasset from

plished. The information of the protonation ILL visited JAERI to discuss the details of

and deprotonation of two nitrogen atoms (N, the development and Drs. M. Nakamura and

N,) in imidazole ring of histidine in insulin M. Takeda visited ILL to attend the cooling

have been obtained. test of the new device.

A single crystal of the water cluters, (the The cooperative researches with RNL

formation of a cluster of ten water molecules, have been continued under the US-Japan co-

(H20)10, in a hydrophobic cavity of the self- operative program. The installation of the

assembled coordination cage has been dis- HB2 shielding tunnel for the thermal guides

covered) was grown and its neutron diffrac- has been completed at which the WAND in-

tion experiment was performed. strument will be installed. Efforts to develop

Association of the amyloid protofilaments computer control and data acquisition hard-

of hen egg white lysozyme has been studied and software for the new detector have been

by time-resolved neutron small angle scatter- made by Drs. Y. Ishii, S. Katano, L. Robert-

ing. son and J. Fernandez-Baca. When installed at

Hydrogen atoms in the crystal structure the new HB-2 port it is expected that the

analysis of synthetic polymers by utilizing 2- combination of a taller neutron beam and a

dimensional neutron imaging system have new bent Ge monochromator system will

been determined. result in a neutron flux gain of 5-10 at the

sample position.
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2. Research Reports
2.1 Biology

2.1.1 Neutron diffraction experiment of DsrD protein

T. CHATAKE, N. MIZUNOI, G. VOORDOUW2, Y. HIGUCH13,
I. TANAKA and N NIIMURA

Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki, 319-1195
'Division of Chemistry, Kyoto University, Sakyo, Kyoto 606-8502

2Department of Biological Sciences, the University of Calgary, Alberta, T2N 1N4
3Department of Life Science, Himeji Institute of Technology, Kamigori, Hyogo 678-1297

It is well known that hydrogen bond net- 60.5 A, b = 65.1 A, c = 46.5 A. The diffrac-
works around DNA-binding protein play im- tion patterns were processed up to 24 A. A
portant roles in DNA recognition. The pro- total of 5035 independent reflections were ob-
tein interacts with DNA molecules by direct tained from 8,585 observed reflections with an
hydrogen bonds and water-mediated hydrogen overall R,,,,,, of 11.8 The completeness
bonds, and achieves the; specific and precise of the data was 66.2 Only one data set
recognition. However, nobody knows the de- with one rotation axis could be obtained due
tails of these networks. Dissimilator sulfite to the insufficient time for data collection, so
reductase D (DsrD) from the sulfate-reducing the completeness of the data set is not so high.
bacterium Desulfovibrio vulgaris has. DNA- The neutron experiment. for collecting reflec-
binding motif.') We are trying to determine tions missed by the 'blind region' is presently
hydrogen-bond networks of this protein in- scheduled. Using the present incomplete data,
cluding hydrogen atoms by neutron crystallo- we are trying to solve the neutron structure of
graphic analysis, for finding hints to'the mech- DsrD. The initial phases were determined by
anism of DNA recognition. the molecular replacement method with the
In order to get large crystals for neutron ex- program CNS.') Before the refinement, deu-
periment, we found a proper condition by two terium atoms in the main polypeptide chain
analyses, 'crystallization phase diagram' and and hydrogen atoms, whose posit-Ions could be
1crystal-quality'. According to the results of estimated stereochernically, were added into
these analyses, a largest crystal of DsrD was the model. After the first refinement, R-factor
obtained from D20 solution by the macro- was 27.5 % (Rf... = 31.0 %).This work was
seeding technique.A largest crystal available supported in part by an 'Organized Research
to us 1.7 -nM3) was sealed into a NMR sarn- Combination System' Grant from the Min-
ple cpillary with D20 crystallization solution istry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
for neutron experiment. Neutron diffraction and Technology, Japan.
data was collected at room temperature us-
ing monochromatic neutron beam (A 288 References
A) with the BIX-3 2) in a neutron reactor 1) N. Mizuno, D.S. Hittel, G. Voordouw and Y. Higuchi
JRR-3,M at JAERI. 254 still diffraction pat- : Acta Cryst. A58 supplement 2002) C304.

terns were recorded on a neutron imaging 2) I. Tanaka, K. Kurihara, T. Chatake and N Ni-
plate. The total time for the measurement imura, : J. Appl. Cryst. 35 2002) 35.

3) Z. 0twinowski, and W. Minor Methods Enzy-
was 30 days. The diffraction patterns were mol. 276 1997) 307.
processed with the programs DENZO and 4) A.T. Brilnger, P.D. Adams, G.M. Clore, W.L.
SCALEPACK,') which were modified for neu- DeLano, P. Gros, R.W. Grosse-Kunstleve, J.S.
tron experiment. Jiang, J. Kuszewski, N. Nilges, N.S. Pannu, R.J.
The crystal of DsrD belongs to the space Read, L.M. Rice, T. Simonsonand .L. Warren,
group of P212121, with cell dimensions of a G. L. Acta Cryst. D54 1998) 905.
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2.1.2 Neutron crystallography of B-DNA decarner d(CCATTAATGG)

S. ARAI, T. CHATAKE, T. OHHARA, K. KURIHARA, 1. TANAKA and N. NIIAJURA

Research Group for Neutron Structural Biology, Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI,
Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-1195

Water has long been recognized as an im- analyzed with HPLC and the impurity aris-
portant determinant of nucleic acid struc- ing from other macromolecule or species was
ture; the stability, polymorphism and flexibil- less than 39 %. Salt impurities were re-
ity of the DNA double helix are all hydration- moved by the reversed-phase cartridge refine-
dependent. Moreover, specific hydration pat- ment. A large single crystal was obtained
terns play a role in nucleotide sequence recog- by using the phase diagram information for
nition by proteins and drugs. 1) In those stud- M9C12-DNA systems ) at 6 C for months,
ies, the observed hydration structure was ob- in which the size of obtained crystal was 28

3tained from the network of only the oxygen mm In a neutron diffraction experiment, in
atoms of water molecules since it is difficult in order to avoid the high background coming
an X-ray crystallographic analysis to identify from the incoherent neutron scattering of hy-
the hydrogen atoms. In order to more fully drogen atoms, DNA crystal was grown in D20

.understand the role in nucleotide sequence solution. Figurel shows an example of the
recognitio n by proteins, the location of the

hydrogen atoms in this network structure of Table 1: Crystallographic and refinement statistics of

water molecules is important. B-DNA decamer d(CCATTAATGG). The values of
The neutron' diffraction is a very powerful R-factor, R-free nd number of water molecules will

method io determine the detailed structure be changed because we'are refiningthe structure con-

of te biological materials including hydra- tenuously.
tion and hydTogen positions. ) We are trying
to determine the structure of B-DNA duplex

Exposure time 3 - 6 hours 1 frame
by using the neutron diffractmeter BIX-4 ) Method Step Scan
.with a large single crystal of B-DNA decamar (AO - 03-)
d(CCATTAATGG). Unit cell a=b=32.6 A, c=95.5 A

=,3 = goo, 120'
Space group P3221

Unique reflections 1422
Resolution Range 10-3.0 A

Completeness 63.1 
(final shell) (64.7 )

R-merge 0.258
(final shell) (0.240)

R-factor 0.271
R-free 0.359

Fiaure 1: Neutron diffraction pattern of B-DNA de-
Z> No. of D20 43

cauler and the used crystal.

The DNA decarner was synthesized with a neutron diffraction pattern of DNA crystal.
DNA synthesizer. The purity of DNA was The exposure time of each frame was 36 hours

- 14 -
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and the total time for data collection was 31 water molecules to connect the chai A with
days. The wavelength of the incident neutron chain B.
beam was 260 A. Table I shows the crystal- VW
lographic and refinement statistics of B-DNA
decamer d(CCATTAATCG). In the previous A3
study, the 23 AX-ray structure of this B-DNA !m $thin"
duplex has been analyzed and the positions of 72.

0 atoms of 44 water molecules have been de- 3.2

termined. However, the hydrogen positions 10- 7�el�
2.8have never been reported. By the neutron

100" 2
diffraction experiments, we have succeeded in

2.9observing many water molecules including the
deuteium positions. Several hydrogen atoms,
which covalently bound to C atoms, also have
been identified. L,-, K1

Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show the 21 Fo I I
Fc I neutron density map contoured at 20 a.

Figure 2 shows an example of water Figure 3 Network structure of the water molecules in

molecules around the phosphate group. Many the minor groove.

D atoms of D20 molecules bound to atoms
of the phosphate group. Moreover, the hydro-
gen bonds are formed between D20 molecules. Now we are refining the structure of this
Such as this example, the phosphate groups DNA duplex including the locations of water
are surrounded by many water molecules. molecules. This study is carried out as a part

of "Development of New Structural Biology
Including Hydrogen and Hydration" in ORCS
promoted by Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Sience and Technology of Japan.

2 6 References
W,

2.3 1) Z. Owtinowski, R. W. Schevitz, R.-G. Zhang C.Of
L. Lawson, A. Joachimiak, R. Q. Marmorstein,
B. F. Luisi, and P. B. Sigler Nature 335 1988)

2.9 321,
22 2) N. Niimura Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 9 1999)

602.
3) K. Kurihara, I. Tanaka, M Refai Muslih, A. Os-

termann ad N. Nlimura: Journal of Synchrotron
Radiation, i press.

4) S. Arai, T. Chatake, and N. Niimura Acta.
Cryst. D. 58 2002) 151.

Fiuure 2 Water molecules near te posphate roup 5) D.S.Goodsell M Kaczor-Grzeskowiak ad R.E.
n 0 Dickerso : J. Mol. Biol. 239 1994) 79.

of THY5'

Figure 3 shows one region of the hydra-
tion structure in the minor groove. Water
molecules form the network structure and con-
nect ADE3 with GUA19. Such as this exam-
ple, it can be presumed that there a-re several
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2.1.3 Neutron diffraction experiment of cubic insulin crystal

M. MAEDA', T. CHATAKE', I. TANAKA', A. OSTERMANN' and N. NIIAIURA"

'Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195
'Physik-Department E 17 der TUM, James Frank Str., 85747 Garching, Germany

3Faculty of Technology, Ibaragi University, Naka-Narusawa, 412-1,Hitach, Ibaragi 316-8511

Hydrogen atoms and hydration water diffractometer BIX-3 installed at JRR-3 re-
molecules surrounding protein play important actor in JAERI at room temperature. The
roles in many physiological functions. Neu- crystal was sealed in quartz capillary for the
tron diffraction for protein crystallography us- measurement. The step scanning method was
ing a neutron imaging plate system has be- used for the data collection. The collection
come a powerful method for locating position time per a frame was 55 minutes controlled by
of hydrogen (deuterium) atoms and bound the monitor counts of direct beam in front of
waters of protein.') The cubic insulin crys- the crystal. The total number of 300 frames
tal (space group I213, a=b==c=78.9A) con- (which corresponds to 90 crystal rotation)
tains a solvent volume of 65 and has multi- was collected in the measurements.
ple hydration layers.') The first neutron pro- One of the topical results is shown as fol-
tein crystallography of 2Zn insulin has been lows. The protonation and deprotonation of
reported at 22 A resolution,3) however, the two nitrogen atoms (N7r, NT) in imidazole ring
difinite structure of hydrogen and hydration of histidine are very important information to
could not be obtained. On the other hand, discuss protein crystallography. This informa-
there is no report of the cubic insulin. To tion can be given by neutron diffraction. In
elucidate hydrogen and hydration -in cubic in- His in B-chain, N7r is protonated and Nr
sulin crystals, a large single crystal of ubic is deprotonated. On the contrary, in His 10,
porcine insulin for neutron protein crystal- both Nr and NT are protonated. This means
lography has been grown in D20 by using a that His 5 iselectrically neutral and His 1 is
phase diagram technique. We have succeeded positively charged.
in growing a large single crystal 4.0 x 4.0'x This study is supported by a grant from
1.3 mm3 in volume) of cubic porcine insulin the Organized Research Combination System
using the technique. (ORCS).

References

1) N. Niimura, Y. Minezak, T. Nonaka, J-C Cas-
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Figure 1: The photograh of cubic porcine insulin crys-
tal rown in D20-

The neutron diffraction experiments were
carried out with the neutron single crystal
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2.1.4 Neutron scattering study on self-assembly of keratin Mlecules in water

S. NAITO, T.KARINO', M. URUSAKA', S. FUjIWARA2, and N. NIIMURA2

The Institute of Advanced Science Research, UORtAl, Tsukuba Center, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 300-2635
'High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801

2 Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, lbaraki 319-1195

The aim of this study is to clarify structural 1000-
0 Typechanges of proteins in apoptosis. Once apoptotic q-1

trigger is pulled in a hair cell, the cell begins to E3 Type 1

produce enormous amount of keratin proteins. X Mix
100Then, SS cross-linking is induced between the

q
molecules and keratin proteins are finally gelated
Keratin is a major component of many tissues such

as hair, nails, and quills. It consists of 2 types of 10 Peak from
keratin, i.e., Type I 48kDa, acidic) and Type 11 intermolecular

(53kDa, basic). Wide-angle X-ray diffraction correlation

patterns of hair and other keratin fibers show an

equatorial spacing of 98 A, corresponding to the
thickness of the x-helical coiled coil compound
constructed of Type I and Type keratins. Indeed,

SANS-J ---- > K
it is known that keratin assembles spontaneously , . d . I -- d .
multimer, and finally forms l0nni filaments. 0.001 0.01 0.1 I
However, the organization process and structure of q / A:'

keratin in aqueous solution have not been well Figure I SANS profiles of CNIADKs aq. soln at
understood. We synthesized gene-expressed Type I pH 62.
and Type keratins and the chemically modified
the cysteine resides to the s-carboxymethyl alanyl
disulfde (R-S-SCH2COO-, CMADK), and

investigated the structure of keratin proteins in point (-pH 5). Double logarithmic SANS plot
aqueous solution by small-angle neutron scattering profiles of CMADKs in the buffer solution showed
(SANS). We confirmed the presence of keratin straight line which has a slope of -1 0.01<q<0.3),
multimers in the buffer (10 mM Tis-HCI buffer however, the slope increased in the lower q range.
solution, pH 7) containing a higher salt This suggests that CMADKs exist as bent rod-like
concentration, 2 5OmM by SANS (SANS-J) molecules. The scattering function, which a
measurement 

SANS was undertaken at SANS-J [neutron cylindrical scattering function combined with
wavelength (= 7 A) sample distance = Om)] Debye one was applied to fit the scattering curves

from bent rod-like CMADKs. The scattering
situated at the end of a cold-neutron guide tube intensity I(q)> for the bent rod-like cylindrical
from the JRR-3 reactor and at INK [Pulsed chain was given by the following equations.
Neutron Scattering Facility in KEK]. Figure I

shows the scattering mixture in the buffer (10 mM a �1'f2�, �sinada b (1)
Tris-HCI buffer, pH 62) by SANS measurements. -1 a q2

CMADK formed the multi 'mers without the higher VI,

concentration of salt when the pH of the solution

approached to the isoelectric point (-pH 5). f1,7a)=2(o,,-p j (qHcosa)J'(q"s1na (2)
Double logarithmic SANS plot profiles of w/ C qr sin a

CMADKs in the buffer solution showed straight Tr2L j =Ito

line which has a equimolar mixture in the buffer X

(10 mM Tris-HCI buffer, pH 62) by SANS where r is the radius of cylinder, H the height, p.,

measurements. CNLkDK formed the multimers the scattering length of cylinder, p,., the scattering

without the higher concentration of salt when the length of solvent, a the volume ratio of particle
pH of the solution approached to the isoelectric

- 17 -
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Figure 3 Schematic diagram of the assembled
structure between Type I and Type II keratin in
water or Type 11.

0.1
0.001 0.01 0.1 I

q1A-1 same morality, two molecules form 8-mer
consisting of 4 pieces of coiled-coil dimmer as a

Figure 2 Modified cylindrical analysis and basic unit. Type I or Type 11 forrn aggregates in
Gaussian fitting of SANS profiles of the eqiniolar water respectively, however, not coiled-coil fon-n.
mixture consisting of Type I and Type CMADK. The interaction between the same type of keratin is

considered ong to the electrostatic interaction
betweena-amino terminal and p-carboxy one. This

and b the extent of bending. Gaussian fitting was kind of interaction is generally very weak, so the
performed to the scattering profiles observed in the antiparallel aggregation may occur randomly.
higher q ranges to determine the intermolecular Therefore, intermolecular correlation becomes
correlations. Figure 2 shows typical fitting curves ambiguous. Whereas, the different type of keratins
for the scattering profile of the equimolar mixture curiously assemble forming stable coiled-coil
consisting of Type I and Type 11 CMADK in the structure, in which N-terminal or C-terminal faces
buffer (pH 62). The diameter of the cylindrical each other, that is, in parallel. We consider that
rod-like multimer was 70A and 2 ntermolecular both of Type I and Type have specific sites in
correlation lengths were determined from Gaussian variable region to recognize each type just like a
fitting, 52A and 35A. On the other hand, it was relation between key and keyhole. The coiled -coil
found Type I and Type II CMADK was formation does not begin until the molecular
self-assembled in the buffer (pH6.2) respectively. recognition arises between Type I and Type 
The diameter of Type I was 3A (4-mer) and Type keratin. However, those critical recognition sites
H 65A (12-mer). The minimum correlation size have not cleared. The 8-mers easily assemble in
was 15A and common to both types. This length axial direction one after another by electrostatic
suggested corresponding to the correlation between interaction since the electrical distribution at the
each molecule of Type I or Type 11. However, the distal end of 8-mer is well-balanced. The linking
scattering intensities of the peaks from part among rod-like 8-mer corresponds to the
intermolecular correlation were very weak variable region of keratin molecules, so it suggests
compared with those of the equimolar mxture, the flexible bent rod-like molecules.
meaning the same type of keratin is self-assembled
by very weak mutual interactions. Reference
On the basis of the results, the schematic diagram If. Ikkai and S. Naito: Biornacromolecules 3
of the assembled structure between Type I and (2001) 3) 482-487,
Type 11 keratin in water is shown in Fig. 3 When 2) S.Naito et al.: JAERI-Review 2002-028 2002)
Type I keratin is mixed with Type 11 at the 84.
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2.1.5 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of Single Crystals of Hen Egg White
Lysozyme under Various Conditions

S. FUJIWARA

Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

Hydrogen atoms play essential roles in var- about two weeks, and the crystals grew only
ious aspects of functions of proteins. More- to the size of about 3 mm'. The space group
over, hydrogen bonds between the atoms in of the crystals was P43212, and the cell pa-
the protein as well as hydration are important rameters were a b = 7.91nm, = 3.66nm.
in the stability of the protein. Locating the Neutron diffraction patterns of the crystal
positions of hydrogens and hydrated water is were measured with BX-26). The oscillation
therefore important in considering the molec- method of 04 degrees has been employed. Ex-
ular mechanism of the protein function and posure time per one frame has been 24 hours.
the stability of the proteins. Neutron crystal- In addition to the data taken during the last
lography, which can locate the hydrogens, is fiscal year, the data of 30 degrees of rotation
one of the important methods to investigate range were collected, and the data reduction
these problems. We have started pro'ects of and structural analysis are currently under-
exploring various aspects of hydrogens and hy- way.
drogen bonds in a protein with neutron crys- We have also been measuring neutron
tallography. We used hen egg white lysozyme diffraction patterns of single crystals of
(HEWL) as a model protein, and measured HEWL in H20 to investigate a possibility of
neutron diffraction of single crystals of this extracting hydrogen and water positions with-
protein under various conditions. In order to out interferences from other atoms by differ-
obtain information of the protonation state of ence intensities between the diffraction from
amino acid residues in the protein at various HEWL in D20 and that in H20- We prepared
pH, since the charge distribution of the pro- single crystals of HEWL grown in H20 for
tein, we collected the neutron diffraction data this purpose. Crystals were grown to the size
of the single crystal of HEWL grown in pH of about 10 mm'. Neutron diffraction mea-
4.91)2) . and 343) , and preliminary structure surements with BIX-2 yielded clear diffraction
analysis') of these data detected the hydrogen- patterns even in the crystals in H20. The data
bond networks including the hydrated water reduction and structural analysis are now on-
around the active site of this enzyme. going.

Another ongoing project has been related
to the mechanism of enzyme activity of References
HEWL. HEWL is an enzyme that hydroly-
ses a polysaccharide. To gain insight into 1) S. Fujiwara et al.: JAERI Review 99-003 1999)

the mechanisms of enzyme activity such as 13.
lysozyme, we performed the measurements of 2) S. Fujiwara et al.: JAERI Review 2000-005 2000)

neutron -diffraction of single crystals of the 7.3) S. Fujiwara et al.: JAERI Review 2002-006 2002)
complex of HEWL and substrate-analogue, 19.

NAGP. A solution containing 30 mg/ml 4) M. Maeda et al.: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. TO 2001)

HEWL in 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 43) Suppl A 403.
in D20 was mixed with a solution contain- 5) S. Fujiwara et al.: JAERI Review 2002-028 2002)

86.
ing NAG3 and NaCl to make 1:1 complex of 6) S. Fujiwara et al.: Physica B 241-243 1998) 207,

HEWL and NAG3- Cystals were formed in
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2.1.6 Neutron Fiber Diffraction of the Muscle Thin Filaments

S. FUJIWARA1, F. MATSUMOTO',', and S. DESHIMARUI,'

'Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195
'Laboratory for Structural Biochemistry, RIKEN Harima Institute, Hyogo 679-5148

Muscles consist of the structural units due to tropomyosin were observed. Moreover,
called sarcome'res that consist of mainly two at least up to 3rd layer lines of the merid-
kinds of filamentous structures; actin-based ional reflections due to troponin were clearly
"thin" filaments and myosin-based "thick" fil- observed. This suggests a possibility of ex-
aments. We have been studying the structures tracting the layer-line reflections of each sub-
of muscle and muscle proteins using neutron unit within the troponin complex by com-
diffraction and scattering'-'). In studying bining neutron fiber diffraction measurements
such filamentous structures, measurements of with selective deuteration and the contrast-
the oriented samples increase the structural matching technique. These projects are cur-
information obtained. It is, however, difficult rently underway.
to orient large amount of the samples. In or-
der to check feasibility of neutron fiber diffrac-
tion, we oriented the purified thin filaments in
quartz capillaries and measure diffraction pat-
terns of these samples.

We put the thin filament sols purified from
bovine hearts into a quartz capillary with a
diameter of 3 mm. The thin filaments were
then oriented in magnetic field of 19 Tesla.
Length of the oriented region in the capil-
lary was about 3 mm. The sample contain-

.ing the oriented region was put on a sample Figure 1: An example of neutron diffraction patterns

holder specifically made for the capillary sam- of the oriented samples of the thin filaments.

ples, and the regions other than the oriented
region were masked with Cd plates. The sam-
ple was then illuminated with neutrons. These Supported n part by Special Coordination
neutron fiber diffraction measurements were Funds for Promoting Science and Technol-
done with the Small-Angle Neutron Scatter- ogy from the Ministry of Education, Culture,
ing Instrument (SANS-J) at the guide hall Sports, Science and Technology, the Japanese
of the reactor JRR-3M in Japan Atomic En- Government.
ergy Research Institute. Neutrons with the
wavelength of 6.5A(AA/A=12.98%) were em-
ployed, and the sample-to-detector distance References

was. 1.5 m. 1) S. Fujiwara et al.: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 70 2001)

Figure I shows an example of the neutron Suppl A 408.

diffraction patterns of the oriented thin fil- 2) S. Fujiwara et al.: JAERI Review 2002-028 2002)

aments. Exposure time of this pattern was 87.
3) F. Matsumoto et al.: JAER1 Review 2002-028

20 hours. A strong intensity on the equa- (2002) 88.

tor, actin-based layer lines at 59 Aand 5 A,
and a weak cross-pattern across the equator
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2.1.7

Association of the Amyloid Protofilaments of Hen Egg White Lysozyme Studied
by Time-Resolved Neutron Scattering

S. FUJIWARA1, F. MATSUMOTO',', and Y. YONEZAWA'

'Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 39-1195
'Laboratory for Structural Biochemistry, RIKEN Harima Institute, Hyogo 679-5148

31nstitute for Protein Research, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka 565-0871

Amyloid fibrils are filamentous protein ag-
gregates found in a wide variety of proteins
including the disease-related proteins. Un-
derstanding of the mechanism of the amyloid 40

fibril formation is not only important for the 30-

development of therapeutic strategies against 20 -X
- a-L Y TJ. T J.the amyloid diseases but also of considerable a: 10

help to gain an insight into the generic prop- 0
erties of proteins related to the mechanisms

50-of folding and stability. It was found re-
40-

cently that hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) 30 -

forms the am loid fibrils in highly concen- S 20 -

Y 4 -i
lo-trated ethanol solution'). The HEWL-water-
0

ethanol system is suitable to study the general
mechanism of the arnyloid fibril formation. q.

We investigated structural states of HEWL in 0

this model system with static small-angle X- 150 

ray and neutron scattering (SAXS and SANS)
2 100measurements ) and proposed a pathway of < T

the amyloid fibril formation of HEWL as the 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14

process consisting of three stages; the for- Time after addition of NaCl (hours]

mation of the dimers, the formation of the
protofilaments, and the formation of the amy-

Figure 1: Time courses of the relative changes inloid fibrils via a lateral association of the 0
protofilaments. the parameters (cross-sectional radius of gyration,

Ix(O)/c, and integrated intensity) after addition of
Here we performed time-resolved SANS NaCi.

measurements to monitor process of the for-
mation of the amyloid fibrils') with SANS-J
at the guide hall of the reactor JR-3M in The manner in which these changes occur
JAERI. The time-resolved measurements were suggests that the association of the protofila-
done by successive collection of the data of 30 merits of HEWL occurs via the lateral asso-
minutes exposure. Figure I shows the associ- ciation of the protofilaments, followed by the
ation process of the protofilaments of HEWL cross-linking of the fibrils formed.

at 0.5 mM NaCl in 90% ethanol, in terms References
of the relative changes in the structural pa-
rameters estimated from the cross-sectional 1) S. Goda et al.: Protein Sci 9 2000) 369.
Guinier analysis of the scattering curve of each 2) Y. Yonezawa et al.: J. Mol. Biol. 323 2002) 237.

frame in the time-resolved measurements. 3) S. Fujiwara et al.: J. Mol. Biol. 331 2003) 21.
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2.1.8
Small-Angle Neutron Scattering Measurements of TroponinC on the Thin

Filament

F. MATSUMOTO 1,2 , K. MAKIN02 , K. MAEDA', Y. MAEDA 2, and S. FUJIWARA'

'Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 39-1195
'Laboratory for Structural Biochemistry, RIKEN Harima Institute, Hyogo 679-5148

Main components of muscles are two kinds the reactor JRR-3 in JAERV). Experimental
of filaments, actin-based "thin" filaments and setting had been as follows: neutrons with the
myosin-based "thick" filaments. Muscle con- wavelength of 65 AAA/A=12.98%) were em-
traction occurs via sliding of these filaments ployed, and the sample-to-detector distance
past each other. The molecular mechanism was 4 m. This year we performed similar mea-
of the muscle contraction and its regulation surements with the sample-to-detector dis-
is one of the most important problems in tance of 2 m, in order to obtain the scatter-
biophysics, as it is a typical example of en- ing curves covering wider Q-range. Figure I
ergy transduction mechanisms of living organ- shows the merged scattering curves of d-TnC

2+isms. In vertebrate skeletal and cardiac mus- on the thin filaments with and without Ca
cles, muscle contraction is regulated via the in- Excellent agreements in the overlap Q-range
teractions between the thin filament proteins, between the curves with. different sample-to-
troponin (Tn) C, TnI, TnT, tropomyosin, and detector distances were observed.
actin. These interactions are triggered by
binding of Ca 2+ to TnC. We have been in-
vestigating the structure of TnC on the thin

2+filament with and without Ca as a first step
toward understanding the regulation mecha-

IDO

nism of the muscle contraction.
Neutron scattering was employed to do this.

Structural information of a selected compo-
nent within a protein complex can be obtained

0.00 0.01 002 0.03 0.04 005 0.06 7 0.0 09 0.10 0.11 012

with this method, when it is combined with
the strategies of selective deuteration and con-
trast matching. We prepared the deuterated Figure 1: The merged neutron scattering curves of

(d-) TnC by expressing the protein in E. coh d-TnC on the thin filaments with and without Ca 2+.

in D20 medium containing deuterated algal

peptone. The purified d-TnC was exchanged Analysis of these scattering curves by model
into the native thin filaments by CDTA treat-
ment. The native thin filaments containing d- calculation is now underway. Supported by
TnC were then exposed to neu'trons under the Special Coordination Funds for Promoting
condition where the contrast of the other com- Science and Technology from the inistr of
ponents of the thin filaments were matched Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Tech-
out with 40% D20- nology, the Japanese Government.

During the last fiscal year, we had mea-
sured small-angle neutron scattering patterns References

of these samples with and without 1.1 mM 1) F. Natsumoto et al.: JAERI Review 2002-028
CaC12 with the Small-Angle Neutron Scatter- (2002) 88.

ing Instrument (SANS-J) at the guide hall of
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2.2 Soft Matter

2.2.1
Viscoelastic effects on the nucleation and growth in dynamically asymmetric

mixtures

XI. TAKENAKA1, N. IWASE1 and T. HASHEMOTO' and S. KOIZUN,11'

'Department of Polymer Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University,
Kyoto 606-8501

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

Recently, it has been found that the dy- lowing Ornstein-Zernike form:
namical asymmetry between constituent com- S(O)
ponents in a mixture causes the coupling be- S(q) =
tween stress and diffusion during phase sep- I q2�2

aration processes of the mixture due to the where is the thermal correlation length. We
asymmetric stress division. This coupling obtained and S(O) from fitting. From S(O)
is called "viscoelastic effects" and has been we estimated Kos. The osmotic compress-
found to causes shear-induced phase separa- ibility increases with temperature, indicating
tion in polymer solutions and non exponential that the system has the UCST type phase di-
decay in dynamic scattering near equilibrium.
We aim to explore how the viscoelasticit .y af- agram. We will estimate �,, by combining the

results of the dynamic light scattering exper-
fects the nucleation and growth processes in iment for the solution.
dynamically asymmetric semi-dilute polymer
solutions. The strength of the effects of the
viscoelastic effects is characterized by the vis- 0

coelastic length defined by + 4

0.5 lo'- i 30.0
4Dqo O 27. 0

25. 5

Wos 0 23. 5

A 2L.5

where D, 770, and Kos are, respectively, the 0.1
inter-diffusion coefficient, the zero-shear vis- q
cocity, and the osmotc compressibility. In

Figure 1: Fig.1 T-dependence of S(q) for dPS/DEM.order to estimate the �,,, we need to ob-
tain the the value of Kos. Thus in this
study we measured the scattering fnction
of the solution and estimated Kos. The
sample used here was deutarated polystyrene
(dPS, weight average molecular weight =
5.OxIO')/Ddiethyl Moronate (DEM) =96/4
(wt.wt.). A SANS experiment of dPS/DEM
was done using SANS-J. Fig.1 shows the tem-
perature dependence of the scattered inten-
sity S(q) of dPS/DEM. S(q) increases with
decreasing temperature since dPS/DEM be-
comes close to the spinodal point with de-
creasing temperature. S(q) in the measured
temperature region can be fitted with the fol-
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2.2.2

Small-angle Neutron Scattering Study on in-situ observation of NIPA-block-PEG cliasi-living
polymerization

Ryuhei Motokawa, Masahiko Annaka, Takayuki Nakahira, and Satoshi Koizumi'

Department of Materials Technology, Chiba University, Inage-ku, Chiba 263-8522, Japan
'Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Istitute, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki 319-1195,

Japan

The thermal sensitive diblock copolymer which is d7 substituted by isopropyl hydroo-en -CD(CD3) 2was
composed of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (NIPA) and prepared ourselves, ad conducted polymerization in
monomethoxy-poly(ethylene gycohl) (PEG) shows H20 at 32'C on account of obtaining for od contrast
immensely unique phase behavior in water. NIPA between NIPA and PEG-H20- Sample in quartz cell
polymer is a well-known thermal sensitive polymer. It of 2 mm thickness was irradiated by neutron beam.
is soluble in water at room temperature but undergoes The observation time slice scale was carried out 0
a phase separation at temperatures higher than its min in order to get sufficient statistics of scattering
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) at around intensity. The sample to detector distance was 6 
32'C. An aqueous solution of NIPA-block-PEG in- (0.06 < q= 47rsinO/A < 0.5nm- 1).
dicates three distinct macroscopic phases reversibly, Fi-ure shows SANS profiles. The rise in scatter-
on varying temperature; sol, -el, and phase-separated ing intensity was observed with proceeding polymer-
phase, where the driving force is the coil-grobule tran- ization. The results indicate that two effects of prop-
sition due to hydrophobic interaction with NIPA block agation reaction and growth of aggregation structure
chains. were reflected simultaneously. The power law behav-

iors of q-2 and q- 4 in Figure I maybe make it followNIPA-block-PEG was prepared for radical polymer-
ization by using ceric ammonium nitrate (IV) as a that mass distribution of micelle structure and NIPA

strongly aggregated domain forming a clearly sharpredox initiator in aqueous solution. A ceric ion re- 0
dox system was applied for the formation of radical at interface into PEG-H20matrix respectively. We are
the terminal carbon of PEG (-CH2-OH). These PEG investigating more detail due to reveal the correlation
termination radicals are used for the polymerization between polymerization reaction and self-organized
of NIPA monomer. The polymerization method can structure.
yield the diblock copolymer with comparatively nar- 10 co 
row molecular weight distribution (M,,/M,- 125). At 32'C
The cause is supeculated as follows. Performing this
polymerization in water above the LCST for NIPA
polymer, NIPA chains happen to aggregate with prop- 720 min 4

agating reaction. Therefore, it seems that micelle 100 
like structure is organized itself, NIPA-core and PEG-

600 micorona, propagation step proceeds within the core of min

the micelles. Nmely, the self-organized structure, 300n12() in
which is induced by the polymerization process, has 2

90 minNIPA mondine'rs consume effectively 60 minlike a emulsion 10
polymerization. We carried out in-situ observation
for NIPA-block-PEC polymerization process using the

Atter polymerization +time.sliced SANS measurement in order to investi- 101C
aate the structure formation and the effect of the 20 n

micro-structure on polymerization products in on- 10
equilibrium condition. before.poiymerization,

The eutron scattering experiment was employed0 0.01 0.1 1
Pinhole type Small An-le Neutron Scattering with

q (n rnspectrometer SANS-J at JRR-31\,l research reactor of
Japan Atomic Eergy Research Institute (JAERI),0 Figure 1: SANS profiles were obtaned for in-situ observation

Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan. In SANS, the incident neutron of NIPA(-d7)-block-PEG polyrnerization pocess at 32'C (solid

beam was collimated into 065 nm with AA/A = 14%. lines), before open circles) and after open squares) polyrner-

The scattered neutrons detected on the 2-dimensional ization.
position sensitive detector with a diameter of 0.58 m.
The beam stopper size as 40 m diameter. NIPA-
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2.2.3 Crystal Structure of Polymer (Cellulose)

Yasuhiro TAKAHASHI

Department of Macromolecular Science, Graduate School of Science, Osaka Univeristy
Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043, Japan

Neutron diffraction has several advantages the difference in scattering lengths between
in comparison with X-ray diffraction for crys- nitrogen and carbon. However, only two-
talline polymers.1-7) New Information about dimensional structure projected through
crystal structure could be obtained differing the fiber axis can be obtained by using the
from the X-ray work. The scattering length powder diffractometer.
of an atom is independent of the atomic num- Therefore, in order to obtain the three-
ber. Accordingly, the ydrogen and deu- dimensional structure, the attempts to take
terium atoms have different scattering lengths the fiber diagram of crystalline polymers were
for neutron diffraction, although they have the made by using neutron imaging plate in the
same scattering. length for Xray diffraction. present study. Unfortunately, the fiber spec-
The scattering lengths of hydrogen (-3.74) and imen of dueterated cellulose 11 was broken
deuterium 6.67) located on the outer shell of during the drying procedure. But the fiber
the molecule are comparable to the scattering diagrams of the several crystalline polymers
lengths of carbon 665) and oxygen (5.80). could be taken. However, the number of ob-
Therefore, the azimuthal angle of the molecule served reflections was not sufficient to anal-
can be determined by neutron diffraction more Yse the crystal structure because the signal-
accurately tan by X-ray diffraction. Fur- to-noise ratio is not good. The develop-
thermore, the scattering lengths by neutron ment of the following procedure is no in
diffraction are independent of the scattering progress. After summing the data of several
angle The intensities of the refections with imaging plates in order to improve the sgnal-
large- 0 values can be observed strongly and to-noise ratio, the integrated intensities are es-
can be measured accurately. Accordingly, i timated according to the procedures in X-ray
can be said that neutron structure analysis diffractions)
gives more accurate crystal structure than X-
ray structure analysis. References

In the previous works, 7 neutron struc- 1) Y. Takahashi, Neutron Structure Analyses of Crys-
ture analyses of cystalline polymers were talline Polyiners", Recent Res. Devel i Nacro-

carried out on the equatorial rejections mol. Res., 3 1998) 265.
2) Y. Takahashi, Neutron Diffraction by Crystalline

in the temperature range 10 -300K by Polymers", ACS Symposium Series 739, "Scat-
using powder dractometer. In the case tering from Polymers" edited by P. Cebe. B. S.

,3) Hsiao, and D. J. Lolise, Chapter 74 2000).
of polyvinyl alcohol) the ntramolecular
hydrogen bond was found in the isotactic 3) Y. Takahashi: J. Polymer Sci. Part B Polym.
sequence of the atactic polymer. In the Phys., 35 1997) 193.

4) 4) Y. Takahashi: Macromolecules 31 1998) 3868.
cases of deuterated polyethylene. P01Y(P- 5) Y. Takahashi: Macromolecules 32 1999) 4010.

5)phenylenebenzobisoxazole) (PBO), and 6) Y. Takahashi: Macromolecules 34 2001) 2012.
poly(p-plieii�Tienebenzobistlilazole) (PBZT) 16) 7) Y. Takahashi: Macromolecules 35 2002) 3942.
the more detailed structure than X-ray 8) Y. Takahashi nd H. Sul, to be published.

works could be obtained. In the case of
pol�'(py):Idobisimidazole)(PIPD),') the sta-
tistical structure was clarified by tlizing
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2.2.4

Elastic incoherent scattering studies of olystyrene) and polyvinyl methyl
ether) mixtures

H. Takeno and S. Koizumi'

Department of Biological and Chemical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, unma
University, Gunma 376-8515

'Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

In the past few decades, numerous stud- q-region covered in our measurements and it
ies have been performed on the miscibility of has a slight curvature at temperature region
polymer blends. It is strongly affected by of or T > 90 or 120 K, i.e., it shows the non-
local packing of molecules such as free vol- Gaussian behavior. Therefore, in the latter
ume. Such local packing may affect scales of region, we carried out the non-Gaussian anal-
local motions such as mean square displace- ysis,

ment of the system. We studied elastic in- I(q, w = 0 = lo [exp (-aTq 2+ (112)AOTce'q 4)]

coherent scattering of polystyrene (PS) and T

polyvinyl methyl ether� (PVME) blends with where OT =< U2 > 6 and AOT is a param-
a low energy triple axis spectrometer (TAS). eter, which characterizes non-Gaussian na-
Since incoherent scattering cross section of ture. AoT may be related to-dynamical het-
hydrogen is much larger than those of other erogeneity due to different local environments.
atoms, we can obtain information about ge- For hPS/PVME, both components involve hy-
ometry of molecular motions through inco- drogen atoms, we analyzed it with double
herent scattering due to hydrogen. In order non-Gaussian equation assuming additivity
to pursue the effect of the motion of each of non-Gaussian contribution for each compo-
component on blending, we used two kinds. nent. In the fitting procedure with the dou-
of blends, deuterated PS(dPS) /PVME and ble non-Gaussian equation, since we had too
protonated PS (hPS) /PVME blends (since many adjustable parameters, we fixed the pa-
synthesis of aeuterated PVME is technically rameters for PVME by using the parameters
very difficult, we cannot use it), and those obtained for dPS/PVME blends and obtained
of pure protonated. components for compari- parameters them for hPS. The 0ZTs and AOTS

son. When the motion of the system is vibra- obtained thus for all the samples are shown in-
tional, the elastic incoherent scattering behav- Figures I and 2 respectively. In comparison
ior can be described by Debye-Waller factor of dPS/PVME with PVME, although AOT

I(q, = = 1exp( < 2 > q2), where < is almost the same for both samples, CeT for
U 2 > is the mean square displacement and dPS/PVME is larger than that of PVME in
q(= (47r/A) sin(0/2)) is the scattering vector. the temperature region of T > 120K. The lat-
In fact, the scattering intensity observed for ter result indicates that spatial scale of mo-
all samples had a small coherent scattering tion of PVME in the blend is larger than
peak. Therefore, in order to eliminate the co- that of pure components. On the other hand,
herent effects,1 we divided the scattering in- as compared with the motions of PS, though
tensity at a given temperature by that at low- aT is hardly affected by blending, AOT be-
est temperature (ca. T,i, = 10K). Though comes remarkably larger relative to that of
plot of the logarithm of the divided inten- pure PS. Broadening of the distribution of lo-
sity In T(q, = )11T,(q, = )] against q 2 cal motions has been reported by Fisher et
showed the linear behavior at lower tempera- al. for a mixture of a low-molecular weight,
ture region than 90 or 120 K at least in the substance and polycarbonate with the same
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benzene ring as pS.2 Especially, we would like
to ote the behavior Of aT, which is related
to the ean square displacement. By blend-
ing, the mean suare displacement for PVNlE
with small side groups became larger, while it
for PS with bulky side groups did ot. The 0.25

result supports our "interstices model" pro- 0 neat PVME
X neat hPS

posed from phase diagram and glass transi- 0.20 - n PVME (in dPSIPVME blend)

tion temperature behavior of polymer blends, A PS (in hPS/PVME blend)

in which the small molecules go into interstices 0.1 -

produced by another bulky molecules. 3 x

0.10 
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2.2.5

Dynamical Asymmetry Effect of Long-Chain Branching in Polyethylene Blends

T. KASAHARA, S. UTSUNT11, T. SAKURAI, N. YAMAGUCHI and S. KOIZUMV

Petrochemicals Research Laboratory, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd.,
2-1 Kitasode Sodegaura, Chiba 299-0295, Japan

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

The purpose of this work is to make ples were 20/80 wt%. The LLDPE (EXACT
clear the effect of dynamical asymmetry 3030) that is ethylene-hexane copolymer was
of long-chain branchings in polyethylene purchased from ExxonMobil Chemical Com-
blends. Samples that were mixed two kinds pany. The LDPE (SUMIKATHENE F200-0)
of hydrogenous polyethylenes (H-PEs) with was supplied by Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd.
a deuterated high-density polyethylene (D- The SANS measurements were performed
HDPE) were measured small-angle neutron with a spectrometer SANS-J at research re-
scattering (SANS) under shear-flow. H-PEs actor JRR-3M of JAERI. Camera length was
are linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) set 10 in and scattered neutrons were detected
and low-density polyethylene (LDPE). The on the Two-dimensional 'He position sensi-
LLDPE and the LDPE are evaluated as a lin- tive detector. A shear cell installed in the
ear polyethylene and as a long-chain blanched SANS-J was Linkam. Cambridge Shearing Sys-
polyethylene, respectivery. The effect to dy- tem CSS 450. Its viewing area was converted
namical asymmetry of a long-chain branched into 5mmo. Blend samples were once melted
polyethylene under shear-flow was compared completely at 200 C before SANS measure-
with it of a linear polyethylene by using two- ments. The static experiment and the shear-
dimensional SANS patterns. inducing experiment were conducted at 160 'C.

. Shear mode and shear rate of shear-inducing
experiments were steady mode and 1.0 s-1,

Table 1: Characteristics of materials for blend sam- respectively. 
ples. Figure I and 2 show the two-dimensional

The number of short-chain blanchings. SANS patterns of D-HDPE/LLDPE 20/80)
The number of CH3S- blend (linear blend) of static and shear rate

1 s-', respectively. Although the SANS pat-
LLDPE LDPE D-HDPE tern of the linear blend was isotropic before

MFR -/10 min 2.1 2.0 - shear-inducing (Fig. 1), The pattern of the
SR - 1.09 1.41 - blend under shear became elliptic shape whose

density g/cm3 0.912 0.923 -
dl/� 1.48 0.88 - major axis was perpendicular to flow direc-

0 tion (Fig. 2 This can be interpreted that
MW - 88000 61000 493000
M11 - 44000 19000 76000 the gaussian chains of polyethylenes were ex-
Mz - 146000 134000 1894000 tended into the flow direction.

Mw/Mn - 2.0 3.2 6.5 Figure 3 and 4 show the two-dimensional
SCB* /1000C 17.8 20.7** - SANS patterns of D-HDPE/LDPE 20/80)

blend (branching blend) of static and shear
rate I s-1, respectively. The SANS pattern

Characteristics of the D-HDPE and H-PEs of the branching blend was also isotropic be-
that were used in this study are shown in Ta- fore shear inducing (Fig. 3 The pattern of
ble 1. The D-HDPE and H-PEs were mixed by the branching blend under shear- flow became
using xylene. D/H composition of blend sam- specific SANS pattern (Fig. 4 We can see
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Figure 1: The two-dimensional SANS pattern Figure 2 The two'-dimensional SANS pattern of the
of the D-HDPE/LLDPE 20/80) blend. D-HDPE/LLDPE 20/80) blend.
Befor shear-inducing. Shear rate is .Os-1.
The flow direction is the longitudinal direction. The flow direction is the longitudinal direction.
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Figure 3 The two-dimensional SANS pattern Figure 4 The two-dimensional SANS pattern of the
of the D-HDPE/LDPE 20/80) blend. D-HDPE/LDPE 20/80) blend.
Befor shear-inducing. Shear rate is .Os-1.
The flow direction is the longitudinal direction. The flow direction is the longitudinal direction.

two phenomena from the specific SANS pat- Such a scattering pattern shows that phase-
tern. One- is elliptic shape whose major axis separation arises from different viscosity of
was perpendicular to the flow direction simi- blended polymers under shear-flow. We think
lar to the linear blend. This showed that the that these phenomena are based on the ef-
gaussian chains of the blend were extended fect of the dynamical asymmetry of long-chain
into the flow direction. The other is a abnor- blenchings in polymer melt.
mal butterfly pattern 1) was appeared in the References
parallel to the flow direction of lower q region. 1) Satoshi Koizumi : J. Appl. Cryst. 36 2003) 381.
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2.2.6

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering Study on Living Anionic Polymerization
Process of Styrene

Kazuhiro Yamauchi, Hirokazu Hasegawa, Takeji Hashimoto and Satoshi Koizumi'

Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

In addition polymerization of styrene tion.) The scattering intensity of the solution
monomers by an anionic process monomers of the dead polymer is smaller than that of
are added to the living ends of polystyril the living polymer suggesting the association
anions and the polymer chains grow with of thechain ends for the living polymer.
time until all the monomer molecules are con-
surned. We planed the time-resolved SANS (a)

... .... .............measurements of such polymerization pro-
cesseg. This is a report of our preliminary
result.

SANS-J instrument at JAERI JRR-3M re-
search reactor was used for this study with
neutron wavelength of 07 mn. The poly-
merization of styrene monomer was performed
with d6-benzen as solvent and s-butyllithium
as initiator at room temperature in a quartz
cell with the sample thickness of mm sealed
with a 3-way cock under nitrogen gas atmo-
sphere. Time-resolved SANS intensity pro-
files were obtained with min interval after
addition of initiator into the mixture of the

.. ft., killi.9

monomer and the solvent. The final poly- *.ft., k1' :1,19

EW

mer concentration was 30% and the molecular PS
Ca

weight of the resulting polystyrene was 5,000.
Figure I a shows the time-resolved SANS in-

tensity profiles. The scattering intensity in-
creased after min from the initiation. Af-
ter 10 min the scattering intensity increased
significantly, but it remained almost constant
with time beyond this point implying that the .. 1. 0.15 O.. 00

q

polymerization was completed in 10 min. Fig-
ure lb shows the change of scattering profile Figure 1: (a) Tirne dependence of SANS profiles in

on addition of ethanol to kill the living an- the anionic polymerization process of styrene i d6-
benzen. (b) Effect of adding ethanol to the solution

ion ends of the polystyrene. It is intriguing 0
of te living polystyril anions.

that the scattering intensity once increased af-
ter addition of trace amount of ethanol (The
orange color of living polystyrillithium disap-
peared and the solution underwent gelation.),
but decreased again after addition of larger
amount of ethanol. (The gel turned into solu-
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2.2.7

Small-Angle Scattering on Polystyrene/Poly (vinyl methylether) mixture I
-Anomalous Suppression of Small-Angle Scattering in Quiescent State-

S. KOIZUXII and H. TAKENO'

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai-mura, lbaraki 319-1195, Japan
'Faculty of engineering, Gumna University

We performed SANS measurements on from the high temperature region. This sup-
polystyrene (PS)/poly (vinyl methylether) pression behavior becomes more pronounced
(PVME) mixture. The details of sample spec- as temperature decreases. For the PS-rich
imens are described in ref.l. A temperature- mixture of 80/20), in which this anomalous
range is wide in a single mixed phase from suppression starts from a slightly higher tem-
above Tgps to Tg,,,j, where Tg,,i., is the glass perature, these trends are more obvious. Fi-
transition temperature of the mixture. We nally, at Tg,.i.,, S(q = 0) freezes and no longer
found that anomalous suppression of small- shows temperature change.
angle scattering at intermediate temperature It should be noted that this anomalous sup-
between two T s. We.finally attributed.this pression is a characteristic behavior only for
finding to dynamical asymmetry enhanced by the mixture with largely different T s In
temperature change.1) the case of mixtures with similar Tg's, e.g.,

In the temperature region higher than a polybutadiene/polyisoprene (PB/PI) mix-
T9,ps, the q-behavior and temperature change ture, the scattering intensity decreases nor-
of SANS profiles are well reproduced by a mally according to - T` and freezes at T.,.ix
scattering function on a basis of a mean-field ') 
random phase approximation PA) with an Figure 2 shows the phase diagram of the
interaction parameter X (- A BIT). As PS/PVME mixture, where a spinodal point
temperature decreases below Tgps, however, T, and a cloud point T, determined by SANS
the scattering at lower < 1/� where is a measurements are indicated.') The glass tran-
correlation length) decreases more than that sition temperature for the mixture Tg,,,,ix was
predicted from higher temperature Simul- also determined by SANS, where small-angle
taneously, the q-positions q, where we ob- scattering freezes. Tg,,i-- is very close to the
serve a deviation from q-profiles calculated by calorimetric glass transition temperature. In
RPA, shift to higher q, which means correla- Figure 2 we also show the crossover temper-
tion lengths also decrease more than expected ature TA of anomalous suppression. From
2). SANS measurements, we determined TA at

These anomalous behaviors are well recog- which S(q = ' deviates from a linear de-
nized in the forward scattering intensity S(q = crease according to T` observed in the high
0), which was determined from a small q- temperature region. The temperature TA in-
region according to the Ornstein-Zernike for- creases slightly as Ops increases.
malism. Figure shows the results for the The local segmental dynamics in the mis-
mixture of the volume fraction of PS, Ops = cible mixtures of polymers with largely dif-
0.5 and 0.8 or (50/50) and 80/20). In the ferent Tg's is believed to be heterogeneous.
high temperature region, the inverse forward Here we refer to three experimental findings
scattering intensity S(q = 0)-1 changes ac- obtained by heological, spectroscopic and
cording to - T-'. However, below about calorimetric measurements: (1) breakage of
80'C for the mixture of (50/50), S(q = 0) is time-temperature superposition principle, 2)
anomalously suppressed more than expected spectrum broadening and 3 Tg broadening.
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These suggest heterogeneous local dynamics. 0.2 -

The proposed interpretation is the heteroge- (a) (50/50) Tg'�Iix
neous cooperative motion within thermally 0.1 -

enhanced concentration fuctuations (Kumar .. ......
et al.,1994 & Zetsche and Fischer, 1994) or by
chain connectivity (Chung et al.,1994, Arendt 7- 01 -

et al., 1997 Lodge and Mcleish, 2000) It U) TA

is further reported that for the PS-rich mix- 0.0 - TC Lu$�>'
ture of Ops > 0.9, PS and PVME chains TS
move independently and the PVME chain be-
comes faster than pure PVME due to larger of 0 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.OX1 0'

free volume in PS-rich circumstance, which is 0.20

called "dynamical decoupling" (Urakawa, pri- (b) (80/20) Tgmix
vate communication). 0.1 -

In the case of the PS/PVME mixture, in E
a temperature region above Tgps, PS and
PVME chains are free from vitrification and 0.10 -

TA
there is smaller dynamical asymmetry be- U)
tween the two components. So far, many
researchers have focused on this regime of 0.05 TC
smaller dynamical asymmetry e.g., Schwahn TS
et al. have shown a viscoelastic effect by 0. 0

2.5 3.0 3.5x 1 0
determining the cl-dependent Onsager coeffi- T 1 K
cient A(q), where the dynamical asymmetry

is attributed to a large difference in molecular Figure 1: Forward scattering S(q 0) for d-
sizes. (M.,DPS1M.,PVMW -_ 59). However, PS/PVME (50/50) and 80/20) mixtures determined
as temperature decreases into an intermediate according to a Ornstein-Zernike formalism. Anoma-
temperature region between T9'ps and Tg,,.i., lous suppression is observed between TA and Tg,.i..
the dynamical asymmetry is enhanced by tem-
perature. Although the concentration fluctu-

ations become smaller at lower temperatures 200 - Ts Two-Phase Region
due to the LCST phase behavior, we expect %
that local contacts of PS segments in the PS- TC, Xn 6

150 rich region tend to freeze and cause enhanced Single-Phase Region

dynamical asymmetry. g'PS
a 100 Q_

References TA

1) S. Koizumi J. Appl. Cryst. 36 2003) 381-388. 50- .............
2) H. Takeno, S. Koizurni, H. Hasegawa and T. Hashimoto 1-0 .......

Tgffix ..............Macromolecules 29 (1996) 2440-2448. ...............
0 Glassy Region

.................. TgPVM E
0.0 0.2 4 '6 0.8 1.0

OPS

Ficure 2 Phase diagram. for the d-PS/PVNIE mix-
ture sowing a spinodal line T,, a binodal line T ad
Ilass transition temperature for the mixture T., mix.
Crossover line for anomalous suppression is also in-
cluded.
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2.2.8

Small-Angle Scattering on Polystyrene/Poly (vinyl methylether) mixture II
-Competition between Rheological and Concentration Fluctuation Relaxations-

S. KOIZUNIII

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai-mura, lbaraki 319-1195, Japan

Generally for polymer mixtures, there are rell, 1989) the faster moving component of
vicous and gel-like limits, determined by a PVME governs the temperature dependence
balance between stress and fluctuation relax- of A(q). Therefore, we expect that the tem-
ations. In the viscous limit, the heological re- perature change of A(q) might be as illus-
laxation is faster than the concentration fluc- trated by the shadow region in Fig. Thus at
tuation, while in the gel-like limit where the around 100 'C, there exists a crossover from a
Theological relaxation is much slower than the viscous limit at high temperature to a gel-like
concentration fluctuation. limit at intermediate temperature.

With respect to a polymer mixture of A stress-diffusion coupling has a variety of
DPS/PVME (50/50) , which was studied in effects depending on vicous and gel-like lim-
Part I of this report, we performed a mechan- its. We stress that in the viscous limit of
ical measurement of a shear modulus in order the high temperature region, the dynamical
to confirm our situation (koizumi and Inoue coupling effect between stress and diffusion
in preparation). We determined the rheolog- appears as a viscoelastic effect. Schwahn et
ical relaxation time as the point where the al. have shown this viscoelastic effect by de-
storage modulus G(w) and the loss modulus termining the q-dependent Onsager coefficient
G"(w) merge. For higher temperatures in the A(q) according to q -2 for q�VE > (Schwahn
ranue from 120 'C to 80 'C, we could clearly et al., 1992). In this study, the dynamical
recognize this point on the spectra, while for asymmetry is attributed to the large difference
lower temperatures below 60 'C, it is out in molecular sizes of the mixture constituents
of the range of our mechanical spectrometer. (Schwahn et al., 1992).
Therefore, we estimated the heological relax- In the gel-like limit, on the other hand, we
ation time by using a shift factor aT, although support that a long-living shear modulus G,
the temperature-time superposition principle starts to appear in the osmotic compressibility
is not well established for the mixture with as a coupling effect between stress and diffu-
largely different g'S. sion. In other words, we expect the following

In Fig. 1, we show the temperature de- modified scattering function:
pendence of heological relaxation time for
the DPS/PVME mixture of (50/50). Addi- S'(q)
tionally, we plot a relaxation time of several ro + Cq + a'Gi' (1)
10 seconds for the concentration fluctuations 3

(- 11R(q)) of 0.01A-', which was determined This modified scattering fnction has an ad-
by time-resolved SANS measurements after a ditional term of 4130'G, which disappears
shallow quench into a meta-stable region. Due for the dynamically symmetric mixture with
to the LCST phase behavior, this relaxational a = 0. Eq.(l) reproduces well our observa-
rate I/ R(q) might decrease as temperature de- tions described in Part I of this report the
creases (broken line). However, near Tps, suppression of the forward scattering intensity
the kinetic coefficient A(q) might be affected S(O) and decrease of the correlation length
by Tgps and may become smaller. According �. Our experimental findings that the sup-
to the "fast mode" ansatz (Kausch and Tir- pression becomes more pronounced as temper-
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ature decreases suggests that the dynamical not observe ay recovery of scattering inten-

asymmetry or a is more enhanced by temper- sity and the suppression remained. This ob-

ature decrease. At the same time, tempera- servation leads us to believe that the suppres-

ture decrease might induce a slowing down of sion of small-angle cattering or the concen-

local internal modes, and the number of local tration fluctuation results from a competition

internal modes, which are responsible for the between two kinetic processes, i.e., the ther-

stress decaying more slowly than the concen- mally activated concentration fluctuation of a

tration fluctuation, becomes larger. With a finite wave number q and the heological relax-

larger magnitude of GI, the suppression be- ation. In the gel-like limit, a long-living stress

comes more pronounced. Irrespective of dy- field suppresses the fast decaying concentra-

namical symmetry or asymmetry, crossover tion fluctuation of the q fourier mode. When

from viscous to gel-like limits generally oc- q becomes smaller, the relaxational rate R(q)

curs when the mixture approaches Tq,,j�,. In becomes smaller according to q Therefore,

the case of a dynamically symmetric mixture, at q = 0, TCF (- 11R(q)) becomes infinite. In

e.g., PB/Pl, we could not observe any sup- this limit, we expect to observe a viscous limit

pression of small-angle scattering. Thus, in again. On the other hand, for a smaller length

order to observe the suppression of small-angle scale of q > 1, corresponding to the power

scattering, the dynamical asymmetry (a =� 0), law regime of q, the small-angle scattering is

in other words, a one-sided stress division, is not influenced by the osmotic compressibility

needed. This is consistent with our hypothesis itself (see Fig. I of Takeno et al., 1996). Thus,

that for the PS/PVME mixture, the dynami- this.suppression behavior of small-angle scat-

cal asymmetry is enhanced by temperature. tering has upper and lower length scale limits,

For elastic materials such as chemical poly- between which our SANS measurements were

mer gels or metal alloys with modulus inho- performed.

mogeneity, stress does not decay. For these References

materials, the modified structure factor S(q) 1) S. Koizurni J. Appl. Cryst. 36 2003) 381-388.
can be otained from an equilibrium argument

considering free energy (Cahn, 1961, Tanaka 1 0 -

et al., 1973 Onuki and Nishimori, 1991)-
107 So q)

In such a case, the non decaying modulus G q + C'

shifts the critical point to a higher tempera- 1 0

ture. Therefore, S(q = 0) is apparently sup-
(D 1 5 . . . . . 'eo'o 'ca'1 R

pressed more than expected in the case with- . . . . . . . Riaat�, al

E . . . . . . . .out non decaying-G or ce. F- lo'
. . . . . . . . . axat

However, in the case of the PS/PVME mix- c� 1 0 .3 Therm t
Measurement-....

ture a heological relaxation occurs with a Maine.'
o'

finite relaxational time TR U
1. . . . . . . ..... . . .

encounter a simple question: if we wait Ion, 10 7

. . . . . . . . . . .
enough as compared to the heological relax- I Iloo �S(q) 2 

7 r, + Cq 4/3u'ational time R, can we observe small-angle
Viscous Limit

scattering free of the heological relaxation

or So(q) (- 11(ro + Cq'))? Our measure- 0 20 40 60 80 100t1 20 140

ment time under each condition is of the order TgPVME Temp. (OC) g'Ps

about 1000 seconds after changing -tempera- Fi-ure 1: Schematic view for a crossover fom a vis-
ture. In order to confirm this point, we per- n

cous to a -el-like limits, which happens as temperature
formed a time-resolved measurement at 60.0 decreases"

'C, monitoring the change of intensity over

a period longer than TR. However, e could
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2.2.9

Small-Angle Scattering on Polystyrene/Poly (vinyl methylether) mixture III
-Shear-induced Phase Separation-

S. KOIZUMI

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

We performed SANS measurements on a tions parallel and perpendicular to the shear
shared specimen of polystyrene (PS)/Poly direction.0 show two q-regions of (I) and (II).
(vinyl methylether) (PVME) mixture at in- In q-region (I) at low q, we observed a shear-
termediate temperature between Tgps and induced phase separation showing stronger in-
Tgmix, where Tgps or Tg,,ix is the glass transi- tensity than that for the perpendicular direc-
tion temperature of PS or the mixture, respec- tion and with an obvious scattering maximum
tively. If we apply a shear field to this mixture at around q = 0.006A-'. The rofile par-
at at intermediate temperature around TA (see allel to shear flow decreases, according to the

4Partl in this report), the mixture shows an ab- Porod law q- indicating a sharp interface be
normal butterfly pattern as a result of shear- tween PS-rich and PVME-rich domains. The
induced phase separation.0 Figure shows a scattering maxima are predominantly in the
2-dimensional SANS patterns of PS/PVME q-Fourier mode, grown up during shearing.
(50/50) sheared at 70.0 'C and quenched be- In the q-region (II) at high q, we observed
low Tg,,,i.,. The shear rate and deformation a crossover of the scattering intensity; scat�
rate were 0.5rad/s. and A > 20, respec- tering in the perpendicular direction exceeds
tively. Before shearing, small-angle scattering that in the parallel direction. The asymptotic
is-isotropic for a single mixed state. However, q-behaviors for both directions are closer to

2after shearing, we clearly recognize an abnor- q- which is attributed to chain deformation
mal butterfly pattern, i.e., enhancement of due to shearing.
scattering intensity along the shear direction For a mixing state of the sheared mixtures,
with a clear scattering maximum at qmax. As q we must consider the time evolution of the
increases, the 2-dimensional pattern becomes concentration fluctuations under shear. The
more isotropic. The sample specimen sheared total growth rate r(q) for the concentration
at 90.0'C also shows an abnormal butterfly fluctuations under shear is given by the two
pattern which appears at lower q but less ob- terms of (1) thermodynamic force and 2)
viously. imbalanced stress under shear. The imbal-

As a control experiment, we performed anced stress term can have a negative con-
SANS measurements on the sheared mixture tributio'n relative to the first thermodynamic
of DPS/HPS (50/50). Here we chose identical term which stabilizes a single mixing state
chain lengths of M, 60K for DPS and HPS when ro > 0. If F(q) becomes totally nega-
in order to avoid dynamical asymmetry due tive, the corresponding q-Fourier modes can
to a difference in molecular sizes. This mix- grow up during shearing. For our agument,
ture, sheared at 150.0 'C and quenched, shows we consider a simple case of q., = qy = q We
an elliptical 2-dimensional scattering pattern, stress that the imbalanced stress term disap-
elongated to the direction perpendicular to pears for a vorticity direction of q = q.. In this
shear flow. In this control experiment, shear- limit, (q) is given as follows (Onuki, 1997);
induced phase separation does not occur but
chain deformation occurs due to shearing.

The q-profiles, which are sector-averaged r(q = A (q) (ro + Cq 2 _ Ce(OG

over an azimuthal angle of 30' along direc- q2 ao
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where A, a and G are an Onsager kinetic
coefficient, a symmetric param ter and a shear DPS/PVME(SO/50) at 70.OC

modulus. -
Figure 2(a) schematically shows the growth

rate r(q)lq 2 where (1) the thermodynamic q
term and 2 the imbalanced stress term are
separately drawn. The shaded region corre-
sponds to the q-Fourier modes which give a
negative relaxational rate (q). A larger con-
tribution from the imbalanced stress is re-
quired to observe the butterfly scattering pat-
tern by SANS, which generally covers a higher

q,q-region of as compared to light scattering. qz
Due to the LCST phase behavior, as tempera-
ture decreases, the thermodynamic contribu-
tion increases. As temperature decreases to

qX 5 0 �O A'

intermediate temperature, the enhanced dy- qX

namical asymmetry is expected to give larger Figure 1: 2-dimensional SANS pattern for the sheared
contribution of the imbalanced shear. There- DPS/PVME mixture of (50/50), where a butterly pat-

fore, we successfully observed the butterfly tern is clearly observed. As a control exeriment, the

scattering pattern by SANS at around TA. SANS pattern for DPS/HPS mixture of (50/50) shows

With a higher shear rate, the shaded region an elliptical pattern which is elongated to a direction

expands to higher q so that the higher q-mode perpendicular to shear.

can respond as shear-induced phase separa-
tion. For the q-mode outside this shaded re-
gion, a shear effect appears as only chain de-
formation. In Fig. 2(b), we schematically

draw F(q), which might have a minimum at (1)Thermodp 1C (11 (a)
a certain q in the q-region of SANS. The dom- t'O

Contribu nar"
inant q-mode, which appears as a scattering F(q) chain mionnailon

maximum at qmax, corresponds to that where q, Shezfadured I )Imbalanced
those �Panition Stress

r'(a) is minimum. This argument is equivalent
to the stability analysis for the early stage of
spinodal decomposition in a quiescent state;
shear rate is equivalent to a quench depth S"O anN

AT for spinodal decomposition. In this dis-
cussion, we neglected the effects of a convec- 10 16, hq

tive flow and the first normal stress difference Dominant 4

which are discussed in detail elsewhere (Saito q-mode

et al., 2001), as related to the experiment on Rq)
the polystyrene solution in dioctyl phthalate
(DOP). 0 Inq (A

References
Fi-ure 2: Schematic view for stability aalysis u-

1) S. Koizumi J. Appl. Cyst. 36 2003) 381-388. der shear in a theoretical frame of stress-diffusion cou-

pling
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2.2.10

Small-angle Neutron Scatttering on Polystyrene Microsphere Formation
Induced by In-situ Radical Polymerization

S. KOIZUNII, R. MOTOKAWA and M. ANNAKA1

Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura,
lbaraki 319-1195, Japan

'Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Kyushu University, 33 Hakozaki, Higashi-ku,
Fukuoka 812-8581, Japan

By using a pin-hole and a double crystal radical polymerization with 1,1-Diphenyl-2-
small-angle neutron scattering spectrometers picrylhydrazyl (DPPH), in order to observe
(SANS-J and PNO at JAERI), we investi- a time-evolution of scattering profiles during
gated radical polymerization of polystyrene radical polymerization.
(PS) and a followed microsphere formation Figure I shows scattering profiles obtained
process which occurs in a polymerization ma- by two spectrometers of SANS-J and PNO,
trix of polyvinyl methylether) (PVME) so- covering a wide range of wave number q(=
lution with mixed solvents of ethanol and n- 4-F/,\sin(O) fm 10-4 nm-1 to I nm-1,
hexane. The polymerization matrix, com- where A and are wave length and scatter-
posed of PVME/ethanol/n-hexane, is crucial ing angle.
to avoid precipitate of PS from the solution. Small-angle scattering region from 0.01 to I
Especially the matrix polymer PVME plays a nm-1: For the reaction solution before start-
important role to stabilize a PS microsphere ing radical polymerization, we obtained only
in size of sub-micrometer. It is because that spin incoherent scattering, which appears at
the matrix posesses balanced solubility with the intensity level of I cm-'. At 20 mn. after
PS chains; PVME and PS are soluble each starting radical polymerization, we observed a
other, due to a LCST type phase diagram strong upturn of small-angle scattering in the
with a phase boundary about 120 C, while q-region around 0 I nm- 1. Asa reaction-time
ethanol and n-hexane are poor solvents for proceeds over 60 min, the upturn becomes an

-4PS. In this study, we report the results ob- asymptotic q-behavior close to q , which i's a
tained with the polymerization matrix; mixed so-called Porod law originating from a inter-
solvents of ethanol/n-hexane 80/20 wt/wt) face of deuterated polystyrene (DPS) micro-
and PVME content of 83 wt%. This condi- spheres dispersed in the polymerization ma-
tion of ethanol/n-hexane 80/20) realizes the trix. In case when the interface has a finite
smallest size of microspheres about 0.5 mm, thickness of ti, we obtain a following equation
which was confirmed by scanning electron mi- in the Porod q-region,
crography (SEM).1)

In order to have a strong scattering con-
trast, we prepared a reaction solution with dE (q - (27)'/'AB 2[S(O q-4 ]exp[-o-(t)2q2]
fully deuterated styrene (dS-St) solubilized dQ VO
in the protonated polymerization matrix of (t = 27r 2 0- t) S t) = 47rR(t)2 N,) (1)
PVME/ethanol/n-hexane. The solution was
filled in a quartz cell with Imm. thickness, where AB, S, VO R are difference of scatter-
whose temperature was controlled at 55.0 ing length between PS and the matrix, a to-
'C. Radical polymerization was initiated by tal surface of microspheres, a sample volume
2,2'-Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN). For ultra and a radius of microsphere. SIV is a spe-
small-angle scattering by PNO, we terminated cific interface. N, is a number-density of PS
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microspheres. By using Pored plot on a ba- ken lines. For longer reaction-times over 200

sis of eq( that is given by eO, we analyzed min, on the other hand, we obtained qprofiles

time-evolution of surface structure of the PS which increase in its intensity as a reaction-

microphere (see Fig. 2 time proceeds. The q-profiles at higher q

Figure 2 shows time-evolution of a char- around 0.01 nm-' show the asymptotic q-

acteristic thickness tj and a spcific interface behavior close to q-4 which would be reason-

SIVo thus estimated. A specific interface SIVO ably connected to the q-profiles obtained by

contineuously increases, as reaction-time pro- SANS-J at corresponding reaction-times (The

ceeds up to about 600 min. The total sur- broken straight lines in Figure show a guide

face area is given by a product surface area for eyes.)

of a microsphere 47ffl(t)', and number den- 101�

sity of microspheres N. If we assume that 10 410 min

the number density N, is time-independent, 10' rn n
the increase of SIV is attributed to growth of 107 200 min

R. A characteristic interface t, on the other lo'

hand, is about 15 nm and seems to be time- 1 00 min
Elo'

independent. Porod Region
q-a

Ultra small-angle scattering region from le 60 min -----
10-4 to 12 nm-': The ultra small-angle -4

lo' 30min.-.-
scattering spectrometer PNO is a Bonse-Hart 20 min

lo'
type, where ultra small-angle scattering is de-

10' 10 min
tected by precisely rotating a channel-cut per- ... h-MS-twing

feet crystal Si(110) with angular resolution of 4�-�SANS-j_
lo , 1:1.... 1:1 . . ... s .M � .

micro-radian order. Due to low luminecity of 0.0001 0.001 0.01 -1) 0.1 1

monochromatized incident neutron, it takes q (nm

more than 10 hours in order to have a whole Figure 1: Time-evolving scattering profiles for micro-
q-profile ranging from 10-4 to 1-2 nTn-1. In sphere formation during radical polymerization, ob-

tained by pin-hole and double crystal small-angle neu-order to detect time-evolution of q-profiles in
ultra small-angle region, we need to termi- tron scattering spectrometers (SANS-J .and PNO).

nate radical polymerization process with

We terminated radical reaction at different
reaction-times of 60, 200, 300 and 400 min. 0 2000

and measured ultra small-angle scattering. In
order to have q-profiles in a ultra small angle 15 1500

scattering region, we calibrated these inten- E 0
10 1000"s,

sities with a secondary standard of polymer 3

films whose macrophase separated structure
-4 5 500gives monotonous cl-behavior of q over a

wide q-range from 10-4 to 1-2 nm-' for both
PNO and SANS-J spectrometers. 0 0

0 100 200 300 400

We plotted the q-profiles thus obtained in Polymerzation time (min.)

Fig. 1. At 60 min. we could not obtain Fi-ure 2 Time-evolution of Interfacial Structure.

enough signal to noise ratio (S/N) a noise

level due to dark current and thermal dif-

fuse scattering from a single crystals appears References

at about 104 CM-1 in absolute unit. For 1) Shi-eki Chujo, Masayosi Rikukawa, Kohei Sanui,

Noaya 0ata, Satoshi Koizumi and Takeji Hashimoto:
reaction-times shorter than 200 min, We drew Polymer t, Journal Vol.33 No.1 2001) 1-8.

speculated scattering curves as shown by bro-
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2.3 Strongly Correlated Electron Systems and Superconductivity

2.3.1

Magnetic properties of perovskite manganites L.5AO.5MnO3 (L=Eu, Gd, Tb and
Dy, A=Ca and Sr)

K. YOSHII, Y. HIRAXIITSU, Y. NISHIHATA J MIZUKI, A. NAKAMURA' Y.
SHIMOJO1, Y. ISHIV, Y. MORIV, H. ABE 2, K. NISHIDA 2

Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI),
Mikazuki, Sayo-gun. Hyogo, 679-5148

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki, 319-1195
2National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 304-0047

Rare earth manganites with a perovskite a few magnetic peaks at the low angle re-
structure have attracted considerable renewed gion, which is seen in the inset. It was found
attention in this decade, because of their that these peaks were appreciably wider than
intriguing properties such as colossal mag- the nuclear Bragg peaks. This result suggests
netoresistance, real-space charge-order and that an origin of the peaks is short-range mag-
metal-insulator transition. Among these ox- netic order such as either a spin-glass or a
ides, L.5AO.5MnO3 (L=rare earth metal, cluster-glass state, which is in accord with
A=alkaline-earth metal) is known to exhibit the result obtained from the magnetization
a wide variety of physical properties, which measurements. The patterns of the isostrue-
strongly depend on the ionic radii of the L`t' tural TbO.5CaO.5MnO3 below room temper-
and A'+ ions.', 2, 3 In this work, magnetic atures could be fitted assuming a charge-
properties were studied for this system con- ordering state of the Mn ions. The different
taining the small rare earth ions of L3+=Eu'+, behavior between the Sr- and Ca-systems may
G&+, Tb 3+ and D y3+ by means of magneti- be explained in connenction with the random-
zation and neutron diffraction measurements. ness'of magnetic interactions owing to the dif-

The samples were prepared by a solid-. ference of the ionic radii of L3+ and A 2+ 2)

state reaction in air. Magnetization measure- 30000

ments were performed by use of a.SQUID 2000

magnetorneter (Quantum Design MPMS) be-
20000 1000tween 45 and 400 K. Neutron diffraction

experiments were conducted below 400 K 0
1 20

with a high resolution powder diffractometer 10000
(HRPD) at the JRR-3 reactor to determine
magnetic structures. 0

The magnetization measurements showed
50 100

a spin-glass-like trantion around 40-50 K for 20 (deg)

LO.5SrO.5MnO3, while a charge-ordering transi-
tion was suggested for L.5CaO.5MnO3 around Figure 1: Neutron powder diffraction patterns of

room temperature. Figure shows the neu- TbO.5SFO.5N4nO3 at 9 K. Te iset shows magnetic
Bragg peaks.tron diffraction pattern for Tb0.5SrO.5N'1InO3

at 9 K. The experimental pattern at room
temperature could be fitted to an orthorhom- References

bic Pnma structure by the Rietveld anal- 1) P. NJ. Woodward et al.: Chem. Mater. 10 1998)

ysis (RIETAN-2000). The lattice pareme- 3652.

ters were a=0.54191(3), b=0.76396(4), and 2) T. Terai et al.: Phys. Rev. B61 2000) 3488.

c=0.54109(2) nin. The pattern at 9 K showed 3) J. 6pez et al.: Phys. Rev. B66 2002) 214402.
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2.3.2

Studies on the In Plane Phonons of YBa2CU30Y and Lai.48MOASro.12CU04

2M. Ito', Y. Yasui', S. Iikubo'. IM. Soda', M Sato' and K. Kakurai2

'Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-8602
2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

In-plane longitudinal phonons of high- 150 (a) YBCO-,.,-
T, cuprates have been studied ainly to 'E T=7KM
extract detailed information of "stripes". 6 100

�5The suppression of the superconductivity (n + +

by the "stripe" formation is known as the 50
0

1/8 anomaly in La214 systems such as h=0.2

La2-,,BaCU04 and La2-,,-yNdySr,,CU04. For 0 2.0 30 40
these systems, even the fluctuations of the or- E (mev)

dering or the dynamical "stripes", ay have
significant effects on the superconductivity. 30 -(b) 0

To study whether such dynamical "stripes"
E YBa2CuO

can play, under certain conditions, an impor- W 20 -7.0

tant role on the occurrence of high-T, super- T=7K

conductivity or not, we have performed the 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

phonon measurements and tried to clarify ef- h (r. 1. u.)

fects of "stripes" in one of the La214 systems Figure 1: (a) Energy-scan profiles obtained for

and in YBa2CU30, (YBCO, or YBCO). YBa2CU30-7 at Q(3+h,0,0) are shown (h=0.2).

If the ordering (or its fluctuation) of holes Solid lines show the results of the fitting with two

along the Cu-0-Cu direction exists, in-plane Gaussian lines. (b) The phonon ener-ies of the

phonon modes are considered to be some- �132,,/B3,,) modes obtained by the fittings at T= K
for YBa2CU30-,7 are plotted against h.

what modified. Here, we have studied one
of the longitudinal bond stretching branches

on single crystal samples of YBCOY with In our previous study, we have measured
several y values and on a single crystal of similar in-plane phonons of YBCO, (y=6.5,
La1.48Ndo.4Sro.12CU04- Mock et al. 1) mea- 6.7 and 7) with the energy of -(18-34) meV
sured an in-plane phonon branch with the which are assigned as B2,,/B3, modes at 
energy of -(43-52) meV on a crystal of 3) Hereafter, we just call these branches
YBCO and reported anomalous wave vec- point.
tor(q) dependence of the phonon energy and B2,,/B3, modes. The B2,, and B3, modes vi-
the anomalous broadening of the observed brate along and perpendicular to the chain di-
profiles of the phonon vibrating perpendic- rection (11b), respectively, the 133u mode has
ular to the chain direction (11b) at around the significant amplitude of the chain oxygen
q=(2J,0,0), where is the incommensurabil- motion. Figure 1(a) shows the phonon profile
ity of the magnetic excitation spectra. They taken at T=7 K for the crystal with y 7.
suggested that these anomalies were due to ef- We can see sharp and broad peaks in this fig-
fects of the ynamical "stripes". But recent ure. We have assigned a broad peak as B3,

research carried out by Pintschovius et al. mode. The broadening is considered to be
has shown that there is no anomaly in the the effect of the chain oxygen deficiency, be-

cause the broadening does not have significantpeak width and the dispersion curve of the 0
phonon branch. temperature(T)-, Q- and y--dependences As
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Figure 3 (a) The vibration pattern of the in-plane
phonon for Laj.48Ndo.4SrO.12CU04 at ' point. Figures
(b) and (c) show the energy-scan profiles obtained at0.5 0
h=0.25 and h=0.3, respectively.

(C) (1,O)
0 ---------------------------------- ----------

whose vibration pattern at point is shown
0 50 100

Temperature K) in Fig. 3(a), were taken by using the triple
axis spectrometer TAS-1 installed at JRR-3M

Figure 2 Temperature dependence of the peak inten'- of JAERI in Tokai.
sities of the superlattice reflections. The data points The temperature dependence of the phonon
(a) and (b) correspond to th 'e reflections originating profiles taken at Q=(4+h,0,0) with h=0.25
from the charge and rnaanetic ordering, respectively.0 (-26) and 03 ae shown'in' Figs. 3(b) and
The data (c) represent the reflections originating from 3(c), respectively. We have not observed0 0the T01-LT02 transition. In the inset of (a), the D
reciprocal space is shown. anomalous q-dependence of the peak width in

the whole temperature range studied T < 90
K). The dispersions were found to be smooth.

We have not found anomalous T-
for the dispersion, sooth Q-dependence has dependence of the .widths of the phonon
been observed for all samples in the whole T- profiles at q=(0.25,0,0) and (0.3,0,0), ei-

region studied here. These results are in a ther, on both systems of YBCO and
clear contrast to the results of Mook et al. Y

We . have also adopted the LalAsNcloAS170.12CU04-

Laj.48Ndo.4Sro.12CU04 system. In Fig- References
2, the T dependences of the superlattice

1) H. A. Mock and F. Do-an Nature 401 1999)
reflection intensities originating from the 145. Z11
structural transition and the "stripe" order- 2) L. Pintscliovius, W. Reichardt, M Klaser, T. Wolf,
ings are shown. Peaks are measured along and H. v. Lohneysen : Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 2002)
the lines shown by arrows in te inset of Fig. 037001.
2(a). 'Ale can see that the superlattice peaks 3) N/l. Ito, H. Harashina, Y. Yasui, M. Sato and K.
corresponding to the satic "stripe" ordering Kakurai : Physica C 388-389 2003) 363.

begin to grow at 69 K with decreasin T.
The profiles of the bond stretching phonon,
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2.3.3 Successive Phase ransitions of TbBaCO20,5.5

M. Soda, Y Yasul, T. Fujita, T. Mlyashita M Ito. S. lkubo M Sato and K. Kakurall

Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-8602
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokal, Ibaraki 319-1195

C03+ ions in Co-oxides often exhibit the cell. where Ba and Tb atoms are in dfferent
spin state changes. They have the low spin c-planes. Te unit cell volume is described by
(LS: S=O) ground state and the state changes -ap x 2a x 2ap, ap being the lattice parameter
to the intermediate spin (IS: S=1) state or of the cubic perovskite cell. With ecreasing
the high spin (HS: S=2) state with increasing T, the metal-insulator (MI) transition takes
temperature T. This indicates that the energy place at T,,, - 340 K, the ferromagnetic tran-
difference 6E between the spin states I's small. sition occurs at Tc - 280 K, ad then fer-
Because the energy splitting between the t2g romagnetic phase suddenly changes to anti-
and eg orbital energies due to the crystal field ferromagnetic one at TN - 260 K. Although
generally increases with decreasing volume of transitions have been found at lower temper-
the C006 octahedra, 6E can be controlled by atures, too, in the present neutron diffraction
the volume change of the octahedra and there- studies, we mainly report here results of stud-
fore we can seek a variety of physical behavior les on the magnetic structures at, 270 K and
in the system related to the spin state change, 250 K, where the spin states of Co ions within

The perovskite oxides R-,A,,CO03-6 ob- the C006 otahedra and the C005 pyramids
tained by the substitution of R with divalent are basically clarified.
atoms A=Sr, Ba and Ca often exhibit ferro- Neutron measurements were carried ot by
magnetic and metallic properties for small using the triple axis spectrometer TAS-2 at
with increasing doping concentration x due to JRR-3M. The single crystal of TbBaCO205.5

the double exchange interaction.0 When Ba was oriented with the [100] (or 0101) axis ver-
and relatively small trivalent elements are cho- treat, where both (Okl ad (h,0,1) points in
sen as A and R, respectively, the system forms the reciprocal space could be observed de to
the oxygen-deficient perovskite structure, in the coexistence of the a*- ad V-domains.

2-1)which the oxygen vacancies are ordered. Several Okl reflections can be distinguished
Among such oxides, RBaCO205 ( - 0.5) ex- from hl reflections by the difference between
hibits transitions to the antiferromagnetic or- the lattice paraineter a and b/2 (The param-
dering and then, to the char-e ordered state of eter a is slightly smaller than b/2.).
C02+ and C3+. BaCO205.5 ( - 025) also The intensities of neutron Bragg eflections
exhibits several transitions. However, only re- of TbBaCO205.5 have been measured in the
stricted information is available on both the temperature range of 7370 K. In additio to
structural and the magnetic properties. the fundamental Bragg reflections for te unit

In the present ork, neutron scattering cell with the size of' ap x 2a x 2ap, several
studies have been arried out on a sin-le crys- superlattice reflections have been found. The
tal of TbBaCO205.5 to collect basic nforma- points at which the reflections were observed
tion on the spin state of Co ions and te nag- at 7 K n te reciprocal space are shown in
netic structures. The oxygen-deficient pr- Fig. (a). (Q=(O.k,1) may be (k/2.0,I).) The
ovskite structure of this system is formed by temperature ependencie of' te peak ntensi-
the linkage of alternating CoOc, octahedra ad ties of the tpical fundamental ad superlat-
C005 pramids along te b-axis. It has been tice reflections are shown in Figs. 1(b ad
reported that it has te orthorhoinbic unit 1(c). respectively. Wth ecreasing T from
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N

(b) (0.0,5 4 1

Rure 2 Schematic maunetic structure of oly CoO5
(0. I .0)

pyramids of TbBaCO205.5 at 250 (in te antiferro-
C_

magnetic pase) Te open arrows drawn i te ri-lit,

side of te fiure show te direction of te net oment

of the C002 layer. All C31 ions of CoOc, octahedra

are i the low spin state.

(0.2,O)

RK 7_ K

Figure 1: (a) Fundamental or superlattice points of the present study. Furthermore the data of

0 Fig. (b) suggest the existence of structuru-the unit cell with. the size of -ap x 2ap x 2ap in the re- �D

ciprocal space at 7 K. (b ad (c) Te peak itensities ral transitions in the present system at three

of several reflections are sown a-ainst T. temperatures, T,-,,II, 250 K and -10 K.

The magnetic structures have been deter-

mined at T=--270 K ferromagnetic phase) and

tile temperature above 350 K. the intensities T=25 K antiferromagnetic one). We found
3+ -

of several nuclear Brag, reflections change at that CO Ions Of C006 octahedra are in the
�7> low spin state (S�0) at both temperatures.

T-,,,,, - 340 K. and at T - 280 K additional
3+

Co ions Of C005 pyramids are in the inter-
reflections appear at several nuclear Bragg mediate spin state (S=I ad their moments

points. The additional eflections are consid- have the coplanar structure. At T=27 K,

ered to be magnetic, as is confirmed later by the Co'+ moments Of C005 pramids have the

detailed analyses and corresponds to the ap- canted structure, where the direction of the

pearance of the ferromagnetic moment. With ferromaunetic moments is along the a-axis. At

further decreasing T, the aditional coiripo- 0

nent suddenly disappears at T, - 260 K ad T=250 K, te structure changes to the heli-

ea oe were the modulat'on vector is along
tire superlattice peaks corresponding to the I

the c-axis ad the et oment of each C002
period of 2c (-4ap) along the c-axis appear layer has nonzero value. This magnetic struc-

[Q�(O.k.1/2), 0.3/2), etc.]. At T - 00 K. n

superlattice peaks corresponding to te eriod ture at, T=250 K is sown In Fig. 2 We
?7_1 stress that the determination of tire spin states

of along t he c-axis appear [ Q= (010� 1± 4) of Co 3+ within the CO octahedra an te

(0,U±1/4), 02,1±1/4), etc.) with decreas- 6

ing T. Te former goup of the superlattlee C005 pyramids as been first arried ot in

reflections may be magnetic, wile we cannot, the present study.

distinguish if the latter superlattice reflections References

-ire magnetic or not. It should be also oted 1) H. Masuda et a/.: J. Plivs. Soc. Jpii. 72 2003)

that te superlattice reflections corresponding 873.

to the modulation vector q-a*/3 (the per'(d 2) A. Nlaignan et l.: J. Solid State Chein. 142 1999)

of -3a P in the real space) are observe een a 247.

temperatures higher than TNII W ave not 3) D. Akahoshi et al.: J. Solid State Chem. 156 2001)
355.

clarified detailed pattern of te odulatio i 4) H. Kusuya et aL J. Phys Sc. Jpn. 70 2001)

3577.
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2.3.4 Static Spin Correlations in Lightly-Doped La2CU04+6

M. MATSUDA M FUJITA ad K. YAMADA'

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokal, lbaraki 319-1195
'Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, okasho, Uji 610-0011

In lightly-doped La2-,SrCU04 The crystal was also annealed in bar oxygen
(0< x <0.02), which shows coexistence atmosphere at 900 'C for 72 h. This sample
of a three-dimensional antiferromagnetic is considered to have excess oxygen -0.015,
(AF) long-range ordered phase and a spin- which is estimated in the analogy of the result
glass (SG) phase at low temperatures, it in Ref. ), and shows a sarp AF transition at
was reported that the SG phase in the 270 K. This sample also shows minor super-
coexistence region shows a diagonal spin conducting phase with T, 35 K.
modulation 1) as in the pure spin-glass phase The neutron scattering experiments were
in La2-,,Sr.,CU04 002< x <0.055). Most carried out on the cold neutron three-axis
interestingly, electronic phase separation of spectrometers LTAS and the thermal eutron
the doped holes occurs so that some regions three-axis spectrometer TAS2.
with hole concentration Ch 0.02 and the rest

Ith Ch I I TAS2 13.7meVEi guide-80'40'-80'
w -0 are formed, which s predicted
for a doped antiferromagnet theoretically. 2 250

(1,0,L) �~O �t=326�kjSome clusters with Ch 0.02 exhibit diagonal C: 200
E T=1 K

stripe correlations while the rest of the crystal 150
with cl, -0 shows 3D AF order. -2 100

As the next step, we performed neu- 0 50

tron scattering experiments in lightly-doped 0 ------- --------
U)La2CU04+6- Since the hole concentration can -50

be controlled in a very lightly-doped region in -100
this system, it is possible to check whether the -150
phase separation into the AF and SG phases -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

5 0 0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . I 1 . I I I 1 . .-are observable in this region. Another nter- 8-0.015 (T,�270 K)
400 (1,0,L)

esting thing is whether the hole doping by Sr E T= K
substitution is equivalent to that by excess \1CO 300

oxygen. It can be checked by measuring the 200
properties of the diagonal spin modulation, 0 100
that, is, incommensurability and peak width. O ------ E

The single crystal of La,2CU04+6 was 100
by the traveling solvent floating zone (TSFZ) 'E -200

niethod. The dimensions of te rod shaped -300 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
crystal were -5(Dx3O inin . The crystal has L (r I. u.)
two twins. which are estimated to be equallN
distributed based o te ratio of te nuclear Raure 1: Elastic scans alona (I, O. ) at T=12 en 7
Bragg pak intensities fl7oin both twins. Te K i La2CU04 and LaCu0_j+6. respectively. Back-
crvstal was first annealed i I bar Ar atmo- U1,01111d intensities measured t =50 X hve been

subtracted. The rrows shoxv te positions where
sphere at 900 'C for 24 . Ts sample is broad mauneti paks orioinatinu fron te SG pase
considered to be almost stoichloinetric (6 -0) are epected.
and shows sharp AF transition at 320 K.
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Figure I shows elastic scans along (1, O� L) (0,1.01,0) because a tall of the intense mag

perpendicular to the CuO, planes in La2CU04 netic Bragcr peak exists at this position. The
and La2CU04+6. As shown in Ref. 1), if magnetic peak originating from the SC phase

the SG phase appears at low temperatures, is expected around 0,0.98,O) and 0,1.02,O).

broad magnetic peak should be observed at As in the results in the (HOL) scattering zone,

(1,0,even). Magnetic signal is not appreciable there is no sn of magnetic peaks originating

in both samples, indicating that the volume from the SG phase.

fraction of the SG phase is negligibly small Since ai.99Sro.oiCU04 shows a Mel tem-

even in the sample with La2CU04+6- perature of 240 K the effective hole con-

centration in La2CU04+6 (TN=270 K is es-
LaCuO,., T,=270 K timated to be -0.005, which is just between

LTAS 5.05meVEi guide-80'-80'- La2CU04 and a1.99SrO.O1CU04- If the volume
500

T= K fraction of the SG phase is proportional to
400 H (0,KO) the bole concentration, 25% of the total vol-

E
300 ume should be in the SG phase in La2CU04+6

at low temperatures. From the data shown
:3 200 -
0 K .0 above, an upper limit for the volume fraction

100 - of the SG pase is estimated to be 1%, sug-

0 -__- ifiioii�� ....... st ng that there may exist a threshold to

-100 realize te phase separation into the AF and

-200 SG phases.
0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.) In La2CU04+6 system with 001< <0.055,

K (r. 1. u.) the samples. phase separates into hole-poor

500 ......... ........... phase (0.01) and hole-rich phase (0.055 4)

so that samples with the hole concentra-
_71 400 H (H,0.98,O) :.C: - tion range cannot be available at low tem-
E

300 peratures. Therefore, it is not possible to
check whether the hole doping by Sr substi-'�5 -

C 200 tution is equivalent to that by excess oxy-
:3 K
0 gen. La2-,I31,,CU04+6 system, which does

100 not show macroscopic phase separation and.
hole concentration at low temperatures grad-O I--------

f----------- - 3)
C: ually changes, is appropriate to study the-100 magnetic properties in the hole concentration

-200 ... range. We plan to perform neutron scattering
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 experiments in the system in future.

H (r. I. u.)
References

Fi-ure 2 Estic sans aon- (0, K� 0 ad (H, 0 98, 0)I n I M. Matsuda, NJ. Fujita, K. Yamada, R. J. Birge-
at T=7 K i L�12CUO,1+6 (TN,=270 K). Te data mea- 0
stired at T�5 K ai-e subtracted as back-i-ound i neau, Y. Endoli andG. Shirane: Phys. Rev. 65

0 (2002) 134515.
tensities. The an-ows show te positions where broad 2) S. A. Kivelson ad V. J. Emery: Proceedings of
magnetic peaks originating froin the SC pase re ex-n n the Los Alamos Symposium - 1993 Strongly
pected. Correlated Electronic Materials, ed K. S. Be-

dell et al. (Addison-Wele 1994), p. 619.
3) S. Wakimoto, C.-H. Lee, K. Yamada, Y. Endoh

In order to confirm absence of the magnetic and S. Hosoya: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 65 1996) 581.
4) B. 0. NVells, Y. S. Lee, Al. A. Kasnier, R. J. Chris-signal originating fom the SG phase, we also

�n transom R. J. Birgeneau, K. Yamada. Y. Endoh
performed eutron scattering experiments in
the (HKO) scattering zone. �D Figure 2 shows and C. Shirane: Science 277 1997) 1067.

elastic sans along (.KO ad (H.O.9810)

in La2CuO4+6. The eor bar is large aound
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2.3.5

Magnetic-Field-Induced Quadrupolar Ordering i the Heavy-Fermion
Superconductor PrOS4Sb12

M. KOHGI, K. IWASA, M. NAKAJIMA, N. METOKV, S. ARAKI1, N. BERNHOEFT',
H. SATO, Y. AOKI and H. SUGAWARA

Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo 192-0397
'Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Ibaraki

319-1195
2DRFMC, SPSMS, CEA-Grenoble, 38054 Grenoble, France

PrOS4Sb12 is a filled-Skutterudite com- lyzer and detector. A cooled Be filter was in-
pound. It belongs to the space group m3 serted before the sample to eliminate higher
(Th, 204). Maple et al. and Bauer et al 2 order contaminations from the monochroma-
reported that the compound shows supercon- tor. The sample was set in a dilution refriger-
ductivity below T = 8 K and electrons ator, which is inserted into the center bore of
with a large effective mass of about 50 mo are the Helmholtz-type superconducting magnet,
responsible for the superconductivity from the with its [001] direction vertical.
value of specific heat jump at Tc. They sug-
gested that the interaction of the quadrupole 400

moments of Pr ions with conduction electrons PrOS4Sbl2 0 �ioH=8`r

is.responsible for the heavy-fermion supercon- 300 - 0-25 K e H =0
In

ducting state in the material. Another inter- (2�,� O)
200 -

esting experimental fact is the appearance of
a new phase found by specific heat and re- 100
sistivity measurements under a magnetic field

0above approximately T at low tempera- 0.96 0.98 1.0O 1.02 1.04

tures. 3)

In order to clarify the nature of ordering
Ficrure 1: Scattering patterns of 210 superlattice re-in this field-induced ordered phase (FIOP), 0

a neutron diffraction experiment on a single- flection at 025 K with (8 T) and without magnetic
field.

crystal sample of this material was performed.
A single-crystal sample of about 4 gwas used
in the experiment. It is actually an aggregate Scans in the reciprocal lattice plane (hkO)
of smaller cubes of about I mm average size revealed resolution-limited peaks at superlat-
with sharing (100) crystal planes. The half- tice positions characterized by the wave vec-
height width of rocking curves of the sam- tors q � 1, 0, 0] and [0, 1,O] in the FOP. Fig-
ple was about 1.1 degrees in the experimen- ure 1, for example, shows the observed 210
tal condition described below. The neutron superlattice reflection at 025 K and T to-
diffraction experiment was carried out on the gether with the data at zero magnetic field.
cold neutron triple axes spectrometer LTAS at Figure 2 shows the magnetic field dependence
JAERL A pyrolytic graphite 002) monochro- of the peak intensity of the 210 superlattice
mator and analyzer were used with a neu- reflection as well as that of 110 Bragg reflec-
tron wave-vector of k = 15V . The colli- tion where field-induced ferromagnetic Bragg
mation of the neutron beam was open-80'-80' scattering is superimposed. The 210 reflec-
in the beam paths between monochromator tion starts to develop at about T in accor-
and sample, sample and analyzer, and ana- dance with the start of the FIOP at low tem-
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1400 48x10' component is only 8% of the induced ferro-
Pr6sS'b 2

1200 - T = 025 K 6 magnetic moment.
H11(001] The present experimental result is reason-

1000 I 1-0) 0 4 ably explained by a model that the observed

8 0 antiferromagnetic moment is due t the order-
0 42

00 - ing of 4-f electron orbit such that the the mag-
(210) 0 C) 40

0-&9-0G'C)-q ----------------- netic field applied along the [001] direction (z-
40 HOP -

direction) gives rise to the induced magnetic
2 3 4 6 7 

p�H T] moment whose component along the �0101 di-

Figure 2 Magnetic field dependence of the peak in- rection (y-direction) changes sign from the
corner site to the body center site of the bcc

tensities of the 210 and 110 reflections.
lattice. This type of ordering is actually real-

ized by the ordering of the Oz-type quadrupo-

peratures. On the other hand, the interisity lar moment. This model is supported by the

of the 110 reflection increases gradually with molecular field calculation based on the crys-
tal field level scheme in which the ground state

increasing field, indicating that the induced is the singlet r', and triplet r4(1) is the first ex-

ferromagnetic moment is approximately pro- cited state at about K The quadrupolar

portional to the applied field. The superlat- ordering is induced by the applied magnetic

tice peak intensities at 6 and T decrease field due to formation of a pseudo-doublet by

with increasing temperature, and disappear
the Zeeman effect.

at the background level at about 0.8 and I The present experiment revealed that there

K, respectively. These temperatures are also exists rather strong quadrupolar interaction

in accordance with the reported boundaries of than the magnetic interaction in PrOS4Sbl2-

the FIOP. Several superlattice reflections at This fact suggests that the unusual supercon-

0.25 K and T were measured in the (hkO) ductivity in the compound may be mediated

plane in order t see teir origin. It was found by the degrees of freedom of the quadrupolar

that the integrated intensities of the observed m0ment in the system. A. report of the present

peaks after correction of the dependence of 4)

magnetic form factor of Pr 3+ are highly pro- work has been published elsewhere

portional to sin 2 a within experimental error
References

where is the angle between the scattering 1) M. B. Maple, P.-C. Ho, V. S. Zapf, N. A. Freder-

vector and the direction of the 0101 axis. This ick, E. D. Bauer, W. M. Yuhasz,.F. M. Woodward

fact clearly indicates that the observed super- and J. W. Lynn: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 71 (2002).

lattice rejections are due to magnetic Bragg Suppl., 23.

scattering originating from antiferromagnetic 2) E. D Bauer, N. A. Frederick, P.-C. Ho, V. S.

moments on Pr ions parallel to the [010] di- Zapf and M. B. Maple: Phys. Rev. B 65 2002)

rection. From the data, we can estimate the 100506(R).
3) Y. Aoki, T. Narniki, S. Ohsaki, S.R. Saha H.

value of the antiferromagnetic moment AAF by S .u�awara and H. Sato: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn 71
0

comparing it with the integrated intensity of (2002) 2098.

the 110 nuclear Bragg reflection measured at 4) M. Kohgi, K. Iwasa, M. Nakajima, N. Metoki' S.

Arakil, N. Bernhoeft2'j._M. Mignot., A. Gukasov,
a zero magnetic field. The value of the in- 0

H. Sato, Y. Aoki and H. Sugawara: J. Phys. Soc.
duced ferromagnetic moment 14 is also es-

timated from the integrated intensity of the Jpn. T2 2003) 1002.

field-induced component of 110 Bragg reflec-

tion. They are AAF 0025 ± 0.006tLB and

/IF 0354 ± 0.006AB, respectively, per Pr ion

at 025 K and at T. The antiferromagnetic
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2.3.6 Ferromagnetism in CeP under High Pressure

D. Kawaria, T. Osakabe', A. Hannan. M. Koh--i

Department of Physzcs, Tokyo Mtropolitan University, Hachioji, Tokyo 192-0397
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

CeP, with the simple NaCl-type crystal (2 - 13 0). With decreasing temperature,
structure, shows dense-Kondo-like behavior in the former begins to increase at 41 K but
the transport properties in spite that its car- the latter does not show any clear change be-
rier number is very low (0.01/f.u.).') It shows low 50 K. The experimental result clearly in-
also unusual agnetic properties especially dicates that tere is only one ordered-state.
under igh pressures, where double layers which is ferromagnetic. at 3.2GPa.
of ferromagnetle Ce(001)-plane with a large From the measurement of electric resis-
moment value of - 2/-1B appear periodically tance, the critical temperature T of the ferro-
among the type-I antiferromagnetic structure magnetic phase will decrease with increasing
Of F7 Ce ions. The period of the structure pressure and disappear at about 6 Pa.') The
decreases one by one from 9 to 4 with increas- process is te interesting because a das-
ing pressure up to 1.7GPa. It 'is remarkable tic change of 4f-electi-ol sate of Ce atom
that some of the magnetic structures around is brought about by applying pressure. The
2 GPa are smilar to ones of CeSb and CeB1 present work is a part of te study of this phe-
at ambient pressure.') We have systematically nomenon.
investigated the magnetic strctures and com-
plex phase dagram of this compound by neu-
tron scattering.

Our previous work shows that. in the pres-
sure range between 2.5 ad 2.8GPa a ferro-

1 .. . .................. ............
magnetic phase appears at low temperatures
below around 30 K. Above this temperature N4
another phase 3 (ollo; the arrow and cir-

.o .......................................................................................... . ............ 0cle represent ferromagnetic and paramagnetic
Ce(001)-planes, respectively) appears. Inter- CeP#3 -3.2GPa 2

Peak Intensities 0
polating phase oundaries. we expect that 2 ) II 1Ic.,,,)I

b m (I 113 0) 13'

only ferrornagnetic phase exists at the pres-
t) 1. - - 5.

sure above about TIGI`a.�' I order to con- Temperatuie[K]

firm this point. Nve perforn-led an experiment
at the triple-axis-spect rometer TAS I (2G) in- Figure 1: Temperature dpendencies of peak intensi-

ties t (2 0 0 ad 2 1/3 0 o CeP i 12GN.
stalled at JR41-3 reactor, JAERL To apply a
pressure o h sample. we sed a spphire
anv'I cell. Te sample of 03 x 02 x 015 mm 3 References

was set i a hole of' phosphorous ronze gas- 1) 'E. Swuld: Physica B. 186-188 (1993) 347.

ket. with a little rnhy owder for ressure all- 2) M. oh-i et al.: Physica B. 281-282 2000) 17.

bratio ad Daphne.7373 as picssure transmit- 3) A. Haiiiian et, a.: Applied Phys A, 74 2002)

t n medium. Ve achieved pressure vlue of' S565.b
3.2GPa. 4) _N. N16ri et, al.: Physcal Properties Actindc ad

Figure I shows te temperature depen- Rare Earth CoropouiWsIJAP Series 1993) 182.

dences of pk intensities t 2 0) and
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2.3.7

Structure refinements for single crystalline Sr3RU207 under magnetic field

Y. YOSHIDA' 2, S. KATAN03 , N. ASO4, S.I. IKEDA', N. SHIRAKAWA', N1. NISH14 , and
Y. UWATOK04

'NeRI, AIST, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8568, Japan
2jSpS, Chiyoda, Tokyo 102-8471, Japan
3 JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

4ISSp, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8581, Japan

Relation between magnetism and struc- of Sr3RU207 were grown by a self-flux floating-
tural distortions due to oxygen displacements zone technique using an image furnace. The
in transition metal oxides is a crucial is- dimension of the samples is - 6 mm in di-
sue to understand such materials microscopi- ameter and 1 - 5mm in length.
cally. High critical- temperature cuprate su- According to Shaked et al., superlattice re-
perconductors, for instance, have been inves- flections corresponding to the rotation of the
tigated based on such a perspective. Re- RuO6 octahedron are observed ').As the first
cently, strontium ruthenates with the layered step, we tried a structural analysis under a
perovskite crystal structure were found in- zero field at several temperatures. In this
triguing. Single layered Sr2RuO4 (tetragonal study, we employed the [HHL] zone, and tried
structure with the 14/mmm symmetry) shows to find out some intensity changes of reflec-
spin-triplet superconductivity and double tions in this plane with decreasing tempera-
layered Sr3RU207 reveals magnetic field in- ture There we could not observe clear evi-
duced quantum criticality at around meta- dence of the expected intensity change associ-

2)magnetic field of 7 tesla . Particular in ated with the greater rotation angle which was
stability of the crystal structure with rota- already reported on powder samples ). To in-
tions of Ru.06 octahedra along the c-axis (nor- vestigate the superlattice reflections described
mal to the RU02 plane) subsists in Sr3RU207 above directly, we are now performing four-
(nearly tetragonal : orthorhombic with the circle neutron diffraction experiments on sin-

3,I)Bbcb symmetry) . Indeed, from the results gle crystalline Sr3RU207 at FONDER to check
of magnetization measurements under hydro- whether the superlattice reflections are strong
static and uniaxial pressure, it is suggested enough to be observed at the JRR-3 neutron
that uniaxial pressure along the c-axis, normal source. After that, the measurements under
to the two-dimensional RU02 plane, causes magnetic fields will be examined.
an outstanding transition from the enhanced-
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic phase 1-7). Al-
though neutron scattering study for structural References
refinements under uniaxial pressure is under 1) Y.Maeno, T.M. Rice and M. Sigrist, Physics To-

progress, it is appropriate to assume that the day 54 2001) 42.
2) S.A. Grigera et al., Science 294(2001) 329structural instability of the RuO6 octahedron ?�

plays an important role in magnetic property 3) H. Shaked et al., Phys. Rev. 62 2000) 8725.
4) Q. Huang et al., Phys. Rev. 58 1998) 8515

of Sr3RU207- 5) S.I. Ikeda et al., Phys. Rev. 62 2000) R6089

In order to clarify whether the crystal struc- 6) S.I. Ikeda et al., Physica C 364-365 2001) 376 

ture changes at the metamagnetic field, we 7) S.I. Ikeda et al., preprint.

have tried to refine its structure for single crys- 8) H. Shaked et alj. Solid State Chem. 154 2000)
361.

talline Sr3RU207 under magnetic field at TAS-
2 in JRR-3, JAERL Single crystalline samples
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2.3.8 Magnetic excitations in Ni-substituted La2-,SrCuO4

H. HIRAKA. T. CHUREV, Y. ENDOH, K. YAT�IADA ad N1. �JATSUDA 2

Institute for Nlaterials Research, Tohoku Uiversity, Sendai 980-8577
'Institute for Cemical Research. Kyoto University. ji 611-0011

2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERL Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

Impurity doping of 3d-metal Zn or Ni upon peak width as seen in K in the inset. Sub-
high-T, superconductors gives an invaluable stitution on Ni smears and fills the spin-gap
information how magnetic spins concern the structure like Zn does. However, 'udgin- from
novel high- T, superconductivity, because non- the less clear static component in the Ni-
magnetic Zn'+ (S = 0) or magnetic N'+ (S = substituted sstem compared to Zn, spin
1) directly substitutes for Cu'+ (S 1/2) fluctuations are considered to slow down grad-
in CU02 planes. Although effects of Zn dop- ually around N n the wide space but never

ing are intensively studied from experimental quench. This behavior seems to be consistent

and theoretical aspects, there are few studies with the broad sperconducting transition ap-

for N impurity, particularly through neutron peared in the shielding effect, if both T, and

scattering. Recently, Kimura et al. performed spin-fluctuation energy vary locally in space

a systematic study on spin dynamics for Zn- with an intimate relation. The magnetic-

substituted Lal.85Sro.15CU04- 1) They insist impurity effects should be qualitatively dffer-

that Zn sbstitution induces an in-gap state ent from non-magnetic Zn.

and fills the spin gap structure of impurity- La1.85SrO.15CU1-,-Ni,,04 T K

free system' ) Therefore, it is also nteresting

to investigate how N impurity modifies the

spin gap excitations. T
6

We. have grown a sgle crystal of
0 ( 1 4 6 8 10

Laj.85SrO.15Cuo.98Nl0.0204 by means of TSFZ CZ (=V)

techni .ques. After an annealing process un- 4 1 0.02

der oxygen-gas flow, the onset T, was deter- + O(present)
mined to be 28 K with a somewhat broad tran-

sition. The neutron scattering experiments J-0

were carried ot on thermal-neutron triple-

axis spectrometers TAS-1 ad TAS-2 ad

a cold-neutron triple-axis spectrometer HER 00 2 4 6 8 10

at RR-3NJ. The incident or filial eergy of 0) (Mev)

thermal (cold) neutrons was fixed at 14.7 or

13.5 meV (5.0 rneV) Te sample with a to- Fi�--ure 1: The dynamical susceptibility )("(qjc, u) Filed

tal volume v -_ .7 ce and an effective mosaic th iverse colierent lenoth H iset) t K. Te open

all d solid circles represent ata froin Ni Nodoped andq _ 4 was set, in the tetragonal (h, k, 0)
Ni-free La 1.85SI.O 15CU I T = 38 K) 2 , respectivelv.

scattering plane.
The lines re drawn as auide to the eNes.

In contrast to pure Lal.85SE0.15CUOI, mag-

netic scattering below 3 meV is cleanly ob-

servable in the Ni-doped compound even at References

well below T,. Furtherniore, Fig. I demon- 1) H. Kimura et al.: cond-mat/0209428.

strates that "(qlcw) strikingly increases at 2) K. Yamada et a: Phys Rv. Lett. 75 1995) 1626.

about I meV. associated with a sharpening of' 3) 'F. Churei et a.: submitted to PhYsica C 2003).
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2.3.9 Neutron scattering study of spin correlations in electron-doped
Pro89LaCeo.jjCU04+6 single crystals

M.FUJITA', S.KUROSHIMA', T.UEFUJI, NINIATSUDA 2, K.KAKURA12 and K.YAIVIADA'

'Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto university, Uji 611-0011
2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokal, lbaraki 319-1195

Mechanism of high-T, superconductivity Pro. 89LaCeo. CU04-8
mediated by spin fluctuations is one of 0.005
the central topics in highly correlated elec-
tron systems. Studies of spin correlations 0 M momomomomonomomomomomgmoowoaccD-

in the hole-doped hgh-T, cuprates such as
4� 

=0
La2-,SrCU04 (LSCO) have intensively been -0.005

. 8=0.03
carried out by neutron scattering experi- -0
ments, and show an intimate relation be- a =0.05C). -0.010U
tween incommensurate spin correlations and C-)
superconductivity.') However, comprehensive -0.015

study on the electron-doped system is lacking 0 10 20 30
due to the difficulties in growing single crystal
and post-anneal treatment for inducing super- Ternperature(K)
conductivity.

Fi-ure 1: Maunetic susceptibility easured at 10 OeQuite recently, neutron-scattering study on n n

the electron-doped Ndi.85Ceo.15CU04 (NCCO) for sin-le crystal samples of PrO.89LaCeo.jICU04+6
with (a) =O, (b) 003 and (c) 0.05 after the zero-

first revealed that commensurate spin fluc- field-cooling process.
tuations exist in the superconducting (SC)
phase as seen in the antiferromagnetic (AF)

2) This is crucial result for understand-
phase. cedure, we study the change in the static and
ing the common role of the spin correla- dynamical spin correlations and in the super-
tions for the mechanism of high-T, supercon- conducting property in the PLCCO system.
ductivity irrespective of carrier type. How- Note that as-grown sample is assumed to be
ever, to investigate the universal nature in stoichlometric (6=0) and the values for an-
the electron-doped system frther study us- nealed sample were determined by measuring
ino- other electron-doped cuprates is impor-

�D the weight loss of the sample after the heat
t ant. Especially sample with negligible ef- treatment. Neutron-scattering measurements
fects from large rare-earth moment is highly were carried out at thermal neutron triple-axis
required since sch as Nd'+ moment would spectrometers, TAS-I and TAS-2.
impede the detailed study of inherent nature
of Cu 2+ spins that will play important role fr Figure I shows magnetic susceptibility for
superconductivity. x=0.11 samples with different 6 The as-

�Ve therefore erformed systematic suscep- grown (6=0) and slightly oxygen-reduced
ibility and eutron scattering measurements (6=0.03) sarnples do not show the super-

t I conductivity. However, in the sample ith
on the PrO.89LaCeO.jICUO4+6 (PLCCO) qys- 6=0.05, ulk superconductivity appears at the
tem in which the effect of rare-earth moment is onset temperature of 25.5 K. These results
much reduce(] compared with that i NCCO.3) clearly demonstrate that there exists a critical
By controlling the relative oxygen contentst, value of oxygen loss. , for the appearance of
per uit forinula 6 during te anealed ro-
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Pro.89LaCeo. IC U04-6 Pro. 89LaCeo I I CU04-8

TAS- 1, o=4meV, T6K

0 5=0 (a) (h, 0, 0)

1.0 o 6=0.03 150 k
00 Ln

-0 A 6=0.05
100 6=0cl�

0.5 -oo
0 50

0
00 0

00
AAAAA 000600to

(b) 6-0.03
Ln 100

0 100 200 300
50

Temperature K) 0

Figure 2 Temperature dependence of volume cor- E (C) 6=0.05
rected peak intensity of (I 2 0) magnetic Bragg po- r- 100

sition measured for Pro.8qLaCeo.jjCU04+6 with =0, 50
0.03 and 0.05.

0

0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

superconductivity in the sample with a given h (r.].u.)

Ce concentration. Fi- ure 3 Constant-energ3, profiles at a�=4nieV though

We next investigated the magnetic prop- (I 0 0) AF zone center for Pro.89LaCeo. 1 1 C1104+6 With

erties in these samples. Temperature e- (a) 6�0, (b) 003 and (c) 0.05. San tajectory is

pendence of magnetic peak intensity at or- shown i te upper panel. Solid lines are results fitted
with a sin-le Gaussian function by convoluting tethorhombic (I 2 0) reciprocal position are 0 n
experimental esolution.

shown in Fig. 2 Intensities for three samples

are measured under the identical experimental

setups and normalized by the effective sam-
ple volume after subtracting the background. However. commensurate spin fuctuations ob-

Comparing to the results for =0 and 003, it served both AF and SC phases are con-

is obvious that both peak-intensity and TAT trastive to the incommensurate ones in the

decreases with increasing 6 No clear evi- hole-doped LSCO system in which the spin

dence of magnetic order was observed in te density modulation changes from being diag-

superconducting sample with =0.05. There- onal to parallel to the Cu-0 bond direction Oil

fore, the AF order is degraded te oxygen- crossing the nsulator-superconductor phase
boundary. 4)reduction ith decreasing ordered oment

These similarities and dfferences in the splitand/or region and TA, with icreasing . Upon

further oxygen-reduction, SC phase concomi- correlation between te electron- and hole-

tantly appears with the disappearance of AF doped system would provide iiriportant cties
for understanding comn-ion rnechanism of thephase, suggesting the competitive relation be-

tween superconduct'v't ad magnetic order. high-T, superconductivity.

On the other hand. spin fluctuations ere References
observed een in the SC sample. Therefore.
welt-correlated spin fluctuations exist. n the 1) K. YjAjjja(j,, t a/. PhYs. Rev. B. 57 1998) 665.

SC pase irrespective of te types of doped 2) K. Yamada et a. Phys. Rev. Lett. 90 2003)
137004.

carrier, supporting a common role of the spinb 3) M. Fujita et a Phys. ev. B. 67 2003) 014514.
fluctuations for the high-T, superconductivity. 4) M. Fujita et a Ph�s. Rev. B. 65 2002) 064505.

b Y
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2.3.10

Search for Antiferromagnetic Fluctuations in Bismuth-Based Superconductors

N. Kaneko, M. Matsuda', K. Kakurai', and M. reven

Laboratory for Advanced Materials, Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305, USA
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

It is widely believed that antiferromagnetic significant obstacle toward this end. We have
fluctuations play an important role in the succeeded with the growth of sizeable crystals
physics of high-temperature superconductiv- of the single-layer and double-layer Bi-based
ity. The undoped parent compounds, such superconductor Bi2-,,PbySr2-,,La,,CU06+,5
as La2CU04, are antiferromagnetic insulators. (Bi2201). The sample shown in Fig. I
Upon doping the CU02 sheets with a few per- consists of 6 co-aligned single crystals with

3cent of holes, these materials become metallic total volume of I cm Initial crystal
and superconducting, with "strange" metal- checks demonstrated the single-grain nature
lic behavior in the normal state. Neutron of the individual crystals. Small pieces from
scattering studies have demonstrated that dy- these crystals show excellent superconducting
namic antiferromagnetic correlations are a ro- properties, with an onset of Tc - 36 K,
bust feature of both superconducting and nor- which compares well with the highest values
mal states 1-6). achieved in LSCO.

La2-,,Sr.,CU04 (LSCO) has been the only
single-layer hole-doped high-temperature su-
perconductor that has been studied system-
atically via neutron scattering, since it is
relatively straightforward to grow the re-
quired large single crystals. Detailed stud-
ies have revealed many interesting proper-
ties, such as an incommensurate magnetic
response',',','). The only other high-Tc farn-
ily of materials for which sizeable crystals
over a wide range of hole-doping have been
available for neutron scattering studies is the
structurally more complicated bi-layer system
YBa2CU306+5 (YBCO)3-1,I). The magnetic
response of YBCO appears to be rather differ-
ent from that of LSCO. In particular, it was
found that the magnetic response is gapped Figure 1: A set of Bij.7PbO.3Sr1.6LaO.4CU06+� crys-

and incommensurate only at high energies, tals mounted o a sample holder in the (HOL) zone.

and that there exists a magnetic resonance (at
41meV for optimally doped YBCO) in the su-
percouducting state. In light of the differences observed for LSCO

To better understand the connection and YBCO a study of the magnetic response
between antiferromagnetic correlations and of Bi2201 should yield valuable new infor-
high-temperature superconductivity, it will mation about the connection between super-
be necessary to study additional materials. conductivity and antiferromagnetic order and
Neutron scattering experiments require size- fluctuations. We have continued to pursue
able samples, a fact that has presented a neutron scattering measurements to search
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for antiferromagnetic fluctuations in Bi2201. we have managed to grow samples that are
Specifically, we carried out inelastic neutron very underdoped and non-superconducting.
scattering measurements on the TAS-1 and Our goal for the near fture is to continue
TAS-2 triple-axis instruments at the JAERI our search for antiferromagnetic correlations
JRR-3M research reactor. Previously we had in underdoped Bi2201.
conducted measurements in the (HKO) scat-
tering plane in the range 312 meV. Our most References
recent measurements extended the search of 1) M.A. Kastner, R.J. Birgeneau, G. Shirane and Y.

inelastic magnetic features to the (HOL) zone Endoh, Rev. Mod. Phys. 70, 897 1998).

and examined energy transfers up to 30 meV. 2) G. Aeppli et al., Physica C 318 9 1999).

Consistent with our previous results, these 3) H.F. Fong et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 78,713 1997).
4) H.F. Fong et al., Phys. Rev. 61, 14773 2000).

measurements reveal no obvious features. A 5) M. Arai et al., Phys. Rev. 83, 608 1999).

possible (incommensurate) low-energy mag- 6) Y. Sidis et al., Science 288, 1234 2000).

netic response may be harder to discern, per- 7) H. Kimura et al., Phys. Rev. 59, 6517 1999).

haps because it is intrinsically broader than 8) M. Matsuda et al., Phys. Rev. 65, 134515 2002).

in LSCO. We note, that the experiment is 9) P. Dai et al., Phys. Rev. 63, 054525 2001).

made difficult by the fact that the scatter-
ing in Bi2201 results in a very high "back-
ground," in large part due to significant low-
energy phonon scattering, a result of the com-
plex crystal structure of Bi2201.

150

co=7.5 meV

C:
E loo
C)

50.0
0

0
0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3

H (r. 1. u.)

Figure 2 Data taken around 1,0,3.5) for Bi-2201 at
an enera transfer of 75 rneV just above the supercon-
ducting transition at T=40 K. The spectrometer con-
figuration is Open-Sapphire-80-S-PG-80-80, Ef=14.7
meV.

In optimizing the crystal growth, it was very
helpful to aim for a sample composition that
resulted in the highest possible superconduct-
ing transition temperature and in very sharp
transition widths. On the other hand, under-
doped Bi2201 should exhibit more prominent
antiferromagnetic fluctuations. While it has
not been possible so far to obtain single crys-
tals at half-filling (i.e., undoped CU02 sheets),
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2.3.11

Crystal Field Excitation in rare earth Er-based antiferrornagnet ErA92

I. Urnehara', K. Sato2 , N. Metoki','

Department of Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Yokohama National University, Tokiwadai,
Yokohama 240-8501

2 Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Toyama University, Toyama 930-8555
3Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki 319-1195

4 Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Aoba, Sendai, 980-8578

ErA92 is a rare earth compound with a citation energy of these peaks were more or
body centered tetragonal MSi2-type (space less consistent with CEF level scheme which
group: 14/mmm) structures) It has been explains susceptibility data, where the excita-
reported that the magnetic moments on Er tion energy would be 34 K, 77 K, and 85 K for
atoms order antiferromagnetically below the the first, second, and third excitation level, re-
Mel temperature TN 52 K, and exhibit spectively. On the other hand, the excitation
a magnetic structural change at T = 35 K. observed below 3 meV at 00 K is considered
A previous neutron powder diffraction studyl) as phonon.
revealed a complicated incommensurate sinu-
soidal moduration at high temperature phase,
while a commensurate antiferrornagnetic or- References
dering was observed below T = 35 K. On the 1) M. Atoji: J. Chem. Phys. 57 1972) 851.

other hand, our specific heat measurement on 2) S. Miura, T. Kaneko and M. Ohashi: J. Phys.

• single crystalline sample of ErA92 reported Soc. Japan 37 1974) 1464.

• new transition at T = 40 K 4) . Furthermore 3) M. 0hasi, T. Kaneko and S. Miura: J. Phys. Soc.
Japan 37 1975) 588.

multi-step magnetization process has been ob- 4) I. Umehara, Y. Takamo, M. Endo, F. Ishikawa,

served in this compound, indicating the exis- M. Yamaguchi and K. Sato: Physica B281&282

tence of a complicated magnetic H-T phase (2000) 169.

diagram. Recently the pressure effect of these
transtions were also studied. In order to un-
derstand the origin of the successive magnetic 400 

transitions and the metarnagnetic transitions, ErA.-Q = I A-', 1 K
we tried to measure the crystal field excitation t� Q = I A I K

u� 300 - Q = 4 A-'� 1. K
of ErA92- CD

Q = A I 0K) K
The inelastic scattering profile was mea-

sured using triple-axis spectrometer TAS-2 Ei 200

with fixed Ef at 14.7 meV. The collimation AT

was 40'-40'-80' A polycrystalline sample was .'it, T,

cooled by using a close ciele refregerator down P 100
to 1 K.

Figure I summarizes the result of the in-
elastic scattering profile of E A 92- W e ob- 0 ................ I................. ..................L...............

................... ................ ................. LI

served a clear excitation around 5.5 rneV and 4 8 2

8.5 meV at T = 0 K. The intensity of these AE meV)

peaks decreased with elevating temperature at Fi-ure 1: The inelastic scattering profile of EYAU2-

T = 00 K. Therefore we concluded that these
peak were crystal field excitations. The ex-
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2.3.12 Magnetic and Crystal Structure of CeAgSb2

S. ARAKI1, N. NIETOKI 1.2 A. THANEZHAVEL ad Y. ONUKI','

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195
2Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Aoba, Sendai 980-8578

3Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043

CeAgSb2 with tetragonal crystal structure _;.1 I I
CeA2Sh, 0

orders at T, 9.6 K with a small net ferro- HRI;1.8231

magnetic component of 0.33AB/Ce parallel to
the c-axis O The in-plain magnetization be-

1 2 3 4low T, increases linearly with magnetic field
2)and reached about 1.2pB at 3 T . This in-

duced moment is much larger than the spon- T
taneous moment along the c-axis. Therefore, 5( M 5T--

the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and/or complex 2 (q7,-)

magnetic structure was suggested to be the Fin-ure 1: Neutron powder diffraction pattern at room

origin of the unusual magnetic properties. temperature in CeA-Sb2. The inset shows the inte-
However, no AFM peak has been reported grated itensities of the (001) reflections at 12 K. The
from neutron diffraction experiment 1). The bold line and dashed line denote te square of the

structure factor calculated based on te Sologub-typepurpose of this study is to clarify the crystal 0
and magnetic structure in CeAgSb2- structure and Andr6-type structure, respectively.

The neutron diffraction experiments were
carried out using TAS-1 and HRPD A large
amount of polycrystalline sample, 30 g, and and Andr6-type structures, although reliable

parameters for Sologub"s model are slightly
single crystal with 0.85 g were used. better than the ones for Andr6's model. In or-

CeAgSb2 crystallizes in the tetragonal der to clarify the crystal structure of CeAgSb2,
structure with space group P4/nmm. Two the weak (001), 002), 003) ad (005) re-
controversial models have been proposed so flections from a large polycrystalline sample
far for the crystal structure of CeAgSb,. So- (30 g) and a high-quality single-crystalline
logub et al. 3 and Brylak et al. reported
that CeAgSb2 has the ZFCUSi2-type struc- sample were easured with very good statis-

tics on the TAS-1 spectrometer. The observedture, where Ce, Ag and Sb atoms occupy
integrated intensities are plotted in the -the crystallographical 2c (Ce), 2b (Ag), 2a �D

(Sbl)., and 2c (Sb2) sites. On the other set of Fig. 1. The agreement of the experi-
hand, Andr6 et al. attributed their neu- mental data with the calculated intensity for
tron powder diffraction data to the same tpe Sologub's model (solid e) is clearly bet-
of structure, bt assumed different site occu- ter than that of Andr6's model denoted by
pations. amely. 2a (Ag) and 2b (Sbi) sites. the dashed line Terefore we conclude that

Sologub's model describes the crystal strue-
This controversy is de to te weak con- ture of CeAgSb2. The hgh-resolution neutron
trast between Ao- and Sb atoms both for X- b

b owder diffraction pttern in F I as ana-
rays ad neutrons. Figure I shows the hgh- b

lyzed by means of Retveld refinement wthresolution neutron powder diffraction data of
RIETAN-2000 5 ) assuming Solo-ub's model.CeAgSb2 measured at room temperature in 0

the aramagnetic state. This powder diffrac- The fit of the data is satisfactory. The ob-
tion data can e explaine b botli Sologub- tained structural pararneters re listed in Ta-
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ble 1.
Figure 2 shows the neutron powder dffrac-

IAS-1 Mtion pattern at T = 4 K and 12 K, which are 14.7 MeV

below and above the Curie temperature T,
9.6 K, respectively. The low-temperature data S

after subtracting the high-temperature data 5
12 K-

are also plotted in Fig. 2. The clear ferro- .7 I--
E F,

magnetic scattering from Ce moments were
-

superposed on the (101) and (110) nuclear vv��4�.
peaks. The ferromagnetic scattering on the 0

10 20 30 40 50

(103) and 112) may also be observed, how- 20 degm,)

ever, which are masked by the large nuclear
Fi-ure 2: Neutron powder diffraction patterns belowscattering. Some small cusp-like structure, 0

e.-., 20=36', seen in Fig. 2 were"in'vestigated (4 11 ad above 12 K T = 96 K in CeAgSb2. The
�D magnetic diffraction pattern, which is obtained as the

again wth higher statics, however, these peak 0difference of patterns between 4 K and 12 K, is also
structures were not reproducible. Therefore, plotted. The inset shows the integrated intensity of

we conclude that o antiferromagnetic scat- tile ma-netic scatterin9.

tering was observed in our neutron powder
diffraction experiment. The inset of Fig. 2
shows the integrated intensity divided by the the case of the single-crystalline sample. Al-

.Lorentz factor. The observed data can be though the diffraction experiments with a sin-
explained by the ferromagnetic component of gle crystal presents a much higher sensitivity
0.41(3)[tB parallel to the -axis. This is con- with low background, no trace of the antifer-
sistent wh previous neutron scattering and romagnetic peak was observed in the accuracy
magnetization studies. ) Although the sta- range of 3 X 10-3 of the (101) ferromagnetic
tistical error of our neutron powder diffraction peak along some high symmetry axes on the
data is much smaller than that in the previ- (hhl), hl), and W ) scattering planes. We
ous study 1), we could observe no trace of an- also performed a mesh scan on the hOl) scat-
tiferromagnetic or incommensurate magnetic tering plane. However no antiferromagnetic
satellite peaks within the accuracy range of or SDW peak was detected.

the order Of 009PB/Ce. This value is much We conclude that CeA9Sb2 has a simple fer-

smaller than the in-plane antiferromagnetic romagnetic ground state with the ordered mo-

component on the order Of IMB expected from ment of 0.410B along the c-axis.

the magnetization measurements. An anti-

ferromagnetic peak was also searched for in
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2.3-13 Magnetic Excitations in CeAgSb2
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W
CeAgSb2 with tetragonal crystal structure

("AgSh2

orders at T = 96 K with a small net, ferro- q = 1227
o q = 3.X99 A7

magnetic component of 0.33PB/Ce parallel to o q3.899 A

the c-axis ). The in-plain magnetization be-
low T, increases linearly with agnetic field 0 �

2) 0and reached about 1.2/1B at 3 T . This in- K

Kduced moment is much larger than the spon-
taneous moment along the c-axis. Therefore, _5 0 5 1( 11

the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and/or complex Al. .,V) AF W�,V)

magnetic structure was suggested to be the Ficure 1: Inelastic neutron scattering spectra niea-

origin of the unusual magnetic properties. sured for a polyhystalline sample of CeASb2-

However, no AFM peak has been reported
from neutron diffraction experiment 1). Our

recent experiment also revealed that CeAgSb2 The 52 meV peak, which corresponds to the
4)has a simple ferromagnetic ground state 5.9 meV excitation at 4 K survived in the

The purpose of this neutron scattering study paramagnetic state, although the peak be-
is to reveal the origin of the unusual magneti- came weak and broad. At a much igher
zation curve. temperature, T = 60 K. the excitation peak

The neutron scattering experiments were spread out i a wide energy range. Fom the
carried out using TAS-1 at Ef = 14.7 meV q and temperature dependence. we concluded
and LTAS at Ef = 40 meV A large amount that the 52 meV peak is due to crystalline
of polycrystalline sample, 30 g, and single electric field (CEF) excitation. In addition
crystal with 0.85 g were used. The neutron to these clear excitation peaks, a very weak

I e a
diffraction experiment under magnetic fields CEF excitation at AE = 12.5 i V w s also
was performed using TAS-2 and T horizon- observed at 12 K. as shown in Fig. 
tal superconducting magnet. Recently, these two CEF excitations were also

Figure I shows the neutron inelastic scat- observed by Adroja et al. on a HET spectrom-
tering spectra on the polycrystalline sample eter at ISIS, independent of our work ) In
of CeAgSb2. At T = 4 K, we observed on- CEF wth tetragonal symmetry, the J multi-
spicuous excitation peaks at AE = 19 and plet of the Ce'+ ion splits into tree doublets.
5.9 meV, respectively. The q dependence Of Therefore the observation of two CEF excita-
the intensity of these peaks is consistent, with tion peaks is reasonably understood terms
the square of the 4f magnetic form factor in of the excitation between the ound state and

b

the Ce'+ ion. This means that these inelastic the two excited levels. We oncluded that te
peaks are due to magnetic excitations. On el- ground state is I ± ), he first and te second9
evating the sample temperature to T = 12 K, level are dominated by 1') and 1 respec-

2 2
iust above T = 96 K, the excitation peak tively. The magnetic moment of the -round
at 19 meV disappeared. This means that state. j[tBJ = 0428/113, is in ood agreement
this peak is due to the split wave excitation.
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Fi.-tire 2 Spin wave dispersion i CeA,Sb,. Figure 3 In-plane magnetization (Al I open

inarks ad te ferrornagnetic moment (l , solid

marks) are plotted as a function of rna.-netic field per-

pendicular to 001].
with the observed ferromanetic oment of

b

0.41AB 4). The CEF level scheme determined

by the present neutron scattering study is very ing, because the induced in-plane magnetic
similar to te result of the recent thermal ex-

moment is parallel to the scattering vectorpansion study by Takeuchi et al. N
q. Therefore only the ferromagnetic compo-

The dispersion of te spin wave excitation nent along [001] was observed. The ferromag-
has been measured with the use of a single-
crystalline sample. Figure 2 is the disper- netic-component, along 001] exhibits a grad-

ual decrease with increasing in-plane magnetic
sion relation of the spin wave excitation.The field, ad disappears at the critical field H,

anisotropic exchange interaction between 4- where the in-plane magnetic moment shows
moments in the 1) ground state for the n

2 a kk behavior. Our data indicate tat Hc
ferromao-net 'Is introduced to account for the

0 1 . is the field where the ferromagnetic moment
dispersion '�. The olid line in Fig. 2 is the re-
sult of the calculated dispersion relation.The switches its direction from parallel to perpen-

obtained interaction coefficient for the z ol-11- dicular relative to [001]. This feature is well

ponent of J is about 10 times larger than that reproduced by the calculation based -on the

for the in-plane component of J. indicating CEF and ising like exchange interaction, as
shown in Fig. 3.

the existence of ising like exchange interac- References
tion.

The CEF splitting and ising-like interac- 1) G. Aldi-6, F. Bour6e. NI. Kolenda, B. Le�niewska,
A. Ole� nd A. Szytula: Physica B 292 2000)

t ion, determined in this study, well account for 176.
the unusual' agnetic properties. Te open 2) K.D. Myers, S.L. Bud'ko, I.R. Fisher. Z. Islam,
marks in Fig. 3 show the in-plane magneti- H. Kleinke. A.H. Lacerd ad P.C. Canfield J.

?D

zation measured from the neutron diffraction. Ma-ri. Magn. Mater. 205 1999) 27.
3) D.T. Adroja, P.C. Riedi, J.G.M. Armitage ad

The kink, denoted by arrows, appears below D. Fort Acta Phys. Pol B 34 2003) 945. 0
Tc. On the other hand, the closed marks in 4) S. Arald� N. letoki. A. Galatanu. E. Yamamoto,
Fl--. 3 show the ferromagnetic moment along A. Thamizhavel and Y. Ontiki: Phys. Rev. B, to
the c-axis wth the marietic field parallel to be published.0
[110] i-neast-ired from the neutron diffraction 5) T. Takeuchi, A. Thainizhavel, T. Okubo M Ya-
intensity at the (110) peak position. With mada. N. Nakamura, T. Yamamoto. Y. Inada,

K. Sugithis confiuration, the in-plane magnetization 0.yaina, A. Galatallu, E. Yamamoto, K. Kindo,
0 D T. Ebihar ad Y. nuki, Phys. Rev. B 67 2003)

does not contribute to ay magnefic scatter- 064403.
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2.3.14

Magnetic order of UGa3 investigated by neutron scattering under uniaxial
pressure
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S. KAWARAZAK13 and Y. ONUKI" .
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2European Commission, JRC, Institute for Transuranium Elements, Postfach 2340, D-76125

Karlsruhe, Germany
3Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043

The uranium intermetallic compounds UX3 tion of Ga3- We demonstrate that the com-
demonstrate a wide variety of magnetic bination of uniaxial pressure and polarization
properties'.). Among the UX3 compounds, analysis enables us to quantitatively estimate
special attention was paid to Ga3 because the domain population.
experiments and band structure calculations Experiments were carried out on triple axis
strongly suggested an itinerant nature for spectrometer TAS-1 installed at the research
the magnetism of UGa3- UGa3 orders be- reactor JRR-3M in JAERI. The scans were
low TN = 67 K with a type-II antiferromag- performed in (h, 1, 1) plane and the uniaxial
netic structure in which alternate (111) fer- pressure was applied along the 011] axis up
romagnetic planes of U moments are coupled to 2 kbar, which is perpendicular to the scat-
antiferromagneticallyl.3). The ordered mo- tering plane. Both polarized and unpolarized
ment is 0.6 pB per U atom. UX3 systems beam experiments were performed with an in-
crystallize in high symmetric, structure, that cident energy E = 14.7 meV. For polarized
is cubic AuCU3 type. Therefore, the neu- beam experiment, the incide'nt neutron beam
tron dffraction measurement usually gives no polarization was perpendicular to the scatter-
conclusive information on the total magnetic ing plane, that is vertical field geornetry (VF).
moment orientation for UX3 compounds be- In this configuration 1 the magnetic com-
cause of their multidomain structures. In this ponents in the scattering plane (hereafter re-
study, we apply the weak uniaxial pressure to ferred to as in-plane components) are detected
single crystalline UGa3 so as to induce the in spin-flip (SF) channel and the magnetic
anisotropic domain structure, which should components. perpendicular to the scattering
bring a clue to the magnetic moment orienta- plane (out-of-plane components) are probed

160
300 - (a) (b) 120

200 - bar
/2.1/2,1/2) 80

100 40

27.0 28.0 29.0 27.0 28.0 29.0

2 theta (deg.) 2 theta (deg.)

Figure 1: Polarization analysis of te 12 12 12) agnetic eflection t (a) 0 kbar Fired (b 2 kbar. Mea-
surementswere performed t K.
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in the 1-ion-spin-flip (NSF) channel. unity in this figure. Therefore, the non-flat
behavior in Fig. 2 confirms the induction of

2.0 anisotropic domain structure by uniaxial pres-
sure. In addition, this behavior tells us that

1.5 an easy axis of ordered magnetic moment in
UGa is by no means along the [100] axis,

4)because the calculated results for [100] axiS
111(11 I 1,,(O Oa)

Q� show opposite behaviors to the results for the
Z present experiment.

We discuss the possibility that the total

Fi-ure 2 The ratio of intensities at 2 Bar to tose magnetic moment of UGa3 is along the [011]
0 or 111] axis. Rom the ratio of NSF/SF we

at kbar obtained by unpolarized measurements at
8 K. Te estimated amle factors are also plotted for can analytically determine the domain pop-

[0111 (dotted ie) and �111� (dashed line) ulation for both cases. The normalized an-
All of the data are normalized to the itensity at o-le factors calculated from domain popula-

(1/2,1/2,1/2). �Dtions are also plotted in Fig.2. The results of
[0111 direction successfully reproduce the ex-
perinintal result. The domain population un-

Uniaxial pressure dependences of te polar- der 2 kbar uniaxial pressure is quantitatively
ization analysis for /2,1/2,1/2) magnetic re- solved, [011] direction occupies 25/42(- 60%)
flection are shown in Fig.l. At kbar the and [011] direction 542 (- 12%). The other
NSF intensity is almost equal to the SF n-
tensity. At ambient pressure the ratio of n- equivalent axes along 10] [01] [01] [0]
plane and out-of-plane component is expected occupy 342 (- 7). The finding of the 011]

direction is consistent with that rep orted un-to be unity due to the isotropic domain dis- 4)

tribution. On the other hand, the difference der hydrostatic pressure
In summary, we have succeeded in deter-of he integrated itensities between NSF and

SF becomes obvious at 2 kbar. The intensity mining the magnetic moment orientation of
ratio NSF/SF is estimated to be 01±0.07 UGa3 by polarized and unpolarized neutron
and indicates the deviation from the isotropic beam experiments under uniaxial. pressure.

We found that the magnetic moment of UGa3distribution.
is parallel to [011]. We consider that the de-We now show, that the determination of

the Mplane and out-of-plane component by termination of domain population by VF po-
means of polarized neutrons as described larized beam experiments should serve us to
above, can be used to actually determine obtain the correct form factor under hydro-

static pressure which includes the information
the domain. population. Previously, we re- on the orbital moment querichin'-5), because
ported a method of estimating the magnetic the hydrostatic pressure contains the resid-
moment orientation of UGa3 from the pres- ual uniaxial component and may develop the
sure ependent ehaviors of several magnetic 4)

reflections'). The same method is also applied nisotropic domain structure

to the magnetic intensities easured by tinpo- References
larized experiments nder the 2 kar uniaxial

1) D. D. Koelling et al. Phys. Rev. 31 1985)pressure as plotted in Fig.2. The y-axis repre- 4966. n

sents the normalized angle factors to the value 9) A. Murasik et al. Phys. Stat. Sol. A 23 1974)
of 1/2,1/2,1/2). The angle factor is related to K147.

an angle between the magnetic moment vec- 3) P. Dervenagas et al. Physica B 269 1999) 368.

tor and scattering vector. If the mult1domain 4) M. Nakamura et al. J. Phys. Chem. Solids 63

structure remains tinder uniaxial pressure, the (2002) 1193.
values for each magnetic reflection must e 5) A. Riess et al. -. Europhys Ltt. 55 2001) 267.
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2.3.15

Structural study of itinerant 5f antiferrornagnet UTGa5 (T: Ni, Pd, Pt) by
neutron diffraction

K. KANEKO', N. MET0KI1 2 N.BERNHOEFT 3, G. H. LANDER1,1, Y. ISHIV,
Y. TOKIWA1, S. IKEDA', Y. HAGA' and Y. ONUKI 1,5

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
2Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Aoba, Sendai 980-8578

3DRFMC-CEA, 38054 Grenoble, France
4EC-JRC, Institute for Transuranium Elements, Postfach 2340, D-76125 Karlsruhe, Germany

5Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043

UTGa5 with TNi, Pd and Pt exhibit itin- Figure 2 shows the lattice constants a and
erant antiferromagnetic ordering below the c in TGa5 as a function of temperature. It
Mel temperature, TN=86, 30 and 26K. 1-3) is clear that there is magneto-striction in the
Our recent neutron scattering study revealed UTGa5 compounds. At base temperature,
that the magnetic structures are different UNiGa5 exhibits a relative increase in a of
significantly etween the iso-electronic com- about 0.1% and decrease in c about 004%
pounds UNiGa5 and UPtGa5'). It has been compared with their respective values at TN.

suggested that the orbital degree of freedom The lattice parameter a in UPdGa5 exhibits
may play an important role on the stability of a quasi-invar like plateau below TN, indicat-
the magnetic structure. To address this issue, ing that a magneto-elastic interaction essen-
we studied crystal structure and its thermal tially compensates the paramagnetic thermal
evolution together with the magneto-striction. contraction in the basal plane, whereas the c-

The neutron powder diffraction data were axis exhibits a monotonous decrease with de-
measured on HRPD installed at JRR-3 in creasing temperature. The lattice constants in
JAERL The obtained diffraction patterns UPtGa5 increase by - 0013 at base tem-
were analysed by the Rietveld method using perature relative to their value at T in both
RIETAN-20005) . The details of sample prepa- a- and c-directions. The lattice contraction

2,3)ration were published elsewhere of a in UPtGa5 was opposite from the lattice
The structural and reliable parameters ob- expansion in UNiGa5, whilst the intermediate

tained in this work -are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. The crystal structure of TGa5 consists
of a UGa3 block and an intercalating tran- T

sition metal sheet stacking along the c axis, Go 0
Ga 4ias shown in Fig. 1. The value of a, and

ZGa gives the information on the tetragonality CZ.&
of the local UGa3 block, t I U
where t =1 corresponds to the cubic UGa3
with AuC113 type structure. We find that C Ga 4i

the tetragonality t of UGa3 block in UTGa5
increases markedly with changing the transi-

T
tion element. At room temperature, the lo-
cal UGa3 block with t=1.55% in UNiGa i t (2cz /a)
very close to cubic Ga3, whereas t=7.02 in
UPtGa5 indicates the uniaxially compressed Figure 1: Crystal structure of UTGa5.

UGa3 block along the c-axis.
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Table 1: Structural parameters ad conventional reliability factors obtained for UTGa5 T: Ni, Pd, Pt).

T K a (A) C (A) ZGa t (%) RP S RB

UNiGa5 300 4.2380(l) 6.7864(l) 0.3074(l) 1.55 9.65 1.33 3.56

UPdGa5 300 4.3218(l) 6.8637(l) 0.2987(l) 5.12 7.32 1.79 2.13

UPtGa5 300 4.3386(l) 6.8054(l) 0.2964(l) 7.02 5.61 1.16 2.15

behavior was found in UPdGa5. 4.235 1 1 1
The change in the sign of the basal plane 0.05 % - 6780

contribution to the thermal expansion be- TN 86 K 6.775

tween UNiGa5 and UPtGa5 may reflect the 4.230

different basal plane coupling: antiferromag- - 6 770
(a) UNiGa,

netic in UNiGa5 whereas ferromagnetic in a
4) This situation suggests the pres- 4.225

UPtGa5 6.765

ence of a critical separation E where the ef- 50 100 I 0 200
4.3110

festive U-U basal plane interaction changes its

sign. On the other hand, the antiferrornag- 0.01 % 6.845
4.3105 -

netic coupling as well as the negative thermal Z! TN 30 K
0expansion for -axis is common to UNiGa5 and U 4.3100 6.844

UPtGa5. After subtracting the thermal con-
c UPdGa

traction, a in UPdGa5 also exhibit the lattice 4.3095 a
6.843

expansion due to the magnetic ordering. This ea
0 50 100

fact suggests that the magnetic structure of

UPdGa5 may be the same as in UPtGa5- 4.329 - 0. I 6.791
One possibility for the sign change of the T,, 26 K

nearest neighbor interaction is that a concur- 6.790
4.328 -rent orbital ordering takes place in UTGa5 6.789

and affects on the change of basal plane mag- UN a.,
A a

netic configuration. The present study clari- 4.327 - A 6.788

fies the difference in the tetragonality of local 0 510 100

UGa3 block and the relevant lattice distor- T (K)

tion corresponding to the different magnetic
structure between UNiGa5 and UPtGa5. It is Figure 2 Temperature dependence of lattice con-

noteworthy that recent NMR ) and resonant stants, a(apen circle) ad c(closed circle) in UTGa5-

x-ray scattering work on UGa3 do suggest

strong 5f-4p hybridisation and the possibility Soc. Jpn. 71 2002) 845.

of some form of orbital ordering. Resonant x- 4) Y. Tokiwa, Y. Haga, N. Metoki, Y. Ishii, Y. Onuki,

ray scattering experiment on UTGa5 is now in J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 71 2002) 725.

progress. 5) F. Izurni and T. Ikeda, Mater. Sci. Forum 321-324
(2001) 538.
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2.3.16 Magnetic form factors of 5f itinerant antiferromagnetic compound
UTGa5 (T: Ni, Pt)

K. KANEKO', N. METOKI1 2, N. BERNHOEFT', C. H. LANDER' 4, y. ISHIV,
Y. TOKIWA', S. IKEDA', Y. HAGA' and Y. ONUKI 1,5

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibataki 319-1195
2Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Aoba, Sendai 980-8578

3DRFMC-CEA, 38054 Grenoble, France
4EC-JRC, Institute for Transuranium Elements, Postfach 2340, D-76125 Karlsruhe, Germany

'Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043

The f electron systems attract much inter- I I
3+

est because of the unconventional supercon- 0. - U (a) UNiGa5

ductivity and the coexistence with the mag- 3.2 K

netic ordering around the quantum critical 0.6 - 075

point. Recent studies reported a new series of C, 2.45

heavy fermion superconductor CeTIn5 (T:Rh, 0.4 - 075 < j, >

Co, r)'-'), which is followed by the discov-
0.2 -

ery of high-Tc heavy fermion superconductor
and PuRhGa5 4,5) - 0 145 <J2 >

PuCoGa5 On the other
hand, the so-structural compounds UT'Ga5 Z�- 0.4 1

exhibit strong itinerant character of 5f elec- U 3+ (b) UPtGa5

trons. UT'Ga,5 with T=Ni, I'd ad Pt exhibit 0.3 3.2 K

antiferromagnetic ordering at T=86, 31 and = 032

6) C, 1.9426 K, respectively Our recent neutron scat 0.2

0.32tering study revealed the significant difference
in the magnetic structures between the - 0.1 -
electronic compound UNiGa5 5) 1.94 j2>

the nearest neighbor interaction is antiferro- 0
magnetic in UNiGa5 whereas ferromagnetic 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

in UPtGa5'). he difference in the magnetic sinO/ (-,)

structure of these so-electronic compounds Figure 1: Te experimentally obtained magnetic form

were discussed in terms of the orbital order- 0
factors for (a) UNiGa ad (b) UPtGa5 denoted by

ing. In the present study we report on the circles ad triangles, espectively Te solid lines are

magnetic form factor in UNIGa,5 and UPtGa5 the best fit of te calculated form factors using Eq. (1)

to shed light on the nature of the itinerant an- with ad as fitting parameters. The dotted line

indicates the inaunetic form fctor for U` fee o.tiferromagnetism wth uranium 5f electrons
The dashed line ad clash-dot line show te calculated

The magnetic form factors were measured curves for j) and (j2) terms, respectively.

on single crystals by te triple-axis spectrom-
eters TAS-1 nd TAS-2, installed at research

reactor JR-3 in JAERI. All collimation, ex- in- the harmonic contaminations, measured
cept that, in front of the monochromator, was ZD

removed and the background scattering fom at T > TN, where TN, is the N6el tempera-
the sample cell and the cryostat as elim- ture, and put on an absolute scale by cali-
inated by a pair of beam slits. The bration against selected nclear peaks. The

mag- details of sample preparation were published
netic contribution as extracted by subtract-
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9 lo)
elsewhere Table 1: Fittino� results of total ma.netic oment ,

Figure I shows the magnetic form factor ob- orbital and spin magnetic moment Pl, ad ps, PL/PS

served in (a) UNIGa5 and (b) UPtGa5- Within and C2 for U3+, UPtGa5, UNiGa5 ad Ga3l 1) 

the dipole approximation, lif (Q) can be de-
'bed by the sum of Bessel's function,

scri P (PB) ttL (/LB) PS (P13) A//-tSj C2

[4 (Q) = A ( jO � + C2 (h) u3+ 2.56 1.64
UPtGa 032(5) 062(7) 0.30(7 210(20 194(17)

where C2 = PL/A UNiGa 075(5) 184(7) 1.09(7) 168(4) 245(7)
/-IL/PS � C21(1 - C2) UGa3l' 063(5) 1.5(l) -0.9(l) 166(5) 252(5)

where is the total magnetic moment and Q
is the momentum transfer. The experimental
form factors, given in Fig. 1, have been de- with Ga3 but stronger than that in UPtGa5-
composed using Eq. (1). The result of a least Therefore, we conclude that the quenching of

b I

square fitting to the moment and C2 coeffi- the orbital moment is correlated with the itin-
cient is denoted by the solid curves and values erancy of 5f electrons.
Of it, /-tL, ps and C2 for UNiGa5 and UPtGa5
are listed in Table . References

The most remarkable thing is the large or- 1) R. Movshovich, M. Jaime, J. D. Thompson, C.

bital contribution, wich is characteristic to Petrovic, Z. Fisk, P. C. Pagliuso, and J. L. Sar-

the uranium internietallic compounds based rao, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86 2001) 5152.

oil itinerant 5 electrons. However, we found 2) H. Hegger, C. Petrovic, E. C. Moshopoulou M F.

that '-the contribution of the orbital moments Hundley, J. L. Sarrao, Z. Fisk and J. D. Thompson,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 84 2000) 4986.

PL/ps is strongly suppressed in UTGa fm 3) C. Petrovic, R. Movshovich, M. Jaime, P. G. Pagliuso,

the alue for U+ free ion. For comparison the M. F. Hundley, J. L. Sarrao, Z. Fisk and J. D.

values Of C2 and L//-IS for U3+ with f 3 Con_ Thompson, Europhys. Lett. 53 2001) 354.

figuration are also described in Table 1. The 4) J. L. Sarrao, L. A. Morales, J. D. Thompson, B.
L. Scott, G. R. Stewart, F. Wastin, J. Rebizant,

PL/PS = 68 for NlGa5 is much smaller P. Boulet, E. Colineau and C. H. Lander, Nature

than the value of U3+ free ion, /tL/PS = 256. 420 2002) 297.

The �11L/ps = 210 for UPtGa5 is smaller than 5) F. Wastin, P. Boulet, J. Rebizant, E. Colineau

that of U3+ free ion as well. The suppression and C. H. Lander, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 5

Of PL can be recognized in the large contribu- (2003) S2279 
6) Yu. N. Grin, P. Rogl, K. Hiebl, J. Less-Common

t1on of 2) term denoted by dash-dot lines in Met. 121 1986) 497.

Fig. 1. The clotted lines in Fig. I is the mag- 7) Y. Tokiwa, Y. Haga, N. Metoki, Y. Ishii, Y. Onuki,

netic form factor for U3+ free ion, which is ob- J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 71 2002) 725.

viously deviates from the experimental data, 8) K. Kaueko, N. Metoki. N. Bernhoeft, G. H. Lan-
der. Y. Ishii, Y. Tokiwa, S. Ikeda, Y. Haaa anad

especially for UNIGa5- Y. Onuki, submitted to Phys. Rev. B.

Large orbital contribution and the suppres- 9) Y. Tokiwa, Y. Haga, E. Yamamoto, D. Aoki N.

sion of the magnetic orbital moment as been Watanabe, R. Settai, T. Ioue, K. Kindo, H. Harima,

reported in UGa3"). The results of UGa3 Y. Onuki, J. Phys. Soc. Jp1i. 70 2001) 1744.
10) Y. Tokiwa, S. Ikeda, Y. Haga, T. Okubo, T. lizuka,are summarized in Table I for comparison. Z,

K. Su-iyania, A. Nakamura, Y. Onuki, J. Phys.
Note that the C2 as well as /[tS in UNiGa5 Sec. Jpn. 71 2002) 845.

ilar to those for UGa3 11) A. Hiess, F. Boudarot, S. Coad. P. J. Bown P.
are very sm Besides,

UNIGa5 and UGa3 show a very flat mag- Burlet, G. B. Lnder M S. S. Brooks. D. Kac-

netic ssceptibility for T> TN, while a weak zorowski. A. Czopnik, R. Troc, Europhys. Lett. 5

Curie-'VNTeiss behavior with a small effective (2001) 267.

moment /4fl-1-8PB was observed in UPtGa5-

It roughly means that the strength of the hy-

bridization in UNiGa5 might be comparable
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2.4 Magnetism and Low Temperature Physics

2.4.1

Spin Structure of the Impurity-induced Antiferrornagnetic Ordered Phase in the
Doped Spin Gap System T1(Cuj_,Mg.,)C1:j

A. 00SAWA M FUJISAWA', K. KAKURAI and H. TANAKA 2

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
'Dep. of Phys., Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Oh-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8551

2Res.Cent.for Low Temp.Phys.,Tokyo Inst. of Tech.,Oh-okayamaMeguro-kuTokyo 152-8551

The spin gap in quantum spin systems is characterized as the 3D strongly coupled an-
5)the macroscopic quantum phenomenon and tiferromagnetic dimer system

has beeri attracting considerable attention The preparation of the single crystal of
theoretically and experimentally '). When Tl(Cuj_,,Mg.,)Cl3 has been reported in ref.
nonmagnetic ions are substituted for mag- 3. Neutron elastic scattering measurements
netic ions in a spin gap system, the sin- were erformed using the JAERI-TAS1. The
glet ground state is disturbed so that stag- constant-ki mode was taken with a fixed inci-
gered moments are induced around the im- dent neutron energy E of 14.7 meV and col-
purities. If the induced moments interact liniations were set as open-40'-80'-80' A PC
through effective exchange interactions, which filter was placed to suppress the higher order
are mediated by intermediate singlet spins, contaminations. We used a sample with a vol-
three-dimensional (3D) long-range order can ume of approximately I cm'. The sample was
arise.. Such impurity-induced antiferromag- mounted in an ILL-type orange cryostat with-
netic ordering was first observed in the well- its a- and c*-axes in the scattering plane.
known inorganic spin-Peierls system CUCCO3 The inset of Fig. shows the 020 scans for
2) -3) reflection measured at T = 14

. More recently, we performed the magne Q = 1, 0,
tization measurements in the Mg-doped pin and 42 K in TI(Cuo.97M90.03)C13. The resolu-
gap system Tl(Cuj_.,Mg,,)Cl3, and observed tion limited additional intensity at T = .4 K

3)the novel ordering . In order to investigate can be clearly seen. Figure I shows the tem
the spin structure of the impurity-induced an- perature dependence of the peak intensity at
tiferromagnetic ordered phase in the doped Q = 1, 0, 3). The rapid increase of the in-
spin gap system Tl(Cuj_,,Mg.,)Cl3, we car- tensity below TN = 345 K is observed. This
ried out the neutron elastic scattering mea- transition temperature is in agreement with
surements in Tl(CU0.97Mg0.03)C13- the ph .ase diagram of this doped sample ob-

The parent compound TCuC13 has the tained from the magnetization measurements
3)nionoclinic structure (space group P21/c). . We thus infer that the additional intensity

The crystal structure is composed of planar at low T is of magnetic origin. In order to
diniers Of C11206, in which Cu 2+ ions have determine the spin structure of the impurity-
spin-'. The dirners are stacked on top of one induced antiferromagnetic ordered phase in

2

another to form infinite double chains parallel TI(CU0.97M90.03)C13, we measured the inte-
to the a-axis. These double chains are located grated intensities of nine magnetic Bragg re-
at the corners and center of the unit cell in flections at Q = (h, 0, 1) with integer h and
the b - c plane, and are separated by T+ ions. odd 1. The results are summarized in Table
The magnetic ground state of CuC13 is the 1. The intensities of nuclear Bragg reflec-
spin singlet with the excitation gap A = 77 tions were also measured at Q = h, 0, 1) with
K ). From the results of analyses of the dis- even I in order to estimate the magnitude of
persion relations obtained by neutron inelastic the effective magnetic moment averaged per
scattering, it was found that TlCuC1 cn be site. To refine the magnetic structure, we
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60 (h. k. 1)
1 6 (0. 0 ),NJ I ± 0.021 1

(0, 0, 3),,j 0.006 ± 0.001 0.014
14 (0. 0. 5) 0.058 ± 0.010 0.10659 -

(1, 0� ONI 0.039 ± 0.011 0.002
0 12 O 0 141 0.059 ± 0.002 0.100

5 - (1, 0, 3)NI 0.024 ± 0.007 0.033
10 (1, 0, -3)rl 0.352 ± 0.006 0.332

(2, 0, 11,1 0.017 ± 0.005 0.007
57 - 8 8 (2, 0, -I) NJ 0.065 ± 0.013 0.075

TN R 0.11 -
6

TI(CuO.97mg, 03)C13
.2 56 - Table 1: Integrated Intensities of the ma-netic Bra�

4 09
reflections at T = 14 K in Tl(CUO.97M� .03)CI3. The

co "O
2 intensities are normalized to the (0, 0, )m reflection.55

0 R is the reliability factor iven by R Fhk 1cal

54 Ibd/ Fhkl lobs-
0 1 2 3 4 5

T (K)

Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the magnetic

Bragg, peak intensity for Q = 1, 0, 3) reflection in

TI(CUO.97M.-O-03)CI3. The square of the effective mag-

netic moment averaged per site M, is showz on the2

right abscissa. The inset shows the - 20 scans for

Q = 1, 0, 3) reflection measured at T 14 and 42

in T(CUOMM90.03)C13. The horizontal bar indi-

cates the calculated instrumental resolution widths.

Figure 2 The spin stru 'cture observed in the impurity-

induced. orddred phase of TI(CU0.97M90.03)C13. The

'used the atomic coordinates of TlCuC13 6) and double chains located at the corner and the center of

the nuclear scattering lengths bT1 = 0.878, the chemical unit cell in the b - c plane are represented
by solid and dashed lines, respectively. The shaded

bc', = 0772 and b 0.958 in the unit of
ar I e

10- 12 cm. The magnetic form factors of Cu 2+ ea is the chemical unit cell n the a - c plane. Th
angle a between the spins and the a-axis in the ordered

were taken from ref 7 The extinction effect phase is expressed in the text.

was evaluated by comparing observed and cal-

culated intensities for -various nuclear Braggre .flections dered moments in the impurity-induced anti-

As a result, the spin structure, as shown in ferromagnetic ordered-phase may be not uni-.

Fig. 2 with = 34.4 ± 44' were obtained. form.). The magnitude of the effective mag-

Although scans in the reciprocal plane includ- netic moment averaged per site at T = 14 K

ing the b*-axis were not performed, the spin was evaluated as (Meff) = 9AB(Seff = 012(l)
)UB. This value is much smaller than AB,

structure shown in Fig. 2 is uniquely deter- 2+which is the full moment of Cu
mined within the present measurements. The -

obtained angle a is consistent with the mag- References
1) E. Dagotto et al.: Science 271 1996) 618.netization measurements of Tl(Cuj_,Mgx)Cl3 0

1 2) T. Masuda et a.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 80 1998)and's the same as that in the spin structure 4566.

of the field-induced ordered phase of TICUC13 3) A. Oosawa et al.: Phys. Rev. 66 2002) 020405(R).

in error bars Hence we conclude that 4) A. Oosawa et al.: J. Phys. : Condens. Matter 1

the spin structure of the impurity-induced an- (1999) 265.

tiferromagnetic ordered phase on average in 5) A. Oosawa et a.: Phys. Rev. 65 2002) 094426.

TI(CU0.97M90.03)C13 is te same as that of 6) H. Tanaka et al.: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 70 2001)
939.

the field-induced magnetic ordered phase for 7) P. J. Brown: International Tables for Crystallog-

H 11 b in the parent compound TICUC13 ("on raphy, vol C ed. A. J. C. Wilson (Kluwer, Dor-

avera-c" means that the magnitude of the or- drecht, 1992) p. 391.
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2.4.2

Magnetic Excitations in the Impurity-induced Antiferromagnetic Ordered Phase
of the Doped Spin Gap System Tl(Cu1_,Mg,)C13

A. 00SAWA, M. FUJISAWA', K. KAKURAI and H. TANAKA'

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
'Dep. of Phys., Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Oh-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8551

2Res.Cent.for Low Temp.Phys.,Tokyo Inst. ofTech.,Oh-okayamaMeguro-kuTokyo 152-8551

The magnetic excitations in the spin gap and then the exchange interaction per bond
systems are new subject in magnetism, and between spins in dimers separated by a lattice
the information on the magnetic excitation is vector la + mb + nc is denoted as the exchange
necessary to elucidate the microscopic mech- energy J1,n for pairs of spins at equivalent po-
anism leading to the novel impurity-induced sitions in their respective dimer and as J,
antiferromagnetic ordering in the spin gap sys- for spins at inequivalent positions.
tems. In order to investigate the magnetic The preparation of the single crystal of
excitations in the impurity-induced antifer- Tl(Cu1_,,Mg,)Cl3 has been reported in ref.
romagnetic ordered phase of the doped spin 3. Neutron inelastic scattering measurements
gap system T1(Cui_,;MgX)Cl3, we performed were performed using the JAERI-TASI. The
neutron inelastic scattering measurements in constant-kf mode was taken with a fixed fi-
TI(CU0.97M90.03)C13- nal neutron energy Ef of 14.7 meV and col-

The parent compound TICUC13 has the limations were set as open-80'-80'-80' A PG
monoclinic structure (space group P21/c). filter was placed to suppress the higher order
The crystal structure is composed of'planar contaminations. We used a sample with a vol-
dimers Of C11206, in which Cii 2+. ions have ume of approximately I cm 3. The sample was
spin-L The dimers are stacked on top of one mounted in an ILL-type orange cryostat with

2
another to form infinite double chains parallel its a- and c*-axes in the scattering plane.
to the a-axis. These double chains are located Constant-Q energy scan profile�s were mea-
at the corners and center of the unit cell in sured along (h, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1), (h, 0, 2h + )
the b - c plane, and are separated by Tl+ ions. and (h, 0 -2h 14) with < h < .5 and
The magnetic ground state of TICUC13 is the < < 2 at T = 1.5 K, which is lower than
spin singlet with the excitation gap A 77 T,- = 34-5 K in Tl(CU0.97M90.03)C13. Figure 2
K ). Rom the results of analyses of the dis- (a) shows the representative scan profiles for
persion relations obtained by neutron inelas- Q = h, 0, 2h + 1), in which the magnetic exci-
tic scattering, it was found that the origin of tation is most dispersive. A well-defined single
the spin gap in TICUC13 is the strong antifer- excitation can be observed in almost all scans.
romagnetic interaction in the chemical dimer The scan profiles were fitted with a Gaussian
CU2C16, and that the neighboring dimers cou- function to evaluate the excitation energy, as
ple via the strong three-dimensional inter- shown by the solid lines in Fig. 2 (a). The
dimer interactions along the double chain and obtained scan profiles in Tl(CU0.97M90.03)Cl3

in the (1, 0, 2) plane, in which the hole or- were almost the same as those obtained in
2+ 2) g the cluster the parent compound CuC13 2)

bitals of Cu spread . Usina , and we con
series expansion, the intradimer and the im- firmed that the origin of the observed excita-
portant individual interdimer exchange inter- tion is magnetic from the temperature depen-
actions were obtained 2) . The notation of the dence. Hence we can expect that the observed
exchange interactions is given in Fig. 1. The excitation is te triplet magnetic excitation
main intradinier interaction is denoted as J, in the impurity-induced ordered state. The
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J�j I

.5

E

TI(c--119.00�

T-1.5K

P2)
T.,1.5K

c I
4Fi-ure 1: The exchan-e interactions of TI(CUO.97 20 2-). M ().1 0.2 (,W.) 0.3 o..5

z� o h

M90.03)C13- The double chains located at the corner L (b)
and the center of chemical unit cell in the b-c plane I 10 I2 1 I-

are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively. j..")
The shaded area is chemical unit cell in the a-c plane. (a)

Figure 2 (a) Profiles of the constant-Q energy scans
and (b) dispersion relation in Tl(CUO.97M9O.O3)C13 for
Q along (h, 0, 2h + 1) with < h < .5 at T = 1. K.

dispersion relation w(Q) of the excitation for THe solid lines in (a) are fits using a Gaussian func-

Q = (h, 0, 2h+1) at T = 1.5 K is shown in Fig. tion. The horizontal bar in (a) indicates the calculated

2 (b). The dispersion curve of the triplet ex- instrumental resolution width. Solid line in (b) is the
2) i dispersion curve calculated by RPA approximation us-

citation in TICUC13 s also depicted in.Fig. .ing eq. (1). Dashed line in (b) is the dispersion curve
2 (b) by the dashed line. As shown in Fig. 2)of the triplet excitation in TICUCl3
2 (b), there is not much difference between

. T TI(CU0.97M90.03)C13

the dispersion relations of TI(CU0.97M90.03)C13 ICUC13

i . . 568 5.74and those of TlCuC13, except in the vicinity Jeff
-0.46 -0.41

of the lowest excitation at Q (0, 0, 1) corre- j(elffoo) 5 -0.03
200) 0.0

sponding to the spin gap. je(111) 0.49 0.46

We fit the obtained dispersion relations by- j, -0.06 -0.03'
(C 2 

th-e following equation obtained from the RPA 1) -1.53 -1.41

approximation, which. is applied to TlCuCl 2)
Table The intradimer interaction J and the effec-

Cj+(Q = V/J2 + 26cj±(Q) tive interdimer interactions Jff ) in TlCuC13 2) and(Im
where T1(CUO.97Mg0-03)C13. All energies are in units of meV.(100)cos(27rh) + Tf

(200)cos(47rh)
+ jeff(201)cosj27r(2h + 1}]±2[J'fF cos�7r(I I Table 1. The experimental dispersion curves

2 

(2h+l)lcos(7rk) + jefF cos(7rk)cos(7rl)] 2 can be reproduced well by the fitting. Com-(O -1
2 I

In the equations, J denotes the main in- pared to the parent compound TICUC13, the
tradimer exchange interaction, and Teffm.) de- magnitude of the intradimer interaction J be-
note the effective interactions between dimers comes slightly larger, while that of the im-
separated by a lattice vector la + mb + nc and portant effective interdimer interactions Tf
are expressed as Pff and je' becom e slightly smaller._11) (201)

2 2

J�'2ff(( = 1(2j(20() J(2(10) No antiferromagnetic spin-wave excitation
2 2

J�.ff I I j'-ff I
I �) - ( - j = _(j - J" could be observed. This may be due to theII 2 i 17 I 2 (o -1 I) ((I 1 1) (E

2 2 2 large incoherent scattering by chlorines near
J�'2.1) - J�201) (3)

2 the zone center Q = (0, 0, 1) and the rapid
where Jl,, and Jl',,,,, are shown in Fig. 1. Un-
der the present experimental condition, i.e. I Q Droadening of spectra far from Q = (0, 0, 1).

in the a*-c* plane, the (Q) branch gives the References
only nonvanishing contribution. The solid line 1) A. Oosawa et al.:J. Phys.:Cond. Mat. 11(1999)265.
in Fig. 2 b) indicates the calculated results 2) A. Oosawa et a.: Phys. Rev. 65 2002) 094426.
with the exchange parameters, as shown in 3) A. Oosawa et al.: Phys. Rev. 66 2002) 020405(R).
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2.4.3

Coexistence of the Spin Gap and the Magnetic Ordering in the Impurity-induced
Antiferromagnetic Ordered Phase of the Doped Spin Gap System

TI(CUI-,Mg,)CI3

A. 00SAWA, M. FUJISAWA', K. KAKURAI and H. TANAKA2

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195
'Dep. of Phys., Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Oh-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8551

2Res.Cent.for Low Temp.Phys.,Tokyo Inst. of Tech.,Oh-okayamaMeguro-kuTokyo 52-8551

The impurity-induced antiferromagnetic or- dimensional interdimer interactions along the
dering in spin gap systems is the novel quan- double chain and in the (1, 0, 2) plane, in

2+ 4, 5 6)tum phenomenon and attracted much interest which the hole orbitals of Cu spread
and thus led to a large number of vivid ex- The preparation of the single crystal of
perimental and theoretical investigations. Es- Tl(Cuj_.,Mg',)Cl3 has been reported in ref.
pecially, the coexistence of the spin gap and 7. Neutron inelastic scattering measurements
the magnetic ordering in the impurity-induced were performed using the JAERI-LTAS. The
antiferrornagnetic ordered phase has been ob- constant-kf mode was taken with a fixed fi-
served by neutron scattering experiments in nal neutron energy Ef of 5.0 meV and colli-
(Cu-,-,,Zn.,)GeO3 and Cu(Gei_,,Si,,)03 with mations were set as 24'-80'-80'-80'. We used 
low. X ', ), and the coexistence of the mutually sample with a volume of approximately I CM3.

exclusive phenomena at.first -glance is still ar- The sample was mounted in an ILL-type o�
gued vigorously by many theorists and exper- ange cryostat with its a*- and c*-axes in the
imenters. In order to investigate whether the scattering plane.
coexistence occurs in the impurity-induced Figure I shows the constant-Q energy
antiferromagnetic ordered phase of the doped scan profiles in Tl(CU0.97M90.03)C13 for'Q 
spin gap system Tl(Cuj_,,Mg,,)C13, we per- (0, 0, 1), where the lowest triplet excitation
formed.-neutron scattering measurements in corresponding to the spin gap occurs in the
TI(CUO-97M90.03)Q13- parent compound TICUC13, at various tem-
.The parent compound TICUC13 has the peratures A well-defined single excitation can

monoclinic structure (space group P21/c). be seen at all temperatures. Hence it is con-
The crystal structure is composed of planar firmed that the spin gap remains even in the
dimers of C112CI6, in which Cu 2+ ions'have impurity-induced ordered phase. Because the
spin-. The dimers are stacked on top of one excitation was also observed at T 52 K,2
another to form infinite double chains parallel which is higher'than TN = 345 K, the exci-
to the crystallographic a-axis. These double tation is not spin-wave excitation by the an-
chains are located at the corners and center of tiferromagnetic ordering, but the triplet exci-
the unit cell in the b - c plane, and are sepa- tation from the ground state. The horizontal
rated by Tl+ ions. The magnetic ground state bar in Fig. I denotes the calculated instru-
of TICUC13 is the spin singlet with the exci- mental resolution width. The broadening of
tation gap A 77 K 3) . From the results of the spectra can be seen. The solid lines in
analyses of the dispersion relations obtained Fig. are fits to the dispersion relations con-
by neutron inelastic scattering, it was found voluted with the instrumental resolution. A
that the origin of the spin gap in TICUC13 is Lorentzian function for the magnetic excita-
the strong antiferromagnetic interaction in the tion is used. The free parameters are , F
chemical dimer CU2C16, and that the neigh- and E,0,1), which are the integrated intensity,
boring dimers couple via the strong three- the Lorentzian wdt ad the spin ap, respec-
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Figure 2 Temperature dependence of the energy of
the magnetic excitation at Q = 0, 0, 1). The inset

50 .... .... ........... ....... .. .T=5.OK-.- shows the temperature dependence of the Lorentzian
widthr.7_4
citation corresponding to the spin gap shouldO

0.0 0.5 1.0 1,5 -2.0 2.5 .3.0 rather decrease upon decreasing temperature.
E (meV) Hence, we can expect that the rapid increase

of the spin gap is caused by the impurity-
Figure 1: Constant-Q energy sn profiles in induced. antiferromagnetic ordering and. can
TI(CU0.97M90.03)C13 at Q = (0, 0, 1) for various tem-

conclude that the impurity-induced antiferro-perjures. The solid lines are fits to the dispersion
relations convoluted with the instrumental resolution. magnetic ordering coexists with the spin gap
The horizontal error bar indicates the calculated in- in TI(CUO.97M90.03)C13. The energy f the low-
strumental resolution widths. Dashed lines denote the est excitation is E 13 meV at T = 52 K,

background with the Bragg reflection at Q � (0, 0, )- which is higher than TN, and is a little larger

than that of 065 - 0.8 meV estimated for the

pure TlCuC13 1,5 6 . This indicates that the

tively. The shape of the dispersion relation in spin gap is also enhanced by the Mg doping,

the vicini ty of Q=(O, 0, 1) was fixed to that irrespective of-the ordering. The temperature

obtained from the RPA approximation. The dependence of r' is also shown in inset of Fig.

temperature dependence of the energy of the 2. No significant variation of can be seen.

triplet excitation at Q = 0, 0, 1) is shown in
References

Fig. 2 The rapid increase of the excitation 1) M. C. Martin et al.: Plays. Rev. 56 1997) 3173.

energy can be clearly seen below TN - 345 2) L. P. Regnault et al.: Europhys. Lett. 32 1995)
K. The triplet excitation depends on tempera- 579. 0

ture due to the temperature dependence of the 3) A. Oosawa et al.: J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 1

occupation difference between the singlet and (1999) 265.

triplet states ). However, the increase of tem- 4) A. Oosawa et al.: Plays. Rev. 65 2002) 094426.

perature causes to flatten the dispersion rela- 5) A. Oosawa et al.: J. Plays. Soc. Jpn. Suppl A 70

tion due to the suppression of the interdimer (2001) 166.6) N. Cavadini et al.: Plays. Rev. 63 2001) 172414.
correlations by the decrease of the occupation 7) A. Oosawa et al.: Plays. Rev. 66 2002) 020405 R)

difference, namely the energy of the lowest ex- 8) N. Cavadini et, al.: Eur Pys. J. IS 2000) 565.
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2.4.4

Spin Structure of the Pressure-induced Mak,netic Ordered Phase in the Spin Gap
System TlCuC13

A. OOSAWA, M. FUJISAWAI, T. OSAKABE, K. KAKURAI and H. TANAKA2

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
'Dep. of Phys., Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Oh-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8551

2Res.Cent.for Low Temp.Physjokyo Inst. of Tech.,Oh-okayamaMeguro-kuTokyo 152-8551

Recently, the novel magnetic orderings in- tions, respectively. The sample was mounted
duced y the magnetic field, the impurity ions in the cryostat with its a- and c*-axes in the
and the pressure in spin gap systems have scattering plane. The crystallographic param-
been energetically investigated. Quite re- eters were determined as a* 1.6402 A-',
cently, magnetization measurements were per- c = 072843 A` and coso* 0.0861 at he-
formed under hydrostatic pressures in the spin lium temperatures and P = 148 GPa. The
gap system TlCuCl,3, and the antiferromag- lattice constants a and c become shorter by
netic ordering was observed at zero field 1). 1.5% and the angle becomes closer to 90'
In order to investigate the spin structure of than those at ambient pressure ).

the pressure-induced magnetic ordered phase The inset of Fig. I shows the - 20 scans
and te ineelimlisin leading to te ordering, for te Q = 1, 0, 3) reflection easured at
we performed neutron elastic scattering exper- T = 40, 12.2 and 28.2 K for P = 148 GPa in
iments under a high hydrostatic pressure. TICUC13- With decreasing temperature, the

The magnetic ground state of TICUC13 i increase in the intensity of the reflection with
the spin singlet with the excitation gap A = a resolution limited width can be clearly seen.
7.7 K ) and this system can be characterized Figure shows the temperature dependence of
as the three-dimensional strongly coupled an-

3) the Bragg peak intensity at the Q = 1, 0, 3)tiferromagnetic dimer system 
The preparation of the single crystal of reflection for P = 148 GPa in TICUC13. The

TlCuC13 as been reported i ref 2 Te sain- rapid increase in the intensity with no pro-
ple with 02 CM3 was set in the McWhan-type nounced diffuse scattering is observed below
high-pressure cell (HPCNS-MCWe, Oval Co., TN = 16.9 K. Because it has already been
Ltd.) '). As the pressure transmitting observed that the pressure-induced magnetic
medium, a mixture of Fluorinert FC70 and ordering occurs at T -_ 11 K for P -_ 0.8
FC77 was used. The applied hydrostatic pres- GPa in TICUC13 ), we can conclude that te
sure of P = 148 GPa at low temperature was Q = 1, 0, 3) reflection is the magnetic Bragg
determined from the pressure dependence of reflection indicative of the pressure-induced
the lattice constants of a NaCl crystal in the magnetic ordering. The magnetic Bragg re-
sample space. Neutron elastic scattering mea- flections were observed at Q = (h7 0, 1) with
surements were performed using the JAERI- integer h and odd 1. These reciprocal points

are equivalent to those with the lowest mag-
TASI. The constant-ki mode was taken with 3)
a fixed incident neutron energy of 14.7 netic excitation energy at ambient pressure
meV. Because the size of te sample has to This indicates that the spin gap correspond-
be small due to the small sample space, colli- ing to the lowest magnetic excitation energy
mations were set as open-80'-80'-80' in order closes under an applied pressure.

to gain intensity. Sapphire and PG filters were In order to determine the spin structure of
placed to suppress the background by high en- the pressure-induced magnetic ordered phase
ergy neutrons, ad higher order contamina- in TICUC13, we measured the integrated in-
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Table 1: Observed and calculated magnetic Bragg peak intensities at T 12.2 and 40 K for P = 148 Pa
in TICUC13. The intensities are normalized to the (0, 0, I)M reflection. R is the reliability factor given by

R Ehkt Ical lobsl/ Ehkl lobs.

T 12.2 K T 4.0 K
(h, k, 1) I.b.

(0 0 )M I .-,I 1 + 0 051 1
(0, 0, 3)M 0.018 4- 0.004 0.014 0.007 4- 0.003 0.014
(0 0 5)M 0.085 4- 0.007 0.103 0.075 4- 0.006 0.103
(1, 0. ) 0.014 4- 0.006 0.021 0.104 4- 0.009 0.113

(11 0, -1)M 0.127± 0.014 0.153 0.135 + 0.016 0.165
(1, ( SW 0.037 4- 0.009 0.014 0.083 I 0.004 0.085

(11 0, -3)m 0.448 4- 0.009 0.413 0.371 -4- 0.007 0.375
(2, 0, )m 0.006 4- 0.003 0.021 0.057 I 0.005 0.051

(2, 0, -1)m 0.114 =L 0.007 0.127 0.191 �L 0.008 0.157
R

4

3

2
(D b

S V
X

Q Ir _nCUC13 J Figure 2 Projection of the spin structure observed
-(D I WTN in the pressure-induced magnetic ordered phase forC 1 Q = 1,0,-3)CD

P =1.48 GPa P 148 GPa in CuC13 onto the a - c plane. The

0 r I I I i5ic% 4 iff 31 4 double chains located at the corner and the center of
0 5 10 15 20 25 the chemical unit cell in the b - c plane are represented

T K) by solid and dashed lines, respectively. The shaded
Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the magnetic area is the chemical unit cell in the a - c plane. The
Bragg peak intensity for Q = 1, 0, 3) reflection mea- inset shows the inclination of the ordered spin toward
sured at P = 148 GPa in TlCuC13. The inset shows the b-axis. The angle a denotes the angle between
0 - 20 scans for Q = 1, 0, 3) reflection measured at the a-axis and the spin component projected onto the
T = 40, 12.2 and 28.2 K at P = .48 GPa in TICUC13 a- c plane. The angle E) is the angle between the spin
The horizontal bar in the inset denotes the calculated and the b-axis.
instrumental resolution width.

tensities of nine Bragg reflections at T = 40, Bragg peak intensity shown in Fig. 1, there

12.2 and 28.2 K. The results axe summarized is no apparent anomaly indicative of an addi-

in Table together with the calculated in- tional phase transition, at which the ordered

tensities. To refine the magnetic structure, moments start to incline toward the b-axis.

we arried out the same analyses as those of Comparing magnetic Bragg intensities with

the field-induced magnetic ordered phase in those of nuclear reflections, the magnitude of

TlCuC13 5). As a result, the spin structure the ordered moment was evaluated as (m =

shown in Fig. 2 with a 42.6' ± 14' and -91-'B(S = 064(4) AB at T = 40 K ad (m =

E = 90.0' ± 90' for T 12.2 K, and that 0.51(3) B at T = 12.2 K.
References

with a 49.5' ± 2.4' and 9 = 58. O' ± 3.4' for
T = 40 K were obtained. This result means 1) H. Tanaka et al.: Physica B 329-333 2003) 697.

that the ordered moments lie in the a - c plane 2) A. 0osawa et al.:J.Phys.: Cond. Mat. 11(1999)265.
3) A. 0osawa et al.: Phys. Rev. 65 2002) 094426.

just below TN, and that they incline toward 4) D. B. McWhan et al.:Phys.Rev.B 20 1979) 4612.

the b-axis with decreasing temperature. In 5) H. Tanaka et al.: JPhys.Soc.Jpn. 70 2001) 939.

the temperature dependence of the magnetic
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2.4.5

Pressure-induced Successive Magnetic Phase ransitions in the Spin Gap System
TICUC13: Polarized Neutron Scattering Study

A. OOSAWA, K. KAKURAI, T. OSAKABE, M. NAKAMURA, M. TAKEDA, Y. SHIMOJO
and H. TANAKA'

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
'Res.Cent.for Low Temp.Phys.,Tokyo Inst. of Tech.,Oh-okayamaMeguro-kuTokyo 152-8551

Recently, unpolarized neutron diffraction previous unpolarized measurements
measurements under the hydrostatic pressure The inset of Fig. I shows the magnetic
P = 148 GPa were carried out in the spin Bragg intensities for the Spin-Flip (SF) scat-
gap system TICUC13, and then we observed tering at Q = 0, 0, 1) mmsured at T = 35 K
that the ordered moments lying in the a - c and 10.0 K for P 148 Pa in TICuCl.3. The
plane just below TN = 16.9 K incline toward intensities are corrected for the background
the b-axis at lower temperatures 1). Such in- measured above N. For T 35 K and 10.0
clination is directly observable using the po- K, which are lower than TN = 16.9 K, the
larized neutron scattering technique, because Bragg intensity attributed to the magnetic or-
the spin components in and out of a scattering dering can be clearly seen. It should be noted
plane can be separated. Wit tis motivation, that the magnetic Bragg intensity at T = 0.0
we performed the polarized neutron scattering K is larger than that at T = 35 K. This
measurements under the pressure in TICUC13- indicates that the additional change in spin

The preparation of the single crystal of structure occurs at low temperatures in the or-
TICUC13 has been reported in ref. 1. We dered phase. The Bragg reflection retains res-
used again the sample in the MWhan- olution limited width at these temperatures.
type high-pressure cell used in the pre- Figure I shows the temperature dependence
vious unpolarized measurements ). Uni- of the magnetic Bragg peak intensities of SF
axial polarized neutron elastic scattering and Non-Spin-Flip (NSF) scattering, and of
measurements were performed using te the total agnetic Bragg peak iutens'ity of
JAERI-TAS1. Heus1er(111)-Heusler(111) the both scatterings for Q = 0, 0, 1) reflec-
monochromator-analyser configuration was tion measured at P = 148 GPa. As shown
used. The sample was mounted in the cryostat in Fig. 1, the peak intensity of the SF scat-
with its a- and c'-axes in the scattering plane. tering increases, wile that of the NSF scat-
The guide field was applied perpendicular to tering retains the background level just below
the scattering a - c plane, i. e. , Vertical Field TN upon decreasing temperature. However,
(VF) configuration. The polarization was at TSR = 0.0 K, the peak intensity of the
measured on the nuclear Bragg reflection and SF scattering has a maximum, and then de-
was determined to be around 71 %. This value creases. On the other hand, the peak intensity
is considerably worse than the polarization of of the NSF scattering begins to increase be-
almost 90 realized in the standard polar- low Tsp. Because all the observed intensity at
ization aalysis set-up on JAERI-TAS1. This Q = 0, 0, 1) below TN can be safely assigned
is due to the ferromagnetic components of te to be of the magnetic origin, the itensity of
high-pressure cell. We checked that the po- the SF and NSF scattering in the present ex-
larization does not change in the experimen- periment are proportional to the square of the
tal temperature range, i.e., independent of the spin component perpendicular to the scatter-
high-pressure cell temperature. Other instru- ing vector Q in the scattering a c plane (Sf)'
mental conditions were the same as those in and that parallel to the b-axis (S')', respec-
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Figure 1 Tperature dependence of the magnetic 0.0
Bragg pcak intensities of SF and NSF scatterings, 0 5 I 1.5 20

and of the total magnetic Bragg peak intensity of the Fig, T K)
both scatterings for Q = 0, 0, 1) reflection measured re 2 Temperature dependence of the agles (a)
at P = 148 Pa in TICUC13- The inset shows the a, (b) 8 and (c) the magnitude of the ordered mo-
magnetic Bragg intensities for the SF scattering at ment (m) at P = 148 GPa. The angle ce denotes
Q = 0, 0, 1) measured at T 35 K and 10.0 K for the angle between the a-axis and the spin component
P = 148 GPa in TICUC13. The horizontal bar in the projected onto the a - plane, and the angle is the
inset denotes the calculated instrumental resolution angle between the spin and the b-axis 1). The closed
width. circles denote the angles determined from the ra-

tio of SF and NSF magnetic Bragg pea- intensities at
Q = 0, 0, 1) corrected for the guide field tilt angle.
The open circles denote the values estimated from the

tively. Hence this result concludes that the unpolarized experiments.

ordered moments which lie in the a - c plane

just below T-q begin to incline toward the b-

axis below TsR.. Because the peak intensity Of ratio of SF and NSF magnetic Bragg peak

the NSF scattering shows the rapid increase at intensities at Q = (0, 0 J) corrected for the

TsR, we can deduce that the inclination arises guide field tilt angle is shown in Fig. 2 b).

from a phase transition. We can clearly see that the angle which is

The angle E) can be evaluated as 34.7'±3.1' 90' just below T-q begin to decrease gradually

from the ratio of SF and NSF magnetic Bragg below Tsp. It is noted that the angle a is fixed

peak intensities for Q = 0, 0, 1) at T = 40 K, to 450 in this calculation because the angle

as shown in Fig. 1. The discrepancy between a is almost independent in this temperature

this value and = 58.0'±3.4' estimated from range, i.e. T > 4 K. The values estimated in

previous unpolarized experiments 1) indicates unpolarized measurements at a few tempera-

that the applied guide field is tilted slightly tures are also shown in Fig. 2 As shown in

from the b-axis due to the ferromagnetic COm- Fig. 2 the temperature dependence of angle

ponents of the high-pressure cell. Assuming 9 obtained in te unpolarized experiment is

G = 58.0', the tilting angles of the guide field consistent with that obtained in the polarized

V) and could be determined as 21' and 290 experiments, and the temperature dependence

using the ratio of SF and NSF magnetic Bragg of the magnitude of the ordered moment �M)

intensities for Q (0, 0, 1) and Q = 1, 0, 3), shows no anomaly at Tsrt and increases mono-

in which �b and are the angle between the tonically with decreasing temperature.

guide field and the b-axis, and that between References

the aaxis and the guide field projected onto 1) A. 0osawa et a1.:J.Phys.Soc.Jpn. 72 2003) 1026.
the a-c plane, respectively. Te temperature 2) D. B. McWhan et al.:Phys.Rev.B 20 1979) 4612.

dependence of angle E) determined from the 3) R. M. Moon et al.: Phys. Rev. 181 1969) 920.
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2.4.6 Polarized Neutron Scattering Study of the Edge-Sharing CU02 Chains

in Ca2y'-ICU5010

N/1. MATSUDA, M NAKAIMURA, . TAKEDA, K. KAKURAI, H. YAMAGUCHI], T. ITO'
and K. OKA'

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbar�Lki 319-1195
'National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba, lbaraki 305-8568

In the edge-sharing CU02 chain in which tal of Ca2y2CU5010 was grown using a tav-
7)the Cu ions are coupled by the nearly 90' eling solvent floating zone method in air

Cu-0-Cu bond, large magnetic moments can The crystal structure is orthorhombic and the
be induced at oxygen sites because of the lattice constants are a=2.810 A (chain direc-
strong hybridization between Cu d and 0 p or- tion), b=6.190 A, and =10.613 A at room
bitals. An existence of the magnetic moments temperature. The crystal, which is oriented in
in the CU02 chains is predicted theoretically the (hhl) scattering plane, was mounted in a
in Li2CU02- 1) and observed experimentally in closed cycle refrigerator. The (OOL) and (I L)

2 3)LagCa5CU24041 and in L2CU02 (L: integer) magnetic Bragg reflections were
Ca2y2CU5010 is a quasi-one-dimensional measured.

magnet, which consists of the edge-sharing Flaure I shows the typical data obtained
CuO,, chains. This compound shows an from the polarized neutron measurements in
anti long-range ordering below the vertical field. The non-spin-flip (NSF) and
TN=29.5 K with ferromagnetic coupling along spin-flip (SF) mode experiments give mag-

4,I)the chain It is worth while studying netic scattering caused by spin component
the magnetic moment at the oxygen sites in parallel to the field direction [1,-1,0] and per-
this compound in order to check whether the pendicular to it, respectively. A correction
phenomenon is universal. Previous magnetic originating from imperfect polarization of the
structural analysis using unpolarized neutrons neutron beam was made. The tail of the
suggests that the magnetic moments are not Bragg peaks probably comes from the poor
localized at the Cu sites but some of the mosalcity of te crystal and/or the the Heusler

4 6)moments also exist at the oxygen sites monochromator and analyzer. The (OOL in
However, without considering the oxygen mo- tensities originate fom the spin component
ments. there is a slight possibility that the Cu perpendicular to the axis. From the ratio
moments are 'ust tilted from the b axis per- of the NSF and SF reflection in the (OOL) re-
pendicular to the CU02 plane. This study us- ffeetions -5, as shown in Figs. (a) and (b),
ing polarized neutrons confirms that the mag- the angle between the field and the spin direc-
netic moments point along the b axis, strongly tions projected in the ab plane is estimated to
supporting the existence of the moments at be 25'. This direction ah-nost corresponds
the oxygen sites. to the b axis. From the (11L) intensities the

The neutron scattering experiments were spin component along the axis can be es-
carried out on the 3-axis spectrometer TAS- timated. Since the SF (11L) intensities are
1. Heusler alloy 11) was used as monochro- weak, s shown in Figs. 1(c) and (d), the
mator and analyzer. A flipping ratio of 20 c component sould be very small even if it
was measured on some nuclear Bragg peaks. exists. The broken lines in Fig. I represent
The horizontal collimator sequence was open- the estimated values with the spin structure
80'-S-80'-open. The incident neutron energy model in which the moments point along the
wag fixed t Ei=32.4 meV. The single cys- b axis. The estimated ntensities reproduce
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Ca2y2CU5010 32.4 meVEi open-80'-80'-open the observed ones reasonably well. From these
results, it can be concluded that the moments

4000 ........... point along the b axis.
- NSF The previous neutron scattering measure-3500 (a) --O--SF

3000 ments using unpolarized neutrons shows that
2500 (003) a simple model that assumes magnetic mo-

ments only at the Cu sites does not de-
2000 scribe the magnetic Bragg intensities, espe-
1500 cially those of the (11L) reflections 6). Then,
1 000 0 assuming that the moments point along the

500 b axis, it is suggested that the magnetic mo-
o ... ments are not localized at the Cu sites but
88.5 89 89.5 90 90.5 91 extend to the oxygen sites. Since the present

50 0 .......... study confirms that the moments point along

400 (007) the b axis, it is clearly concluded that some
fraction of the magnetic moments in the CU02
unit (-22%) exists at the oxygen sites.300
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Figure 1: Ca2y2CU5010 at 00,3), 0,0,7), 11,2),
and 11,6) easured at T=1 K with polarized neu-
trons i the vertical field spin-flip (SF) and non-spin-
flip (NSF) mode. A correction originating font iin-
perfect polarization of te neutron beam was ade.
The solid lines represent the results of fits to a Gaus-
sian. The broken lines show the intensities estimated
for the SF mode.
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2.4.7 Diffuse Scattering of ZnFe2O4 Under High Pressure

Y. Tsunoda, K. Kaniazawa and S. Katano'

School of Science and Engineering, Waseda University, Shinjuku, Tokyo 169-8555
' Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

As pointed out by P. W. Anderson, 1) if only is expected to occur for ZnFe2O4 and the dif-
the B-site of normal spinel structure has mag- fuse scattering peak position for the ZnFe2O4
netic moment and the nearest neighbor spin would shift towards those for the CdFe2O4-
coupling is anti-parallel, there is no definite This is a motivation of the present investiga-
magnetic ground state. This is a so-called 3-D tions.
geometrical spin frustration. In ZnFe2O4 and Using a ZnFe2O4 single crystal specimen,
CdFe2O4, since Zn and Cd ions occupy the A measurements were performed at the TAS-1
site and both ions have no magnetic moments spectrometer installed in JR-3, Tokai, under
but all of magnetic ions Fe" occupy the B- the pressure of 1.8 Pa at 1 K and the data
site, these systems satisfy Anderson s condi- were compared with those under the atmo-
tion. Actually, in recent neutron scattering spheric condition. A CuBe pressure cell was
measurements using ZnFe2O4 and CdFe2O4 used for the present measurements.
single crystal specimens, 2,I) only strong dif-

fuse scattering was observed without magnetic 1�6 t5K LKH"a
Bragg peaks at Mv temperature, 'indicating

that both ZnFe2O4 and CdFe2O4 are the 3- 1A 1
D geometrical spin frustration systems. How- I :00
ever, the locations of the diffuse peak posi- 1100
tions in the reciprocal lattice space LS) for
these systems are completely different; for the
ZnFe2O4, the diffuse peak intensities are lo- Ot

cated slightly inside of te 1-st Brillouin zone OR 800
boundary (BZB) of the fcc structure and for 700
the CdFe2O4, slightly outside of the 2-nd BZI3 OA 600

of the RLS, suggesting that the spin couplings 0-9

for these substances are different although the paI .1 I ,

atomic configurations of magnetic ions (Fe'+) 0 414 1__J I I I
are the same for both systems. Only the dif- 0.5 07 09 1�1 I 15
ference between them is the atomic volumes of 1 1,1001
Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ ions. The Cd 2+ has a larger

volume than the Zn 2+ . Then, due to the Figure 1: The elastic diffuse scattering intensity con-
large volume of the A-site atom in CdFe2O4, tour map studied at 15K under the pressure of 1.8Gpa.
the tetrahedron configuration of the B-site The solid lines indicate the Brillouin zone boundaries

f the fcc structure.is slightly deformed and the angle of super- 0
exchange coupling between Fe 3+ spins devi-

ates from the right angle, resulting in a big In order to study the distribution of dif-
change of the spin coupling. Thus, if we ap- fuse scattering extending in a wide area of
ply the high pressure to ZnFe2O4 and deform the LS, scattering intensity contour map was
the tetrahedron configuration of Fe 3+ ions, measured in the (O 0 1) scattering plane. Scat-
then, the situations similar to the CdFe2O4 tering intensity contour map obtained at 
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K under the pressure of 1.8CPa is given in tions increased by applied high pressure. This
Fig. 1. In this figure, heavy lines indicate is consistent with our first expectation. How-
the Brillouin zone boundary of fee structure. ever, in order to obtain the persuasive results,
Strong intensities distributing slightly inside further experiments for the data with better
of the I-st Brillouin zone boundary are dif- statistics are required.
fuse scattering due to the spin correlations in
ZnFe204. Broad circle along the 2-nd zone References
boundary is a diffraction line from the pres- 1) P. W. Anderson: Phys. Rev. 102 1956) 1008.

sure transmitting medium 3M Fluorinert. At 2) K. Kamazawa et. al., to be appeared in Phys Rev.

the first glance, the intensity contour map ob- B.
tained under the 1.8GPa looked no difference 3) K. Kamazawa et. al., submitted to the Phys. Rev.

Letters.
from that obtained at the atmospheric condi-
tion. However, if we take the difference of the
intensities between both maps, the effects of
high pressure become appreciable. The sub-
tracted data I(I.8GPa)- I(OGPa) are mapped
in Fig. 2.

1.8(3Pa-OGPa
1.6

1.4 2.o

200

ISO
Z

0,8 100

50

OA 0

02 -50

0
0.5 07 1.3

[HOO) 61it)

Figure 2 The subtracted intensity contour map
I(I.8GPa)- I(OGPa) studied at 3.5K. The solid lines
indicate the Brillouin zone boundaries of the fcc struc-
ture.

We can observe strong intensities slightly
outside of the 2-nd zone boundary and weak
intensities inside of the 1-st zone bound-
ary. Since for the CdFe2O4, diffuse scatter-
ing appears slightly outside of the 2-nd zone
boundary, experimental data indicate that
the ZnFe2O4-type spin correlations were sup-
pressed and the CdFe2O4-type spin correla-
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2.4.8

Spin Structure and Magnetic Excitation of = 12 Quasi Two-dimensional
Triangular Antiferromagnet CS2CuBr4

T. ONO, H. TANAKA', A. OOSAWA2, Y. KOIKE 2 and K. KAKURAI2

Department of Physics, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo 152-8551
'Low Temperature Center, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo 152-8551

2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Naka, lbaraki 319-1195

CS2CuBr4 has the orthorhombic crystal This compound undergoes magnetic phase
structure with the space goup Pnma, and transition at N6el temperature TN 14 K. In
magnetic Cu 2+ -ions form a distorted trian- the temperature region below T� a magneti-
gular lattice within the bc-plane. For the zation plateau appears at 13 of the satura-

tion magnetization ) for the field within the
bc-plane.

0-',5',--0 0`5>0 0 In this report, we report the Oreliminary re-
sults of the inelastic neutron scattering exper-J2
iments.J1 Measurements were performed at LTAS

00; triple axis spectrometer installed at JRR-3M,
JAERI Tokai. A single crystal with 3crn 3

C in volume was mounted on the sample stage
of the dilution refrigerator. Measurements
were performed for the bc scattering plane.
Reflected neutron wave length was fixed at
Af = 4045 A, and the collimation sequence

Figure 1: Arrangement of the magnetic Cu2+-ions and was chosen as monochromator-80'-sample-80'-
the antiferromagnetic interactions J and J2 within analyser-80'-detector. Figure 2 shows the typ-
the bc-plane. ical scan of the magnetic Bragg peak along the

isostructural compound CS2CUC14, the mag- b*-axis at T 50 mK. Magnetic Bragg reflec-
netic properties were well investigated by the
neutron scattering experiments 1,2). The 12 ... .......

magnetic properties Of CS2CUC14 is well de- 0 10 - ------ -
scribed by the quasi two dimensional anti- E Q (0, k, Oil!

8 
ferromagnetic model which has two differ-

M7 6 -- ------------ --- .......... ........ .....ent exchange coupling shown in Fig. I with
4. ............... . ..... .......weak Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya terms. Since

has the same crystal structure, it
CS2CuBr4 2

0
is expected that the magnetic behavior of 0- -------
CS2CuBr4 should be qualitatively described 0.52 0.56 0.60 0.64

by the same hamiltonian which was deter- k [r. 1. u.]
mined for CS2CUC14 2). Although, the differ-

ence of the quantitative ratio between the ex- Fiaure 2 A typical scattering profile scanned along
change interactions J and J2 should give rise 0 0 0

the V-direction measured around T = 00 mK. Solid
to the striking changes of the spin ordering in straight line below the magnetic Bragg peak indicates
the magnetic field, since this system is fully the instrumental resolution.
frustrated.
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tion appears at Q = 0576, 0). This result 3.0

indicates the magnetic structure is incommen-
2.5 7

surate with the lattice along the b-axis. This
incomm ensuration originates from the frustra- W 2.0 -.J....� .... .. ......... .Y.... ........ ....

E . .....tion among the antiferromagnetic interactions 1.5.
J, and J2 within the bc-plane. For isostruc- 21

1 .0 ...... ... ... .. ...tural CS2CUC14, magnetic Bragg reflection ap- LU

pears at Q (0, 0. 528, 0) Since the order- 0.5

ing vector is given by the ratio of J and 2 ................. .......0 .0 - ... .........
as cos(7QO = -J2/2J, in view of classical 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

spin model, we can obtain J21J = 0467 for (0, k, 0) [r. 1. u.]
CS2CuBr4 and 0175 for CS2CUC14. This re-
sult implies that CS2CuBr4 is more frustrated

Fi-ure 4 Plot of the dispersion of the magnetic exci-than CS2CUC14- 0
In order to determine the magnitude of the tations along the V-direction. The solid line indicates

exchange interactions experimentally, we have the linear spin wave dispersion described in the text.

studied the magnetic excitation along the pri- where denotes the Fourier transformation
mary b-axis. Figure 3 shows the energy scan I
profiles along the V-axis. Solid lines are the fit of the exchange interaction J cos(27k)+

2J2 cos(Tk) cos(7rf . The mode of the solid
no 350 Cs,�u6r, line indicates the spin wave which polar-

Q (0, k, 0) = 0 k )
T 50 mK T=5OmK ize out of the spin plane (bc-plane). Incoo 300

1-4 Fig. 4 the coupling constant J2 is fixed as
5 20

J = -2J, cos(7rQo), and the primary inter-
0.75

1.3 action J is scaled as J = 2.15 meV. The400 200

0.7 1.2 dashed lines indicate the secondary spin waves
0.65 W'(k = w(k ± Qo) which polarize within the

4)
200 spin plane . In this model, Dzyaloshinskii

Z limit 'Oit Moriya interactions and the inter-plane inter-.Z
IGO 50

I actions are neglected. It is not clear whether
k.0.5 k.0.9 7L, �_L �I

00.0 0 1.0 I.S 20 25 00 0.5 .0 .5 20 2.5 this model corresponds to the experimental re-
E1",\� Ej"Vj sults because of the insufficiency of the data

Figure 3 Energy scan profiles along the b*-axis mea- points. Precise measurements of the inelastic
sured at 50 mK. Solid lines indicate the Gaussian fits scattering are in progress in order to deter-
to te experimental data. mine the detailed dispersion relation.

to the Gaussian. functions. The energy scan References

profiles show the several excitation peaks at 1) R. Coldea et al.: J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 
the energy indicated by the arrows. The ob- (1996) 7473.
served peaks are summarized in Fig. 4 In this 2) R. Coldea et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 88 2002) 137203.
plot, the length of the vertical error bar are 3) T. Ono et al.: Phys. Rev. 67 2003) 104431.
determined only from the fitting error. The 4) R. Coldea et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 86 2001) 1335.
solid line indicates the spin-wave mode 4 

w(k = �(Jk - J [(JkQ, + k-Q.)/2 - J

of the Hamiltonian

'h = J, E Si S+ J2 E Si S-7
(ii') (i1j)
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2.4.9 Magnetic ordering process in the charge ordered LuFe2O4

S. NAGAI', M. ATSUDA, Y. ISHII, K. KAKURAL H. KITO', N. IKEDA 2 and
Y. YAMADA'

ASRC, JAERI, Tokai. 319-1195
'NRIM, Tsukuba, 305-0047
2JASRI, Hyogo, 679-5198

'ARCSE, Waseda Univ., Tokyo, 169-0072
*Present address: NSL, ISSP, Univ. of Tokyo, Tokai, 319-1106

LuFe2O4 belongs to a class of materials lo,
3000 3000

expressed by RFe2O4, R being rare-earth 1 T T

lo, 2030

metals.') The crystals of these materials be-
long to the rhombohedral system. lo'cn 0 100 200 300 0 100 200 300

0 T-p-- (K) T-p-� KJ

ions are arranged to form the hexagonal dou- D 'a

1 000 - . "0%, Jqble layers and stack in the sequence of (AB) A
(CA), (BC),... along the rhombohedral unique 100
axis. The average valence of the Fe ions 'In

1.5 10expected to be Fe+ in these materials and 84-ig 1�60
2 ehence a mixed valence state of Fe and Fe'+

ions occupying the equivalent Fe sites on the I 0 2 3 5 6 7

hexagonal plane with equal probability is ex- LI 0=0 /3,1/3,L)

pected. An earlier neutron scattering exper-
1 2 Figure 1: Purely magnetic intensity along Q=(1/3,inient on this compound by J. lida et a 0 0 0

1/3, L) as obtained from te polarization analysis ex-
reports the observation of 2-D magnetic cor- periment at T=260K and 7K. Inset: T-dependence of
relation even at lowest temperature (T=10K) the peak intensities at Q=(1/3,1/3, 1 ad 1/3,1/3,

in their single crystal sample. From their high 2).

temperature data (at RT) one can also deduce
that tere is no well developed 3-D charge or-
dering in their sample. Recently Y. Yamada D scattering alone, 0-direction can be clearly
et a.3) reported the sequential charge order- seen and at T=7K 3-D like ordering can be
ing observed by means of X-ray scattering in observed. Te insets indicate te temperature
a LuFe2O4 single crystal grown by H. Kto. dependence of the peak intensities at Q=(1/3,
The chare ordering is characterized by an 3- 1/3, 1) and 1/3 13 2. One can clearly rec-
D incommensurate charge-density wave state ognize the onset of the 3-D magnetic order-
in the lowest temperature phase for T<320K. ing at TN=242K. but at the same time te
It is of great interest to study the low tempera- temperature dependence of 1/3 13, 1) and
ture magnetic behavior in this charge ordered (1/3, 1/3 2 indicates the existence of the
sample of LuFe2O4 to look for a correlation be- second characteristic temperature Tf=177K.
tween the charge and spin ordering. We thus The hysteresis associated with Tf is remark-
performed neutron scattering experiments on able. Fgure 2 shows te detailed spectra at
TAS-1 and TAS-2 in the temperature range of around this characteristic temperature along
RT to 7K. (1/3, 1/3� L) taken with better resolution (17'-

Figure I shows the purely magnetic scat- 20'-10'-20' collimations were used). The ex-
tering along 13 13, L) at 270K and 7K istence of both resolution limited peaks and
measured by polarization analysis. At 270K 2- broad peaks at 186K can be seen, while be-
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low the characteristic temperature at T=161K magnetic ordering characteristics in LuFe9O.j
the broad peaks considerably --am in ntensi- wer oserved.
ties ad at the same time the resolution lim- 1 I contrast to te non-charge ordered sarn-
ited peaks acquire finite wdths resulting into ple a clear sn of 3-D maonetic ordering at

ZD �D In

the apparent diffuse contribution observed at T,,\,=242K is observed. Despite te triangular
lowest, temperature. Figure 3 depicts the fer- configuration a strong 2-D antiferromagiletic
rimagnetic component showing up at Q=(I, 0 correlation with ferrimagnetic component in
L), L=-6.5, 3.5, -0.5 25. They also show the the double layer in te hexagonal plane de-
strong hsteretic behaviour as the 13 13, velops to a 3-D order along the c-axis at this
2) antiferromagnetic peak, as indicated in the temperature.
inset. 2) At around 177K there is another charac-

teristic temperature Tf, where new type of

2500 LuFe�04 broad magnetic peaks start to grow and at
TA 2 -T=186K the same tme the magnetic peaks develop-

2000 17N-10'-20' -T=161K ing below TN also acquire finite line width,

including the peaks due to the ferrimagnetic
1500

CD component.
IV) 3) There is a strong hysteresis observed at Tf.I 000

4) Due to the second 'transition' at Tf the
500 low temperature magnetic peaks have a fi-

nite width along the c* direction causing the
0
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 broad diffuse-like ntensity distribution. The

LI Q= O /3,1/3,L) high energy resolution experiment using ther-
mal neutron spin echo (see Activity eport

Fio-ure 2 Mao-netic scatterin- above nd below Tf on Neutron Scattering Re-search 2003 of NSL,
alon, =(1/3 13 L measured with tht collirna- ISSP) demonstrated that these diffuse nten-

0 0
tions. sities are of static ature within the resolution

of peV.

The surprisingly different charge and mag-

netic behaviour in the new sample may be ex-

LuFe plained by the difference in the oxygen stoi-3500 2 4 4030 (1, 0, 3 5)
. T d,,..k

TAS-2 3000 chiometry, as has been already pointed out for
,3000 T=150K 2000 4

YFe2O4 sample. These results anyhow indi-
2500 cate that the charge ordering process strongly

T`?W�We K)
2 O 0 O influences the low temperature magnetic or-

1 500 derin,, and that the subtle balance between

I 000 charge frustration and spin fustration may

500 cause the peculiar short range freezing of the

0 L& spins in the ground state.
-8 -6 -2 0 2 4
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2.4.10 Magnetic structure of GeV4Ss with V4 tetrahedral clusters

H. NAKAAIURA, H. CHUDO', Y. SHBIOJO', Y. ISHII' and K. KAKURAV

Graduate School of Science, Hmeji Institute of Technology, Kamigori, Ako-gun, Hyogo
678-1297

'Department of Chemistry, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502
2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

Critical phenomena of tetrahedral lattices rangement in the cluster is of interest, which
such as Pyrochlore lattice attracts mch at- is ferrimagnetic-like as TTTJ, and the antifer-
tention recently. We are investigating com- romagnetism is satisfied as a whole magnetic
pounds with tetrahedral clusters, which have unit cell. It should be noted that the mo-
(molecular-orbital like) direct mixing among d ment magnitude is unique, indicating that the
electrons, (1) in order to dstinguish anomalies considerably different internal fields at V sites
of an infinite lattice and an isolated tetrahe- can ot be attributed to simple separation of
dron, and 2 as miniatures of the itinerant- moment values but due to unconventional hy-
electron frustrated system. Johrendt [1] first perfine coupling inherent to the tetrahedral
synthesized GeV4S8 and reported its basic cluster. On the basis of the proposed spin
magnetic and transport properties. The crys- structure and assuming a large anisotropy in
tal structure is characterized as (V4S4 )4+ the hyperfine field and a large transferred field
cubane-type clusters are mplanted in a cubic from neighboring V atoms within the clus-
lattice, where V atoms form tetrahedral clus- ter, we expect 3 different magnetic sites of V,
t-ers. It is expected that a V4 tetrahedron as which is in ood accordance with the NNIR
2 unpaired d electrons (S = I per V4)- So far, observation. Hence we suggest tat the inter-
we determined an antiferromagnetic-like tran- nal field in this compound is dominated by the
sition at 18 K, bing consistent with [1], direction of moments rther than the magni-
and also a small structural deformation from tude of moments.
cubic to nionoclinic at Ts = 33 K 2 NNIR 2000

measurements revealed that there exists 3 dif- GeVS.
ferent internal field at V sites in the ground 1 50 - HRPD

1.823 A

state; absolute values of the internal fields are 1000 
1.9 49 and 59 T 2 500

In oer to determine the magnetic struc- Y
ture at low temperature ad to know the

-500-reason wy there exist 3 ternal fields, e
performed powder neutron diffraction exper- -1000 
iments with se of HPD at JAERI (ave -1 500

leii-th A = 1823 A). Figure I hows the differ- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
�D 20

ence profile btween 4 K ad 25 K (i.e.. mag-
netic scattering). Nlagnetic Bra- reflectiolis Fioure 1:

tD IlDn I M�11-11etiC SCattOl-illn f'G('V1S8-
a.re explained assuming a propagation vector
Q 0]. sii-gesting tat he compound has2 t�n n References
a relatively sinipl sin structure. Intensity
analvses indicate that nionients are parallel or 1) D. Johrendt: Z. Anora. Alleg. Chem. 642 1998)

952.antiparallel to 0]. and that te magilitlide
22) H. Wkamuni and H. hudo: unpublistied.

is iiii que of 0.5 pli pe V atom. The pin �ir-
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2.4.11

Spin Orientation of Exotic Spin-Density Waves in Cr(001)/Sn Epitaxial films

M. TAKEDA1,2, K. MIBUI, J. SUZUKV, M. NAKAMURA', M. MATSUDA',
K. KAKURAII and Y. ENDOW

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
2Physics Department, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8578

3Research Center for Low Temperature and Materials Sciences,
Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan

4Institute for Material Research, Tohoku University, Katahira Sendai 980-8577

A variety of mysterious phenomena ob- another prominent influence of the embedded
served in metal Chromium (Cr) have at- Sn monatomic layers on the SDW state.
tracted a lot of researchers for a long time. In the multilayers stacked bilayers of [Cr(tCr

Among them most famous one is the spin- )/Sn(O.2 nm)] (tCr = 40, 8.0, 10, 12 and 16
density wave (SDW) formed in bulk Cr be- nm) were epitaxially deposited on MgO(001)
low the N6el temperature of 311 K ). The substrates with a 5-nm-thick Cr buffer. The
SDW itself is now well known to condensed MgO[001] and bet Cr[0011 directions are nor-
matter physicists, however, it is hard to say mal to the sample plane, and MgO [1 1 0] and
that the nesting model of Fermi surface can Cr[0101 are parallel each other. The stacking
completely explain all magnetic behaviors of number of the bilayer in each sample, M, was
Cr. The SDW strongly depends on circum- determined to make the accumulated thick-
stances like impurities, temperature, internal ness of Cr 240 nm (tCr x M = 240 nm). Ac-
stress and so on which affects the Fermi sur- cording to the tc,, the samples are called as
face. The Fermi surface in Cr multilayers is CS4, CS8, CS10, CS12, CS14 and CS16, re-
expected to be effectively modified by the in- spectively. In X-ray diffraction profiles, the
terfaces. By changing the counterpart of Cr satellite peaks stemming from A were clearly
multilayers we can have a variety of Fermi sur- observed up to the 4th order in all these
face of Cr. This is a useful approach to elu- samples, which indicated that the multilayer
cidate all the details of the mechanism of the structures were well established.
SDW which is governed by the nature of Fermi Figure 1 shows the A dependence of
surface. in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters

Recently we synthesized epitaxial Cr(001) measured by TAS-1, TAS-2 and a conven-
Sn multilayers in which monatomic Sn layers tional X-ray diffractometer at ambient tem-
axe periodically inserted in the Cr(001) epitax- peratures where all of the sample have a

5)ial films and investigated the magnetic struc- commensurate antiferromagnetic structure
tures by complementary use of neutron and Both in-plane (010) and out-of-plane (001)
Mbssbauer spectroscopiesl-'). We have found lattice constants were expanded in compar-
that in the multilayers SDWs with compli- ison with bulk Cr, however, they gradually
cated waveform were stabilized at low temper- approached the bulk value with increasing A.
atures. The most exotic feature of the SDWs The in-plane lattice constants were larger than
is that the artificial periodicity, A introduced the out-of-plane one. The A dependence and
by the embedded Sn monatomic layers, gov- the anisotropy leads to different internal stress
erns the wavelength of the SDWs, which is in each sample. We performed scans along
believed to be defined by the nesting vector [001] and [0101 through the (010) and (001)
in pure bulk Cr. In this brief report we fo- reciprocal points of the bt structure at 290
cus on the A dependence of spin orientation: K. Single magnetic peaks at (010) and (001)
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Table 1: The designed artificial period, A, the volume fraction of each (spin direction) domains in the case of
multi-S domain state, the easy axis of Cr moments in the case of single domain state and the magnitude of Cr
magnetic moments at 300 K. The magnitude is common in both domain states.

multi-S domain single domain
in-plane out-of-plane

A (n) components (%) component easy axis M(300K) (12B)

4.2 37 63 [112] 0.57 ± 0 19
8.2 51 49 [223] 0.44 ± 0.10
10.2 68 32 [111] 0.38 ± 0.08
12.2 32 68 [112] 0.43 ± 0.16
14.2 32 68 [112] 0.44 ± 0.08
16.2 47 53 [2231 0.39 ± 0.10

appeared in the scan profiles of all samples, easy axis of Cr moments being either [100]
which indicates that the commensurate anti- ([010]) or [001] coexist, the (010) intensity is
ferromagnetic structure forms in the multilay- proportional to sum of the volume of in-plane
ers. Integrated intensities of those peaks were [100] and out-of-plane [001] S domains, and
normalized by the intensity of Cr(020) and the (001) to that of two in-plane domains.
(002) nuclear peaks. The integrated intensi- When the single domain is assumed, the in-
ties of the (001) and (010) are not identical tensity ratio gives the spin orientation. Pos-

even after the normalization. The degree of sible easy axes deduced from the intensity ra-

the unbalance indicates the direction of aver- tios are summarized in Table 1. This table

aged Cr magnetic moments and the directions also shows the volume fraction of each do-

are consistent with the previous report on po- mains in case of multi-S domain and the mag-

larized neutron experiment 6 nitude of averaged Cr magnetic moments. It
If the sample is a single magnetic domain, is known that the easy axes of the SDW in

the intensity of (010) peak is proportional to bulk Cr are bee principle axes. The hard axis

the summation of squared in-plane [010] and of bulk Cr like [111] is unlikely to be the easy

out-of-plane [0011 components of Cr spins, and axes of.these multilayers. At the moment we

that of (001) to the summation of two squared can not conclude either of domains is realized

in-plane components. In the case of multi- in each multilayers. CRYOPAD, which is now

S domain state, in which domains with the developed by our group, is going to give clear

conclusion on this ambi gUity 7.

43.6

a i�pIme 010) buLk Refereiices
14 Out-Of-plam (001)

43.5 - X-MY (001) 1) E. Fawcett, Rev. Mod. Phys. 60, 209 1988).
2) K. Mibu, S. Tanaka and T. Shinjo, J. Phys. Soc.

43.4 - a Jpn. 67, 2633 1998).
a 3) M. Takeda, K. Mibu, K. Takanashi, K. Hirni Y.

43.3 - Endoh, T. Shinjo and H. Fujimori, J. Phys. Soc.
Jpn. 69, 2000) 1590.

43.2 - a 4) K. Mibu, M. Takeda, J. Suzuki, A. Nakanishi T.
Kobayashi, Y. Endoh arid T. Shinjo, Phys. Rev.

43.1 Lett. 89 2002) 287202.
0.0 5!0 10.0 15b 20.0 5) M. Takeda, K. Mibu, T. Shinjo, J. Suzuki and Y.

A (nm) Endoh, App. Phys. 74 2002) s1554.

6) M. Takeda, K. Mibu, J. Suzuki, M. Nakamura,
Figure 1: The artificial periodicity, A, dependence M. Matsuda, K. Kakurai and Y. Endoh, JAERI-
of in-plane and out-of plane lattice parameters of Review. 2002-028 2002) 51.
Cr/Sn(001) multilayers. 7) M. Nakamura, M. Takeda, Y. Shimojo and K.

Kakurai, see in this review.
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2.4.12 Neutron Diffraction Study on f-MnCoZn Alloys

T. HR1, H. SHIRAISHI and Y. ISHII'

Shibaura Institute of Technology, Saitama-clty 337-8570
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai., lbaraki 319-1195

Pure -NIn has a complicated cubic struc- 8.0 ke versus temperature curves for O-CoZn
ture, so-called,3-Mn structure, which contains alloy which shows a typical ferromagnetism
20 atoms distributed between two nonequiv- with the Curie O-N4nO.24CO0.36Zno.4o alloys and
alents 8 and 12d sites.'� It is considered show a temperature Tc = 460 K. Another al-
that this metal remains in paramagnetic state loy, -MnO.24CO0.36ZnO.40, shows also a ferro-
down to 14 K.') 0-Mn alloys containing some magnetism with T = 200 K. However, more
impurities show an antiferromagnetic behav- Mn rich alloy, 0-Mn0.42C00.28Zno.30, shows. an
ior at low temperature. Two decades ago, we antiferromagnetic behavior below around 70
have made magnetization measurements and K as shown in Fig. 
neutron diffraction experiments at KUR for We have made neutron diffraction experi-
�3-Mn alloys containing Cobalt. The suscepti- ments for -CoZn, 0-Mno.24CO0.36ZnO.4o and
bility for alloys with around 40 at. Co has a 0-MnO.42CO0.28Zno.30 using HRPD.
maximum value at 8 K which must be the an- Figure 2 shows observed and calculated
tiferromagnetic Nel temperature. 3) However, neutron diffraction patterns for O-CoZn alloy
this alloy has no applicable long range mag- at 7 K. The alloy shows a typical 0-Mn struc-
netic oder structures) ture with a = 4000 A. The site occupation

On the other and, O-CoZn alloy has a also and magnetic moment ft are as follows: Co oil
0-Mn structure, and shows a typical ferro- 8c, residual Co and Zn on 12d and / = 1.31t,311
magnetism with the Curie temperature Tc. Co atom. The detailed analysis for other al-
460K. loys is now in progress.

We have found that wide solid solution from References

pure -Mn to 3-CoZn exist in ternary Mn- 1) P. Villars and L. D. Calvet: Pearson Handbook

Co-Zn alloy system, so we have made X- of Crystallographic Datafor Itermetallic Phases.

ray and neutron diffraction experiments and Vol. 4 1999) 4321.
magnetization easurements for ternar 3 2) T. Koliara and K. Asayarna: J. Phys. Soc jpn 37
MnCoZn alloys. (1974) 401.

3) T. Hori: J. Phys. Soc. jpia. 38 1975) 1738.Figure I shows agnetization in a field of

100 0��
60 �-CoZn

8010 T = 7 K
50 H 8.0 ke >, 6000
40 - PCoZn

E 30 - 4000

20 - P-(Mn0.6C00.4 )0 qZno 2000

I --,, , I A A ...... -_
0- ')L

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 0 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
T( K) 20 '

Fiaure 2 Observed (+) and calculated (a ie)
Fi-ure 1: aonetizatio i a field versus nZ 0 neutron diffraction patterns for /3-CoZn allo at
temperature curves for 0-CoZn ad 7 K. Te difference betwee te observed ad cal-
O-N1110.42COO.28Z110.30 810YS. culated itensities is shown by te lower crve.
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2.4.13 Unusual antiferromagnetic properties affected by antiferroquadrupolar
interaction in TbI32C2

K. KANEKO', N. METOK11_2 , K. OHOYAMA', H. ONODERA' and Y. YAMACUCH13

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195
2Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Ac,ba, Sendai 980-8578

3Instittite for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8577

In felectron systems, there is an upsurge of
interest on the role of orbital degree of freedom 1000 0.87 q 0 20 � K

22 Ki.e., quadrupolar interactions in their mag- + 35.0 K

netic properties. The existence of the strong 85.4 K'100 0
antiferroquadrupolar (AFQ) interaction is a
characteristic feature in the tetragonal RB2C2 >1 I a

(R=rare earth) compounds. DyB2C2 shows I 

an AFQ ordering at T 24.7 K above an
antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition at TN

15.3 K ). An AFQ order in Hc,132C2 coex-
2)ists with an AFM order below T=4.5 K -0.2 0 0.2

The present report focus on another isostruc- q (r. u.
tural compound TbB2C2, which shows an

AFM order at TN=21.7 K under H=O. Fi-ure 1: Line scan along (1-�q 0) measured at var-

In TbB2C2 the effect of AFQ interaction be- ious temperatures. Note tat te vertical axis is dis-
comes prominent by applying external mag- played in the logarithmic scale. The schematic scan
netic fields. Magnetic fields stabilize a charac- trajectory in the reciprocal space around (I 0 is

.iven in the inset where the open circles correspond
teristic commensurate magnetic structure in-
volving a slight distortion which are basically to te positions of the satellite peaks.

the same as those of the AFQ+AFM ordered
4) were synthesized through the argon arc melt-

phase in DyB2C2 and HoB2C2 Single-crystalline sample of Tb11B2C2
Under H=O, the magnetic structure in the ing. I

AFM ordered state of TbB2C2 has an n was grown by the Czoehralsk! pulling method
commensurate component of kL=(1±6, +6�0) using a tetra-arc furnace. Neutron scatter-
(6=0.13) in addition to the dominant ing experiments were carried out on the cold
k2�(101/2) and k4=(001/2) components. neutron triple-axis spectrometer, LTAS, in-
Furthermore, the magnetic diffuse scattering stalled at JR11-3M in Japan Atomic Energy
exists around the satellite peak corresponding Research Istitute, Tokai. Pyrolytic graphite
to k. It should be pointed out that the ex- (PC) niollochromator and analyser crystals
istence of the dffuse scattering around satel- were used with a Be filter to reduce te higher

ZD order contamination. The horizontal collima-
lites is common to the AFM ordered state in5� ) tion of 80'-sample-80"-80' gvibl nig energy reso-Hc,B2C2 In the present ork. we provide
details of the satellite and diffuse scattering in Itition of less than 0.15 MeV as employed.
TbI32C2 studied by neutron scattering tinder Figure I shows the line scan along 1-6 q 0)
high nergy resolution wich eeal the un- obtained at various temperature. The iset

�7 uives the schematic scan tra' d theusual antiferromagnetic ordering in TbB2C9. D jectory aroun
- (I 00) reciprocal lattice point. Note that the

For sample preparation. the stoichlomet- ert'ca sale is displayed in te logarithmic
ric amounts of constituents. Tb. `13 nd C v 1
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scale. At 39 K, the sharp and intense satellite
peaks were observed at q = ±0.13. In addi- 6000 I 12

tion, there exists the peculiar shape of weak .2' Sate t TbB2C2
and broad diffuse scattering between the satel-
lites as well. The energy width of both the r� 4000 00

satellite and diffuse scattering corresponds to
resolution limit at least in 3.9K. >1

With increasing temperature, we observed '7- 2000 -

the unusual temperature dependence in the Diffuse
scattering intensity. It is notable that only (I 0 0)
the sharp satellite peaks disappeared clearly 0
below TN of 20 K whereas the broad dif- 0 20 40 60
fuse scattering exists even above TN. The T K
diffuse scattering intensity decreases unevenly
in q-space with increasing temperature ad Figure 2 Peak intensities of the antiferromagnetic re-

becomes almost flat between q = ±0.15 at flections I 12(.), 0 0 1/2(o), satellite at (1-6 6 0) (+),

35.OK. No trace of diffuse scattering can be and diffuse scattering at (I 0)(A) as a function of

seen at 85.4 K. temperature.

Figure 2 shows the detailed temperature de- 0.9 meV, whereas the diffuse scattering as well

pendence of the relative magnetic peak inten- as the k2=(I 12) and k4=( 12) compo-

sity of all components, I 12 (.), 0 0 1/2(o), nents exhibits the almost same temperature

satellite at 16 0) (+), and diffuse scattering dependence in both experiments. This energy

at (I 0 (A). The temperature dependence resolution dependence suggests the existence
of these peak intensities is quite diversified.
In particular, the satellite peaks exhibit un- of dynamical effect on the development of in-

usual behavior among them. It becomes clear commensurate structure.

that the intensity of satellite peak disappears Unfortunately, we have no clear explanation

far below TN of -13 K, in other words, the for these unusual behavior of satellite and dif-

incommensurate structure is not realized at fuse scattering at present. In order to clarify

TN. On the other hand, the diffuse scatter- the origin of the diffuse scattering and incom-

ing, having almost the same q as satellites, mensurate structurefurther neutron scatter-

shows no anomaly in its intensity around 13 K ing experiments are in progress.

where satellites vanished. The intensity of dif- References

fuse scattering forms a small peak at TN. The 1) H. Yamauchi, H. Onodera, K. 0hoyarna, T. Oni-

diffuse scattering survives even above TN and maru, M. Kosaka, M. 0hashi and Y. Yamaguchi,

exhibits monotonous decrease with increasing J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 68 1999) 2057.
2) H. Onodera, H. Yamauchi and Y. Yamaguchi J.

temperature. Finally around 60 K(-3TN), the ?�
Phys Sc. Jpn. 68 1999) 2526.

intensity reaches almost the background level. 3) K. Kaneko, H. Onodera, H. Yamauchi, K. 01loyarna,

These behavior makes clear contrast to the A. Tobo and Y. Yamaguchi, J. Phys Sc. Jpn 70

0 12 and intense I 12 reflections, disap- (2001) 3112.

pearing just at TN. 4) K. Kaneko, S. Katano, M. atsuda, K. Ohoyama,
H. Onodera ad Y. Yamaguchi, Appl. Phys. A74

It is quite interesting that no anomaly was (2002) S1749. 0

observed in the specific heat, magnetic suscep- 5) A. Tobo, T. Ohmori, T. Matsumura, K. Hirota,

tibility and electrical resistivity around 13K N. Oumi, H. Yamauchi, K. Ohoyama H. Onodera

where the satellite peak disappeared. Further- and Y. Yamaguchi, Physica B 312-313 2002)

more, the present disappearance temperature 853.
6) K. Kaneko, K. 0hoyarna, S. Kataiio M Matsuda,

of 13 K is different from the previous one of H. Onodera and Y. Yamaguchi, J. Phys Sc. pn.

IS K obtained under lower energy resolution of 71 2002) 3024.
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2.4.14 The neutron small-angle diffraction study of an itinerant
.electron metamagnet MnSi

M. Yamada, T. Goto, J. Suzuki', M. Takeda' and K. Kakurai'

ISSP, University of Tokyo, 5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa 277-8581
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

The intermetallic MnSi compound has the the metamagnetic transition is observed above
cubic 1320-type crystal structure and exhibits Pt ). We have revealed the metamagnetic
a helical magnetic ordering with a long wave- properties of MnSi and determined the phase
length of A = 8 A in the [111] direc- diagram. The obtained diagram corresponds
tion ). The helical ordering originates from to the theoretical one 5) very well. It is very
the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction. By interesting to investigate the metamagnetic
applying magnetic fields, the magnetic state transition by the neutron diffractions under
changes from the helical state to a conical one the multiple extreme conditions, high fields,
and then into a forced ferromagnetic one at low temperatures and high pressures. In this
about Bf = 06 T. When the pressure is ap- report, the obtained results under ambient
plied, the magnetic order vanishes at P = pressure measurements are shown.
1.5 GPa "). The magnetic transition at Tc A single crystal was prepared by Czochral-
is of second-order at < P < Pt, but be- ski method. The cylindrical crystal 60 mm
comes first-order transition at Pt < P < P, in diameter and 60mm in length with [0011
where Pt = 12 GPa. Rom AC susceptibility long axis was used in this experiment. We
measurements, a broad maximum of the sus- have carried out a neutron small-angle diffrac-
ceptibility is observed -at P > Pt ). These tion study at JAERI (SANS-J). All reflec-
results are typical characteristics of the Itin- tions around the (000) reciprocal point in the
erant Electron Metamagnet (IEM). From DC (110) reciprocal plane were measured simul-
magnetization measurements, a hysteresis of

(a)

= . T B = 009 T B = 06 T B 1. T

(b)

T = . K T = 2.75 K T = 29.0 K T 30.0 K

Fi-ure 1: (a) The field and (b) temperature dependence of the satellite spots. The (111) satellites are
emphasized by open circles at = T.
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taneously with the two dimensional multi- stabilized. These results are consistent with
counters. For ambient pressure, the neutron the magnetization measurements ). On the
diffraction study was carried out at K < T < other hand, these [111] satellites change with
30 K without pressure cell. Magnetic field increasing temperature as shown in Fig. I
is applied in the [ITO] direction. (b) at zero field. The itensity of the [111]

satellites decreases with increasing tempera-
3 ture. At TC = 29 K the four spots van-

B
C (a) MnSi T K ish completely, while a ring, which comes from

fluctuation of magnetic moments, is observed.
2 B H [I 01 Since this ring is symmetric, spin fluctuations

will be isotropic.
Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the integrated

intensities I of [1 1 satellites with increas-
Bf ing field and temperature, respectively. At

0 B < B, (the helical state), the intensity
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 of [1111 satellites increases with increasing

B T) field. In this region, the magnetic field en-

3 hances the spin diffraction along 0] on
(b) MnSi = T the other hand, at B < < Bf (the conical

state), the intensity suppressed by increas-
B H [I 10]

2- ing field. In conical region, a cone axis turns
to [110] direction and the spin diffraction is
suppressed. With increasing temperature it

A phase 7 decreases monotonically up to T = 25 K. We
have observed the additional peak aroun T
26.5 K. This intensity peak may be connected

1� 20 30 4'0 to the anomaly of AC susceptibility near Tc
T (K) 3) 1 which is so-called "A-phase".

The present obtained results are consistent
Fi-ure 2 (a) Te field dependence of te ntegrated with the previous report ). Never the less,

0 0
intensity I of [111] satellites at T = K. (b) The MnSi should be measured under high pressure
temperature dependence of I at = T. up to P 17 GPa where the metamagnetic

transition disappears. This is very interesting

Figure I (a) shows the magnetic Held depen- study as collapse of Mn moment by the pres-
iII be directly observed by the eutrondence of satellites spots at T = K, observed sure wl

by the neuton draction measurements. At small-angle diffraction measurements.

= T. the main four satellite appears in

the 111) drection. At > 006 T, the satel- References
lites begin to rotate fom [111] to [110] direc-

4) 1) Y. Ishikawa, K. Tajiina, D. Bloch and Al. Roth,tion. From magnetization measurements 
Solid State Coininum. 19 1976) 525.

the spin structure changes from helical to con- 2) C. Pfleiderer. G. J. McMullan, S. R. Julia ad
ical one at Bc = 004 T. It has been confirmed C. G. Lonzai'-ich. Pliv. Rev. 55 1997) 8330.
that the helical state chan--es into conical one 3) C. Thessieu, C. Pfleiderer, A. N. Stepanov and
at � B, by the present neutron diffraction J. Flouquet. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 9 1997)
measurements. With ncreasing field, these 6677.
satellite spots are gathered along [ITO] direc- 4) M. Yamada, T. Coto ad T. Kanoinata, J. Alloys

and Compounds 2003). in, pess.
tion. Filially., > Bf - 06 T, no spots are 5) T. oto, K. Fukainichi ad H. Ymada, Physca
observed, as the forced ferroinapietic state is B 300 2001) 167.
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2.4.15

Neutron Diffraction Study on the Antiferroquadrupolar Order of DyB2C2

under the Magnetic Field

H. Yamauchi, S. Katanol, M. Matsuda', K. Ohoyama, K. Indoh, H. Onodera and

Y Yamaguchi

Institutefor Materials Research, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi 980-85 77
'Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, lbaraki

319-1195

Generally speaking, a rare earth ion coexisting AFQ and magnetic

has an incomplete 4f shell, and an interactions.

atomic magnetic moment and a Tetragonal RB2C2 compounds are

quadrupolar moment arises from the 4f known as in which AFQ interaction is

electrons. The quadrupolar moment is very strong. For example, AFQ

associated asphericity of the 4f electron ordering temperature of DyB2C is

distribution as same as the orbital 24.7K about one order higher than

magnetic moment, and strongly couples other type of AFQ ordering compounds

with the spin moment by strong LS [1]. The magnetic unit cell below the

interaction. Neel temperature, 15.3K, s two times

There are two kinds of couplings large compared with the chemical one

between quadrupolar moments. These along the c-axis, and two rare earth

are ferroquadrupolar(FQ) and layers are in it perpendicular to the

'ferroquadrupolar(AFQ) coupling. c-axis. The magnetic moments lie in

FQ coupling is a parallel coupling of the cplane, and the direction oscillates

the electron distribution, and there is no as 070-0-70 degrees along the c-axis.

discrepancy with the magnetic This structure is considered to come

interaction. In the other hand AFQ from competing of AFQ and

coupling means rectangular antiferromagnetic(AFM) interactions.

configuration of the electron In the present report we mention about

distribution, and it is completely the observation of AFQ ordering by

inconsistent with any magnetic neutron diffraction, and we pick up the

interaction. Therefore we can expect phase change depending on the

novel phenomena in the situation temperature and magnetic field applied
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parallel to [110] direction of DyB2C2 Temperature dpendence of integrated

crystal. intensity of 0,0,1/2) reflection under

Magnetic phase diagram of DyB2C2 is magnetic field of 4 and 8T is shown in

shown [1] with the magnetic field Fig. 1. Result under 8T is a simple

applied parallel to [110]. This phase curve showing a second order transition

diagram was obtained by magnetization at TQ. On the other hand, result under

and specific heat measurements using 4T is somewhat complex, and it is

stationary and pulsed high magnetic thought to show a new phase transition

field. There are four phases in the in the phase 11 which has been

diagram. The phase I is paramagnetic suggested by Dr. Indoh 2]. The change

and paraquadrupolar state, and the of the intensity is consistent to the

phase III is AM and AFQ ordered magnetic structure model obtained by

state concluded from the unique the magnetization measurements.

magnetic structure. The phase II is
30x10 3

thought to be AFQ ordered state, and
(O 12)

we have examined it by observing 25 - 4 T

induced magnetic moments using 20 -

neutron diffraction.
1 -

TQ

P� 10 
-BG

3 .............. .... .... .... .... .. ...... .. ... ........................
15x10

(O 12)References 8 T
co[1] H. Yamauchl et al.: J. Phys.

10 
Soc. Jpn. 68 1999) 2057.

[2] K. Indoh, Doctor Thesis
TQ

johoku Univ., 2003)
BG........................................................................ ............

0 0 20 30

Temperature (K)

Figure 1. Temperature dependence of integrated

intensity of 0,0 1/2) reflection under magnetic field of

4T (upper) and 8T (lower).
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2.5 Structural Physics

2.5.1

Small Angle Neutron Scattering from Superionic Conducting Glasses

H. TAKAHASHI, T. OGIHARA, T. SAKUMA1, Y. ISHII' and J. SUZUKI'

Faculty of Engineering, Ibaraki University, Hitachi 316-8511
'Facultv of Science, lbaraki University, Mito, 310-8512

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

In the previous study, new FSDP was ob- malized intensity divided by the SANS inten-
served in IOAgI-3Ag2O-2V205 glass from the sity'for Agl-free glass is shown in the sub-
elastic neutron scattering experiment'). The figure (b). The normalized intensity for 15-3-2
medium range structure for superionic con- glass increases above 0.1 nm-1. It is natural to
ducting glasses is of interest in connection connect this behavior with crystallization pro-
with the origin of the FSDP in low-Q region. cess. Similar trend, however, seems to appear

Small-angle neutron scattering experiments at 53-2 glass. In order to clarify the medium
were performed by the SANS-J at JRR-3. The range order accompanied by crystallization, it.
incident neutron wavelength of 0650 nm is is necessary to investigate the SANS study for
employed. The scattering data was recorded the composition at around glass forming limit
in the range 0.04<Q<0.3 nm-1 at room tem- in the higher q range.
perature. Obtained data was corrected from

107

the background and then normalized using 2.'O M
40

standard sample. (a) S (b)
W W 3 -i SD

Figure shows the SANS profiles for nAgl-
7 E 2 �7,' -0.75

A920-V205 glasses (hereafter referred to as 1.0

I n-3-2, n=O 2 5, 12 and 15). It is observed by
X-ray diffraction that 15-3-2 glass include re- TO 0.5 1.0

I 4 AgI content
cipitated 0-AgI crystal. SANS profile for 15-
3-2 is clearly different from those for samples I 3

within glass forming region. Sub-figure (a) in- A S a 0 �'i 0.3
13 (ndicates the composition dependence of relative (,J 102

intensity at =0.1 nm- The intensity de-
Z

creases with AgI concentration within glass I I

forming region and then increases at Agl-
03 A g 02 \0

precipitated composition. It is well known
*2AgJ-3Ag_0-2V-

that the.host glass network has the density 13 5AgI-3Ag-0-2V�0,

fluctuation. The density fluctuation occurs 12Ag1-3Ag20-2V 0,

lo-, ]�A61-3Ag20-2V,0�from the interstitial void, which is built up by
(AgI preciDitated)

cross-linked or folded V04 polymeric chains. lo -2 II I 10

Doped-AgI is incorporated into the interstitial 0. 3 0.1 0.4

void. As a result, apparent density fluctua- q (nni-1)
tion is considered to reduce with AgI content.

Figure 1: SANS profiles fr several A-1 concentration
It is considered that the reduction of density 0 n

If silver vanadate alasses.
fluctuation with AgI concentration leads to
the decrease of SANS intensity. O the other
hand, the increase of SANS intensity beyond References
the glass forming range would result from the 1) H. Takailiashi, N. ikitake, T. Saku1n ad Y.

formation of the crystalline phase. The nor- Ishii : J. Non-Cryst. Solids. to be published.
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2.5.2

Neutron diffraction and X-ray absorption study of silver-lead oxide 5Pb2O6

synthesized from fused nitrates

K. YOSHII, H. ABE', M. MIZUNIAK12 , A. NAKAMURA 3, y. SHINIOJO3, y. ISHII3 y.

MOR113 , K. KAT02 , T. URUGA 2

Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI),
Mikazuki, Sayo-gun, Hyogo, 679-5148

'National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, lbaraki 304-0047
2Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute, Mikazuki, Sayo-gun, Hyogo, 679-5198

3Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 39-1195

A silver-lead oxide 5Pb2O6 shows metal- the P-31m structure by the Rietveld analysis
lic conductivity below room temperatures) (RIETAN-2000) with an almost stoichiomet-
The crystal structure of this material is a ric oxygen content. The structural parame-
trigbnal type of P-31m, which has a two- ters such as bond lengths were well close to
dimensional Ag layer and a Pb2O6 network. those reported previously') Thus, 5Pb2O6

The origin of the metallic conductivity has is actually synthesized by the present method.
been discussed from the two different view- From a preliminary analysis, almost the same
points. Jansen et al. proposed a valence for- structural parameters have been obtained
mula of Ag1+5Pb 4+2 02-6(e-), which means from the X-ray absorption data. The absorp-
that a free excessive electron per unit for- tion measurements showed also that the va-
mula leads to the Conductivity.') On the other lence of Ag is nearly 1, while that of Pb
hand, a tight-binding calculation suggested stands between 3 and 4. This result im-
that the valence formula could be expressed as plies that atomic orbitals of Pb play an im-

]4+ 4 02 2 The Fermi energy lies in portant role in the conductivity.
a half-filled band consisting mostly of silver-s
orbitals.

Exp

This material has been synthesized by a 10000 Cal
Diff

solid-state reaction under high-pressure oxy- C:
gen. Recently, we reported that single crystals -6

of this material can be grown in the fused mix- �a 5000
ture of nitrates at an ambient pressure.') The

CD

formation of A5Pb2O6 was observed from X- 0
ray diffraction. In the present study, neu-
tron diffraction and X-ray absorption mea- 50 100

surements were carried out to obtain further 26 (deg)

information on the structural details and the Fi ure 1: Neutron powder diffraction patterns of

valence state of each ion. Neutron diffrac- Aa5Pb2O6 at room temperature.

tion experiments were conducted with a high
resolution powder diffractometer (HRFID at
the JR-3 reactor. X-ray absorption measure- References
ments were carried out using synchrotron ra- 1) M Jansen et al.: L. Less-Common Met. 161 1990)

diation at the BL01BI beamline of SPring-8. 17.

2) T. D. Brennan and J. K. Burdett: Inorg. Chem.
Figure I shows the neutron diffraction pat- 33 1994) 4794. 0

terns at room temperature. It was found that 3) H. Abe et al.: J. Cryst. Growth 241 2002) 347.

the experimental pattern could be fitted to
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2.5.3

Correlation among thermal displacements of atoms in crystalline AgCl

M. ARAI, A. THAZIN, Y. FUJISHIMA, T. SAKUMA, H. TAKAHASHI' and Y. ISHII'

Faculty of Science, lbaraki University, TMito, Ibaraki 310-8512
'Faculty of Engineering, Ibaraki University, Hitachi, Ibaraki 36-8511
2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

The diffuse scattering in solid electrolytes from the correlation among the displacements
has been investigated by X-ray and neutron of first nearest neighboring atoms. The peak

1 2 - 35' is the influence of the correla-
diffraction measurement In case of the of 20
large thermal atomic vibration, the diffuse tion effect between the second nearest neigh-
scattering intensities become large and show boring atoms (Ag-Ag, Cl-Q. The'value of
oscillatory form. The oscillatory diffuse scat- correlation between the first nearest neighbor-
tering is explained by correlation effects be- ing atoms is about 0.8 and the correlation be-
tween the thermal displacements of atoms. tween the second nearest neighboring atoms

Neutron scattering measurements were car- about 0.5. If the interatomic distances be-
ried out for a powder AgCl from 10 K to 260 K come greater than that of the third nearest
in a cryostat using HRPD at JRR-3 in JAERL neighboring atom, the values of correlation be-
The powder sample was contained in a vana- come less than 0.1, and most influences on dif-
dium container with 10 mm in diameter. The fuse scattering are t observed. The value of
incident neutron wave length of 1823 A was thermal correlation decreases rapidly with the
used. Neutron diffraction data were collected interatomic distance.
for I d at 0.05' intervals over the 20 range of
20' to 150'. Several sharp Bragg lines and
a largo oscillatory, diffuse scattering were ob- 700 1

served at 260 K. However the oscillatory char- 600 -.E
acteristic in the diffuse scattering at 10 K is -1 500 - z
not clear. The values of thermal parameter at

400 -260 K are larger than those at 6 K. The dif-
fuse scattering intensity depends on thermal 300

vibration parameter. 200

The observed powder diffraction intensities 100
of AgCl at 260K are shown by broken line in
Fig. 1. Solid line shows the calculated diffuse 020 40 60 80 100 120 140

scattering intensities. Observed diffuse scat- 20 (deg.)

tering has an oscillatory form and the peaks
appear in the position of 20 - 35, 60 and Fi-ure 1: Observed eutron powder diffraction inten-

100'. Diffuse scattering intensities calculated sity (broken line) and calculated diffuse scattering in-

by the correlation effect between the thermal tensity (solid line) for AUCI at 260 K.

displacements of atoms showed similar oscil-

latory form, and the peaks appeared in the References
same positions as those of observed data.

The peaks of 20 - 60 and 100' are based on 1) T. Sakuina: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 42 1993) 4150.

thermal correlation between the first nearest 2) T. Sakurna, Y. Nakamura, M Hirota M Arai
neighboring atoms (Ag-CI). The main contri- and Y. Ishii: J. Phys. Chem. Solids 60 1999)

1503.
bution to the oscillatory diffuse scattering is
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2.5.4 Temperature dependence of diffuse scattering from crystalline Ge

M. ARAI. A. THAZIN. Y. FUJISHIMA. T. SAKUNIA. H. TAKAHASHI' and Y. ISHII'

Faculty of Science, Ibaraki Universlity, Mto. lbaraki 310-8512
'Faculty of Engineering, lbaraki University, Hitachi, lbaraki 316-8511t,
2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI. Tokal, lbaraki 319-1195

Correlation effects between the thermal dis- main contribution to the oscillatory diffuse
placements of atoms play an important role scattering was from the correlation among
in the superionic conductors. In addition the displacements of first nearest neighboring
to superionic conductors an oscillatory dif- atoms. Te value of the thermal correlatioll
fuse scatterin- was observed in semiconductor between these Ge atoms is about 07.
GaAs". In order to nvestigate the detailed Expected contributions from second near-
thermal correlation among atoms at dstances est neighboring atoms in crystalline Ge to the
above second nearest neighboring atoms. dif- diffuse scattering were calculated. The ob-
fuse neutron background intensity of e has served oscillatory diffuse scattering at 20-30',
been measured from 6 K to 673 K using a eu- 60' and 90' corresponded to the contribution
tron dffractometer HRPD installed at JR-3 from te correlation between the thermal ds-
in JAERI A powder sample of Ge in a vana- placements of the second nearest neighboring
dium container with 10 mm in diameter was atoms. Te value of the thermal correlation
used. The incident neutron wave length of between. these Ge atoms is less than that be-
1.83 A was used. Neutron diffraction data tween first nearest eighboring atoms.
were collected for I d over the 20 ran-e of 20'
to 115'. Figure I shows the esults of the mea-
surement of Ge at 6 290 and 673 K. Several 1000
sharp Bragg lines and a large dffuse scatteringb 0

800 -were observed except at 6 K. The oscillatory,
673 K

diffuse scattering from Ge crystals was con-
600 -

firmed by the measurement at, high emper-
atures. The maximum ntensity of the Bragg 290 K400

line is about 60,000. The first and second peak 6 K
of the oscillatory diffuse scattering appear at 200 -

20-55 ad 110' in Fig. 1. respectively. It isb O

also found tat s-nall paks of te oscillatory 20 40 60 80 100 120

diffuse scattering appear at 20-30', 0' and 20 (deg.)

90' at 673 K.

Numerical alculations of the dffuse bck- FiOL11-e 1: Observed eutron pmvder diffraction inten-

ground have been made based oil damond sitY for Ge Rt 6 290 ad 673 K.

type structure including the correlatio b-
2)twecii te termal dsplacements of' atoll-is

The positions of the, first and second peak in References
I 'E. Sakuma H.

diffuse cattering of Ge in Fg. i at 673 K re 1 M Ar�ii. K. Oliki l MlItOLI.

related to the reciprocal of the dstance be- Takahashi and Y. Ishii: J. Plivs. Soc. Jpn 70

tween first nearest neighboring atoms- the ds- (2001) 250.
2) T. Sakuma: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 42 1993) 4150.

tance in Ge is aout 246 . The diffuse scat-

terino, ntensity, changes s sn(Qr)/Qr. Te
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2.5.5 Structural Phase Transition for Ternary Iridiurn Oxide Pr3IrO7

H. Nishimine, M. Wakeshima, Y. Hinatsu, Y. Ishii'

Division of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-0810
'Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki 319-1195

Figure I shows the temperature dependence their intensity is very weak as well as XRD
of specific heats for a ternary iridium ox- data.
ide Pr3IrO7. A first order phase transition 400

is observed at around 260 K in the C - T
curve.. We have considered that this anoma-

300 -
lies was due to a strucural phase transition.

�4

The crystal structure of the high-temperature
200 -

phase was determined to be an orthorhom-
bic La3NbO7-type structure with space group. 100 
Cmcm through powder X-ray diffraction mea-
surement at room temperature. 0

0 100 200 300 400In order to elucidate the crystal structure TIK

of the low-temperature phase, powder neu-
tron diffraction patterns for Pr3lrO7 were col-
lected at 250 K androom temperature (RT) Figure 1: Temperature dependence of specific heats

for Pr3IrO7.using a High Resolution Powder Diffractome-
ter (HRPD) in the JRR - M reactor with a
neutron wave length (A = 182268 A). The
refinements for diffraction patterns were per-
formed by the Rietveld method.

Both of the neutron diffraction 'patterns
were refined with space group Cmem. Figure
2 shows the diffraction.patterns at RT. The
refinement for RT data is successful and the
lattice constants and the atomic positions are 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

in good agreement with those for XRD data 20/ 0

(R,,p 6.66 %, RI = 274 % a = 10.9782(13) Figure 2 Powder neutron dffraction profiles for

A, b 7.4389(g) A, c = 7.5361(g) A). The re- Pr03Ir07 at room temperature.

fined structral parameters are listed in Table
1. In the diffraction pattern at 250K, how-
ever, some additional Bragg reflections which Table I Positional parameters for Pr3lrO7
could not be fitted with Cmcm appear. The at room temperature.
results for neurton diffraction measurements Atom X Y z B (A2)

provide the evidence that te structural phase Pr(l) 0 0 0 0.93(8)
transition occurs at the temperature that the Pr(2) 0.2222(2) 0.3083(3) 0 0.66(6)
thermal anomaly is observed. We tried to de- Ir 0 1/2 0 0.47(4)
termine the structure of the low-temperature 0 (1) 0.1256(l) 0.3171(2) 0.9582(2) 1.08(4)
phase. Unfortunately, we could not obtain the 0(2) 0.1308(2) 0.0289(3) 1/4 0.56(5)
valuable information on its structure because 0(3) 0 0.4098(4) 1/4 0.41(6)
the number of extra reffections is limited and
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2.5.6

Crystal Structure and Physical Properties of Pseudo-One-Dimensional Calcium
Iridate Ca51r3O12

M. Wakeshima, Y. Hinatsu, Y. Ishii'

Division of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-0810
'Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, lbaraki 319-1195

The crystal structure of ternary oxide of the reflection intensities.
Ca5Ir3O12 consists of infinite one-dimensional
chains of the edge-sharing IrO6 octahedra as
shown in Fig. 1. This compound showed
a weak ferromagnetic transition at 75 K C
through the magnetic susceptibility and spe- a,11a

cific heat measurements. Figure 2 shows the a Ca 0 IrO, octahedra.

temperature dependence of the specific heats
of Ca5Ir3Ol2- in addition to the anomaly due Figure 1: Schematic crystal structure of Cajr3012.

to the magnetic ordering at 75 K another
type anomaly which is not due to the magnetic
ordering is observed at 10 K.

1, -In order to elucidate the anomaly at 105
K, powder. neutron diffraction patterns for 1.0
Ca5Ir3O12 were collected at 90 and 120 K us-

�p G.5ing a High Resolution Powder DifFractometer
(HRPD) in the JRR - M reactor with a neu- 00
tron wave length (A = L82268 A). The refine- 0 50 TIK 100 150

ments for diffraction patterns were performed
Figure 2 Temperature dependence of specific heatsby the Rietveld method. 0

The neutron diffraction profiles of for Ca5lr3O12-

Ca5lr3012 at 90 and 120 K could be in-
dexed in a hexagonal unit cell with space Table I Positional parameters for Ca5Ir3O12
group of P92m. No difference between two at 90 and 120 K. 2)

diffraction profiles was observed and the Atom X Y z B(A
90 K

Rietveld analyses of these diffraction data Ca(l) 1/3 2/3 1/2 0.18(17)
were performed by applying the same space Ca(2) 0.7127(8) 0 1/2 0.18
group (a = 9.3472(5)A, = 3.1710(i)A at 90 Ir 0.3330(3) 0 0 0.43(8)
K, a = 9.3490(5)A, c = 3.1713(1)A at 120 K). 0 (1) 0.2006(6) 0 1/2 0.59(8)
The refined crystallographic parameters are 0(2) 0.4617(7) 0 1/2 0.59
listed in Table 1. The positional parameters, 0(3) 0.4460(5) 0.2407(4) 0 0.59
calculated bond lengths and bond angles at
90 and 120 K agree within the experimental 120 K
error. If the anomaly at 105 K is due to only Ca(l) 1/3 2/3 1/2 0.20(17)
the local translation without transformations Ca(2) 0.7131(9) 0 1/2 0.20
of the unit cell, such as a rotation of the IrO6 Ir 0.3334(3) 0 0 0.35(8)
octahedron, it is difficult to detect such as a 0 (1) 0.2008(6) 0 1/2 0.74(8)
change in the crystal structure by the powder 0(2) 0.4620(6) 0 1/2 0.74
diffraction technique because of the overlap - 0(3) 0.4459(5) 0.2407(4) 0 0.74
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2.5.7 Crystal Structure of Perovskite Ba3Tb2WO9

S. OYA-MA, Y. DOI, Y. HINATSU ad Y. ISHII'

Division of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Hokkaido Uiversity, Sapporo 00-0810
'Advanced Science Research Center. JAERI. Tokai. lbaraki 319-1195

Quaternary oxides Ba3Ln2WO9 (Ln = lan- Table 1: Structural parameters o Ba3Tb2WO9-

thanides) have a perovskite-type (ABO3)
structure. The Ln and W ions adopt a disor-

dered arrangement in the sites. The lattice Atom Site _ X z
parameters increase monotonically wth the Ba 4e 1.0 0.520 0.503 0.247
Ln 3+ ionic radius. However, lattice parame-
ters for Ba3Tb2WO9 deviate greatly from this Tb(l) 2d 1.0 0 1/2 0
tendency. In addition, only this compound Tb(2) 2c 0.333 1/2 0 0
shows a reflection at 20 - 8' in the x-ray 'AT 2c 0.667 1/2 0 0
diffraction pattern, which indicates the B-site 0 (1) 4 1.0 0.235 0.233 -0.022
ordering. O(2) 4 1.0 0.241 0.777 -0.018

In order to determine the detailed crys- 0(3) 4 1.0 0.479 -0.004 0.231

tal structure for Ba3Tb2WO9, powder neu-
tron diffraction paLtern was measured at room
temperature usin a Hh Resolution Powder
Diffractometer (HRPD) at the JRR-3XI reac-
tor with a neutron incident wave length (A
1.82301

Figure shows the observed and calcti-
lated diffraction patterns. The crystal struc-

IT , I'll 11 I 1�1
ture was refined by applying te space group

20 40 60 80 100 120 140P21/n (a =6.0059(4) k b 6.0134(3) A, 20

- 84931(7) A, and 90.173(9)') Te
structural parameters are listed in Table 1. Figure 1: Powder neutron diffraction pattern of
The result of Retveld analysis indicates that Ba3Tb,)WO9 at oom temperature.

Ba3Tb2WO9 is a 1:1 ordered compound. i.e.,
one of the sites is flly occupied by Tb,
whereas the other contains 2/3W and 1/3Tb

'th a random distribution. The crystal struc-
ture of BaJb2�A709 is llustrated in Fg.2.
The Tb and W ons are alternatively ar-

'I W,

ranged between Tb and (1/3Tb + 2/3W), and
that this as a rock salt sublattice. There-
fore, this compound should be describe as

(Tb. WO, �-hd-,

Ba2Tb(Tbl/3WO2/3)06-

Fi-ure 2 Te crystal structure of Ba3TbANT0q.
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2.5.8 Lattice dynamics of tetragonal PbTiO3

I. TOMENO, Y. ISHII' and Y. TSUNODA 2

Faculty of Education and Human Studies, Akita University, Akita 10-8502
'Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

2School of Science and Engineering, Waseda University, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-8555

PbTiO3 undergoes only a single phase tran- tion. The zone-center TO phonon frequencies
sition from a cubic paraelectric to tetragonal are in good agreement with the data deter-

2)ferroelectric phase at =763 K. The dona- mined by Raman scattering experiments.
tion of 10 % Ti atoms to Pb(Znl/3Nb2/3)03 The FWHM for the Y, TO phonon around
gives rise to a huge piezoelectric effect. Thus the zone center is extremely broader than that
PbTiO3 is the mother material of the relaxor for the E2 TO phonon. Similar tendency
Pb(Znl/3Nb2/3)03- has been pointed out by the Raman scatter-

2) The Al TO phonon be-Figure I depicts the phonon dispersio ing measurements.
rations along the [110] direction at room em haves as the well-defined soft mode near T 3)

perature. The bars refer to the FWH ob- The origin of the broad width for the Al TO
tained from Gaussian fits to the constant-Q mode is still controversial. ) We are planning
or constant-E scans. The dashed lines are an inelastic-neutron-scattering study at high

sound velocities determined by Brillouin scat- temperatures.

tering measurements. The slope for each TA References
phonon brand around the 1 point is in good 1) Z. Li, M.Grimsditch, C.M.Foster and S.-K. Chan

agreement with the sound velocity data. 1) Ferroelectrics 141 1992) 313.

The high-frequency phonon at r' correspond 2) C.M.Foster, Z. Li, M.Crimsditch, S.-K. Chan and
to the Al TO mode, and the low-frequency D.J. Lam Phys.Rev. B 48 1993) 10160.

phonon corresponds to the E TO mode. These 3) G. Shirane, J. D. Axe, J. Harada and J. P. Re-

results are consistent with the dielectric con- meika : Phys. Rev. 2 1970) 155.
4) S. M. Cho, H. M. Jang and T.-Y. Kim Phys.

stant relation cl > 33 at room temperature, Rev. 64 2001) 014103.

in view of the Lyddane-Sacks-Teller rela-

30 - B2 30 
eH [001 e// 1 1 0]
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Al TO (yl
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Fi-ure 1 Pone,, dispersion elations for PM03-
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2.5.9

Direct Extraction of Hydrogen Atoms in the Crystal Structure Analysis
of Synthetic Polymers by Utilizing 2-Dimensional Neutron Imaging Plate System

1,2KTASHIRO, N.NIIMURA LTANAKA' and S.FUJIWARAI

Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, Osaka 560-0043
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
'Faculty of Engineering, Ibaraki University, Hitachi, Ibaraki 316-8511

In order to clarify the relation between 2-dimensional neutron diffraction patterns of
structure and mechanical property of polymer the deuterated polymer materials through the
crystals in a quantitative manner, we need to neutron imaging plate system.2) This is a re-
know the exact atomic positions in the crys- port about the first success of direct extrac-
tal lattices, in particular the positions of hy- tion of hydrogen atoms of synthetic polymer
drogen atoms. Unfortunately, however, there crystals by measuring the 2-dimensional neu-
had been almost no trial to reveal the hy- tron fiber diagrams.
drogen atom positions a exactly as possible Figurel shows the 2-dimensional neutron
for the synthetic polymer materials because fiber diagrams taken for the uniaxially-
of poor x-ray diffraction data in general com- oriented samples of fully-deuterated (D)
pared with the cases of low-molecular-weight and totally-hydrogeneous (H) polyethylenes,
compounds. In the previous paper') we suc- which were measured by using a JAERI BIX-
ceeded in extract the hydrogen atoms by cal- 3 system. In this figure are also shown the
culating the F6-Fc Fourier map based on the neutron fiber diagrams predicted for D and
X-ray imaging-plate system. But we. may ex- H polyethylene crystals (see Fig. 2 which
pect to obtain the hydrogen atom positions in. give good correspondence with the actually
more exact and direct manner by taking the observed patterns. By evaluating the inte-

(a) PE-H (b) PE-D

Fi-ure 1: Neutron fiber diagrams of uniaxially-oriented (a) H and (b) D polyethylene samples.
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Figure 4 shows the neutron equatorial
r diffraction patterns measured for a series of

random copolymers between D and H ethy-
r lene monomeric units. With a change in

b the relative content of the deuterated com-
r ponent, the diffraction pattern changed sys-

tematically. This systematic change can be
reproduced reasonably and quantitatively by
assuming statistically random arrangement of
the D and H units in the crystal lattice. This
is consistent with the infrared spectral data
showing a systematic change in the band split-
ting width due to the vibrational correlation
between the adjacent chain stems. 3)

Figure 2 Crystal structure of orthorhombic polyethy-
lene.

grated intensities of the observed reflections,
the Fourier map was calculated for the D sam-
ple. Different from the X-ray structure anal-
ysis, where only the carbon atoms were found
as shown in Fig. 3 b)., the neutron fiber di-
agrain of the D sample aowed us to extract
the hydrogen atoms quite clearly and directly
as seen in Fig. 3 (a). We axe now refining the
crystal structure by using the thus extracted
hydrogen (and carbon) atom positions.

(a) WAND (E)HDPE1 00%)

Figure 4 Neutron fiber diagrams (equatorial line)
measured for a series of uniaxially-oriented D/H ran-
dom. ethylene copolymers

References
(b) WAX D (iDPE100%)

1) K. Tashiro, H. Asanaga, K. Ishino, R. Tazaki, and
M. Kobayashi, J. Polym. Sci.: Part B: Polym.
Phys. 35 1997) 1667.

2) N. Niimura, Y. Karasawa, I. Tanaka, J. Miya-
hara, K. Takahashi, H. Saito, S. Koizumi, and M.
Hidaka, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. Phys. Res. A. 349
(1994) 521.

3) K. Tashiro, M. Sato, Y. Cho and M. Kobayashi,
Polym. Prepr. Jpn. 48 1999) 3574.

Figure 3 Fourier maps calculated from (a) WAND
data of deuterated polyethylene and (b) WAXD data
of normal polyethylene. Refer to Fig. 2.
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2.5-10 Modulated Structure of the Composite Crystal (Cao.80YO.20)0.82CU02

Y. MIYAZAKI, Y. ISHIV, Y. MORIV and T. KAJITANI

Department of Applied Physics, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8579
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokal, lbaraki 319-1195

Quasi one-dimensional (ID) cuprate ture viewed in perspective from the a-axis.
(Ca,-,Y,)0.82CUO2 1,2) has recently attracted The compound consists of mutually inter-
much attention owing to its unique magnetic penetrating [Cao.80YO.201 subsystem and edge-
properties. The crystal structure, on the shared ID [CUO21 chains, being incommensu-
other hand, has not yet been satisfactorily de- rate parallel to the a-axis. Lattice parame-
termined except for the terminal compounds. ters were refined to be a, = 28165(2) A, b
In this report, we present the crystal struc- = 62595(2) A, c = 10.5603(5 A and -
ture of the compound with x = 020 on the 90.06(1)0. One can recognize markedly waved
basis of a four-dimensional superspace group rows of the CU02 ribbons. The Cu atom sites
approach using powder neutron diffraction are found to fluctuate larger than that of x =
data. 0.435 sample but much smaller than that of x

Neutron powder diffraction (ND) data were 0 sample.
collected at 293 K by means of HRPD diffrac-
tometer installed at the JRR-3M reactor in
JAERI. The ND data were analyzed using a
Rietveld refinement program PREMOS 91 3 0

designed for modulated structure analyses.
The. superspace group of F2/m(l+a �)08
was adopted.

Figure I shows the observed, calculated and
difference profiles for the ND data. Short ver- Cu
tical lines below the patterns indicate the peak
positions of main (upper) and satellite (lower)
reflections for the two subsystems. A satisfac- CaN
torily good fit was achieved and the final Rwp
factor was 12.8

b

Figure 2: The refined fundamental structure of

L-L (Cao.8oY0.20)0.82CUO2 projected in perspective from
the a-axis.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
Difiraction Angle (deg.) References

Fi-ure 1: Observed, calculated and difference pat- 1) A. Hayashi et al.: Phys. Rev. 58 1998) 2678.
2) Y. Miyazaki et al.: Chem. Eur. J. 1999) 2265.

terns of the powder neutron diffraction data for 3) A. Yamamoto: Acta Crystallour A 49 1993)
(Cao.80YO.20)0.82CU02 easured at 293 K. 831.

Figure 2 shows the refined modulated struc-
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2.5.11

Modulated Structure of the Composite Crystal [Ca2(C00.65CU0.35)204J0.63C002

Y. MIYAZAKI, Y. MIURA M ONODA', Y. ISHIJ2, . ONjO Y MRI12 and T. KAJITAII

Department of Applied Physics, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8579
'Advanced Materials Laboratory, NIMS, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0044

2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

Misfit-layered cobalt oxides have recently factor was 8.1 %. The structure formula was
attracted much attention as potential candi- expressed as [Ca2(C00.65CU0.35)204J0.63C002-

dates for thermoelectric (TE) materials. We
have discovered a new layered compound in C002

the Ca-Co-Cu-0 system and the compound Co subsystem

also exhibits excellent TE properties. In this Ca
report, we present the structure analysis of the 02
compound on the basis of a four-dimensional
superspace group ap roach using powder neu- Ca2(COCU)204P subsystem
tron diffraction data. COICU 03

Neutron powder diffraction (ND) data were C
collected at 293 K by means of HRPD diffrac-
tometer installed at the JRR-3M reactor in Cb02

subsystem
JAERI. The ND data were analyzed using a
Rietveld refinement program PREMOS 91 
designed for modulated structure analyses. a
The superspace group of C2/m(l p O)sO was
adopted on the basis of the observed systern- Fi-ure 2 The refined fundamental structure of
atic absences. [Ca2(C00.65CU0.35)2O4J0.63C0O2 projected in perspdc-

tive from the b-axis.

Figure 2 shows the fundamental structure
viewed in perspective irom the -axis. The
structure consists of a C002 sheet (subsys-
tem 1) and an ordered four-layered NaCl-

00"� 4�41~ type Ca2(COO.65CUO.35)204 block (subsystem
10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 2), stacked parallel to the c-axis. The C002

2 (deg.) sheet is composed of edge-shared C006 octa-

Fiaure 1: Observed, calculated and difference pat- hedra forming a triangular lattice as seen inIm
terns of the pmvder neutron diffraction data for the CdI2-type structure. Lattice parameters
[Ca2(C00.65CU0.35)2O410.63C0O2 measured at 293 K. were refined to be a = 48212(4) A, b =

2.8103(3) A, b = 44915(3) A, c = 12.7671(8)
A and = 93-93(l)'. The CU2+ ions appear

Figure I shows the observed, calculated and to play an important role to stabilize such a
difference profiles for the ND data. Short ver- four-atom thick subsystem in this compound.

tical lines below the patterns indicate the peak References
positions of main (upper) and satellite (lower)
reflections for the two subsystems. A satisfac- 1) A. Yamamoto: Acta Crystalloar A 49 1993)

torily god fit was achieved and the final R 831.
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2.5.12 Determination of the Structure of a Molecular Ice that Forms within
a Molecular Cage

IN4. YOSHIZAWA, T. KUSUKAWA, M. KAWANO, A4. FUJITA, T. 0HHARA1, 1.
TANAKA'. K. KURIHARA' ad N. NIIMURA1

Dept. of Applied Chemistry, The Uiversity of Tokyo and CREST, JST, Tokyo 113-8656
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

Self-assembly of molecules is an essential molecules was examined by BIX-4 diffrac-
feature of natural process controlled by weak tometer sited on the JRR-3 reactor at JAERL
interactions between molecules, and recently The crystal size was 3.5x3.5x2.0 MM3. 325 os-
becomes an iportant synthetic methodology cillation images (Aw = 06') were obtained
in organic and inorganic chemistry.02) In na- by 13 dys measurement. As a result of
ture, one of the simplest but indispensable data processing, the cell parameters were a -
self-assemblies can be found in water clusters 30.884(3),b = 30.884(3), = 29-831(4), te
that form by ydrogen bonding nteractions.2) space group was P43212, and the number of
Though there have been extensive studies on unique reflections was 2456. The structure
bulk water by experimental and theoretical analysis is now progress.
approaches, the microscopic phenomena of --J 12.

small water clusters ((H20)n, n =- 10) re- N

main poorly understood because of their dy-
namic nature and low stabilitv.3)4) Among

OH,them, we are interested in the character of
H,

water that is its preferential orientation in HO H,
12.NO,- -- ,H,

the hydration shell of non-polar solutes by 2
Pd =

hydrophobic interactions. We expect that if N-PId-

an isolated hydrophobic cavity is provided in

an aqueous medium, the formation of discrete Fi-ure 1: The self assembled cordination ca-e ith

water networks can be found in the cavity. water cluster.

Accordingly, we have recently found the for-
mation of a cluster of ten water olecules, References

(H20)10, in a hydrophobic cavity of the self- 1) Lehn J. -N4. Supramolecular Chemistry: Concept

assembled coordination cage (I ).') In the crys- and Perspectives (VCH, Neinheim, 1995).

tal structure of I with te (H20)10 Cluster, wa- 2) Ball P. H 0 A Biography of Water Weiderifeld

ter oxygens can be located displaying adaman- Nicolson, London 1999).
3) Ludwip R. Angev). Chem. Int. Ed. 40, 1808-1827tanoid framework (a static fundamental unit n

(2001).
of ice c 2 t water hydro-en's are iniss-

�D 4) (a) Barliour L. J., rr G. W At-wood J. L. Ala-
ing. The determination of hydrogen positions turc 393, 671-673 1998). (b) Muller A.. Fediu

are, however, particularly important to un- V. P., Kuhlmann C., Bopue H. Schmidtinal M.
derstand how the cavity recognizes the clus- A. Chem. CommUM 927-928 1999). () NVylid-

hani B. B.. Scott W GordonJNTyfie George R.ter. Thus. in the present study. we examine I
C., Kenneth D. J.. Mm T. VV.� Urs. G., er-

neutron diffraction analysis for te complex to rence. J. C. J. Am. Chent. Soc. 121, 3551-3552
clarify the structure of the water custer and (1999).
the host-guest iteraction. 5) Fujita M Opuro, D., Miyazmva M Oka, H.,

Yaniauuclii. K. 0-ura. K. Nature 378, 469-471A sin-le crystal neutron iffraction mea-�:D (1995).
statement of te cage omplex I vth HO
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2.6 Materials Science and Industrial Applications

2.6.1

Crystal Structure Study on Defective Silicalite by Neutron Diffraction

T. Suzuki, M Inui K Sugita and Y. Ishii'

Basic Chemicals Research Lab., Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd., Sobiraki, Niihama., 792-5821
'ASRC, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

Zeolites are used in the industry as cata- Resolution Powder Diffractometer (HRPD)
lysts. Performance of catalysts is strongly re- installed at the JR-3 in JAERI.
lated to the crystal structure and the concen- Measurements were carried out at low tem-
tration of point defects in the zeolit-- crys- perature of 35 K in order to minimize the
tal, because the point defects in the crys- diffraction effect due to thermal vibration of
tal often behave as active sites for reaction. atoms. Data were collected between 5' and
Artioli et al.') determined the crystal struc- 155' in diffraction angle with an equal step
.ture of silicalite by neutron diffraction experi- of 0.05'. The diffraction data were- refined
ments. However, information for concentra- by Rietveld method using the RIETAN-2000
tion of the defect is insufficient. herefore software program.
we study the crystal structure and defect con- Rietveld refinement of deuterated silicalite
centration of silicalite with neutron diffraction is shown in Fig.l. Lattice parameters were
measurements. refined to be a=19.8342(8)A, b=20.1031(8)A,

c=13.3658(5)A and = 90.952(2)'. The de-
Silicalite powder samples were stirred in termination of Si T-site occupancy was very

D20 water at 353 K for H-D exchange. IR difficult because monoclini .c phase has too
measurement of this sample was carried out many parameters.
for checkina- the H-D exchange. After this
checking the fully deuterated sample was de-

Referenceshydrated at 673 under He-gas flow. The
sample was sealed in a special vanadium tube 1) G. Artioli, C. Lamberti and C. L. Marra: Acta
without air exposure. The 'neutron pow- Cryst. B56 2000 210.
der diffraction pattern of the deuterated sil-
icalite sample was observed with the High-

10000 
RWP = 8. 8%

RP = 5. 96%8000 RR = 9. 92%

Re = 2.75%

2:, 6000 RE = 4.01%
RF = 1.44%

S = 2. 98%

S5 4000

2000

0

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

20 

Fi-ure 1: After refinements of deuterated silicalite measured at 35 K.
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2.6.2 Deuterium Migration Mechanism in Chiral Thiolactam Formation
by Neutron Diffraction Analysis

T. HOSOYA, H. UEKUSA, Y. OHASHI, T. OHHARA,' 1. TANAKA' and N. NIBIURA'

Department of Chemistry and iMaterials Science, Tokyo Institute of Tech., Tokyo 52-8550
'Institute of Materials Styucture Science. HEARO (KEK), Tsukuba, baraki 305-0801

2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

The molecule of NN-dibenzyl-l-cyclo-
hexeiiecarbothloamide, la, was photo-
isomerized to 1-benzy1-4-phenyl-2-thioxo-

C2'
azetidine-3-spirocyclohexane, 2a, in high
optical yield.0 From the crystal structure C5'

j;analyses of the reactant and product crystals
by X-rays, the mechanism of the asymmetric :,"(HY)"

induction was proposed.

H

CR2(C6R',) R R Figure 1: Difference Fourier inap projected o te

x'CR,(C6R',) Crys C6 R'.1 plane composed of M-C3-0'. All the atoms exceptay
S H3' and DT were luded i te , alation. 4

R2(C'6R',) Solid and dotted/dashed contours indicate positive

2a R�R'�H and ne-ative oes, respectively.
ibi R-D, R=H 2b: R-D, R-H
]c R-R'�D 2c R-W�D

Recently we succeeded in somerizing la to anism in the photo isornerization by nel-itron

2a with retention of the single crystal form diffraction technique.
after many trials.') A crystal was irradiated In this study, other hydrogen atoms of these
with a xenon lamp for 330 II and then the two benzyl poups of -lb was replaced with
structure analyzed by X-rays indicated 65.7 deuterium atoms, IC, in order to reduce the
of la was converted to 2a within the crystal. background intensity caused by incoherent
This disordered structure made clear how the scattering and the large neutron absorption
benzyl carbon of a makes a ond with the a by ydrogen aoms. A large crystal of IC was
carbon of te cyclohexene ring and why Only divied to some peces. an tese were iri'adj_

atecl for 20 days at 263 K mith xenon lamp
one enantiomer of' 2a is roduced from the through a Y-44 sharp-cut filter (HOYA).�' A
chiral crystal. However. the question whether mall crystal was quarried ot from the center
the 0-carbon of the cyclohexen rng abstracts s

�D of oe of he crystals. Fom ts cystal struc-
the hydrogen aton- whin a molecule or from

ture aalysis by X-ravs. approximatel 28
the eighboring molecule as not been made
clear. of I were photolsomerized to 2c ad abso-

To analyze the hydrogen nijoration mecha- lute configuration of a iral inethine carbone
�3 was determined.

nisni In te cystals four a-hydrogen atoms of
Another crystal of I after rradiation 45 x

the two benzyl groups of compound la. were, 1.5 x 1.4nim 3 was mounted o tile BIX-111
replaced with the deuterium atoms, lb. If the (IG) eutron linia-Ing plate difffRctOlDeter set
crystal was irradiated with a xenon tamp. te t) �D

photo isomerization ocurred with retention up at the 1311-31M reactor in JAERL The
of the single crystal form to produce lb. Tis neutro draction data were collected for 4

days at 290 K. a pak nteWation by AC
work reports the deitterium-migration mech-
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m2e Table 1: Crystal data ad experimental etails.

�Crystal Data]
Empirical formula

Temperature K 290
D8B �Vavelength A 1.51

Crystal system, space roup Monoclinic, P21
DSA 8.911(l)

10.472(2)
NI DS' 10.335(l)

102.526(6)
H - V /A3Si, 941.5(2)
DY Z 2

J Calculated density /N4,111-3
HT 1.183

Diffractorneter BIX-111

Fi-tire 2 Molecular Structure of 1c &, 2c (disordered). Crystal size /inni 4.50x1.50x1.40
0

The deuterium atoin bonded to C was occupied to [Data Collection)
equatorial site of cyclohexane ring inctiety. 0 range 14.63-57.48

Limitinc, indices 0 < It < 9
Observed

0 < k < 11"Ph
Ph < < 1

PhD2C -N
Reflections collected unique 1270 1270

CDPh-N S H H Completeness to 0 /% 87.0

I H� (2c)

(IC) Not Observed �Refinementj
Dxn Ph Refinement o F2

D
PhDC_ Data estraints pararneters 1270 15 356PhD�C-N .... > - N

Intermolecul //\-H -less
Intramolecul l'l S � Goodl -of-fit oil F 1.709

D S D R, (F2 > 2o,(F 2)), wR2 0.1316 03247

RI (all data), u,,R2 0.1358 03289
Fi-ure 3 Reaction mechanisin of 1c: Te first (1) Apmax, Aplylij, /eA 0.0731 0.066
and second (II) eaction steps idicate the intra- or
intermolecular deuterium ini-ration leavin a benzv]0 0 the deuterium atom comes from the ngh-
radical nd te benzyl carbon radical makes te thio-
lactam ring, respectively. bouring molecule., the transferred deuterium,

D8A'(=D3'), should occupy the axial posi-

DENZO created a SHELX-format hkl file. tion. The benzyl carbon radical would be gen-
The crystallographic data ad experimental erated after the deuterium abstraction. Then,

the produced benzvl carbon radical moves to
details are summarized in Table .

form the 0-thictlactam rule, with keeping its
The difference Fourier ap aound C3 is conformation, considerin- f .rom the observa-

shown in F. 1 The positive peak at H3 hidi-
tion by X-rays.

cates that a art of the H3 atom is moved to
the negative peak at HT. The positive peakn References
at DT can be assigned to te position of te 1) M. Sakainoto. AL Tkahashi. K. Kamiya. K. Ya-
transferred deuterium atom. This ndicates

inapuchi, T. Fujita. nd S. VN'ataiiabe: J. A m.
that, the positions ofdeuterium. and hydrogen C11 cm. Soc.. 118. 10664 1996).

atoins are euatorial and xial, respectively, 2) T. Hosoya, T. Ohliara, H. Uekiisa. nd Y. 0hashi:

shown in Fig. 2 This result carly suggests Bull. Chem. Soc. Jn., 75, 2147 2002).
3) This Y-44 filter suts out the IiAt Nvhos wve-

that the photoreaction proceeds via te intra- leii-th is shorter than 440 nin.

molecular deuterium migration as shown in n4) Tile, Xray analysis of 2 idicates tat te posi-
Fig. 3 The carbon of the cyclohexene, C3, tions of H ad DT ae almost o te lane of

abstracts an intra-molecular euterium atom, 1-13-C3-0'.

D8A, nvolving homolytic bond cleavage If
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2.6.3 Development of A Method r Determining Residual Stress
Using Diffraction Ring Detected with Neutron Image Plate

T.SASAKI1, NNIINAKA�VA2 YA4011112, N.NITN/IURA 2 and Y.HIROSE'

'Department, of Nilaterials Science and Engineering, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa,
Ishikawa 920-1192

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

A neutron image plate (NIP) was used 400

to determine tensile stress in a steel speci- 200 

men. The thickness of the specimen was lu o
mna. Debye-Scherrer rings of the 211 ack-
reflection neutron beams were obtained under

4 0 Othe exposure time of hours, and spatial res-
IN O 100 20( 300 400olution of 01tm. As the mean residual stress

over the thickness of the sample must be zero, Aj)plied sfie,�.,,, XIN

it can not give rise distinguished change in .the Figure 1: Stresses obtained fom raw data (a) as well

behavior of the radius. From a numerical sim- as from corrected dati (e) using the cosa. method as

ulation on the formation of the composed neu- a funUion of applied stress.

tron diffraction profiles under the same con-
ditions as the experiment, it was found that

the diffracted beams from inside the material rected data agree with the applied stresses
can cause a change in the radius as seen in I
the experiment even if for stress free state. (solid line)'. This mea'ns that the coso method,

which is adequate only to the Xray experl-
Namely, the dffraction radius can be changed
due to both the stress state and the thick- ment, is also eective to he iieutron. exper-
ness (or geometry) of the material, whereas iment. he reason of the, result can be ex-
the thickness of the aterial as generally no plained that the behavior of the angular peak
effects on the diffraction profiles for X-ray im- in the composed neutron profile on the NIP is
age plate experiment without a steep stress almost the same as that of the diffracted beam

0 on the most surface of te sample, because
gradient case and so on. The stress determi- such beams act as the cosce method as same
nation was then carried ot to the NIP image as X-rav beams. Howe\,-er, it should be noted
data using the cosa method. which was de- that, the pesent esult ill be obtained only
Veloped by Tanaka et al. Figurel shows the in the case of samples with no stress gradients.
stresses obtained as a fnction of the applied As examples of this ype of se of a NIP for te
stresses which ere converted from sains d- stress nicasurement a mean stress evaluation
tected with the srain gauges on the specimen. in a layer oined to the other materials sch

The open circles in e figitre ndicate val- as the SHS method, or pase stresses in com-
ties obtained from the cosa ethod. �Nhich posite materials. But the oal of the athors'
shows a poportional behavior as well almost studv is te evelopment, of a method for e-
constant intervals against te applied stresses. termining depth profiles of rsidual stresses in

I I IThe closed circles indicate the result otained the materials over te thickness in a noride-
from the correction. in which the original NIP

structive way.
data were subtracted by those at stress free

state and then the cosev method was sed.

It can be seen in the fi-in-e that the cor-
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2.6.4 Study of Residual Stress for Carbon/Carbon Composite
by Neutron Scattering

S. BABA, M. ISHIHARA, N. MINAKAWA' and J. SUZUKI'

Department of Advanced Nuclear Heat Technolog JAERI, Oarai, Ibaragi 311-1394
'Department of Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaragi 319-1195

1. INTRODUCTION treated and harden to get the CFRP. After this pro-
The carbon fiber reinforced carbon matrix compos- cess, the same treatment as above was conducted.

ite (c/c composite) is thought to be one of advanced Two kinds of isotropic graphites (IG-110, ISO-88)
heat resistant material in the nuclear engineering field. were prepared so as to obtain basic data on the c/c
However, a lot of cracks are observed in manufactur- composite. Figure shows the ring type c/c compos-
ing process of the ring type c/c composite due to ite with 100mm outer diameter and 5mm thickness.
the delamination between the fiber and the matrix
by the residual stress. This is because of the differ- 2.2. Apparatus
ent shrinkage between the fiber and the matrix dur- (1) High Resolution Powder Diffractometer, HRPD
ing carbonization and graphitization heat treatment. The HRPD is a device to analyze the crystal struc-
Therefore, we investigated the residual stress in the tures as well as magnetic structures of the powder
ring type c/c composite aiming at te improvement sample and also polycrystalline sample. We measured
of the manufacturing process. In this study, we mea- the standard lattice parameter of strain-free materi-
sured the distributed residual stress in the ring type aLs using the HRPD. In the experiment, to secure
specimen using the neutron scattering experimental high resolution in a wide range, we set small diver-
facility in the Japan Research Reactor No.3 Modified gence angle in the horizontal direction of the first and
(JRR-3M) of Japan Atomic.Energy Research Institute third collimators, and set large scattering angle of the
(JAERI). monochrometer. Furthermore, to achieve high effi-

ciency of measurement, we used a quasicurve type
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE monochrometer to converge the neutron in the ver-

2.1. Specimen preparation tical direction at the sample position, and also used
The c/c composite material, CX-27OG (made by 64 sets of neutron detectors at every 25 degree of the

TOYO TANSO Co.Ltd.,) was prepared as following scattering angle.
process. The 6K plane weaves, 6000 PAN-based fiber
in a fiber bundle with phenol resin coating, were (2) Diffractometer for the residual stress analysis,
molded by a so-called the vacuum bag method. Af- RESA
ter that, performing the hardening by heat treatment, The single crystal for monochromization of RESA
carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) was made. has achieved the wavelength of 0.13-0.3nm by adopt-
The CFRP was heat treated over 800 C under in- ing a level vertical lightgathering type silicon crystal,
ert gas atmosphere to achieve carbonization and then Si(311), and also vertical vent light-gathering type py-
heat treated finally about 2800 IC under unoxidation rolytic graphite crystal, PG(002). The goniometers
atmosphere to achieve graphitization. To product can move in one direction Z, three directions X, Y,
cylindrical shaped c/c composite specimen, the cylin-
drical shaped prepreg made of flat cloths was heat

20 0 ]so I" 1��
2, 1�c" W1=1

Figure 1: Ring type c/c composite specimen. Figure 2 Powder diffraction patern of c/c composite and sili-
con(NBS).
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n A = dsin (1)

2000- Gulss fiffinj�, fi .... I'd,

X where, n is the dimensional umber A neutron
150 - wavelength, d lattice distance and diffraction a-
low P -le. As for tile lattice distance of a crystal, a diffrac-

tion anale chances by te applied stress. By differen-
Soo V = �Kl

tiation of the equation (1), we rewrite the strain as
0 - A d/d = (d-dO)/dO = -cot A 2)

0.280 0.285 0.290 0.295 0.300 0.305 0.310 0.315

2�inOO, (A-') where d is the layer spacing and the diffraction
angle of strain-free condition. Accordingly, the stress
a is estimated by equation 3) based on the Hooke's

Figure 3 Gauss fitting formula of 002 layer spacing and crys- law, if E and are respectively the diffraction elastic
tallite, Lc for c/c composite. constant and Poisson's ratio for the specific diffraction

plane.
a = E (3)

Z, and five directions X, Y, Z. urthermore, The diffraction lines in the radius direction of the
the diffraction angle can be measured under in-situ ring type c/c composite were measured of the interval
loading condition by the tension tester of the RESA of 0.5mm from outside to inside surface. The diffrac-
apparatus. tion angle for 002 was measured for 4minutes at 02

clegrees of stepping interval. As shown in Fig.4, the
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS residual stress/strain decreased from inner to outer

3.1. Measurement of layer spacing of strain-free sam- surface of the ring type c/c composite. Here, we

ple should note that the obtained stress/strain within
The powder sample of the /C composite was pre- about 0.5mm from the inner surface express not true

pared using an iron file. The calibration of incidence value, because in this region a part the neutron beam
wave-length was carried out by a standard sample, volume misses from the gauge volume.

silicon of National Bureau Standard, (silicon (NBS)).
Measured in-tensity of the c/c composite powder and 20M

the silicon (NBS) samples is shown in Fig.2. From low
the measurement, we determined the wavelength of 0
HRPD as A =0.182318 nm. Then the strain-free 0
diffracting plane, dO2, is determined to be 033542 -low -50
nm from 002 diffraction angle obtained by Gauss ap-
proximation of the measured diffraction peak for the

-100powder sample of the c/c composite. To determine
the dO2, we used the diffraction neutron intensity
vs. 2sinq/1 plot corresponding to a reciprocal lattice -4000 SO

t, 0 1 2 3 4 5

layer spacing, 2sinq/1=1/dO02. From the I/dOO2 cor-
responding to a diffraction peak, we can determine

the O2 value directly. The measured c1002 diffrac- Figure 4 Residual stress and strain of ring type c/c composite.
tion intensity of the c/c composite sample sowed
the peak with the shoulder o te low an-le side as
shown in Fig.3. In te c/c composite, there are well-

graphitized matrix part and not well-graphitized car- 4. CONCLUSIONS

bon fiber part just as a turbostratic structure.") The The residual stress distribution in the c/c ornpos-
intensity peak in Fig.3 appears respectively at hi-her ite was studied aiming at the improvement of te
position with arrow width for well-graphitized parts manufacturin- process using the neutron diffraction
and at lower position with wide width for not well- method. As a result of this stoudy, it is te compressive
graphitized parts. Tis is thought to be a reason why stress, and tat te acroscopic residual stress/strain
the shoulder appeared. Average crystallite height in is absorbed mainly microstructural change suc as
002 plane, Lc, was determined by the half-wicith, Wn, pore sape change.
as sown Fig.3.

3.2. Residual stress in ring type /c composite References
The neutron radiation diffracts in accordance with 1) T. Tamotsu, S. Baba and M. Eto, Changes of Tensile Prop-

the diffraction condition of Bra-'s law as -iven in erty ad X-Ray parameter for Carbon Fiber after
on 0 2) M. Eto ad T. Oku : J. Nucl. Mater 54 1974) 245-253.

equation (1) like te X-ray diffraction fundamentally,
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2.6.5 Crystal structures of -�-NaC002 (x=0.67 071 073 and 075)

Y. ONO, N.KATO, Y.ISHII], Y.MIYAZAKI and T.KAJITANI

Department of Applied Physics, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8579
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERT, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

Recent discovery of potential oxide thermo- ions are unequally distributed at Nal and Na2
electric (TE) materials has attracted much at- sites despite of similar oxygen coordination to
tention for their high performance and chem- both sites. This discrepancy is possibly as-
ical stability at high temperatures'-'). The cribed to the different coordinations of Co ions
layered cobaltite, -/-NaC002(0.60 < x < to the Na sites.
0.75), is the most promising p-type TE-

6 7materials with dimensionless figure of merit,
ZT= 2TIpK =1.2 at 800 K5), where ,

2

p and are Seebeck coefficient, electric resis-
tivity and thermal conductivity, respectively. ,

This ZT value sutisfies the criterion for prac-
tical applications. In this study, structure pa-
rameters of four samples with different x are 11� N "I 109_11 �11`111 i,�,

2 OP

refined by Rietveld analysis of powder neutron
diffraction data. Fi-ure 1: Observed, calculated and difference neutron

Polycrystalline samples of -y-NaC002 diffraction profiles of -y-NaO-67CO02-

(x--0.67, 071, 073 and 075) were prepared
by a solid state reaction. The mixture of

Na2CO3 99.5%) and C0304(99-9%) powders
was pressed into pellets ad calcined in air at IX
1073.K and sintered at 1123 K for 12 h in air

0.50

with an intermediate grinding. Na and Co
contents in the samples were determined by 0 Na2 0U

inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis. 0.18

Neutron diffraction measurements were car- 0.66 M 0.74 (.45

ried ot at room temperature sing HRPD Total Na content x

(A =8231 A . Te measured intensities Fiuur 2 Na contents at Nal ad Na2 sites.
were analyzed y a program RIETAN2000').
assuming the space symmetry P63/MMC

References(No.194). Total Na content was constrained
to be equal to the CP results during te 1) 1. Terasaki et al.: Phys. Rev. B56 1997) R12685.
analvsis. 2) M. Yasukaw ad N. klurayaina : Mater. Sci.

Eng. B54 1998) 64.
Figure I shows observed. calculated and 3) R. Funahashi et al.: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 39 2000)

difference neutron diffraction profiles of -�- 1127.
Nao.67COO1. There is good agreement be- 4) Y. Miyazaki et al.: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 40 2001)
tween the observed and calculated ntensities L531.
in all data sets (R,,,p=4.5-7.4% and R=2.6- 5) N. Fujita: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 40 2001) 4644.

6) F. lzurni and T. Ikeda: J. Crystflour. Soc. Jn.
2.8%). Little canges are noticed in the crys- 42 2000) 516. n

tal structure, except for Na contents at Nal 7) Y.0no et al.: J. Jpn. Soc. owder Fired owder
and Na2 sites'). As shown in Fig.2, the Na Nletallur-v 50 2003) 469.
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2.6.6

Diffraction angle error investigation of the sample surface measurement
by the small neutron beam

N. Minakawa, A. Moriai, Y. Morii

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

In order that to evaluate the soundness of The maximum intensity position, wich can be
material or processed goods, safety, and a life, found from the integrated intensity distribution
an internal spacing of lattice planes is measured curve of Fig. 3, is equivalent to calculation value.
from the material surface, and it determines for a Therefore, it can be said that a sample mount
strain and a stress distribution. Near the srface, position is exact.
it measures the spacing of lattice planes more
than a forecast then. Therefore, using the carbon REFLECTION METHOD TRANSMITION METHOD

steel sample of the non-strain condition which
heat-treated, we reproduced this phenomenon.

We used SM400 carbon steel with
heat-treated suitable vertical 50 mm, a length
100 mm, and a thickness of 10mm. for the
measurement sample. By the beforehand neutron
diffraction measurement, a crystal structure is
BCC and it determined for a lattice constant

intensity Intensitybeing 0.28682tim. The slit of I mm width and 5
mm height was used for the measurement at the
incidence and scattering side, using the neutron Position Position

wavelength of 0.20963nm. Mostly, the
diffraction angle used the 200 reflections, which Figure 1: Measurement method of sample.
is 90 degrees, and measured the measurement
diffraction lattice planes by the reflection
method and the transmission method. The

35 94.4
measurement position was used as 0.5mm step OPEAK AREA

30 02THETA 94.35near the surface, and the inside was measured at i U- Ii R4.3
25 V1 r_1 M rT-1lmm step. The distribution of a forecast T 94.25

LU 13
0: 20 Wintensity with a method of measurement is 94.2Z5

5 

94.15
shown in Fig. 1. w

The result, which measured by the reflection EL 10 94.1
method and the transmission method, is shown 94.05

5 94

in Fig. 2 ad Fig. 3 The absorption coefficient 0 93.95

of SM400 was j = 1 17 as a result of -5 0 5 10 15

measurement, and maximum diffraction POSITION FROM SAMPLE SURFACE (mm)

intensity thickness t .. a,, was 0.584mm from
the next equation. Figure 2 Distribution of 2heta and

intensity by the reflection method.
1 /'U see 
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160 94.2 An incidence beam passes the center of the
140 11D o PEAK AREA sample table. The diffraction angle outputted to

e 2THETA 94.15 data is a tTue rotation angle of a sample table
120 AO-

94.1 center. The neutron diffraction near the sample
100Z surface becomes strong the diffraction by the

Z SD 94.05 divergence angle. Therefore, we understood that
so 94 it was different from the diffraction angle of an
40 inside of sample part. Moreover, the bending
20 93.95 stress is loaded to the monochromator crystal for
0 93.9 the control of crystal mosaic spread. Therefore,

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 when a crystal bends, it has a wavelength
POSITION FROM SURFACE (mm) distribution in a horizontal plane. These

conditions overlap near the surface, and in order
Figure 3: Distribution of 2Meta and that the diffraction is performed, the complicated

intensity by the transmission method. correction method is needed and it is under
investigation now.

Originally, the diffraction angle distribution of
Fig.2 and Fig. 3 has the desirable same angle
from the surface of sample to back, but an angle Rafthm =ftr of Mracficm age

becomes high exponentially also from this
measurement result, or the diffraction angle near
the surface becomes low, and the result as
expected was obtained.

In order that the neutron guide tube is using
super mirror of the 2Q, the divergence angle to a
monochromator crystal is 0.36 degrees
equivalent to a critical angle. The locking curve A 01��

SAMPII

FWHM of the monochromator crystal was about
0.2 degrees, and in order that the bending stress
was applied in the horizontal plane to the crystal, UR MONOF SAMPLE

the divergence angle of a monochromatic
neutron beam was 03 degrees as a result of
measuring by the photograph method. The beam
divergence angle by the diffraction is determined Figure 4 Neutron diffraction by the
with the distance between sample and detector, divergence beam.
and the size of collimator and slit. The position
of a sample and the condition of the diffraction
by the divergence angle are shown in Fig. 4.

- 1 -
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2.6.7

The comparison measurement of the strain gauge method and the neutron
diffraction methods by the automobile aluminum engine

N. Minakawal, A. Moriai', Y Morii', K. Gto2, S. NiShii2,

S. Yarnad2, H. Hosoda2, A. Nomur2, and I HamarnotO2

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokailbarald 319-1195

27be 4th Development Center, Toyota Motor Corp

The automobiles engine is loading
continuously the thermal stress with severe
repetition impact stress. Inside of automobile
engine, the intensity that can bear the stress is
maintained, safeness and soundness are
guaranteed, and we utilize. When we imagine, in
a future automotive society, it will become an
important assignment to guarantee safeness
scientifically. Therefore, becoming an important
technique after this for the purpose of residual
stress measurement at the inside of engine by the
neutron diffraction method is expected.

Now, the stress measurement for the inside of
engine has the cutting strain method by the strain

gauge. Therefore, this fiscal year compared and Figure 1: The cut aluminum engine block.
measured the surface strain measurement by the
strain gauge, and the neutron difftaction method.
Measurement equipment used the neutron
diff-ractometer for residual stress analysis
(RESA) installed in the experimental hall of
neutron guide tube in JRR-3. The rosette type
strain gauge with a diameter of 5nim was used
for the strain gauge method. The measurement
sample cut from an aluminum engine and used a
small block with 21.5 mm width, 15.7 mm
height, and 11.5 mm depth. The strain gauge was
affixed on the small block, and strain was
measured by the strain gauge method and the
neutron diffraction method. After that, moreover,
sample was cut to a small block by the electrical
discharge machining, and strain was measured
by the both methods, and we searched for about
change of strain value. The cut aluminum engine Figure 2 The engine block cut moreover
block is shown in Fig. 1. smaller by the electrical discharge

The measurement method by the neutron machining.
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diffraction made a beam size I mm height, 2 mm The difference before and behind cutting of
width and measured that bottom of the gauge the AXIAL direction by the strain gauge is 128
and downward direction at the I mm step. The (micro strain), the RADIAL direction is 
measurement mirror index used (31 1), and (micro strain) and these are very small strain
neutron wavelength is 0.20891nm. The change. That is, on the surface, it can be said
incidence neutron flux of a measurement beam that the strain is opened for the surface by

103 MM2 1 I X 103size was 33 x (n/2 /30sec = cutting. At the result of the strain measurement
(n/2mm 2/sec), measurement time was wanted. by the neutron diffraction, it was 543 (micro
Therefore, 75 hours was used in order that to strain) in the AXIAL (X) direction and 495
measure one diffraction (31 1) pattern. By (micro strain) in the RADIAL (Y) direction.
electrical discharge machining, the engine block Although this result is not an extremely big
cut moreover small is shown in Fig. 2 A strain, either, it can be said that it was about
measurement sample position is shown in Fig. 3 change by the open strain by cutting. Moreover,
and a measurement result is shown in Table 1. the AXIAL (X) direction was 1233 (micro

strain) and the RADIAL (Y) direction was 276
Strain Gauge (micro strain) of the strain of a gauge to Imm

Gauge plane lower part. By cutting a small block, the
Neutron beam compression strain was generated. Even though
incidence position it was the block smaller cut from this result, it
No. I position
No.2 position understands that a residual strain cannot be

opened perfect.
Aluminum block

An incident position is Imm

interval

Table I Measurement result of rain
Figure 3 Measurement sample position.

DIRECTION POSITION BEFORE CUT AFTER CUT A-B

By the strain gauge method, it measures the AXIAL strain gauge -255 -127 128

surface strain of the affixed position. By the AXIAL No.1 265 760 495

neutron diffraction method, it measures the AXIAL No.2 1180 -53 -1233

average strain in a gauge volume, The figure of a RADIAL strain gauge -M -289 51

gauge volume in this measurement with
RADIAL No.1 652 1153 501

consideration to the divergence angle is shown RADIAL N..2 898 578 -319

in Fig. 4.
A: After cutting B Before cutting

CalculnHon of gauge volume: 24 x 24 x 2 = 12.6(mrn3)

Top vnv Side view

35 2.2MM 40MM

2.15M 0.85,

2AM IMM(H)
M P21.. I

Figure 4 The gauge volume in this measurement
with consideration to the divergence angle.
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2.6.8

Residual stress measurement of peened material by neutron diffraction method

S. OKIDO, T.NIACHIDAI, . HAYASH12,
Y. MORN, N. MINAKAWA and A. MORIAV

'Mechanical Engineering Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd., Hitachi, lbaraki 317-8511
2Power and Industrial Systems, Hitachi, Ltd., Hitachi Ibaraki 37-8511
3Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

Shot peening deforms and hardens a metal measured by neutron diffraction method at
surface plastically with particles of metal or the surface less than 07 mm depth is cor-
glass. As a result, compressive residual stress rected with results of Fig.l. The peening ef-
appears and the surface properties are im- fects produce a difference between before and
proved. The region of compressive residual after peening residual stress less than 0. mm
stress by shot peening is less than a few-mm depth. The residual stress over 0.5 mm depth
depth. The neutron diffraction method is in- was not affected by the shot peening. More-
ferior to X-ray diffraction method when the over, the residual stresses as obtained by neu-
residual stress near the surface is measured. tron diffraction almost agreed with those by x-
So the accuracy of residual stress near surface ray diffraction. These results show that peak
of the peened materials measured by neutron profile correction make the. neutron diffraction
diffraction was discussed comparing with that method possible application of measuring the
measured by X-ray diffraction. surface residual -stress.

The material used in this research wwa
V--d -66-peened stainless steel Type-304. The lattice 0 %N.�.

strain was measured by using RESA. The III 62.2

diffraction of -�-Fe in type-304 steel was used -0 62.15

in the measurement of strain. The wave- 62.1

length, A was 020995 nm. Cadmium masks 62.05

were inserted in both the incoming beam and 62
(L

the diffracted beam to define a sampling vol- 61.95

3 -1 0 1 2 3 4ume of 0.3xO.3x8 mm 
The residual stress measurement at the sur- Depth from surface(mm)

face make the peak angle of diffraction profile Fio-ure 1: Chan-e of diffraction profile obtained froin
shift from veritable peak angle, causing a bias stress free aterial surface.
of neutron irradiation. So, peak angles ob-
tained from diffraction profiles at surface of 0 i��,_

A A Z=

stress free specimen are shown in Fig.l A 400

peak shifts appeared at the surface less than 200

0.7 mm depth. This result shows that the 0
3 -peak agle correction is required measuring

at the surface less than 07 mm depth.
__600

The results of surface residual stress ob- -8 00
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3tained from before and after peened specimen Depth kom s.rfe.e (mm)

are shown in Fig. 2 The results of measured
by x-ray diffraction method added to Fig.2 Figure 2 Residual stress distributions icinit of

to discuss the accuracy of those of neutron crack before ad after peening

diffraction method. These residual stresses
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2.6.9 Residual Stress in the Induction Hardened S45C Round Bar

K. INOUE, M. SUGIMOTO, H. MAEDA, T. HORIKAWA, T. TSUJIKAMI,
N. MINAKAWAI, A. MORIAI' and F. IKUTA2

Faculty of Science and Technology, Ryukoku University, Seta, Otsu 520-2194
'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

2Heating Machine Division, Neturen Co., Tanuma, Hiratsuka 254-0013

The residual stress of an induction hard-
ened S45C round bar was estimated from the
resitual strain measured by neutron diffrac-
tion experiment with RESA at JRR-3. The
obtained stress was compared with the re-

sults calculated by the finite element method, Figure 1: Photograph of the sliced specimen cut from
FEM. the hardened round bar.

The diameter of the round bar was 20 mm
and the length was 60 mm. The surface of the
bar was treated by induction heating of kHz
for 8.5 s. The temperature of the surface was
increased up to 950 'C and.was cooled down
to 26.9 'C with the water. It is expected that
the martensitic phase occurs near the surface,
whereas the inner region is not hardened and
is in the coexistent state of ferrite and pearlite.

We prepared the sliced specimen cut from
the round bar along the direction of the hight d=4mm d= 6 mm

including the center of the bax. It was etched
with 5% nital for 10s, after mirror finishing
by buffing. The photograph of the hardened
sliced specimen is swown in Fig.l. In Fig.1 1 mm

we are able to distinguish the martensitic re-
gion near the surface from the coexitent re- Figure 2 SEM images of the induction hardened S45C
gion of pearlite and ferrite. The SEM images round bar at each positionon on the radius of central
at each positon on the radius of central sec- sectional plane. The letter, d, means the distance from

tional plane, which was observed using this the surface.

sliced specimen, are shown in Fig.2 for hard-
ened bar and in Fig.3 for non-hardened bar. In
Fig.2, we see that the fraction of the marten-
sitic phase increases as we get near the surface.

The stress free lattice spacing, d, Young's
modulus and Poisson ratio at each position d= thin d=10 tnih

are necessary to estimate the stress at each Figure 3 SEM images of te non heat treated S45C
position of the sample. We have measured round bar at the surface and the center on the radius
the (110) latttice spacing at each position of of central sectional plane. The letter, d, means the
the surface of the sliced sample to obtain distance from the surface.
The diffraction was observed for the virtical
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direction of the surface, because the stress
is released in the virtical direction at the sur- CM2

face. The peak position of the 110 reflection a2mo

was different due to each position of the spec-
imen. The stress free lattice spacing, , at 2 (k2M8

7

each position was estimated and are shown in Q2026

Fig. 4 1 2 3 4 6 7 

Young's modulous and Poisson ratio of the Dig�� ftm he swfa mm

martensite single phase and of the pearlite sin-
gle phase were estimated from the 110 reflec- Figure 4 Stress free lattice spacing, , at each posi-

tion of each single state test piece under ten- tion on the radius of the central sectional plane.

sile condition. The experimental results are

shown in the previous report.') Young's mod-

ulous and Poisson ratio at each posion where LM_

the martensite and ferrite are coexistent were L2MD.

determined by averaging the experimentally LOW

obtained two values over the volume fraction - 6

of each phase. The volume fraction of the

inartensite at each position of the bar was es-
2)timated by simulation. &-*a

As a result, the residual stress for three di- MA&MdmPKIMICU18ft "rx-M
rections at each position on the radius of the E5nqP &VMft3Mbr R-Oby

central sectional plane of inducton hardened � � i . � , -1
4 r. & I. 16

bar is shown in Fig.5. The residual stress cal- DYE%- mm ft qm-. mm

culated by FEM is shown in Fig.6. We see

that coincidence between the stress obtained Figure 5: Residual stress at each position o the ra-

by neutron diffraction and that estimated by dius of central sectional plane of inductioned hardened

FEM is extremely good. They are also coinci- round S45C bar, obtained by RESA.

dent with the stress measured by X-ray at the

surface, as shown in Fig.6 where the measured

values are also plotted.

We conlude that this success in determine

the residual stress when the martensite and

the ferrite are coexistent is owing to the pre-

cise determination of the stress free lattice
9

spacing, d, for coexitent situation of two 216

phase. 0- 7
4:6- 7

References
4=1 "A FM Km -
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Fiuure 6 Residual stress at each positio o te ra-0

dius of central sectional plane of onduction ardened

bar, calculated by FEM. At the surface measured val-

ues by X-ray are also plotted.
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2.6.10

Anisotropy in Residual Phase Stresses in a Pearlitic Steel
Subjected to Tensile Deformation

T. Suzuki, YTomotal, A. Moriai2 , N. Minakawa 2and Y Morii2

Research Center for Superplasticity, Faculty of Engineering, baraki University, Hitachi, fbaraki, 316-8511

1. Department of Materials Science, Faculty of Engineering, baraki University, Flitachi, lbaraki, 316-8511

2. AdvancedScienceResearchCenterJapanAtoniicEnergyResearchlnstituteTokai,lbaraki,319-1195

The strength of a drawn pearlite steel wire uniformly elongated part. The residual strain

along the drawing direction is higher than that measurements were conducted by a conventional
1) -2 method with neutron diffraction by using

along the transverse one but the reason is unclear . 0

Two possible reasons, i.e., texture and residual RESA at JAERI. Lattice plane spacing of (II )

phase stress, were examined in this study. Tensile ferrite was measured, where a specimen was

deformation was employed because the drawing rotated by 0, 22.5, 45, 67.5 and 90' with respect

was complicated plastic manner. The results to the tensile direction as illustrated Fig. I (b).

obtained are compared with the results for the Peak positions of the iffraction profiles were

drawn wires obtained previously determined by curve fittig with a Gaussian

A hypereutectold steel with the chemical function.

compositions of 0.85C, 0.24SI, 0.82Mn, .011P,

O.OIS, 0.02AI and 0.05Cr in mass"/o was hot-rolled (a) /W RO. 5 M5

and patented through an industrial process to

produce fully pearlitic structure (specimen PI).

They were drawn by 75% in area reduction (P2) 65

and aged at 698 K for 06 ks (P4): Zri-plating
(b) Measuring plane

simulated heat. The details sample preparation

were reported in ref. 2.

The texture of P I 1 1 mm) was evaluated by nsile

I IO pole figure obtained by X-ray dffraction with Y direction

the Schulz reflection method using nickel-filtered

Cu K. radiation. Because the specimen diameter Figure L Shape and dimensions of a tensile

of P2 and P4 is small mm), their textures specimen (a) and geometrical arrangements for

were measured by neutron diffraction. The texture and residual strain measurements (b).

measurements were conducted using the Neutron

Diffractorneter for Residual Stress Analysis The microstructure observations reveal that

(RESA) at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute the pearlite, colonies in P4 are elongated along the

(JAERI). drawin- direction and their lamellar spacing

Tensile tests were carried out at 300 K using a becomes smaller comparison with PI. In a I IO

gear type tester with an itial strain rate of 67 X pole figure of the ferrite matrix in PI obtained by
-4 1 -ray dffraction, no areas of hgh pole density

10 S . Figure I (a) shows shape and dmensions the

of tensile specimen. After the tensile tests, could be found, dicating very weak texture. The

specimens for the measurement of residual strains pole figure for P4 is shown Fig. 2 which is quite

were prepared by cutting from their parallel part- similar for P2. As seen, a maximum intensity of
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6.8 times of the average density exhibiting the II 0 texture. It should, however, be noted the texture

fiber texture. The texture was formed by the brings the different residual stress distribution after

drawing process (P2) and was hardly affected by plastic deformation. This can be explained from

the annealing at 699 K (P4). the influence of texture on the plastic flow 

individual grains. Such discussion will be given n

ref 3.

2 (a)

5

0 22.5 45 67.5 90

90 80 7 0 60 5 4 30 20 10 0
Y /d eg ree

Figure 2 110 pole figure obtained by neutron

diffraction for P4.

Figure 3 shows lattice plane strains of PI and 0 22.5 45 67.5 90

Angle between measuring and

P4 after tensile deformation. The residual strain of drawing direction b/ degree

PI simply increases from compression to tension Figure 3 Residual elastic strains in the ferrite

with creasing of the measuring angle from to matrix of PI (a) and P4 (b) after tensile tests.

900 This is quite acceptable from the view point

of phase stress generation between hard and soft

phase a two-phase material. On the other hand, REFERENCES

in the lattice plane strains of P4 (b), the overall 1. T. Fujita, Y Yamada and T. Yamada:

trend is from compression to tension with Tetsu-to-Hagane 59 1973) S255.

increasing of the measuring angle, but the residual 2. Y Tomota, P. Lukas, D. Neov, S. H 'o and Yar)

strain at 90' is lower than that at 67.5'. This is the R. Abe: Acta mater. 51 2003) p.805.

same trend observed the drawn wire that shows 3. T. Suzuki, Y Tornota, A. Morial, N. MMakawa

strength anisotropy. This unusual results stem from and Y Moril, ATEM.03, Nagoya, 2003), Sept.,

the texture. JSME-MMD.

Comparing the features of PI, P2 and 4

before testing, the texture is similar for P2 and 4

while the residual phase stress is similar for PI and

P4. When tensile deformation is applied to PI and

P4, different phase stresses are yielded. The

stresses for P4 subjected to tensile deformation

resemble that for P2. The strength anisotropy is

found only P2 not in PI and P4 3�. Hence, it is

concluded that the strength anisotropy stems from

the features of residual phase stress not from the
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2.6.11 Strengthening Mechanism of a Heavily Drawn Pearlite
Wire with 4 GPa - In situ Neutron Diffraction under

Tensile Loading-

,2 3 Mor-3Y Tomota, A. Kaniel, Y Siotal, T. Suzuki A. MorlaI3, N. Nfinakawa and Y 11

Department of Materials Science, Faculty of Engineering, lbaraki University, litaclii, lbaraki, 316-85 1

1. Graduate student of Ibaraki University, 11itachi, lbaraki, 316-8511

2. Research Center for Superplasticity, lbaraki Uiversity, 11itachi, lbaraki, 316-8511

3. AdvancedScienceResearchCenterJapanAtoniicEnergyResearchlnstituteTokai,lbaraki,319-1195

Much attention has been paid on the micro L 50

40
structure of a heavily drawn pearlitte wire

because it shows ultra high strength-, the

champion strength. The mcrostructure of pearlite

consisting of ferrite and cementite changes Figure 1: Shape and dimensions of specimen holder.

drastically by sever plastic deformation-

cementite plate in larnellae dissolved to the Incident

ferrite matrix and hence strengthening neutron beam
'00 Specimen

mechanism to exhibit more than 4 GPa is unclear.

Thus, many workers have been investigated the
Diffracted

microstructural evolution during sever neutron beam

deformation by Mossbauer spectroscopy,

AP-FIM, TEM etc. Although the structural

feature has been revealed to some degree, but the

strengtherimig mechanism is quite difficult to

study. Neutron diffraction is a powerful tool to Figure 2 In situ neutron diffraction experiment for a

investigate the strength of such a wre. Thus, in wire under tensile loading.

situ neutron diffraction during tensile loading was

performed. To hold a wire, a special holding jig was prepared

The chemical compositions of a steel used are as shown Fig. I-, a wire was bonded by two

listed in Table 1. The hot-rolled bars were steel plates. Figure 2 shows the testing condition

patented and then drawn through an 'industrial of in situ neutron diffraction. Even for a wire

process at Sumitomo metal 'industry Ltd. They with 02 mm in diameter, it becomes possible to

were drawn to wires with several diameters as obtai a 110) diffraction profile with sufficient

shown Table 2 intensity to determine the center of the peak by

Table 1: Chemical compositions of a pearhtic steel

C Si xi _n j ___P__L S Al N

0.51 1 0009

Table 2 Specimens prepared by drawing

Diameter(mm) 1.5 Q 07 2 043 0.27 0.20

Decrease rate of section(%) 0 77.0 91.8 96.8_ 98.2

Drawn strain 0 1.5 2.5 3.4 4.0
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exactly adjusting the tensile direction because the for steel. The residual strains for (I IO) the

strong II fiber texture was evolved in the W'ie. drawing direction was - 00034 compression so

Even such a condition, the gauge volume was that the net tensile strain for (II 0) spacing is

so small for the 02 mm wire (0.47MM3) that the about 0.015, still extremely large. Another point

measuring time of 54 ks was needed to obtain an to be noted here is the curve observed F 3.

individual diffraction profile. The peak positions The curve obtained deviates from the linear

were determined by Gaussian curve fittig. relation after the strain of 0. 0 1 1 or the external

Figure 3 shows the (I IO) lattice plane strain load of 2.5GPa. Nonlinear elastic relation seemed

as a fnction of the tensile stress, which the to be verified at extremely high stress actually.

data previously obtained for a patented pearlite The strength of 34 GPa in Fig. 3 is achieved

steel 1) were also plotted. As has been made clear for the ferrite in which the cementite plates were

in ref 1, the high strength of a pearlite steel, dissolved. Because the maximum strength for

presumably up to 2 GPa is attributed to the stress pure or low carbon steel subjected to sever

partitioninabetween fe ite and cementite; work deformation 's less than 2 GPa at the similar

hardening due to phase stress. The cementite deformation and 3 GPa at true strain of I 

plate is estimated to bear more than GPa and (extremely sever deforanition.)2), the present high

then the steel can achieve 2 GPa. Hence, as can strength is attributed to carbon atoms. It is,

be seen Fig. 3 the lattice plane strain in the however, the dissolution mechanism and the

ferrite matrix stops to increase at approximately location of carbon atoms after the dissolution are

0.004. Here, the volume fraction of cementite is not made clear.

about 014 A heavily drawn pearlite exhibits

more than GPa and then a question has risen REFERENCES

why so strong and what is the strengthening 1. Y Tornota, P. Lukas, D. Neov, S. Harjo and Y

mechanism. Figure 3 answers that the ferrite R. Abe: Acta mater. 51 2003) 805.

matrix itself is strengthened. As seen in the figure, 2. H.Tashiro, Ph. D thesis, 1992) Tohoku

the lattice plane strain goes up to 0.018- the Univesity.

elastic strain of 1.8% is extremely large value

O. 0

CU
+J

0.015 -------------

------------
CL 0.01

4J O. 05

O

0 1000 2000 3000 4000

Applied stress Wa)

Figure 3 Lattice plane strain determined from (110)

diffraction as a function of the external stress.
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2.6.12 Residual Grain Stress and Ultra-High Strength of a
Heavily Drawn Ferrite Steel

,2 3Y Tornota, M. Unol, T. Suzuki A. Morial , N. Mnakawa� and Y Moril

Department of Matefials Science, Faculty of Engineering, baraki University, I-Etachi, lbaraki, 316-8511

1. Graduate student of lbaraki University, Hitachi, Ibaraki, 316-8511

2. Research Center for Superplasticity, baraki University, Hitachi, Ibaraki, 316-8511

3. Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-1195

The utra-fine gained materials or nano 40 002

crystals have recently been studied by many 350 - oa384
1-3) 300 - Oa7M aworkers . Some of them are made through very

sever plastic deformation including ball mllig, 250 OZO

ECAP, ARB etc. The concept of continuous 1 200

recrysatlization has been proposed, It is possible
ISO

to give an extremely sever defon-nation to a
100 . . . . . .mateiral by drawing, but little report has been 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

made. The pearlite wire subjected to extremely True strain

sever deformation is another topic 'M hot Figure Hardness as a function of true strain
discussion because the cementite dissolution given by the drawing.
takes place during deformation. The dissolution

was . first recognized 'M drawing and it is :600 0-2

engineeringly iportant as a production of te-
code wire with igher than 4GPa. It is helpful to 1400 OaV4

1200
study ferrite wire and pearlite wire to compare

1000 735

their behavior under sever deformation and the
goo

mechanical properties of the deformed specimens.
600 

Therefore, the microstructural evolution and
400

'le behavior of rawn fente wires were
200

studied. 0 0.05 0.1 0.15

Strain
The chemical compositions of a steel used are Figure 2: Effect of the drawing on nominal

0.008C, .01S], 0.13Mn, 0.012P, 0.004S, 0.01M, stress-strain curves of wires at room
0.02Cr, .OlCu 'M mass%. The hot-rolled bars temperature.
with 5.5 mm in diameter were drawn to several

wires with diameters of 20 073, 038 and 020 shown 'M Fig. 2 As seen, strength increases but

mm, true strains of 20, 40, 53, and 66, uniform elongation decreases with true strain.

respectively, at the Kamaishi factory of Nippon This is consistent with the stress-stram behavior

Steel Co. observed 'M ultra-fine grained ferritic steels

The Vickers hardness was plotted as a produced through mechanical mllmig and
function of true strai ' Fig. 1. The hardness sinter'g, ECAP or ARB.

increases with increasing of true strain. The lattice plane spacing was measured by

Stress-strain curves obtained by tensile test were neutron diffraction using RESA. Figure 3 shows
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(a) deformed specimen because the continuous
GM

Hot rolled wire 5.5 recrystallization took place during the deformation.
z G. .12 The hardness behavior of the heavily drawn wires

are similar to that of such grain growth.

_00005-

01 (110) 0
Fl��I �10

-A- 2W 1
CD

Z 2.028

0 22-5 0 67-5 so 0 0
CIL

2 0 (degree) 0
(b)

2 027
Drawn 02

PR 5010)00005 5
C 0.2010)

A
0

A 2.026 0 JOE) 200 300 400 500 600 7(0 goo

Annealing temperature M)

M F:r_-_1 �lo Figure 4 Stress relaxation behavior with annealing.I A- 2001

0 22.5 45 6 7-5 0 He�t rG11.d 5.5
0 D.- 0

2 (degree) 5 � A D�m 0.7350 D- 0384
* D�n 02IR + Wd fin 5.5

CL m
Figure 3 Residual lattice plane strains as a ffinction 5q 4 0 0 D� 0-2-C.Id'.1

of the angle with respect to the drawing direction. C* 0
3 A 0

A A

0
the lattice plane strains of specimens measured co 2 0 0

various drections for (I 0), 200) and 21 ) In

hot-rolled samples (a), the dependence of the

observing angle and (hkl) plane seems to be
M 3M 4W 5W 6W MO &M

within an experimental error, i.e., no residual Annealing temperature W

stress. However, the influence of the observing Figure 5: Influence of annealing on hardness.

angle and (hkl) plane employed are obviously

found in drawn wires with 02 mm diameter The in situ neutron diffraction during tensile

(b). Such dependence is very similar to that found deformation was also performed using RESA. It is

in a pearlite steel. It is hence made clear that the found the lattice plane stain of 0007 was measured

lattice plane strains, i.e., residual stresses, are when 14 GPa was applied to a 02 mm wire. The

remained after the drawing in a ferritic steel as well present samples are therefore very suitable to study

as a pealitic steel. This is a kind of classical concept the ultra-fine grained specimens.

of Heyn stress, that is, grain stress.

The residual stress was relieved by annealing. REFERENCES

Figure 4 shows the influence of annealing 1. K. S. Kumar, S. Suresh, M. F. Chisholm, J. A.

temperature on lattice plane strain (annealing time: Horton and P. Wang: Acta mater. 51 2003) 387.

3.6 ks). The residual stress was relaxed by recovery 2. D. Jia, K. T. Ramesh and E. Ma: Acta mater. 51

and/or recrystalization. Figure shows the effect of (2003) 3495.

annealing temperature on hardness. It is reported 3. For example, S. Takaki: Materia (Japan) 41

that only the grain growth occurs in an ultra-heavily (2002) 418.
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2.6.13 HRPD study on FeCo-Zr-O soft magnetic films

M. H_',\UMA. J. SUZU1KV and Y. ISHII'

National Institute for Aletals. Tsukuba, lbaraki 305-0047
'Advanced Science Research Center. JAERL Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

Magnetic materials for application in gesting sall increment of volume fraction of
recording heads are required to have a ordered phase. A series of fundamental peaks
hiah saturation magnetization, igh mag- become sharp b annealing, which is same

�D b

netie permeability at gh frequencies ad with the result of XD measurements, indi-
low coercivity. Xiong et al.') reported that cating the stress relief. Therefore, we can
(Feo.65CO0.35)999901 sputtered film shows high conclude that decreasing of coacivity is due
saturation magnetic induction (B,=2.45 T to both the stress relief and increment of vol-
and low coercivity (H,=400 A/m) after an- ume fraction of ordered phase. The former
nealing at, 470 C for I hour, while the as de- is seems to be dominant because the ordered
posited films show large coercivity over tan phase is already formed in as-deposited condi-
8000 A/m. The peak width in profiles corre- tion. As a summary we confirm the existence
sponding to bcc-Fe(Co) phase becomes sharp of ordered FeCo phase which can explain the
bv annealln- idicating the internal stress are low coercivity of' eO.65CO0.35)999901 film-

released by annealing. Although the stress re- ------

lief can decrease the coercivity, the obtained 1200- a5 dposited, 0 4 mu

coercivity value is still smaller than the one for 1000 -

bcc-FeCo phase. One possibility which can ex- Wo -

600plain he decreasing coarcivity is the existence

of odered FeCo phase whose anisotropy con-
200-

stant is known to be small. Ntron diffrac- 0

tion is te only technique that can detect or- 40 60 &O too 120 140

dered FeCo phase because scattering length 20 (deg)

of Fe ad Co is almost same for XD but Figure 1: Neutron Diffraction attern of as-deposited

they are different for ND. For clarifying the film.

existence of ordered FeCo phase. we mea- 1200 ----

sured eutron diffraction patterns of sput- I GOO anneWeint 4S , 4 mg-

tered (eO.65CO0.35)()99901 film. The samples

are ade by sputtering on polylimide filins

with 8 lincron thick. The filrns wth 100 g 40(

(total weight with polyin-nde films) for as e- 200

posited and 50 mg for annealed samples are

put, into V holder. Figure I shows a profiles 40 60 80 I CIC 120 140
(draq

for as Deposited films. a smulated profile for

CsCl type ordered FeCo phase ae also sown Figuie 2 Neutron Diffraction ptern of anne8led

in the lower part. Although te (100) peak 61111-

is ot sl cause of ow S/NT a peak cor-

responding to (111) peak appears at 66 de- References

gree ndicating the existence of ordered phase 1) .Y. Xion-, _N11. Olumma. T. Olikubo, D.H Pl-

-i ad T Ala-even in as deposited film. The 1) peak K. Hono. S. hninna. H. Fujin-loi
suilloto: J. Maoll. Ma-11. Mat- ill pilit.

become relatively clearer after �innealillg silo
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2.6.14 Inside Residual Stress Measurement of

Quenched Steel by Neutron Diffraction Method

R.�lukai',D.Y.Ju',N.i�IiiiakaN�,�i 27y.j�lorii2 and A.Nloiiai2

'Department of XIaterial Science ad Enaineering, Saitarn Istitute of Tech, Okabe, Saitaina 369-0293t, 0
2Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai. Ibaraki 319-1195

The measurement of residual stress by te neutron (A of axial direction were easured i te followin-n
diffraction method haLs difficulty in case of the ma- equations. Stress UR of radius direction is given by

terial beina therinochemical treated such as quench- equations 3).11
ing, etc. As the factor, it is ecessary to measure te E0 UR f6R( - V) + VCH + EA) 3)
non-distortion diffraction lattice spacinc -, do['). Since (I + v)( - 2P)

the lattice spacing is variable depend oil te composi- Stress JH of hoop direction, stress UA of axial di-

tion and inicrostructure, do is not uiform i te heat rection ae also similar.

treated aterial in wich various phase tralisforma- When calculatin- stress fom te direction distor-

tions were aelierated. In addition, since it changes also tions using equation 3), Young's modular E and te

with fraction of the microstructure, te nlicrostruc- Poisson's ratio ae eeded. There was the diffi-ac-

ture distribution must be sufficiently grasped i or- tion plane dependence in tese, and in this study, the

der to easure te residual stress with multiple mi- (110) plane was easured.

crostructures.

This study measures residual stress i te cylinder In residual stress easurement by te neutron

steel with pase transformation after quenching using diffraction ethod, it is ecessary to easure do at-

the equipment RESA (Residual Stress Analysis Equip- tice spacino of te noli-distortion state. The material

inent istalled at the JRR-3M of JAERI. Moreover, used 3 20inin cylinder of carbon steel S45C oil

frorn metallo-thermo-mechanical teory, coupled sim- the do easurement test piece. And, i order to inves-

ulation by finite element ethod is carried out, ad ticrate the cange of do by quenching condition, four

the residual stress considerin pase tansformation kinds of pieces of a quenching examination, ormal,

is predicted. Then, the experiment esults ad calcu- air-cooling, oil quenching ad water quenching, were

lated values are compared and examined. used. In addition, the beam slit width is 20inni X

20nini.

The easurement pinciple is (Completely equal to The iffraction profile obtained i te easurement

diffraction etho b te Xay only oe ifferent is show i Fia.l I the ase of quenchin-, froill

point is it could cret the iternal distribution of tree- this pofile Nve could obviously see, te peak is sift-

dimensional stresses. By agreeing on the scattered ina to low-angle side, ad turns lower and wider si-

neutro i strikin- the neutron on the material, te niultaneously. Tis is regarded as te reason of te

phase produces the resistant diffracted ray wen next martelisit pase tansformation occurred by quench-

Bra--'s te diffraction condition is satisfied. ina. Tile measured esults of 0 ad do for S45C i the01� 0

A - d sinO (1) neutron diffraction easurement is shown i Table.l.

Here A is a eutron wavelength, d is e lattice Fro tese esults. it is proven tat considerino the

spacing and is diffraction all-le. Strain is re- inicl'ostructure distribution is important or eual

quired for by te followiii-- formula froi lttice spac- stress easurement iii te quenching material.

hip d required fom deree of an-le of iffraction.�71 n I

C - d - do - -cotOo -AO (2) 8000- Mrrml
do Air mnchrg

Here, do Vince Oo are te lattice spacing and diffrac- 7000-1 . C1 qenchre

tion suite for non-distortion state. Te eak position 6000- 4, %hter qLortcHrta

of the diffraction pofile approximates te iffraction E 50C)D-

profile b Gaussian istribution ad it is determined 4000-

b te center line. � 3000-

Il te eutron diffraction ethod. stress is equired 2OC30 

1)) te easurement of total strains in sp-ice. since te I 000 

stress is ot obtained onl
y y ineasurino the uniaxial 0 6� 6 63 �4

strain. For te aalysis i cylinder coordinate sys- 2Thet.

tem fom equation 2), te stress is equired fo te Figure 1: Diffractimi pofiles..

measured strains. wherl istortion c? of radius direc-

tion, istortion ti of hoop direction and istortion
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Table 1: Physical properties value of 110) plane.

Measurement conditions Wavelength Non-distortion Non-distortion Youn-'s Poisson's
and result A (A) diffraction diffraction modular ratio

Quenching condition angle Oo (de-) lattice spacing do E(GPa) V
1� Cl-

Normal 2.097210882 62.23787 2.028914 242.3 0.278
Air coolin- 2.097210882 6124275 2.028828 231.8 0.259

Oil quenching 2.096931247 62.12606 2.031986 222.6 0.236
Water quenching 2.097210882 62.10950 2.032745 217.8 0.221

The change of lattice spacing was measured by the 0.967
neutron diffraction method, while tensile test was car- 0.009
ried out. This time, a Young's modulus in the (110) _7% 0.7%2

direction is required, because to carry out the resid- 0334
ual stress measurement of the cylinder was the'(110)
plane. And, Poisson's ratio was obtained from (110)
and shrinkage percentage of the rectangular direction. C:0 C�
Quenching condition and beam slit width of the mea- co %D OA43

0.184
surement test piece are similar to the do measurement. 0.328
The measurement result is shown in Table. . From the 0.266

01tresult, both Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio have 0.151
lowered, as the cooling speed is rapider. The marten- Om
sitic phase mainly produces this, and it is proven that

20 10
the strength increases.

Figure 2 Measurement test piece and Figure 3:
analysis model (unit mm). Martensite

A cylinder test piece (Fig.2) was used as the speci- distribution by
men to the residual stress water quenching. Measure- simulation.
ment points are the 6 points of 0,3,5,7,8.5,9.4mm from
the center of the 30mm height. In addition, simula-
tion using heat treatment analysis program COSMAP
is also carried out in order to predict the microstruc-
ture distribution with the residual stress. Analytical RADLAL

model by the simulation used two-dimensional half IL 4001- HOOP
model, which made central axis the symmetry. All Int e rco -,

9 300, AM&
node numbers are 2541, and all number of element are
2400. Condition of constraint fixed all nodes, which

too there was taking all nodes as X direction in central
6 0axis at the 30mm height in the Y direction. And, V

3 edges except for tl� -ie central axis were handled and -too 2 4 6 ,a, 10

were set as heat transfer boundary condition. Then,
martensite distribution by simulation is FigP. Fbsdm f(m cutter m)

Figure 4 Residual stress measurement result.

From the proportion of the martensite phase cal-

culated by simulation analysis, do E and v were de- In this study, do, E and by the difference between
cided at the every measurement point. It is shown in volume fraction of martensite phase were measured
residual stress measurement result Fig.4 of (110) di- with the test piece after various quenching processes
rection by the neutron diffraction method of cylinder using eutron diffraction method. It was possible to
test piece. In the central part, from neutron diffrac- clarify the relationship between microstructure and
tion measurement result, tensile stress is measured residual stress in the neutron diffraction method by
direction of 3 axes. However, with approaching on introducing those values into residual stress measure-
the surface, it becomes compressive stress in the ax- inent iside the material, ad comparing with the sim-
ial direction. These are typical residual stress in the ulation analysis result.
quenchin- material. Rom these results, it seems to
improve the accuracy of residual stress measurement References

by the neutron diffraction method, if the distribution 1) T. Saito, N. Minakawa, Y. &forii, T. Sasaki ad Y. Hirose:
of the microstructure is gasped in detail. J. Soc. at. Sci. Japan Vol. 50. No. 7 2001) p.702
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2.6.15

Compatibility study of SS316 with Pb-Bi by neutron diffraction method

K. Kikuchi, N. Minakawa, A. Moriai and Y. Morii

Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-1195

Lead bismuth target has been studied loop. After drain out Pb-Bi from the loop it
as a spallation neutron source of still existed in the circulating tube. Figure 2
accelerator-driven nuclear transmutation showed cross section of the tube. It showed
system, ADS. The ADS aims at managing that corrosion depth of SS316 was 01 mm.
long-lived high-level waste as minor Tested tube was 12 mm in diameter and 2
actinides, MA, and long-lived FP in order mm in thickness. Our interest is to know
to reduce the burden of waste disposal. the substantial depth of mass transfer by
Proton beams injected from accelerator diffusion from flowing Pb-Bi to SS316
react with spallation target produce tube thickness. Figure 3 and 4 showed the
neutrons and transmute the waste in the result of neutron diffraction experiment of
fuel. In this system lead bismuth is used tube after and before flowing test. X-axis
as target material and reactor coolant. means the position from the outer surface
Advantage for usage of lead-bismuth is that of the tube. So x--2 indicates the inner
a melting temperature of the lead-bismuth surface of the tube. After the test Pb-Bi
alloy is quite low, 125'C, in the ratio of 45 remained in the tube. Measured length is
Pb/55 Bi (wt%) and small neutron extended to 2.5mm. Bismuth and P oxides
absorption enables the lead-bismuth a were formed in the adhered area. They
candidate for coolant in sub-critical reactor. consist of different type of oxides. We
Material issue of the system is corrosion. In looked at only the 2-theta fitted assuming
order to know corrosion of the material, the Gaussian distribution and the peak area
flowing lead-bismuth experiment was done for SS316 200). The results showed that
under the condition of 450T maximum SS316 200) was disturbed by Pb-Bi in the
temperature and 50T temperature range of x=1.5 to 2 mm roughly. So
difference during 3000 hrs. Figure I corrosion depth after 3000 hrs operations
showed neutron radiography image was 0 I mm but the tube was affected by
(JRR-3) of tube cut from the circulating 0.5min length in the lattice arrangement.

Pb-Bi

Figure 2 Neutron radiography image QRR-3 of
Figure 1: Cross-section of circulating lead bismuth tube cut from the circulating loop.
loop.
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Tube tickness acffiered Pb-Bi

1 2 7 .45

I 0 2T G 71.4

..35

7 .3

<

1.26

2 1. 2

1 15

1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

POSITION FROM SURFACE (m.)

Figure 3: Two theta and peak area distribution of Pb-Bi adhered
SS316 200) after the flowing test.

Tube dfickness

7 71.35

2TGqT

6 3

7 2 5

4 712 E
0 I

Li 7f 15

2 71 

71 5

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

POSITION FROM SURFACE (..)

Figure 4 Two theta and peak area of SS316 200) tube before the flowing
test.
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2.6-16 Neutron Diffraction Measurement of Residual Strain of
Partial Penetration Welds for ITER Vacuum Vessel

1AL NAKAHIRA, A. AJORIAV and N. 1AIINAKA1AA'

Department of ITER Project, JAERI. Naka, lbaraki 311-0193
'Advanced Science Research Center. JAERL Tokaj. lbaraki 319-1195

The vacuum vessel (VV) of ITER is a Width 5cm X Length 33cm Heightl 4cm

double-walled "doughnut" structure made of 40

stainless steel SS316L with D-shaped cross

section. The development of the partial pene- Tho measurerrient

tration welding by through-wall electron beam position
welding (EMV) is carried out for the T joint T h e rn eas u rem, N (5-nm from surface)

�D position
of the outer shell (40-60mm plates) and the (omm f rom s u ri�a c e)
rib, because it has advantage from distortion
and cost points of view. In this study, neutron
diffraction measurement of residual strain of
this new welding had been carried out in or-
der to investigate an applicability of the weld- Poloidal direction

_7Z-0 r 0 1ing to te VV. The configuration of weld and , T (b.1 direction

the measurement positions of esidual strain Fiuui-e 1: The confi-uration of weld specimens ad te

are shown in Fig. 1. ESA (Neutron Diffrac- I, 'leasul-ement positions.

torneter for-REsidual Stress Anal 'ysis) in te
JR,11-3 is used for the measurement. The re-
sults in last year sowed that the wder slit
area was required o obtain sfficient neutron
intensit whin practical exposure time, be- Table i: Test conditions

cause the test piece was thick. The slit of tructure �Vave length (A) Sht(mm)
2 x 15 mm was used this time 3 x 3 mm

was used at last time). The neutron intensity 332 2W x I5H_

was obtained in the toroidal direction. Te

test conditio ad results are sown in Ta-

ble I and Fig. 2 respectively. Dspace is te

lattice lenath ad the unit is A. Te expo- 2.076

sure tme of each step is mn. Te result 2.075

shows that the area of weld inetal which leis in. - 2.074
<

3.5 to 8.5 n-im fom sample srface has largel W lb
0 2.073

lattice length. It (Fail e considered tat the

tension stress rmains i toroidal direction at 2.072 o

weld metal. Other two directions are under 2.0711
eld Mtal

ineasurino, with more exposure time, becain 2.07

path length of neutron is much longer than -5 o 5 1 0 15 20 25

the toroidal drection ineasureirient. The re- DISTANCE FROM SAMPLE SURFACE (mm)

sult will be obtained i next fiscal year. R-ur 2 Obtidned lttice lenath.
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2.6-17 Pase D-ansfori-nation in Sooth Specimen and at Notch Root
in Shape Mernory Alloy TiNi

Y. AIN',RVA. H. KBIUBA. X. TA'.NAKA. N7 �,IINAKA�NTA ad Y. ��JORII'
Department of �Iechanical En-ineerhig, Nauoya University. Nagoya 464-8306

n tD

'Advanced Science esearch Center. AEPI. Tokal. baraki 319-1195

1. Intruduction. of austenitic and martensitic phases at room
The equiatomic TENI alloy is an intermetal- temperature of approximately 20 degrees Cel-

lic compound that sows ot only excellent sitis wthout loading. On the other hand, the
resistance against corrosion and wear but also martensitic transformation start temperature
shape inemory eect wth large recovery strain of FT�IU is 60 degrees Celsitis. Therefore,
and superelasticity. Though TiNi as been it, is fully austenitic at the roorn temperature
used for pipe couplings and the frames of without loading.
glasses utilizing te shape memory effect and Smooth specimens with te dmension of 0
superelastic property 1), th pactical applica- x 70 x 2 mm 3 were pepared. Sngle-edge-
tion is limited because the fatigue properties notched specimens with te same dimension
of TiNi has not been fully clarified I ad- containing a notch of I mm at te center were
dition o the conventional se. TiNi has at- also prepared. The specimens were shaped
traded attention as an actuator of intelligent by electrical discharge machining followed by
structure i recent years and te fatigue relia- electrolyte pofishiii-
bility over long-term use has been recognized The neutron facility of JAERI (RESA) was
as all Important subject i he utiliz�),Jon used for the nentron diffraction measurement.
II,, order to evah:ate I, he fatigue properties. it is The wve length ofthe beam was 0.2iOO9 nin
necessary to nderstand he martensitic rans- Avith te reset time of 1800 sec. Th dffrac-
forination behavioi unde- pplied loads. espe- tion planes of' 10) in austenire and 022)
cially at stress concentration area. in inartensite wre employed for the ineasure-

In this stiiclv, stress-induced martensitic ment.
transformation was ivestigated In shape
memory TNi, hereinafter denoted as FNIL4, 3. Martensitic T'ransformation. in
and superelastic TEN], FNILG. Te sooth Smooth Specimen
specimen ad otched secimen were tilized The, phase transition wis nvesti-ated by
for the nicasurement by neutron diffiacti(il neutron dffr�ictlou nC&1'11r(,m(,nt under I,
patterns in order to carify lie oerall arten- �ipplled stress of 5. 5O. 100. 200, 350. 55011'a
sitic tansformation an te, ocal transforma- and 5 NIPa durim, miloidin- In a sooth spec-
tion arollild he otch root. inicii. Th rsults of the diffraction ntensit.),

from astellitic (110) and martensitic 022)
2. Materials ad measurement phrases in 17��IU are presented in Fig.1 ad

Shape meinon, TiNi. FL4 w eated Fig.2� respectively. Under th tss vel of'

to 450 deorces Celsius In order to intro- 100 �'IN� only austellitic ph(ls ws observed.
duce shape nemory eect t on-1 mpera- At Hi tss level of' 100 �11`a. the existonce
ture. Superclastic TN11. FNILG. as negated to of oth th astellitic -died nartensiti pases
750 de-rees Celsius to Introduce superelastic were C11firnied Aove the stress level of' 100
propert.y at rooin temperature ese h �IN� the mistenitic phase dappoared and
martensitic transformation st(irt ternperatilre martensitic pase reminded even Differ: unload-
of F�IIL4 is, 21 deorecs Celsius. it is 111g.

t3 -
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100 martensitic phase as determined as depicted

Austenite( IO) 5MPa in te fi-ure. The result sows that the stress-
5OMPa

80 I OOMPa induced martensitic phase stretched about 0.5
----- 2OOMPa mm from the notch root to the direction of

60 the notch. It was found to stretch further I
the perpendicular direction. Based on this re-
stilt. the stress induced martensitic hase at40

,2 a crack tip, which is indispensable to uder-

stand the fatigue crack propagation behavior,
20 A

in those materials, can also be expected to be
-neasur ed in the same inatiner.

0 58.0 58.5 59.0 59.5 60.0
Diffraction angle, 2 deg

Fiuure 1: Results of eutron diffraction in FML4
(Austenite)

x
I00 ------

Martensite(022) 5MPa
5OMPa

80 A I OOMPa Notch
. . . ..... 20OMPa

% 35OMPa

60 55OMPa
5MPa

MM)M 402

X: measured point
20

Fioure 3: Martensitic 1hase t otel rot
0

85.0 85.5 86.0 86.5 87.0 87.5 88.0

Difftaction angle, 2 0 deg 5. Conclusion

Fi--ure 2 Results of iwutron iffractio i EMU (1) The pase transition from austenite to
0 martensite ws oserved at the stress level

(Martensite) of 100 MI'a. The existence of' te residual
inartensitic phase ws colifirined in the shape
inernorv TIM.

4. Martensitic [�-ansforination at Notch (2) Te distribution of niartensitic phase t
Root notch root as easured. It as found to

stretch further in the direction perpendicil-
The istribution of mirtensitic pase at lar to the noich. Te ineasurement by neu-

notch oot \\,,as lso H v cs t igated. Load of 33 tron dffr�ictlon as found to e effcctiv to
N as applied o the specimen wh the se- determine the dstribution of' sh-css-indliced.

inartensitic hase t a crack tit) by eiiablin(
tional dimension of' x 3 under 4-point the ineasurenient �it sall ocal a real. �7)

bending wh the uter spml of 0 and inner
span of' 20 mm. T wdth of the incident References

bean w 3 mm Nvith he preset tir(, of 1) H.Salwinofo: Til-ins. -Jpn. nst. et. 24 1983) 1).
1800 sec. The diffraction pofiles at 14 mea- 665.

sm-ertiont oint,,, marked y x In Fig.3 we, 2) H. Tobushi: .1. of -JSTP 35-403 (1994) 1). 910.
obtained. The contour of' he sress-Induced

-- I �zl
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2.7 Instrumentation and Methods

2.7.1

2-dimensional Characteristics of SrBP05:Eu 2+ Photostimulable Phosphor

K.SAKASAI, N.KATAGIRI, K.TOH, HTAKABASH11, M.NAKAZAWA', and Y.KOND02

Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
'Dept. of Quantum Engineering and System Science, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, 13-8656

2Dept. of Applied Physics, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8579

The neutron imaging plate (NIP) has made tor's LSF was reported to have a strong sim-
a great success in the field of neutron scatter- ilarity to Gaussian'). Therefore the authors
ing study but the NIP is sensitive to not only fitted the data in Fig.2 by ESF of a Gaussian
neutron but also gamma ray. Therefore, it is LSF and estimated the spatial resolution to be
difficult to discriminate neutron signal from about 04 mm when FWHM of LSF is defined
gamma ray one when the NIP is read out. To as the spatial resolution.
overcome the problem, the authors have been
studying a SrBP05:Eu 2+ material as a new
neutron storage phosphor consisting of light (a) PSL (a.u.)
materials. 50

2+ 40The SrBP05:Eu powder sample was pre- 110
120pared by firing raw materials (SrCO3, H31303, 110

(NH4)2HP03, and EUC13 6H20) in a muffle
furnace in a nitrogen atmosphereat 600'C for
2 hours and at 800'C for 2 hours. A disk- %

8M M- 40

like sample with a diameter of 12 mm and a
thickness of Imm was prepared for 2D image
measurement. This sample was made by the
Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) method. In the
SPS method, the Sr'OBP05:EU2+ (2%) pow-
der was set in a carbon vessel and then fired

Goo - irradiatedarea

for 10minutes at 800'C. The powder sample
was pressed with a stress of kN in a vacuum 500 iti see 12 mm

atmosphere throughout the firing. 400 -

After the sample was irradiated with a col-
limated neutron beam with a diameter f 1.5 2 300 Scanning points

mm, its surface was scanned with focused W 200 -

laser light by using an X-Y stage controller. (b)
The neutron flux and neutron irradiation time
were 31 x 104 n/CM2/S and 30 minutes, re- 0

0 1 2 3 4 6 7 

spectively. The scanning was carried out every Position (mrn)
0.25 mm on the sample surface. The results
are shown in Fig-I. The beam intensity im- Figure : (a) A collimated neutron beam image ob-
age can be clearly obtained. Fg.2 shows the tained with the sample. The beam size was 1.5 mmo.
edge spread fnction measured with the sam- (b)The measured the ege spread function.

ple, where half of the surface (left side) was ir-
radiated with neutrons. Although Lorentzian References
line spread function (LSF) is usually applied 1) Jens Hofrnann and Christian Rausch : Nucl. In-
to photographic film, the imaging plate detec- Strum. Methods A355 1995) 494.
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2.7.2 An Elastically Bent Si Monochromator to Share the Whole Beam
Neutron Size Tandem Arnong Three DifFractometers

21. TANAKA'. M REFAI-MUSLIH .
K. KURIHARA' and N NIL\1URA'-:'

'Neutron Science Research Center, JAERL Tokal. lbaraki 319-1195
2National Nuclear Energy Agency, BATAN Idonesia

3 Factilty of Egineering, lbaraki Univ.. Hitachi. lbaraki 316-8511

Neutron is a very rare and powerful probe 1.00
for structure determination and dynamics ob- 0 .95r
servation of materials in an atomic resolution. F

Because the number of relatively-higher-flux 0 +1 0
neutron sources and the beam ports ae so 0 0.85 0

DIX3 - B,-
limited compared to that of other probes. it 0.80 �=27

"I
is important to se them efficiently. From CU =

U.75 BIN - B- A 91X3 BX4B-
this standpoint, it is well known that beams CZ 0,,-24-Edg)

D�f- -d Aftwith tall eight cross-section at, the guide halls 0.70 b, 111-1

have been shared bv several instrunients bE
-D-

each instrument is allocated a particular beam 00 .0 M 4.( 5.0

Sipath[cmlliei-,I;t wdth not to ecrease the bearn inten-b

sity in the spectrum which may be absorbed
Figure 1: Neutron tansmission of BIX-4 and BIX-3 at

oi scattered bv upstream ;nstruments. On - count IHRPD monitoi at IG port JRR-3 Horizon-
the other hand, at port, in te reactor tal is te total thickness of EBP-Si monochroniators
hall in RR-3. there are three instruments. correspowling o � angles. Verticallaxis is naturalized
Two of them re dffractometers for biological transmission. Open circle: BIX-3 monochromator
Macromolecules: BX-4 ), BIX-3 2) , and One scale �,vithout BIX-A's (down). Closed circle: B-_

L,)-scan without BIX-3's (owi,1. Solid ine �ire ab-
of them is a high resolution powder diffrac- sorption curve -when abso Irption )coefficient /� is tNvicf,

tometer; HRPD (from upstream). They share of tiie table value 0.02 cm- ). pen square: Norinal

whole heiht and width beam cross section transmission with BIX-3 ad BX-4 ar o beani.
�73

by Elastically Bent Perfect Slicon (EBP-Si)
monochromator, 3) one aother-. EBP-S is
one of he ost seful nionochroi-nators. which BIX-3 ha(i SIII) with l0rilin in thickness,

I 1011 colnpare( I -' 'II 20;�,
realizes higher trailsin'ssi I to PC R-3.4m (400 /t train) nd 1
in wider. spectruill �vith fctis'll.- effect and so =2.90.4) ad HRPD hd hot-pressed Ge(331)
on. with 89' In 20111 (A =1.82A) Te iiionocliro-

When EPB-SI nionochroinators a set at inator Si ptes -were cut fom irioots. pur-
the IC bam port so tat teme oe te chased froin Shin-Etsu-Ka--aku Co. Ltd..
whole cross section: 45nim in Nvidt li. Barrel 80inin 'Japan. whose conductivities ere ot der-
in hei-ht t the BIX-3 nionochroin�itor po- aimed. �nid the surfaccs Nvere treated bv cheni-
sition, ot CA sall asorption N\7al' -- (,I- surface N\rw� 250inin

(bScr�-(Id iCal etCh o thm te lai
by HPD onitor counter nde vrious (,on- Ili vndth aiid 20 to 40iiiin in height- 4 plates

ditions of' BIX-4 and BIX-3 nionochroinators 42.5ini l hickness were stacked.
(Fig.1). BIX-4 ad Si(III) monochroniator To ineastire te dependence of EBP-
with 10imn in thickness. curvature 13-4.1m Si non(Ch"(Diator. rallsirlissioli/absorptioll
(300 It strain ad 49' in 2AI (A=2.60A). of EBP-SI for certain neutron wvelength
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5 5 0 0

�000

2:1

4 5 0

40 
D -E

O

3 a 

3000 BIX4 BIX3
1. Ung (2.6Ang) (2.9Ang)

2 5 0 0

-85 -80 -75 -70 -65 -60

&3 (=20) [deg]

Fi--ure 2 1.82A eutron transmission curvature dependence of EBP-Si(111) 10mm tickness at TAS-2. Hor-
izontal axis is a; an-le of EBP-Si sample. Ou, 100u and 300u corresponds to the curvature i strai guge

0 0 t,
(y strain); R-oc, 12m, 4.1m, respectively. Arrows and numbers wavelengths) correspond symmetric Bragg0 �'?�
conditions of an-le at TAS-2 for all istruments at te IG port, rspectively.0

(1.82A) for each R was examined (Fig.2).
8000

The EBP-Si(ill) sample dimension was 250

x 40 x 10 4 plates stacked in thickness) mm
2 . ..... ..

and Si(111) plane was 250 x 40mm . The Cn

stronger the curvature of EBP-Si became, .. ........ .........

the deeper the absorption clips became. It

is thought that these absorption-dips- were

caused by asymmetric reflections of sample -5 0 Vj [deg]
EBP-Si monochromator cr 7stal. The absorp-

tion was at most 30% for all a; rotation of sam-
R-ure 3 V;-scan profile under BX-4 monochrornator

ple crystal except the exact symmetric Bragg nBrau- condition at TAS-2.�In
condition of te sample. Then the EBP-Sl

sample was rotated and scanned around

axis perpendicular to te plane of Si(I I])) at loss of neutrons in the downstream instrii-
the BX-4 Li angle Bragg (condition). Signif-0 ment(s). bam sharing wth more instrii-
icant dfference of transmission was observed inents ws established y EBP-Sl monochro-

(Fig.3). This fact ws quickly expected to 1711- mators. Though tere ae still some problerns

prove te transmission at the IG port. ill shorter wavelengths bt, this bearn sharing
procedure will stimulate the higher level titi-

When the BIX-4 nionochromator as Fo_ lization ofneutron beam.
tated around axis by 1.5', the transmission
of 1.82A eutrons of BIX-4 and BIX-3 as References

improved from 66% to 73% at HRPD monitor 1) X. Kurihar�t et al.: J. Synchrotrou Rad. 2003)
Collier Ust like SCII-laye pots ill Fig. 1.

tl) "Lbmittcd.

Computer smulation ws lso tried to ex- 2) 1. Tanaka. K. Kurihara T Chatake and N. '_N'i-
imura: J. Appl. Cryst. 35 2002) 34.plai ad predict something valuable to e-

S10,11 monochrornators to sare neutron beani 3) L Tanaka� N. Nihmira nd P. Mikula: J. Appl.
ZD Cryst. 32 1999) 525.

at hi-her level.
In this way, xith relatively mininnini
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2.7.3 Neutron Beam Enhancement with a HOPG Pre-Crystal

H.TOMIXITTSU, Y.HASEGAWA1 and K.AIZAWA'

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokal, lbaraki 319-1195
'Atominstitut, Austria University., Wien, Austria A1020

2Center for Proton Accelerator Facilities, JAERI, Tokai, b'araki 319-1195

In the research on the development and
1,2)application of the neutron interferometry X

25t -

we often feel the insufficiency of the neutron
beam intensity. Therefore, we are trying to leg, 

realize a convenient and practical metho to
enhance the neutron flux. 151 -

2

Neutron experiment was carried out at the
PNO apparatus in the JRR-3 of JAERL With jo 
the double monochromator system of the
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
with the mosaic spread of 04 deg., the col- Rotation of Si Plate rad.)

limation being of 30min.' We measured the
intensity I, diffracted by the Si plate with 220 Figure 1: Comparison of te rockino, curves of a Si
reflection put directly in the incident beam 220 reflection without the pre-crystal 1,, closed cir-
without any pre-crystal, and the ntensity I cle) and wit a HPC pre-crystal (1,, open circle).
diffracted in the diffraction beam from the I,, crosses, epresent te calculated curve, see Text.

pre-crystal, and compared pl' 1, with nity.
We also observed their FWHMs. In every to the macroscopic deformation of the HOPG
case, with the oiginal 0*10mml beam, the plate, such as concave.
3*3mm, 2 slit was used as the incidence slit for (2) We tried, on the other hand, the dou-
the following Si plate. ble or triple thicknesses of the HOPG plate,

namely, we measured on the attached two
As the pre-crystal, we tryed the asymmetric or three HPC plates, observing the similar

reflection of a silicon perfect crystal, and also rocking curve with that by a single HOPG
the asymmetric eflection of imperfect single plate.
crystals, such as Cu-based alloys, Ni-based su- (3) In order to ensure the effects mentioned
per alloy, in addition to the HPG. above, we tested on various HPC plates with

After all, we fbund a simple but useful effect each thicknesses, as smmarized in the Table
with a flat HPC pre-crystal in the symmetric 1. All of them were mde by the same com-
arraii-ement, beam enhancement by around 3 pan), as the best grade products, "ZYA" class

3)times wth 2Awavelength Fig. 1. We studied with mosaicity of 0.4deg., but at the quite
further o te nature of te effect, and got the different time and with different sizes. espe-
results as follows. cially the thicknesses is quite different. All

(1) Both surfaces of a HOPG plate showed the HPGs tested, with the tickness anging
the similar result. by around 3-times ehance- from 12 mm to 1.8 mn. showed the similar
ment ad with improved FWHINI by around effect, suggesting tat this beam-enhancement
one third with 2Awavelength. Tese seem to is not special nor accidental bt general ad
suggest that te beam-enhancement is ot due due to itrinsic ature of the HOPG plates.
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Table 1: Suinmary of results o the peak itensity ratio ad o the FWHNI ratio by arious HOPGs o both
surface, wit teir ticknesses.

HOPC Pre-Crystal thickness Peak Ratio FWHM ratio
(No pre-crystal) 1.00 1.00

MI-surface 1.8 mm 2.40 0.38
back face 2.45 0.33

M2-surface 1.8 1.84 0.35
back face 1.86 0.35

M3-surface 1.8 3.49 0.32
back face 2.96 0.35

T415-surface 1.6 3.43 0.34
back face 3.45 0.33

T4665-surface 1.6 3.22 0.35
back face 2.81 0.35

N 1606-surface 1.2 3.21 0.31
back face 3.28 0.32

(4) For all cases above, the observed rock- symmetric arrangement enhance the neutron
ing curves were clearly fitted with the sim- flux for the following Si reflection, more than
ple Gauss-functions. This strongly suggests 3 times with 2Awavelength. This effect can
that the pre-crystal make the incident-beam- be generally utilized in the so-called precise
divergence narrower at once with a single neutron optics, such as the double LL-type
cause, rather than multiple causes. neutron interferometry, for example. The

(5) Once, we tested instantly this beam- origin of this effect seemed to be explained
enhancement effect on a LLL-type interferom- phenomenologically with the idea of the very
eter in order to esure whether we can really sharp distribution of the deviation of the lat-
utilize the effect or not. We could clearly rec- tice parameter in the HOPG itself.

ognize the beam intensity being kept more We are studying this effect on the relation
than twice, and furthermore the oscillation with the wavelengths and with the reflecting
was clearly seen in the profile with pre-crystal. planes, and, especially, if the effect can be ap-

(6) The phenomenon of the beam enhance- plied in the case of "Imperfect" crystals.
ment by a HOPG pre-crystal, mentioned
above, seems that another factor in the HOPG References
reflection, '. e. the very sharp distribution 1) H.Tornimitsu, Y.Hasegawa and K.Aizawa: Proc.

4,5)of the lattice spacing deviation , condenses Int. Conf. Present Status and Future Aspects of

or focuses the original beam divergence into Neutron Interferometry, NSL News Letter 2002-

the main direction within around one third, 1, ISSP, Univ. Tokyo, 2002, pp.3-6.
2) H.Tomimitsu, Y.Hasegawa and K.Aizawa: JAERI-and consequently enhances the peak value by

around three times, as compared in Fig. 16). In Report 2002-028 2002), 124.
3) H.Torniinitsu, Y.Haseo-awa ad K.Aizawa Pysics

the figure, I, is the calculated curve with the Letters A274 2000), 175.

assumption of the reflectivity of the HOPG 4) A.W.Moore, N.Popovici, A.D.Stoica: Physica B276-

equals to unity, Ip being around 85% of 1, with 278 2000), 858.

the actual reflectivity. 5) T.Keller, K.Habicht: Appl. Physics A74 2002),
s127.

6) H.Toinimitsu, Y.Hasegawa ad K.Aizawa Pysics
As the conclusion, a HPC pre-crystal in Letters A309 2003), 175.
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2.7.4 Performance of the renewed polarization analysis option on TAS-1

M. NAKAMURA, XI. TAKEDA, Y. SHIMOJO and K. KAKURAI

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

Our research group is currently making ef-
forts to install the CRYOgenic Polarization
Analysis Device (CRYOPAD) on thermal neu-
tron triple axis spectrometer TAS-1 at JRR-
3M reactor in collaboration with French neu-
tron scattering scientists. We will be able to
carry out the zero-field spherical neutron po-
larimetry (SNP) by using the CRYOPAD').

However, a great improvement of the inci-
dent polarized neutron flux is indispensable Figure 1: Polarized neutron beam distribution at sam-

for utilizing the advantage of SNP. We are cur- ple position measured by neutron imaging plate; (a)
horizontal bent is zero, that is "flat", and (b) hori-

rently upgrading the polarization analysis op- zontal bent is optimized. Incident neutron energy was

tion on TAS-1 spectrometer. Recently, the in- 14.7 rneV.

stallation of new Heusler monochromator was
completed, and here we report the first neu-
tron test of its performance. A new doubly We measured the polarized neutron beam
focusing Heusler monochromator has 140 mm distribution at sample position using the neu-
wide and 100 mm height with horizontal fo- tron iaging plate as given in Fig. 1. It is con-
cussing mechanism. The vertical focussing is firmed that the beam focussing works well as
optimized and fixed at E:30.5 meV. When we expected. Figure 2(a) gives the direct com-
installing the new Heusler monochromator on parison of the intensity from the 1.13) nuclear
TAS-1, we carefully covered all its non-crystal Bragg peak of A1203 polycrystal between the
parts, especially the magnetic york, with B4C old set-up and the new one. The comparison
rubber and Cd sheet in order to suppress the of magnetic scattering intensityis also given in
back ground. Fig. 2(b), whose intensities are from the para-

Nuclear scattering Magnetic scattering

(a) 5W M (b)
I=M.04 U, M-42 mV

15 - 400 -
Fj_34 -V

]Do _ G;
VI' 300
Fliprrdf 0 M 11-1�,

200 -
U 50

1(0 - M

------------ 0__JL_4&__c

2.95 3.00 3.05 3.10 II

Q (A-]) -10 -5 0 5 10
E meV)

Figure 2 Comparison of the scattered intensity between old set-up and new set-up (a) for coherent nuclear
scattering from A1203 and (b) for paramagnetic scattering from MnF2-
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mao'netic scattering of XnF2. The relation
between neutron polarization and scatter-
ing vector gives significant information for

2)polarization analysis of magnetic scattering
We refer the experimental geometry as

HF geometry, and P - as VF geometry. For 5

the spin flip (SF) scattering only the nuclear A

spin scattering and paramagnetic scattering 0 N t 611 80

(NS) contribute. The experiment in HF ge- Incident Eneigy (nneV)

ometry ges
Figure 4 Estimated gain factors by installing the new

do, do- 2 du Heusler monochromator.
+ - - (1)

dQ ) T1 F: SF dQ ) para 3 (dQ)NS

whereas, in VF geometry note that the analyzer used in these measure-
ments is unchanged, which will be upgraded

d I d - (do-) in the coming fiscal year. New Heusler ana-
dQ 2 dQ 3 dQ lyzer is expected to further increase the data

VF:SF + NS'
(2) collection rate by a factor 4 We have already

Therefore, we can obtain the pure magnetic started the polarization analysis experiments
scattering by subtracting IHF:SF - VF:SF, as for quantum spin dinier systems, TICUC13 and
shown in Fig. 2(b). SrCU2(BO3)2, using greatly improved polar-

ized neutron beam flux.

4M S, ,IC I (11

References

3W 1 F Tasset et al. Physica B 267-268 1999) 69.

Hippmg R�tm 26.4

2) R. M Moon et al. Phys. Rev. 181 1969) 920.
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Dr. F. Tasset (ILL), Dr. E. Leli6vre-Berna ML)
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Fi-ure 3 Polaiization analvsis of te coherent uclear
scattering from Si single cystal.

In addition, the polarization efficiency was
estimated fom the coherent nuclear scatter-
ing of Si sngle crystal as gven in Fig. 3 We
confirm that the flipping ratio is 26.4, which
means that polarizing efficiency is more than
90%.

By installing the new Heusler monochro-
mator, the data collection rate in the polar-
ization analysis option of TAS-1 increases by
a factor 15 without decreasing the polar-
ization efficiency as compared to the old set-
up as demonstrate i Fig. 4 We should
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2.7.5 Development of optical devices for cold neutrons

H. 1M. Shimizu', T. Adachl', T. Oku', K. Ikeda', H. Sato', Y. Takizawal, K. Morlmoto' S.
lklorita', H. Ohmoril, K. Sakai'-', F. Tokanal'. K. Sasaki,l, y. Kiyana- ad J. Suzuk15

1RIKEN, Wako, Saitama 351-0198
'Department of Physics, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Ohokayama, Xleguro 152-8551

3Department of Physics, Yamagata University, Yamagata 990-8560
4Atomic Science and Nuclear Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Hokkaido 060-8628

'Advanced Science Research Center, JAERL Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195
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Figure 1: Experimental setups for lens characteriza- X-
tion.

Fi-ure 2 easurement of the focal performance Te
We have developed more penetrative lens in circles epresent te observed data. Tile ie is te

large aperture 45 mm in diameter). Typical result to fit wth te observed data by least square
application of neutron focusing lens is Focus- method. Te slope of tis ie is 40 at 16 m-n. Te
ing geometry Small Angle Neutron Scatter- focal lenuth of 16 nm is 25 in.

ing (F-SANS) instruments 1). Neutron beam
can penetrate all aperture area of Fresnel-type
lens very well. Considerable gain will be ex- for 0.8 nm neutrons were observed. The re-
pected compared to Pinhole geometry Small sults were described elsewhere 4).
Angle Neutron Scattering (P-SANS). The performance of the compound lens was
We have fabricated lens elements made of investigated using a cold neutron beam from
XIgF2 single crystals which provide a effec- the SANS-J instrument at the JRR-3�1,1 re-
tive scattering potentlal-energy dfference of actor of JAERI. The experimental setlip is
(131-0-00018i) neV wth respect to vacuum. sho,,Nm schematically in Fig. I. A olhinated
Each element was made from a mm in hick- neutron beam etered the lens, a te trans-
ness and 50 mm in diameter optically pol- muted and efracted ntensities we mea-
ished disk, gound to a Fesnel shape usino the sured bv a two-dimensional position sensitive
electrolytic nprocess dressing (ELID) orind- detector (PSD) located at 10 in downstream

�D from the center of te lens. Te PSD has 128
ing technique 2 The detailed design was
described before ). The root-mean-scluare x 128 position channels over a 640-i-nin di-
roughness /tm) of the two faces of a lens ameter sensitive area. Te position esolution

n of tile PSD ws specified to be mm.
element is approximately 0.01 (olished side) Tile transmission as measured wth te
and 02 (ground side). A set of lens elements setup ll F,. (a). The observed tansi-rils-
is composed of' 50 disks.
The microstructure in a MuF2 sngle rystal slon of the lei-is is 0829 fr 114 i neu-

t� trons. The expected transmission alculated
was measured by small-angle neutron scatter- from the easurement of a plate sample is
ing using the SANS-J instrument at te JRt� 0.954 for 1.14 lim neutrons. Te measured
3M reactor of JAERI. Little small-angle sc
tering and high transi-ilission of'O.998 ± 0.0 transmission is less han te expected.
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Wavelength (ran) 10' 0.01 0.1Q (M
Figure 3 Ratio of peak intensity of focusing beam to
plain beam at various wavelength on the 10 m dis-
tance L) between tens and PSD. Experimental setup Figure 4 Typical measurement of small-angle sat-
of measurement is as shown in Fig. 1(a). Neutron tering. The circles and the rombuses represent the
counts on the detector is itegrated in the area same observed data of P-SANS and F-SANS, respectively.
as the first pinhole which is 35 mm in diameter after The intensity is relatively normalized. The factor be-

fitted to two-dimensional Gaussian function. The gain tween curves shows gain of the instrument configura-

becomes the maximum at 114 nm in L=10 rn. tion. The gain in the condition of this beam-line is

more than ten times.

In order to investigate the lens characteris-
tics carefully, a neutron beam collimated by Typical small-angle scattering measurements
a I mm in diameter pinhole was used. The were performed, and we compared focusing
setup of this experiment is shown in Fig. I b). method, F-SANS, with conventional method,
The two-dimensional neutron images ware ob- P-SANS. The condition of pinholes was se-
served by PSD at 10 in downstream position lected as being 'able to measure same mini-
from the lens. The peak of the distribution mum momentum transfer. The intensity ratio
were determined to fit the Gaussian to the F-SANS to P-SANS was more than ten. That
observed data. Figure 2 shows result of the value is the gain by beam focusing using lens '.
measurement of the focal performance. The If a divergence of the beam coming into the
slope of this line indicates L/f, where L means first pinhole is enough large, more gain would
distance between lens and PSD and f means be observed. In order to get better perfor-
focal length. The focal length of this lens is mance, we need investigate details of the noise
2.5 in at 16 nm neutrons. from lens further.

To measure the gain by focusing of the neu-
trons, a neutron beam collimated by a pin- References

hole of 20 mm in diameter in front of the lens 1) S.-N4. Choi, J. C. Barker, C. J. Glinka, Y. T.

and a pinhole of 35 mm in diameter at 10 in Chen ad P. L. Garnmel, J. Appl. Cyst. 33

upstream position of the lens were used. The
setup of this experiment is shown in Fig. I (a). (2000) 793.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of peak intensity of 2) H. hniori, It. J. Japan Soc. Pec. Eng. 26 1992)

focusing beam to plain beam at various wave- 273.

length on the 10 m distance (L) between lens 3) T. Oku, S. orita, S. Moriyasu, Y. Yaniagata,

and PSD. The gain becomes te maximum at H. Ohniori, Y. Takizawa, H. N4. Shimizu, T. Hi-
rota. Y. Kiyanaui ad J. Suzuki, Nucl. Instrurn.

1.14 nm in L�10 in. 0
We obtained considerable, more than times, Methods A 462 2001) 435.

gain of beam intensity using focusing lens. 4) T. Adachi, T. Oku, S. Morita, H. hniori Y.

However, the gain is too less than 33 times Takizawa, H. N4 Simizu, J. Suzuki, C.-K. Loon,
K. C. Littrell and R. oyette, Appl. Phys A 74

simply calculated by the ratio of the area be- (2002) S180.

cause a divergence of the beam coming into
the first pinhole is not enough large.
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2.7.6 Development of an Electrostatic Levitation Furnace
for Neutron Scattering Experiments of High Temperature Liquids

T. MASAKI, T. ISHIKAWA, P.-F. PARADIS, H. AOKI, T. AOYAXIA, Y. ARAI, Y ISHII'
and S. YODA

National Space Development Agency of Japan, 21-1, Sengen, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8505
1 Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195

In recent years, considerable attention has molten zirconium sample for eight hours. Fig.
focused on the containerless techniques for I shows the levitated liquid zirconium at 2500
the experimental research of high tempera- K. It can be seen that the levitation method
ture melts or deeply undercooling liquids, es- provides a nearly spherical sample for which
pecially for structure analysis by neutron or the data correction, in particular the correc-
X-ray scattering.') Rece'ntly,'NASDA has de- tion of absorption, could be easily performed
veloped an electrostatic levitation furnace for on the diffraction data analysis. Since the
microgravity experiments in the international sample size was rather small (ca. 2 mm diam-
space station as well as for ground-based ex- eter), the scattering intensity acquired from
periments. Since this technique is attractive the levitated sample was not sufficient within
for neutron scattering experiments, NASDA the duration of levitation of this experiment.
and JAERI have developed a dedicated elec- In the near future, experiments of much longer
trostatic levitation furnace (ESL) for neutron duration are planned tio obtain the scattering
scattering experiments of extremely high tem- data.
perature melts and deeply undercooling liq-
uids. Last year, the ESL. was developed and
its technical capability was investigated with
the neutron scattering measurements of levi-
tated.'sintered alumina at -room temperature.
The sample could be kept levitated continu-
ously for more than I hours. In this "cold"
experiment, the diffraction peaks of alumina
were clearly observed without any other peaks
coming from the background. The details are

described in ref 2 Fi-ure 1: Levitated liquid Zr at 2500 K.0
This year, the verification of ESL opera-. The bright sphere is the levitated sample. The upper

tion with high temperature melts was per- and lower disks are electrodes for controlling electro-
static field.formed. The facility configuration was iden-

tical as last year's except for sample heating.
In order to heat the levitated sample, a C02 References

laser was added to the facility. The heating 1) T. Schenk, D. Holland-Moritz, V. Simonet, R.
laser heated the sample the top of the vacuum Bellissent ad D.M. Herlach : Phys. Rev. Lett.
chamber through a ZnSe optical window. Zir- 89 2002) 075507.
conium was selected as the test material for 2) H.Aoki, P.-F. Paradis, T. Ishikawa, T. Aoyarna,
the "hot" experiment because its low vapour T. Masaki, S. Yoda, Y. Ishii, and T. Itarni : Rev.
pressure makes it suitable for long duration Sci. Instr. 74 2003) 1147.

experiments. The "hot" experiment was very
successful, with the continuous levitation of a
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2.7.7 Neutron Stress Measurement of Composite and Film Materials

T. HANABUSA, K. KUSAKA, 1. '\TISHIDA', N. i�IINAKAWA' and A. 1�10RIAV

Department of echanical Engineering, Tokushima University, Tokushima 770-8506
'Kobe City College of Technology, Gakuenhigashi-machi, Nishi-ku, Kobe 651-2194

'JAERI, Tokai, lbaraki 319-1195

Internal Stress Measurement
in Tungsten Fiber Reinforced
Copper Composite

1.1 Introduction

Since there is commonly a large difference in
the coefficient of thermal expansion between a Figure 1: A cross section of W-fiber reinforced Cu
matrix and a fiber, a microscopic stress state composite.

develops in a composite material. In this
study, thermal residual stresses and thermal
stresses in sub-zero temperature region in the 211 diffractions could not be evaluated by
tungsten fibers and in the copper matrix were the triaxial measurement method because the
measured by the neutron diffraction method. diffraction peak from the tungsten fiber did

riot appear at = On the other hand,
the sin2�b method could be adopted for each

1.2 Experimental procedure plane of 110, 200 and 211. The residual

The specimen used in this investigation is stresses in the tungsten fibers were compres-
a tungsten-fiber (100 prn in diameter) rein- sive in three orthogonal directions. The resid-
forced copper composite. Tungsten fibers had ual stress evaluated from the sin2�b method
a 110 texture along their longitudinal direc- using neutron diffraction is the difference of
tion. A cross section of the specimen is shown two principal stresses, U11 - U33. It seems from
in Fig. . The volume fraction of the tung- the results that there is a small difference be-
sten fiber is about 10 %. This specimen was tween the stresses in the interior and those in
annealed at 973 K for 2 hours before stress the surface.
measurement. The wave length of a neutron A thermal stress was tried to measure in a
beam was 020978 nm. The stress-free lattice temperature region below the room tempera-
spacings of each f hk1j were measured from a ture to 50 K. The stress free lattice spacing
bundle of tungsten-fibers annealed at 973 K, is necessary for evaluating the triaxial stress
set up on a rotating sample attachment. state. The 1 10 diffraction of the tungsten fiber

In this study, the ordinary triaxial measure- and the ll diffraction of the copper were
ment method by using Hooke's equation and used for the thermal stress measurement. The
the sin'V) were employed for stress evaluation. thermal stresses both in the fiber and the ma-

trix behaved non-linearly against the temper-

1.3 Results of neutron stress ature. Since there is no systematic change in

measurement the thermal stress behavior, it is considered
that the interface between the fiber and the

The results of the stress measurement are matrix slipped each other in a sub-zero tem-
shown in Table 1. The stress for 200 and perature region.
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Table 1: Results of eutron stress measurement. were CrK(i (A =0.2098 nin) and te ncident
2slit size was 2 x 4 mn

Triaxial ineasurement n2V) in�ethod

method NIPa) (NIPa) 2.3 Results and discussion
hk1 ull U22 (733 0-11 33

100 -467 -219 -150 -268 'Fable 3 shows the results of residual stress

200 - - - -215 measurement in the Cr and CrN film and CrN

211 - -209 film with Cr interlayer. A large compressive

stress was observed in all films. In the case

of thick single-layered CrN film, compressive

stress measured by neutron diffraction was

2 Residual Stresses Measure- smaller than that by X-ray diffraction. In the
case of single-layered Cr thin film, compres-

ment in CrN and Cr Films sive stress was almost equal to that by X-ray

diffraction. In the case of CrN film with Cr m-

2.1 Introduction terlayer, compressive stress measured by neu-

CrN films are considered to be useful for a tron diffraction was different from that by X-

piston ring and a connecting rod in engines ray diffraction. The reason of the different re-

because of very hard and durable properties. sults between neutron and X-ray diffractions
is not cear. One reason would come from the

A thick film ver than 10 [in is needed for uti- different measurement conditions such as irra-

lizing it in the automobile industry. Residual diated area size and used diffraction.
stresses always develop in the films, because

the film and the substrate differ in an atomic
distance, thermal expansion coefficients. Table 2 Conditions of filin preparation.

In this study, an arc-ion plating (AIP) sys-

tem was employed to prepare films. Resid- Film CrN Cr CrN/Cr

ual stresses i hese filins ere investigated 1A (A) 100 � 200 100 200

by ijeuti�on an Xay dffraction. Vr (V) -300 -300 -300

Ts (K' 573 573 573

2.2 Experimental procedure t 9-10 8-20 4 � 8 7

CrN and Cr films and CrN films with Cr

interlaver were deposited on a SUS304 sub-

strate by are-ion lating under the conditions

shown in Table 2. The, residual stresses n Table 3 sults of esidual stress measurement.

the Cr ad Cr filins nd CrN filn-i wt Cr

interlayer ere measured y nentron diffrac- Method N eutron X-ray
Film IA (A) C7N (GPa) (Tx (GPa)tion at RESA in JAERL Te wmAcriath was

0 CrN 100 -2.2 -2.70.2098 nin ad the incident slit size xvas 10

Min in vidth and 15 min in hei-lit. Te CrN7 200 -1.3 -1.5
t� Cr 100 -1.3 -i.3

film and he Cr fina l a andom oricnta-
2 0 0 -1.6 -1.4tio ad 100 texture, respectively Terefore.

Cr.N/Cr 100 CrX 25 CrN -3.0the esidual stress i te CrN fil w nea-

sUred Iv sin 2 c, method wth 220 dffraction. C1. -0.7 Cr -1.4

Mid tat in Cr filin as measured v wo- I 200 C rN -3.4 CrN -1.9

tilt method vlth 200 diffraction. Te r-'sidttc�ll Cr -4.8 Cr -

stresses i tese films Nvere lso nw(isured Iv

X-rav diffraction. The char�wterislic X-rm."
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2.7.8 High-Pressure Apparatus for Magnetic Neutron Diffraction beyond
3 GPa at Low Temperature

T. OSAKABE M KOHGI1, D. KAWANA1, A. HANNAN', K. SOYAMA and
H. KITAZAWA2

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Tbaraki 319-1195
'Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Hachioji, Tokyo 192-0397

2National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0047

On the transport and magnetic properties nique. Figure I shows the schematic draw-
of 3d, 4f, and 5f electron systems, interest- ing of the newly developed anvil-type high-
ing phenomena, such as the magnetic phase pressure cell. The main parts of the cell are
transition, insulator-metal transition, and su- made of non-magnetic Cu-Be alloy. The cell
perconductivity, appear by pressurization up is so compact that it is easily attached in a
to about 10 GPa. Therefore, if neutron scat- standard cryostat or superconducting magnet.
tering experiments can be performed at low The cell has three large windows for the neu-
temperature, putting pressure to the range of trn beam, which have the horizontal and ver-
about 10 GPa, it can make a geat contri- tical opening angles of about 90 degrees and
bution to the research of the magnetism of about 80 degrees. We adopted a pair of sap-
these systems. However, the highest ttain- phire (single cystal of A1203) anvils because
ment pressure in almost all magnetic neutron sapphire is a hard material (Knoop hardness:
scattering experiments has stopped at about -2000) and hardly absorbs neutrons. We
3 GPa generated by pston-eylinder-typ hgh- also use the moissanite (single crystal of SiC)
press-Lire cells. In this paper we report recent anvils or Ti-doped sapphire anvils, which
development of the high-pressure apparatus are harder (Knoop hardness: 3000) than
for magnetic neutron diffraction experiments the sapphire anvils. The mechanism for an-
beyond 3 GPa in JAERI. gular adjustment and centering of the anvils

follows that of usual diamond anvil cells. A
gasket sandwiched between the anvils s made
of Cu-0.3% P alloy, aluminum alloy (7075T6)
or Cu-Zn allo . The thickness and diameter
of the gasket is 03-0.4 mm ad 56 mm. A
hole wt a diameter of 0.7mm is made in the
center of the gasket. A single crystal sam-

be ple and small splinterd rubys are put 1to
the hole together with a pressure-transmitting

3 medium. We usually se the 41 deuter-
T ated methanol-ethanol solution. some kinds of

45 mm oil Daphne oil 7373, Silicon oil F96-50cs,
Cu-Be M WC 7] Sapphire Fomblin oil Y140/13) or Fluorinert FC70-77

Fi-tire 1: Scheinatic rawing of the sapphire-anvil mixture as the pressure-transmitting medium.
The pressure is measured by te standardhipli-pressure cell.
ruby-fluoreseerice -nethod. The highest at-
tainment pressure by the sapphire anvil cell

The most sitable method for enerating (SAC, hereafter) depends on the combilia-
�D

pressure beyond 3 GPa is sing avil tch- tion of the avil shape especially the smooth-
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ness of the culet edge, the material of' the each supermirror is a ccle a. Te exten-
gasket ad the kind of pressure-transmittino- sion of the ed of' ech mirror meets at a fo-
medium. Maximum pressure enerated by the cal point (sample position). Neutrons are re-
SAC with 25 m anvil tip and Cu-P asket peatedly reflected with the same angle b te
is about 6 GPa at present. Figure 2 shows inner side of' the circle and arrive at tile sam-
the temperature dependence of 1,-2,O) and ple position. Figure 3 shows results of Monte
(1/2,-2, 0) magnetic Bragg intensities of CeSb Carlo ray-tracing simulation for a triple-axis
in the SAC at 46 GPa 2, ) . The peaks corre- neutron spectrometer TAS-1. The closed cir-
spond to the type-I and type-1A antifferomag- cles indicate the neutron intensity dstribution
netic orders of 2 PB magnetic moments of Ce at the sample position. This is the case of
ions. The sample size is about 0.5xO.4xO.l placing the device of450 mm length that has

3mm. In spite of the tiny sample, the S/N 16 supermirrors ith Q of 30 in the space
ratio was nearly the same as that of the stan- of 00 mm between the 2nd collimator and
dard piston-cylinder cell. This was achieved the sample. Here, Q is the critical wave num-
both by covering almost all parts of the SAC ber of the total reflection of the mirror ela-
with Cd sheets and by optimizing the condi- tive to that of natural nickel. The open cir-
tion of the spectrometer so as to increase the cles indicate the dstribution for the general
incident neutron flux. From this result, it is experiment condition without the device. It
expected that, when magnetic moments are I is clear that the considerable gain of about 7
/-t,3 or more, the magnetic signal is observed. is obtained using the device. Therefore, it is

1500 -1 I expected that the device is very effective ot
only in the high-pressure experiments bt, also

550 CeSb in the neutron inelastic scattering experiments
500 with very weak signals.4.6 GPa
150 30OF-

E About 7 times 11 5 mm

(I /2,-2,O) - U 20 for neutron
C wavelengthM -e- 1,-2,O) 0 2nd

350 - - +1 of 244 A Coll
20 limator

n 40'-M-40'
0 300 - - Sample NeutrOn-_-
U I 50� -

250 - X 0 Open-M-Open
-focusing

device
200 --- - (n 100� Sample Supermirror

_L L L so

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 U I Sample-ED

Temperature W 0
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

Fipure 2 Temperature dependence of te magnetic Position (mm)
0 M

Bra- intensities of CSb i te SAC at 46 GPa.
Fi-ure 3 Calculated distribution of te eutron in-o
tensities.

The best method for compensating weak
magnetic signals from a tiny sample in SAC References
is focusing the ncident neutron beam on a 1) Ji-an Xu, Ho-kwan- Mo: SCIENCE. 290 2000)
sample position. The most likely successful 783.

2) T. Osakabe. A. Hannan, N. Tachi M Koligi H.
method for the focusin, is mirror eection. Xitax�vwa: A1)1. Phys. A74 2002) 799.
We are now developing the focusing evice 3) T. Osakabe. A. Hannan� D. Kwkvana M Koligi.
with a lot of curved supermirrors according H. Kitazawa: Acta Physica Polonica B34 2003)
to the proposal of D.F.R.Mildner 4) . The in- 1469-1472.
set of Fig. 3 shows the schematic dawing of 4) D.F.R. Mildner: Nucl. hstr. And Meth. A299

the device. The shape of the cross section of (1990) 416.
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2.7.9 Development of Neutron Detector by Using a Novel Metallic High-T,
Superconductor MgB2

T. ISHIDA, K. TAKAHASHI, T. YOTSUYA1, K. SATOH', A. SAITO', A. KAWAKAN412,
H. SHIMAKAGE 2 Z. WANG2, S. OKAYASU', K. HOJYOU', M. ATAGIRV, Y. N4011113,

AND N. IN4URA 3

Department of Physics and Electronics, Osaka Prefecture University, Sakai, Osaka, 599-8531
Technology Research Institute of Osaka Prefecture 27-1 Ayumino, Izumi, Osaka 594-1157

2 Kansai Advanced Research Center, Communications Research Laboratory, 588-2,
Iwaoka-cho, Nishi-ku, Kobe, Hyogo 651-2429

3 Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Naka, baraki 319-1195

[Introduction] MgB2 film with neutrons is estimated as

It is difficult to detect neutrons compared to Ra = olndx, (1)
charged particles. Neutrons are useful to in-
vestigate properties of the various substances. where or is the cross section, I -_ I x
For example, the protein structure has been 107 CM-2S-1 is the beam intensity, n 138 x
successfully determined by the diffraction ex- 1022 CM-3 is the number of `13 nuclides per
periment by using an imaging plate 2) A BF3 volume, and dx = 200 nm is the thickness of
counter is widely used to detect neutrons. the MgB2 film. The cross section a of our ex-
However, this counter requires a high voltage periment is estimated 13 x 10' barns for the
of 2000 V and is large in size to achieve a rea- wave length of 6 A. The neutrons intensity I
sonable detection efficiency. of JRR-3M is about I X 1 CM-2S-1 We

A novel metallic superconductor MgB2 has estimated R is 35 x 104 CM-2 S-'. The total
a high-T, of 40 K'). The `13 has a huge surface area of the one meandering patterns

10-3CMIcross section for the nuclear reaction of is - 47 x . Finally, we estimate that
" B (n, G)7 Li. It reaches 3800 barns for ther- the nuclear reaction 1013(n, CV 7Li rate is 167
mal neutrons. We propose to develop a MgB2 events per second.
thin film detector with the aid of the nanofab- Figure 2 is the R - T curves of the two me-
rication technique of the electron beam lithog- andering patterns. The 1 patterning unit
raphy. shows that Ton,,6' -_ 14.8K and AT = 0.6K.

The electric resistance in normal state is al-
[Experiments and Results] most consistent with the value- estimated from

The N/IgB2 thin films were prepared on Ref 3 We set a sample temperature in the
an A1203 substrate (R-plane) by a multiple- transition regime.
target sputtering method'). This process is Figure 3 is the schematic diagram of or
advantageous to make high quality devices detection system. The photographs in the left
because it requires neither a post-annealing side are a sample holder of a 4-K refrigerator
process nor a high substrate temperature T, and a MgB2 thin film. When neutrons react
We fabricated six meandering pattern units on with 1013 in 1�,TgI32, the reaction energy causes a
this film by sing an electron beam lthograpy. partial destruction of superconductivity and a
Figure I is the drawing ad the microscope change in he resistivity. The slight variation
photograph of the patterning. Since the range of the voltage is amplified by a preamplifer
of a particles in the MgB2 is on the order of and a linear amplifer. We searched a pulse
Ipm, we chose the line width as 1Lm. The signal caused by the nuclear reaction by a fast
nuclear reaction '13(na)'Li rate R., of this diptal oscilloscope. The photographs in the
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MgB2 film 5
\Patterning Unit - MgB

White part g 4- 2
Black part A1�03 film

1,u n 3- 1
E PatterningCZ 2- Unit

TO 0a)
EC 1

77 10 12 1 4 1'6 1'8 20

Figure 1: The shematic drawing (the MgB2 films is the Temperature K )
white part while substrate (A1203) is the black part) Figure 2 The R - T curve of MgB2 patterning unit.
and the photograph of MgB2 patterning unit. We We can find T�-e' is 14-8K. We performed the neu-
measured electric resistance of meandering pattern by tron irradiation experiment by maintaining the tem-
using the four terminal method. perature at the trasition edge of the R - T curve.

right side of Figure 3 show the examples of plete the development of a novel neutron de-
such pulse signals. However, we are not sure tector as one of the nanotechnology virtual
.whether this comes from the nuclear reaction laboratories of the JST-CREST. projects.
or from external noise signals. . The. present work is partially supported by

the REIMEI Research Resources of Japan
[Conclusion] Atomic Energy Research Institute.

We succeeded in fabricating the I Am me-
andering patterns on MgB2 thin film. This References
patterns showed a sharp resistive transition, 1) J. Nagamatsu et al., Nature 410 2001) 63.
which is suitable for neutrons detector. It is 2) N. Niimura et al., Nature Structural Biology, 4
inclusive that the pulse signal observed by the (1997) 909-914.

3) A. Saito et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 15 2002)
digital oscilloscope is from the '13 nuclear re- 1-5.
actions. Further studies are necessary to com-

Bias

Neutron
0

R f t Digital Signal
Processing

P
Arn an

Am
MgB2
thi n film

7777T
X

Figure 3 The schematic diagram of our neutron detection system. The left photographs are for the sample
holder in 4K-refrigerator. A slight chance in voltage due to the nuclear reaction of B(n, U)7 Li is amplified by
a preamplifier ad a linear amplifier. Tis signal is analyzed by a digital signal oscilloscope.
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Appendix A
Program Committee for Neutron Beam Utilization in the JFY 2002

of the Advisory Council for JAERI'S Research Facilities

(Chairman) Yasuhiko Fujii Professor, The Institute for Solid State Physics,

The University of Tokyo

(Vice-Chairman) Mitsuru Ebihara Professor, Graduate School of Science,

Tokyo Metropolitan University

Kazuyoshi Yamada Professor, Institute for Chemical Research,

Kyoto University

Susumu Ikeda Professor, High Energy Accelera for

Research Organization

Masafurni Kohgi Professor, Graduate School of Science,

Tokyo Metropolitan University

Takeji Hashimoto Professor, Graduate School of Engineering,

Kyoto University

Mamoru Sato Professor, Graduate School of Integrated Science,

Yokohama City Uiversity

Makoto Hayashi Head, Div Power

Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd.

Yoichi Sakai Professor, Chemical Class,

Daido Institute of Technology

Masayoshi Tarnaki Assistant Professor, Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Nagoya University

Hideki Yoshizawa Professor, The Institute for Solid State Physics,

The University of Tokyo

Toshiji Kanaya Professor, Institute for Chemical Research,

Kyoto University

Kazurna Hirota Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Science,

Tohoku University

Nobuo Niimura Principal Scientist, Advanced Science Research Center

Takemasa Shibata Deputy Director, Advanced Science Research Center

Kazuhisa Kakurai Principal Scientist, Advanced Science Research Center

Yukio Oyama Deputy Director, Center for Neutron Science

Kazuo Watanabe Principal Scientist, Department of Environmental Sciences

Masaki Katagiri Principal Scientist, Advanced Science Research Center

Yoshirou Funayama General Manager, Department of Research Reactor

(Secretary) Yukio Morii Principal Scientist, Advanced Science Research Center

Hisashi Sagawa General Manager, Department of Research Reactor

(Observer) Hiromasa Watanabe Head, Office of Planning

Masahito Matsubayashi Senior Scientist, Center for Neutron Science

Chushiro Yonezawa Senior Scientist, Department of Environmental Sciences

Naohiko Hori Chief, Department of Research Reactor
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Appendix 

Themes of Cooperative Research Projects with Universities in the JFY 2002

1. The First Challenge to Ref ined Structural Analysis of Synthetic K. Tashiro Osaka Uiv.

Polymer Crystals by Neutron Iaging Plate System

2. Crystal Structures of Polymers (Crystal Structure of Cellulose) Y. Takahashi - Osaka Univ.

3. Missing Number

4. Spin Correlations in 3D Spin Frustration System CdFeO, Y. Tsunoda Waseda Uiv.
under High Pressure

5. Spin Dynamics of Hole-doped NdQaBaNiO, J. Akimitsu. Aoyama Gakuin Univ.

6. Disorder in Superionic Conductors T. Sakuma. lbaraki Univ.

'7. Characterization of Water Cluster 1-120),� with in a Self-assembled M. Fujita Tokyo Univ.
Coordination Cage

8. Studies on Reactive Block Copolymer Systems T. ashimoto Kyoto Uiv.

9. Phonon Dispersion Relation in TiQ3 Y. Tsunoda Waseda Uiv.

10. Magnetic Sructure of DyAg and DyCu under Magnetic Field T. Kakeshita. Osaka Univ.

11. Neutron Line Crystal Structure Analysis of Nitric Oxide-binding T. Kobzuma Ibaraki Univ.

Protein Cytochrome c'

12. Exotic Magnetic Phases of Ce-compound-strongly-correlated- M. Kohgi Tokyo Metropolitan

electron-systems Univ.

13. Construction of Air-Water Interface Neutron H. Matsuoka. Kyoto Univ.

Reflelctometer with TwG-dimensional Imaging Plate

14. Chemical Reactions in Microdomains Formed by Block Polymers M. Armaka Chiba Univ.

15. Relationship between Fluctuations and Superconductivity in e K. Yamada Kyoto Univ.

Electron-doped Superconductor PrLaCe,�CuO,,,,

16. Magnetic Excitation Spectra of the T *-type High-T c Superconductor M. Sato Nagoya Uiv.

17. Magnetic Structure of Crj_,Te and Related Systems M. Sato Nagoya Univ.

18. Evaluation of Residual Stress and Materials Properties under loading Y. Akiniwa. Nagoya Univ.

in Structural Materials

19. Neutron Diffraction Study on the Thermal Stress of He-at Treated K Inoue Ryukoku Univ.

Materials

20. Antiferroquadrupolar Ordering in RBC System Y. Yamaguchi Tohoku Univ.

21, Measurement of Internal Stresses in Laminated Coating Files T. Hanabusa Tokushima Univ.
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Appendix 

Themes of Cooperative Research Projects with Universities in the JFY 2002

1. The First Challenge to Refined Structural Analysis of Synthetic K. Tashiro Osaka Univ.
Polymer Crystals by Neutron Imaging Plate System

2. Crystal Structures of Polymers (Crystal Structure of Cellulose) Y. Takahashi Osaka Univ.

3. Missing Number

4. Spin Correlations in 3D Spin Frustration System CdFeO, Y. Tsunoda Waseda Univ.
under High Pressure

5. Spin Dynamics of Hole-doped Nd,,Ca.BaNiO, J. Akimitsu Aoyania Gakuin Univ.

6. Disorder in Superionic Conductors T. Sakimia lbaraki Univ.

7. Characterization of Water Cluster H2%� with in a Self-assembled M. Fujita Tokyo Univ.
Coordination Cage

8. Studies on Reactive Block Copolymer Systems T. Hashimoto Kyoto Univ.

9. Phonon Dispersion Relation in PTiO, Y. Tsunoda Waseda Univ.

10. Magnetic Structure of DyAg and DyCu under Magnetic Field T. Kakeshita Osaka Univ.

11. Neutron Line Crystal Structure Analysis of Nitric Oxide-binding T. Kohzuma lbarald Univ.
Protein Cytochrome c'

12. Exotic Magnetic Phases of Ce-compound-strongly-correlated- M. Kohgi Tokyo Metropolitan

elecLron-systenis Uaiv.

13. Construction of Air-Water Interface Neutron H. Matsuoka. Kyoto Univ.
Reflelctometer with Two-dimensional Imaging Plate

14. Chemical Reactions in Nficrodomains: Formed by Block Polymers M. Annaka. Chiba Univ.

15. Relationship between Fluctuations ad Superconductivity in te K. Yamada Kyoto Univ.

Electron-doped Superconductor Pr,,LaCe.CuO,,,,

16. Magnetic Excitation Spectra of the T *-type High-T , Superconductor M. Sato Nagoya Univ.

17. Magnetic Structure of Cr�je and Related Systems M. Sato Nagoya Univ.

is. Evaluation of Residual Stress and Materials Properties under oading Y. Akiniwa Nagoya Uaiv.

in Structural Materials

19. Neutron Diffraction Study on the Thermal Sress of Heat Treated K. Inoue Ryukoku Univ.

Materials

20. Antiferroquadrupolar Ordering in RBCSystem Y. Yamaguchi Tohoku Univ.

21. Measurement of Internal Stresses in Laminated Coating Files T. Hanabusa Tokushima Univ.
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22. Elementally Excitations in the Quantum Spin System TICuCl, H. Tanaka Tokyo Inst. of Tech.
and Related Compounds

23. A High Resolution Neutron Structure Analysis of MN-binding Protein Y. Morimoto Himeji Inst. of Tech.

24. Magnetic and Chemical Structures of SemiMagnetic Conductors T. Kajitani Tohoku Univ.

25. Relation between Nano-scale Structural Distortions and Y. Uwatoko The Univ. of Tokyo

Meta-magnetic Transition in SrRuO,

26. Study of Magnetic Excitations in the Ni-doped Superconducting Y. Edoh Tohoku Univ.

Cuprate LSCO

27. Magnetic Structure of -r -Mn and 6 -Mn Alloys T. Hori Shibaura Inst. of Tech.

28. junctional Mechanism of Proteins Based oTheir Hydrogen-atom K. Fukuyarna Osaka Uiv.

Positions

29. Magnetic Structure of Perovskite-Related Oxides Containing Y. Hinatsu Hokkaido Univ.

Lanthanide and Platinum Group Elements

K Magnetic Excitations in Uranium Compound UPd,,Si. of Exhibiting M. Kohgi Tokyo Metropolitan
Localized Magnetism Univ.

31. Development of the Method for Determining Residual Stress using T. Sasaki Kanazawa Univ.

Whole Part of Neutron Debye-scherrerPattem Detected with
Neutron Image Plate

32. Relationship between Dynamic Heterogeneities and Concentration M. Naoki Gunina Univ.
Fluctuations in Miscible Polymer Blends 2

33. Hydrogen Transfer in Pholoisomerization of Vitamine 12 Model Y. Ohashi Tokyo Inst. of Tech.
Compounds

Appendix C

Themes of Cooperative Research Projects with Private Enterprises
. and National Laboratories in the JFY 2002

1 Residual Stress Measurement of Constructions by Neutron Diffraction T. Macbida Hitachi Ltd

2. Refractive Optics and Detector for Cold Neutron Beam H. M. Shimizu RIKEN

3. Study of Liquid Structures in the High Temperature/under Cooling S. Yoda NASDA
State Due to Electrostatic Levitation Furnace

4. Study o the Relation between Unusual Formation of High-ordered S. Naito KEK

Protein Structures and Abnormal Aoptosis

5. Neutron Powder Diffraction Study of Defective Hi-h-Silica T. Suzuki Sumitomo Chemical

MF1 eolite Co. Ltd.

6. Development of the Residual Strain Measurement Technique of T. Hamarnoto Toyota Co. Ltd.

Automobile Engine Parts by the Neutron Diffraction Method

7. In Situ Observation of Structure Deformation of Polymer by T. Kasahara Sumitomo Cemical

Small-angle Neutron Scattering Co. Ltd.
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Appendix D

Publication List in the Period of the JFY 2002

1. Neutron Powder Diffraction Studied as a Function of Temperature of Structure 11 Hydrate Formed from a

Methane Ethane Gas Mixture

C. J. Rawn, A. J. Rondinone, B. C. Chakournakos, S. T. Marshall, L. A. Stem, S. Circone,

S. H. Kirby, C. Y. Jones, B. H. Toby, Y. Ishii

Proceedings of Fourth International Conference on Gas Hydrates Vol. 2 2002) 595-598

2. Neutron Diffraction Studv of Structure I and Structure 11 Trimethylene Oxide Clathrate Deuterate

A. J. Rondinone, B. C. Chakoumakos, C. J. Rawn, Y. Ishii

Proceedings of Fourth International Conference on Gas Hydrates Vol. 2 2002) 625-629

3. The Use of Rigid Body Constraints in Retveld Refinements of Neutron Diffraction Data of Clathrate

Hydrates

B. C. Chakoumakos, C. J. Rawn, A. J. Rondinone, S. L. Marshall, L. A. Stem, S. Circone,

S. H. Kirby, C. Y. Jones, B. H. Toby, Y. Ishii

Proceedings of Fourth International Conference on Gas Hydrates Vol. 2 2002) 655-658

4. Anomalous Spin Density Distribution in CeB,

M. Saitou, H. Takagisi, T. Yok-oo, J. Akimitsu, N. Okada, E. Nishibori, M. Tak-ada, M. Sakata,

M. Nishi, K. Kakurai, A. Kunii

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn 71 No. 0 2002) 2369-2372

5. Neutron Diffraction Sudy of Antifer-romagnetic Order in UGa3 under Pressure

M. Nakamura, Y. K oike, N. Metok-i, K. Kakurai, Y. Haga, G. H. Lander, D. Aoki, Y. Onu-i

J. Phys. Chem. Sol. 63 2002) 1193-1196

6. Neutron Scattering Experiment on UPd2OSi6l : Crystal and Magnetic StructuresC�

N. Tateiwa, N. Metoki, Y. Koike, K. Oikawa, N. Kimura, H. Aoki, T. Komatsubara

Physica B 312-313 2002) 891-893

7. Neutron Scattering Experiment on UPd2lS' 1 Crystalline Electric Field and Spin Wave Excitations

N. Tateiwa, N. Metoki, Y. Koike, N. Kimura, H. Aoki, T. Kornatsubara.

Physica, B 312-313 2002) 894-896
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8. Magnetic Structure, Phase Diagram, and a New Type of Spin-Flop Transition Dominated by

Higher Order Interaction in a Localized 5f System UPd,,Si,

Y. Koike, N. Metoki, Y. Haga, K. A. McEwen, M. Kohgi, R. Yamamoto, N. Aso, N. Tateiwa,

T. Komatsubara, N. Kimura, H. Aoki

Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol.89 7 2002) 077202 14

9. Spin Wave xcitations in Single Crystalline UPd,,Si,

N. Aso, N. Metoki, M. Kohgi, K; A. McEwen, Y. Koike, Y. Haga, N. Tateiwa, N. Kimura,

H. Aoki, T. Kornatsubara, Y. Morii

Physica B 312-313 2002) 897-898

10. Magnetic and Fenni Surface Properties of UNiGa,

Y. Tokiwa, Y. Haga, N. Metoki, S. Ikeda, R. Settai, Y. Onuki

Physica B 312-313 2002) 294-296

11. Detailed Magnetic Structure of he Coupled Edge-sharing CuO, Chains in CaYCuO,,

M. Matsuda, K. Kak-urai, H. Yamaguchi, T. Ito, C. H. Lee, K. Oka

Appl. Phys A 74 [Suppl.] (2002) S637-S639

12. Liquid-He-Free 10T Superconducting Magnet for Neutron Scattering

S. Katano, N. Minakawa, N. Metoki, T. 0sakabc, J. Suzuki, Y. Koike, Y. Ishii

Appl. Phys A 74 [Suppl.] 2002) S270-S272

13. Is Gel a Solid or a Liquid? It Sees 2nd Page Nature by Neutron Scattering

S. Koizumi

Kobunshi 51 2002) 957 (Japanese)

14. Development of New-type Cobalt Oxide Thermoelectric Materials

T. Kajitani, Y. Ono Y. Miyazaki, Y. Morii

21. st International Conference on Thennoelectronics Proc. 2002) 195-198

15. Single Crystal Growth and Structural and Magnetic Properties of the Uranium Ternary

Intermetallic Compound UCrSi,

T. D. Matsuda, N. Metold, Y. Haga, S. Ikeda, T. Okubo, K. Sugiyarna, N. Nakamura, K. Kindo,

K. Kaneko, A. Nakamura, E. Yamamoto, Y. Onuki

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 72 2002) 122-130
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16. Magnetic Properties of UNiGa, and UPtGa,

Y. Tokiwa, Y. Haga, N. Metold, A. Nakamura, Y. Ishii, Y. Onuki

J. Nuclear Sci. Tec. Suppl 3 2002) 210-213

17. Hydrogen and Deuterium in Myoglobin as Seen by a Neutron Structure Determination at 1.5A Resolution

A. Ostennann, 1. Tanaka, N. Engler, N. Niimura, F. G. Parak

Biophysical Chem. 95 2002) 183-193

18. Preface Hydrogen and Hydration" Sensitive Structural Biology

N. Niimura

Biophysical Chem. 95 2002) 181

19. Optimization of Neutron Imaging Plate

Y. K. Haga, K. Nerfishi, K. Takahashi, N. Niimura

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A 487 2002) 504-510

20. An Insight into the Pathway of he Amyloid Fibril Formation of Hen Egg White Lysozyme

Obtained from a Small-angle X-ray and Neutron Scattering Study

Y. Yonczawa, S. Tanaka, T. Kubota, K. Wakabayashi, K. Yutani & S. Fujiwara

Journal of Molecular Biology

21. Foreword FWaterj

N. Niimura

Seibutsubutsuri 224 2002) 261 (Japanese)

22. Research of the Gel Phase Transition by Neutron Scattering

N. Niimura, S. Koizumi

Gel and a Life (T. Tanaka Anthology) Tokyo Univ. Publication 2002) 116 (Japanese)

23. Direct Observation of Deuterium Migration in Crystalline-State Reaction by Single Crystal Neutron

Diffraction IV. "Hula-Twist" Rotation of a Long Alkyl Radical Produced by Photoirradiation

T. Ohhara, S. Ikeda, H. Imura, H. Uekusa, Y. Ohashi, 1. Tanaka, N. Niimura

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 124 2002) 14736-14740

24. A Neutron Crystallographic Analysis of a Rubredoxin Mutant

T. Chatake, K. Kurihara, 1. Tanaka, M. W. W. Adams, F. E. JenneyJr, 1. Tsyba, R. Bau, N. Niimura

Applied Physics A 74 [Suppl.] 2002) 1280-1282
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25. Neutron Scattering Study of Dipolar Spin Ice H2Sn2O1: Frustrated Pyrochlore Magnet

H. Kadowaki, Y. Ishii, K. Matsuhira, Y. Hinatsu

Phys. Rev. 65 2002) 144421 1-8

26. Crystal Structures and Magnetic Properties of Cobalt Chalcogenides BalaCo(S,-, Sej, 0.0_<_'x_<_'0.4)

M. Wakeshima, Y. Hinatsu, Y. Ishii, Y. Shimojo, Y. Mofii

J. Mater. Chem. 12 2002) 631-634

27. Crystal Distortion and Magnetic Structure of -y -MnPd Alloys

T. Hori, Y. Tsuchiya, Y. Ishii, K. Hojou.

Mater. Transactions vol. 43 No.3 2002) 436-438

28. Crystal Structure, Electric and Magnetic Properties of Layered Cobaltite 3 -NaCoO2

Y. Ono, R. Ishikawa, Y. Miyazaki, Y. Ishii, Y. Morii, T. Kajitani

J. Sol. State Chem. 166 2002) 177-181

29. Crystal Distortion and Magnetic Structure of -y -MnPt Alloys

T. Hori, Y. Tsuchiya, H. Shiraishi, Y. Ishii, K. Hojou

Appl. Phys A 74 Suppl. 2002) S743-745

30. Modulated Structure of the Thermoelectric Compound [Ca2CO0111.61 COO,

Y. Mivazaki, M. Onoda, T. Oku, M. Kikuchi, Y. Ishii, Y. Ono, Y. Morii, T. KajitaniI

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 71 2002) 491-497

31. Magnetic and Calorimetric Studies on Ordered Perovskite Ba2ErRUO6

Y. lzurniyama, Y. Doi, M. Wakeshima, Y. Hinatsu, A. Nakamura, Y. Ishii

J. Sol. Sta. Chem. 169 2002) 125-130

32. Low-energy Excitation in CsPbX, (Xz--Cl, Br)

T. Sakuma, M. Mutou, K. Ohki, M. Arai, H. Takahashi, Y. Ishii

Sol. Sta. Ionics 154-155 2002) 237-242

33. Jahn-teller Distortion and Cluster-glass Like Behavior in Lao.g75Cao.125 MnO3

S. Begum, Y. Ono, Y. Tomioka, Y. Tokura, Y. Ishii, Y. Morii, T. Kajitani

J. Phys. and Chem. of Soc. 63 2002) 939-942
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34. Oscillatory Diffuse Neutron Scattering from � -AgI

A. Thazin, M. Arai, T. Sak-uma, Y. Ishii

Sol. Sta. Ionics (Trends in the new millennium) 2002) 777-794

35. Structures and Magnetic Proper-ties of Ternary Lithium Oxides LiRO2 (R=Rare Earths)

Y. Hashimoto, M. Wak-eshima, K. Matsuhira, Y. Hinatsu, Y. Ishii

Chem. Mater. 14 2002) 3245-3251

36. Magnetic and Calorimetric Studies on Ordered Perovskite Ba, ErRuO,

Y. Izumiyama, Y. Doi, M. Wakeshima, Y. Hinatsu, A. Nakamura, Y. Ishii

J. Sol. Sta. Chem. 169 2002) 125-130

37. Inelastic Neutron Scattering Experiment on Dzyaloshinski-moriya Interaction in SrCu,(BO,),

K. Kakurai, N. Aso, K. Nukui, M. Nishi, H. Kageyama, H. Ueda, H. Kadowaki, 0. Cepas

Proc. French-Japanese Symposium on

"Quamurn PoperLies of Low-Dimensional AnLiferromagnets" 2002) 102-108

38. Dominance of Excitation Continuum in the Longitudinal Spectrum of Wcakly Coupled

Heisenberg S=1/2 Chains

A. Zheludev, K. Kakurai, T. Matsuda, K. Utinokura, K. Nakajima

Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 No. 14 2002) 197205-1-4

39. Magnetic Structure and the Hall Resistivity of Ca,-,ZnCrSe4

S. likubo, Y. Yasui, K. Oda, Y. Ohno, Y. Kobayashi, M. Sato, K. Kakurai

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 71 No. 1 2002) 2792-2799

40. Maonetic Field Effects and Ma-netic Anisotropy in Lightly Doped La,,,SrCU04

Z� t�

M. Matsuda, M. Fujita, K. Yamada, R. J. Birgeneau, Y. Endoh, G. Shirane

Physical Review 66 2002) 174508 16

41. Absense of Magnetic-field Effect on Static Magnetic Order in Electron-doped

Superconductor Nd,.,6Ce,.,,CuO4

M. Matsuda, S- Katano, T. efuji, M. Fujita, K. Yamada

Physical Review 66 2002) 172509 14
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42. Magnetic Excitations in the Edge-sharing CuO, Chains

M. Matsuda

Single Crystal Neutron Spectroscopy Proceedings (ILL report) 2002)

43. Magnetic Excitations in the Quantum Spin System NH4CUC'l

A. Oosawa, T. Ono, K. Kakurai, H. Tanaka

Single Crystal Neutron Spectroscopy Proceedings (ILL report) 2002)

44. Single Crystal Growth and Structural and Magnetic Properties of the Uranium Ternary Inter-metallic

Compound UCrSi,

T. D. Matsuda, N. Metoki, Y. Haga, S. Ikeda, T. Okubo, K. Sugiyama, N. Nakamura, K. Kindo,

K. Kaneko, A. Nakamura, E. Yamamoto, Y. Onuki

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 72 2002) 122-130

45. Neutron Structural Biology and X-rays Complementarity

N. Niirnura, T. Chatake

The Japanese SocieLy for Neutron Science 2003) (Japanese)

46. Hydration in protcins obscrved by high-resolution. ncutron crystallography.

T. Chatake, A. Ostennann, K. Kurihara, Fritz G. Parak, N. Niimur-a

Journal Proteins 50 2003) 516-523

47. High Resolution Neutron Protein Crystallography Hydrogen and Hydration in Proteins

N. Niimura, T. Chatake, A. Ostermann, K. Kurihara, 1. Tanaka

Journal Z. Kristallogr 218 2003) 96-107

48. Development of an Electrostatic Levitator for Neutron Diffraction Structure Analysis

T. Itami, S. Munejiri, T. Masaki, H. Aoki, Y. Ishii, T. Kamiyama, Y. Senda, F. Shirnojo, K. Hoshino

Rev. of Scientific Instruments 74 No.2 2003) 1147-1149

49. Structure of Liquid Sn over a Wide Temperature Range from Neutron Scattering Experiments and

First-principles Molecular Dynamics Simulation: A Comparison to Liquid Pb

T. Itarni, S. Munejiri, T. Masaki, H. Aoki, Y. Ishii, T. Kamiyama, Y. Senda, F. Shimojo, K. Hoshino

Phys. Rev, 67 2003) 064201 112
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Appendix E

FOREIGN NATIONAL VISIT in JAERI of the 2002

NAME DAYS

Francis J. E. Tasset Mar. 12-21, 2002

Bryan Chakoumakos May. 14-18, 2002

Adam J. Rondindne May. 14-18, 2002

Gerald H. Lander May. 20-Jun. 1, 2002

Birgit Schroeder-Smeibidl Sep.5,2002

Hiroshi Takahashi Oct. 21-23, 2002

Jung dae Ji Oct. 21-23, 2002

Jae Hyun Park Oct. 21-23, 2002

Keith A. McEwen Oct. 30-Nov. 17, 2002

Andreas Lindbaum. Nov. 916, 2002

Je-Guen Park Nov. 10-14, 2002

Ji-Young So Nov. 10 18, 2002

Franck Wastin Nov. 11- 15, 2002

Silke Buehler-Paschen Nov. 11-15, 2002

Gerald H. Lander Nov. 11-16, 2002

Nicholas Bernhoeft Nov. 13-25, 2002

Thomas M. Holden Nov. 25-Dec 4 2002

Whang, Joo ho Dec. 11-13, 2002

Kim, Young Jin Dec. 11-13,2002

Lee, Chang Hee Dec. 11-13, 2002

Patrick Kingsley UNG Feb. 13-14, 2003

Bau Robert Feb. 16-24, 2003

Arunan Nadarajah Mar. 514, 2003

Douglas Tobias Mar. 915, 2003

Mikeska, Hans-JiArgen Mar. 14, 2003

Andreas Ostermann Mar. 22-29, 2003
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